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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
Wander the isles of any used bookstore and you will find a
large part of the travel section dedicated to real life travel
diaries. To my dismay, I could not find a copy of this great
treasure of writing in book form, or online. Taking it on
myself was no easy task, and at times, I had to copy it word for
word from the original printing.

Considering the book was written in 1838, I took some liberties
in terms of the author’s original excessive use of the semicolon
and other superfluous marks of punctuation. The scholars may
disagree, but I assure you the casual reader will not object.
The content of this book in itself is shocking, and serves to
remind us that the more things change, the more they stay the
same. I took great time and diligence to research the actual
places in this book the author makes reference to, and in most
instances, the names of cities and states he uses have long since
been changed through war or loss of territory, and so I
highlight that.
I feel this work is one of the great manuscripts in history, and
presents a look at places seldom seen, in a time long passed. I
encourage the reader to draw a map in your mind of the sheer
distance he travels, and the amount of difficulty this journey
must have presented to the author and his crew.
As a final note, I think much can be learned about the world
today from reading this book. The similarities are striking and

I dare say that most readers will agree that though the first
realease of this book has long since passed, it is quite
extraordinary how many things have not changed since.
Julian Merghart
West Tawakoni, Texas
January 2016
INTRODUCTION
The tour, which forms the subject of the following pages, was
undertaken in search of health, when a complaint in the throat
disabled the author from fulfilling the duties of his profession.
For some time after its conclusion, he entertained no intention
of publishing his notes, but now that he is inclined to do so, he
labors under the disadvantage of absence from England, a
second time caused by continued indisposition.
Though these volumes contain little that is new, the author will
still hope that he has succeeded in gleaning some few scattered
grains of information, which have been overlooked by others.

While in recording what he has heard and seen, it has been his
anxious endeavor to exclude whatever could wound the most
sensitive delicacy, a task by no means easy for a writer who
undertakes to describe the habits and manners of nations,
among whom morality is little estimated and purity of thought,
comparatively unknown.
In the department of philology, he has hazarded a few
conjectures. Where he has failed, his unsuccessful effort may
lead to a happier result by directing the attention of others to
the same subject. To avoid a frequent reference to self he has
generally substituted, for the singular, the plural personal
pronoun; which, however, he was often enabled to use with a
strict regard to accuracy, as, during half of his travels, it was
his privilege to enjoy the society of one who, in sharing,
enhanced all his pleasures.
It is sometimes expected that the published pages of a traveler
should record the names of all from whom he received kind
attentions during his wanderings. Gratitude, however, is a
sentiment which calls for little display, and when an individual

advancing no claim to rank above the respectable mediocrity of
an English gentleman, publicly connects himself with those of
the highest station in foreign countries by a reference to
kindnesses for which he was indebted to the adventitious
circumstances of travel, he may possibly be indulging, however
unconsciously, a sentiment less noble than gratitude.
Under this impression, the author has abstained from adverting
to the courtesies and hospitality which he received, and from
recording the names of such as conferred more important
favors, unless in cases where the omission of the fact or the
name would have affected the interest of his work. At the same
time, he trusts that those who have laid him under obligations
in the distant corners of the Ottoman dominions, in the
civilized and uncivilized parts of the Russian empire, or in the
more polished circles of Austria, will believe that their
kindness has made an impression on his memory, not easily to
be effaced.
Paris, France

June 1st, 1838.
BEGINNING THE JOURNEY IN PRESBURG
The first object on the road to Presburg that arrests the eye,
after quitting the busy haunts of men in the great capital of
Austria, is the burial ground on the right hand side. So full
and so overflowing with sepulchral monuments, that at a short
distance they present only a confused mass of masonry.

Presburg is now modern day Bratislava, in Slovenia
The cemetery looks like a city and so indeed, it is a city of the
dead, more peopled than the neighboring metropolis, the
receptacle of its successive generations.
Our road lay over a flat sandy country devoid of every object of
interest, and the phlegmatic German who officiated as
coachman with a characteristic blue apron like that of an
English butcher refused to urge his horses beyond the pace to
which they were habituated, between a walk and a trot.
At the halfway village, we amused ourselves during a halt by
examining the clumsy machinery of our drag chain and the
mode of fastening the horses. Instead of a neat iron shoe, a
large piece of wood, three feet in length was supported by a
heavy chain, which required a second contrivance to keep it
from dangling on the ground.

The third horse was tackled in a manner no less strange.
Abreast of the other two, his traces were fastened to a crossbar,
half of which extended beyond the side of the carriage, while
its center was attached by means of a long stick to one of the
hind wheels. From this, therefore he pulled at a great
mechanical disadvantage, compelling the other outside horse to
labor hard to preserve the carriage in its right direction.
After traveling eight hours without seeing hillock, we came to
some little mounds called Hainburgher Berg, which, rising
gently and gradually out of the plains, form the commencement
of the great chain of Carpathian mountains encircling Hungary.
Beyond these, the country improves in appearance and a few
noblemen’s houses are scattered over the plain, but each is
isolated and desolate, as if dropped from the clouds.
A short drive brought us to the village of Wolfsthal, the
boundary of Austria and Hungary, which is still invested with
all the formalities of a frontier, though the kingdoms have been
long united. Over the door, the coat of arms of the two
countries figure in equal size and dignity, each in the center of

a double headed eagle, with crowns on heads, a globe in one
talon, and a sword and scepter in the other.
The inscription on the Hungarian side is in Latin, the language
of business throughout the country, and that in which our
passports were vises by the Hungarian consul in Vienna.
Round the door of the customhouse, six or seven peasants were
sitting, clothed with a kind of coarse white blanketing like the
dress of the Himalayan Tartars, some with hats like coal
heavers, others with little caps turned up with fur and
ornamented with a feather.
Near this spot is the town of Petronelle, the ancient Carnuntum,
where Marcus Aurelius wrote his Opera Philosophica and a little
beyond it the road is raised with much labor for about four
miles over a swampy marsh and defended with a rampart of
immense stones.
Hence, the traveler obtains the first view of Presburg. The
castle, burnt some years ago, retains its exterior wall, nor does
it appear from a distance that this is but a skeleton. It stands

on the top of a hill overlooking the town the Danube River, and
the surrounding country, and with its four octagonal turrets,
forms a beautiful object in the landscape.

Modern Day Map of the Danube River
Presburg is entered from Vienna by a pontvolant or bridge of
boats, a kind of structure very common on the Danube. This is
about two hundred and eighty yards in length having rails
streaked with red and white, instead of black and yellow, the
colors of Austria.

On the bank of the river just opposite the bridge is a little
mound furnished with a double flight of steps. It seems as if
made for a band of musicians but it is designated by the high
sounding title of Koenigsberg, or King's Mountain and ancient
usage requires that every King of Hungary, after his coronation,
shall ascend this hillock, on which he swears to maintain the
constitution inviolate.
The capital of Hungary, called by the natives Poson, and by the
Romans Posonium, contains a population of about twenty
thousand, of whom seven thousand are Jews, who as in most
other towns of the continent, have a distinct quarter allotted to
them.
Here they are separated from the rest of the inhabitants by a
large iron gate, which being close under the fort is known by
the name of Schlossberg.
The wretchedness of the Old Jewry of Presburgis equaled only
by the reputed degeneracy and profligacy of its occupants,
against whom public prejudice is so strong, and the opinion of

their talent for thieving or amassing are such that curiously
enough, they are prohibited from residing nearer than
Presburg to the gold mines of Cremnitz.
The principal church contains little that is remarkable in point
of architecture. Over the altar is a fine statue by Donner,
representing St. Martin in the act of cutting his cloak in half
with a sword, to give a portion to an aged beggar. On the left
is a silver coffin, containing the body of St. John, bishop of
Alexandria, with the following inscription, which is interesting,
as it shows on what slender foundation some of the miracles of
the Romish church are based.
S. Johannis Eleemosynarii, Episcopi Alexandrini corpus
integrum Regi Matthiae Corvino transmissum fuit
Constantinopolia Caesare Turcarum. In Capella regia Buda?
Asservatum Miraculis Coruscavit. Mviillius scriptor Pelibartus
in Pomerio id testatur, et post hunc Surius XXM Februarii
The year is not inserted. The inscription goes onto state that
the body was carried to the valley of Tall near Presburg, the

date being again omitted, and that on the day of Pentecost
1530, by command of the emperor Ferdinand the First it was
brought to Presburg. Then in 1632, by the piety of Cardinal
Peter Pazmanyit, it was deposited in a silver coffin.
Another piece of sculpture represents the busts of three
cardinals and four bishops, in their appropriate dresses. They
probably belonged to one family, but the inscription is not
easily deciphered.
The libraries are miserably furnished. No good maps or
histories of Hungary are to be met with. There probably is not
so poor a collection of books exposed for sale in any other
European metropolis, except Christiania.
As we passed a Sunday here, we had an opportunity of seeing
the people in their holiday costume. The Sabbath with them is
too much a holiday, and too little a holy day.
Every café and every garden was full to overflowing and the
noise of revelry and profane mirth contrasted sadly with the

sacred character of the day, and with that celestial melody in
which each nominal Christian professes his hope to unite
during an eternal Sabbath.
An Englishman remarked to us that he met on this occasion the
only drunken person he had seen since leaving England. The
men wear very full, dark blue trousers, gaudily worked on both
sides with party colored braid, and collected in full plaits at the
waist.
They are tucked into clumsy boots, nearly reaching the knees,
but without tops. A long, shapeless coat of the same colored
cloth is adorned with large plated, sugar-loaf buttons.
Underneath, with a full front, appears a waistcoat of bright red
or green.
Over all, is sometimes thrown assort of hussar cloak, called
Attila. The hats have very broad brims, with a high feather, or
a long streamer of red or blue ribbon. The tout ensemble a
good deal resembles the

Tellemarkencostume in the wilds of Norway though the
Scandinavian women do not, like some we saw here, wear
Hessian boots.
Nearly all the men, even of the lowest classes, cherish their
mustaches, which are common in this country to the magnate
and the clown. The Hungarians are a dark and rather
handsome people with more liveliness of expression and feeling
than the Austrians. The women are pretty with universally
dark eyes and hair, and both sexes exhibit an indescribable
something which bespeaks an eastern origin.
We here met with one of those uncommon occurrences, which
sometimes refresh a traveler, wearied by the numerous acts of
rogue ryhe encounters. Passing a little dairy, we were induced
to enter and ask for some new milk. The master and his
daughter waited on us with every possible attention, offering
us chairs, with a glass and plate, and all the little luxuries their
house afforded. Having enjoyed our pure draught, we placed
on the table a trifling recompense, which the cowherd regarded
with

Surprise and refused to accept, observing that it was too much
nor would he consent to receive more than he considered his
due.
We were not a little amused at the stool made use of by the
milkman. It was tied round his waist, and had but a single leg
in the Centre. When he rose, his stool rose with him, forming a
ludicrous appendage as he walked about.
In the course of our walk, we met the archduke Joseph, the
uncle of the present emperor, who holds the office of Viceroy of
Hungary, or Palatine, a name he derives from the Viceregal
Residence at Buda, which is called Palatiaregia.
This fine old man was driving across the bridge in a carriage
drawn by six horses, with a postilion on the first and third pair
and two servants behind, but without horsemen or other
attendants. Every one bowed as he passed, and he courteously
returned the salute.

As the representative of the emperor, who is king of Hungary,
he presides over the diet when present, and when absent, he
nominates to that office a noble, who is officially styled Judex
curiae.
Before the year 1791 the diet used to assemble at Buda,
Oedenberg, and other towns indiscriminately but since that
time it has held its sittings at Presburg. It ought properly to
meet every third year; but the king can assemble it more
frequently; and he stretches his authority to convoke it less
often when it suits his convenience.
Until the present session the peasantries were burdened with
the charges of the deputies, a circumstance often made a
pretext for early dissolution, the government urging that the
people could not sustain the expense for a longer period. From
this tax, they have lately been relieved and the legislative body
has been sitting almost without intermission, for the last two
years.

The diet, or states general, comprehends two houses. The
upper consists of magnates, or peers spiritual and temporal.
The lower of members elected exclusively by the aristocracy,
for none but those of noble blood are entitled to vote.
Besides the representatives of counties thus chosen, the royal
free boroughs and ecclesiastical chapters send deputies who
have the privilege of discussing, but not of voting, in the
deliberative assembly so that in fact the whole legislation of
Hungary is vested in the aristocracy. But here, as in almost
every country of Europe, a great alteration is taking place in
the condition of the lower orders who, with advancing
knowledge, are rising to a degree of importance from which
they have hitherto been necessarily excluded.
One change contemplated which when effected will increase
their influence, is connected with the language of debate,
hitherto conducted in Latin. Some time since, the liberals in
the lower house began to hold their discussions in the
vernacular tongue of the peasantry.

At first, the king and his party steadily opposed the innovation,
but the feeling of the country was against them and of late,
Hungarian has been introduced, even in the upper chamber.

Its partisans in that house, however, are in a very small
minority. For example count Szechenyi, the first innovator,
having as yet been followed by only one peer, count Wesseleni,
who has lately involved himself in a dispute with government
and lost his seat.
As he found fault with the count is still in difficulties, as
appears from the following paragraph in the Morning Chronicle
of August 15, 1837:
Baron Nicolaus Wesseleni, the same nobleman whose
revolutionizing speeches in the legislative assembly of
Transylvania caused the dissolution of those chambers some

years ago by the emperor Francis, has since that time sojourned
much in this country, in which he possesses some large estates.
His spirit has not learned moderation by experience. In the
comitate of Izatmar, in which he resides, he held at the
administrative some measures of the ministry, they issued an
order for his arrest and pursued him into Transylvania. He
returned to Presburg and claimed the privilege of a magnate, to
secure him against this infringement of his liberty.
Several of the counties of Hungary espoused his cause; among
others, Pest, whose inhabitants ordered their delegate to
support him.
In the meantime, he resigned his seat in the upper house and
was returned as a deputy in the lower, where he has headed
and still heads the Democratic Party. The government carried
on proceedings against him, in which they were supported by
the member from Pest, who proved faithless to the order of his
constituents.

His conduct consequently became the subject of discussion at a
public meeting convened for that purpose, and as Hungarian
electors have power to dismiss- their representative for
advocating opinions contrary to their own, it was expected that
he would be thus dealt with. One great objection advanced, and
urged with some propriety, against the adoption of Hungarian
as the medium of debate is that the end congregation’s
speeches of so violent a nature, that the royal table has now
condemned him to five years imprisonment in a fortress.
This sentence must first be confirmed by the septemviral table
before its execution can take place. The proposal would not
thereby be attained for various languages are spoken in
different parts of Hungary, the Sclavonian, Illyrian, and
Croatian have their respective districts and no single dialect is
current throughout the whole kingdom not more than a third
perhaps of the natives and by no means all of the deputies are
acquainted with Hungarian, whereas Latin is a tongue
universally understood by the educated and therefore by all
who are connected with the legislative assembly.

The seigneurs have great power over their vassals and since
they have virtually, if not legally, the nomination of the
magistrates, who are taken out of their own body, this power
knows little restraint but that imposed by their own judgment
or caprice. In cases of maltreatment, the peasant has nominally
four appeals:
First, to the magistrate of the county;
Secondly, to the Sedes judiciaria, consisting of a president,
called vice-comes, with four assessors, a sheriff, called Judex
nobilium, a doctor of laws who acts as legal adviser, and
another member, forming the complement of eight;
Thirdly, to a higher court, called Tabula regia consisting of a
president and nobles, varying in number from nine to twentyone;
Fourthly, to a court at Pest, called from its original constitution
Septemviral, but now including seventeen members. This series

of courts of appeal would seem to offer to the vassals a hope of
redress against their seigneurs in case of oppression.
If, however, the time and expense required are taken into
consideration, in addition to the fact that the majority if not all
of the judges are themselves nobles and therefore likely to side
with their own body, it will be evident that the probability of
justice being administered with equity is but slender.
It is a remarkable feature in the history of this country and one
which indicates a generous tone of feeling on the part of the
aristocracy. Under a conviction of their enjoying a power too
unlimited for the present enlightened state of Europe they are
themselves desirous, and have lately proposed to their
sovereign that a modification of their prerogatives should take
place through the intervention of laws. It appears that such a
radical alteration of the present system as must result from any
attempt to modify it would materially affect the revenue.
If elevated in physical circumstances the people would
gradually rise in knowledge… knowledge of their strength and
of their rights and in this condition they would not long

consent to be drained as now of all the profits of labor. Thus,
the interests of the financial department are intimately
connected with maintenance of the rigor of the feudal system
which prevails here to a greater extent than in any country of
Europe. The whole of the revenue yielded by the land is
collected from the peasants, as are all tolls and taxes, from
which a noble is entirely exempt.
Before the time of Marie Therese, no limit was assigned to the
demand made on a serf but she fixed it at what he now pays. It
is called urbarium and consists of fifty-two days labor with his
own cart and oxen, a florin, a pair of fowls, ten eggs, and two
English pounds of butter annually, with a ninth part of his raw
produce. In addition to this, each village gives a calf and two
lambs to the seigneur and a tithe of the soil is rendered to the
church.
No peasant can purchase or possess land. He enjoys no political
rights, and in all but the name he is a slave. The aristocracy

command, the peasantry obey. These provide everything those
enjoy, without care or toil.
Is a bridge to be constructed?
An order is issued for the serfs to build it without
remuneration.
Are the roads to be repaired?
The serf’s labor is demanded.
Are troops passing through the country?
The serfs must house and feed them.
And the highest recompense they expect is to escape without a
beating and without insult to their families. But when the serfs
are spoken of it must be borne in mind that in this country a
man’s appearance does not always indicate his rank.

A poor ragged creature cultivating his field is as likely to be a
noble as a serf. Since nobility is not restricted by the law of
primogeniture, a vast number of the aristocracy have become
paupers, dependent on their own manual labor, and earning a
miserable subsistence yet they enjoy all the privileges of their
birth, and are exempted from the extortion practiced on those
of common blood. The pride and interests of the oligarchy
combine to protect this anomalous class of democratic
aristocrats.
Many attempts have been made to force the nobles to pay taxes,
yet their power has enabled them to stand out against an
innovation which they regard as an imposition. With so large a
reduction from the revenue as their exemption necessarily
causes, the government could not be supplied with funds, were
it not that the king holds certain crown lands, and all the salt
mines, whose annual produce is about seven hundred thousand
pounds.

The gross revenue of Hungary may be estimated at three
millions sterling, of which probably not a twentieth part is
clear profit to the Austrian government.
Many towns are said to belong to the king but this is only a
nominal possession. They are called Civitates Libera et Regiae
because they fall under an entire exemption from taxes.
In Hungary and Croatia there are fifty such villes franches, in
Transylvania five, but none in Sclavonia. No noble has any
authority or right in these privileged boroughs and all that the
citizens acquire they may regard as their own, though unless of
high descent, they cannot possess lands.
They elect their own magistrates annually, and send deputies to
the diet. A great restraint is placed on the expression of public
opinion throughout the Austrian dominions, but more
successfully in Austria proper than in Hungary. Here politics
are freely discussed. Not so there.

At Vienna, an Englishman in a cafe was speaking to a friend
about this partiality for tea and observed in the language of the
country “Ich liebe thee," or "I am fond of tea."
One of the undressed police catching indistinctly the last three
syllables immediately accosted him saying, "Sir, Libertivol is a
word not to be uttered in Austria.”
In fact, as Napoleon decreed, impossible to be excluded from
the French language so liberty is declared not to be Austrian.
It was with feelings of no ordinary interest and with some
misgivings that we prepared to commence a voyage on the
Danube, hitherto regarded as an unknown sea. The
communication by steam between Upper Hungary and the
principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia had been opened only
the previous summer when the vessel, after striking repeatedly
on shoals met with such disasters that she was obliged to land
her passengers, who pursued their respective courses on terra
firma, having accomplished only a portion of the voyage.

None of our own countrymen but one, as we were informed,
had made the excursion and even the officials in the bureau at
Vienna whose interests are connected with it represented the
undertaking as not free from risk.
Still, we were inclined to believe that the difficulties were
gradually diminishing, and that Mr. Quin who’s Steam Voyage
down the Danube made its appearance in England about the
time the writer embarked at Presburg, in the autumn of 1835,
the dangers were exaggerated.
Our plans led us to Constantinople, the reputed beauty of the
scenery on the banks of the Danube attracted us towards its
waters as a medium of conveyance and an opportunity was not
likely to occur twice in a life of seeing Hungary, Servia,
Bulgaria, Wallachia, and Moldavia, through which that noble
river flows. At the same time, we were unprepared for what we
had to encounter at the conclusion of the voyage.

As we landed in one of the least civilized countries of Europe,
we found ourselves without the common comforts of life and
lamented all too late that accurate information had not
suggested the purchase of mattresses and other luxuries, while
we were yet in a land where they could be procured.
It was on a warm and clear morning that we embarked from
the quay on the steamer destined to convey us to Pest, which
disputes with Presburg the honor of being the modern capital

of Hungary, and is far more popular among the natives than
that trite metropolis.
The proprietors of the vessel refused to convey more than one
carriage as far as Pest, and a limited number beyond that town.
These places were already secured so that other passengers
were denied permission to take their vehicles and were
obliged, either to sell them or make arrangements for their safe
keeping at Vienna. The steamer was crowded to excess, in so
much that it was no easy task to walk the deck.
A hundred and sixty passengers with boxes and packages
innumerable covered the deck, exhibiting a singular variety of
costume and character. The majority were Hungarian nobles
whom the diet had brought to Presburg. Among these were
several intelligent, polite, and communicative men who
afforded a pleasing specimen of national character.
Their conversation was carried on as we had been led to expect
in Latin and it was highly interesting to listen for the first time
to that classic language, employed as a living tongue. Its

sounds so intimately associated with early days and seemed to
place us once again in communion with authors familiar in our
schools, while in the plain, honest, unsophisticated manners of
our companions. We fancy could almost trace something of
those primitive characters which exercised the pens of the
Roman satirists and comedians.
This effect can never be produced by Italian, even when heard
in Rome, or by the polished, but less sincere, courtesies of the
nobles of Italy. It is probable that the Hungarian which
resembles the Scotch pronunciation of Latin does not differ
very much from the ancient, or at least that it approximates to
it far more than our own, since it would appear that the
language of the Romans has continued to be spoken here ever
since they were in possession of Dacia.
Its retention or subsequent adoption as a common medium of
communication among the educated may be attributed to the
difficulty of selecting another language, intelligible to all the
different tribes that inundated the country between the third
and tenth centuries.

Some say that it was generally introduced about the year 1000
AD when Stephen the First King of Hungary was converted to
Christianity. At that time, a number of priests flowed into the
kingdom from Bohemia and other parts of Germany, who
brought in not only their religion but together with it the
language in which all its doctrines are taught.
This is perhaps the most probable cause of the prevalence of
Latin in Hungary, at least when combined with the absence of
any one dialect, intelligible throughout the country. A
Hungarian is almost necessarily an accomplished linguist and
here every well-educated man speaks six or seven tongues with
facility he must learn Sclavonian as the language of the
peasantry.
Latin as that of the middle and upper classes and French as that
of universal Europe being the subject of a German emperor he
must speak the language of his ruler while circumstances bring
him into perpetual contact with Polish, Italian, and Wallachian.

As we sailed down the stream at an even rate of ten miles an
hour the native gentlemen pointed out every object of note in
our route, furnishing the name and history of each successive
locality. Though the charm of conversational interest cannot be
transferred to paper the facts can be recorded and thus
consigned to a guardianship more faithful than that of memory.
After passing the town of Carlsburg the ancient Castra
Gerulorum we sailed by a large island enclosed between two
branches of the Danube and known to the Romans under the
name of Insula Cituorum. On the banks a number of people
were employed in sifting sand mixed with gold-dust. This was
placed in baskets and washed in the stream which carried off
the lighter particles of earth leaving the gold at the bottom.
Passing Raab, Gonyo, and Martinsberg, the oldest Benedictine
convent in Hungary we reached Comorn, the Roman
Comoronium standing on the confluence of the Vagh, or Vagus,
and the Danube.

To this fortress, which has never been captured Francis the late
emperor of Austria sent his treasures when the French obliged
him to fly from his own capital the most conspicuous object is a
handsome church formerly occupied by the Jesuits.
Just opposite Comorn is the site of Bregaetion founded by a
Greek colony. Still farther on the left is Parkany, a spot where a
little boy of fourteen years of age told us with sparkling eyes
the Turks were defeated in 1685.
Pursuing our course by Neszniely famous, for its wine and
Neudorf and sailing for some miles parallel to the Verteschian
hills we reached the confluence of the Granus and the Danube
where is seen the town of Gran, called by the modern
Hungarians Esztergon and by the ancients Strigonium and
Istripolis.
Once, it was the residence of the Kings of Hungary. Some of
the original tombs still survive. It is now the seat of the
Primate, who ranks next in dignity to the Palatine, whose job it

was to crown the King. He also had the privilege of creating
nobles within his jurisdiction.
The cathedral in process of erection forms a striking object on
an eminence overlooking the city. About fifteen miles lower
down the stream a proud old edifice of solid masonry rising
above the town of Vessigrad and lowering with a somber frown
over the waters of the Danube, tells of days anterior to the
paltry structures of modern times.
Underneath is a solitary tower whose decrepitude bespeaks a
still prior date. It was here that Salomon, the Sixth King of
Hungary, was confined by his subjects in the 11th century.
Towards Vessigrad, the country begins to assume a more
interesting character.
To the west of Gran, the river winds through a monotonous
plain among a multitude of islands dividing it into three or four
different branches. Each is small and shallow but to the east of
that town, hills rise on both sides - clad with shrubs and forest
trees interspersed with towns spires, villages and dilapidated

fortresses. At every point, a landscape similar to those on the
banks of the Rhine can be observed, but with less luxuriant
vineyards and less interesting ruins.
One of the peculiarities of the scenery of the Danube consists in
the numerous water mills on its surface. Eighteen or twenty
boats are strung together, two and two, each pair containing a
mill, the wheel of which is balanced between a couple of boats,
and turned by the current. They are used for grinding corn.
The town of Watzen on the left bank of the river indicated our
approach to Pest. Its pretty church, like many others in this
part of the country, has two towers surmounted with shining
cupolas terminating in light, airy spires in the eastern style.
At 8 PM we reached our destination having accomplished 31
German or 143 English miles. The evening closed upon a day
of as much enjoyment as can be anticipated from an excursion
of pleasure. A large portion of the Kingdom of Hungary had
passed under our review in the space of fourteen hours and
each turn in the river had presented a fresh subject for some

amusing anecdote, some historical allusion, or some political
opinion.
The sitting of the diet at Presburg had combined with
accidental circumstances to cast us into the midst of the
magnates of the land and it would have required an effort to
have avoided learning something from their conversation.
Every word, every look of the Hungarian noble proclaims him a
man of proud independent spirit with one predominant
political passion, hatred of Austrian rule.
Patriotic as the Pole, and frank as the Briton, his country’s
honor is dear to him and he hesitates not to say that the honor
is compromised by the annexation of Hungary to Austria, which
deprives the former of its character as a free state, nor can he
bear to think of the circumstances under which the land he
loves became subject to the German emperors.
King Louis the Second was drowned in a lake into which he fell
while flying from the famous battle of Mohacs, where the Turks

were headed by Soliman the Great in the year 1526, a battle in
which a large portion of the Hungarian nobility was slain.
The Muslims were expelled the following year by Ferdinand the
First of Austria, who then annexed the kingdom of Hungary to
his dominions. The monarchy however had always been
elective and so it continued the diet nominating as kings of
Hungary the successive sovereigns of Austria until the year
1687 when Leopold the First prevailed on the nation to make
the crown hereditary in his family.
At the diet held at Presburg in that year the magnates and
deputies in gratitude for the final expulsion of the Turks in
1686 consented to resign their privilege of election in behalf of
the male descendants of Leopold or in failure of such in favor of
those of the house of Hapsburg. Charles the Sixth, the last male
representative of his dynasty fearing lest the crown should not
devolve to his daughter Marie Therese, obtained the sanction
commonly called the Pragmatic Sanction of many of the powers
of Europe to her succession.

Though several of her provinces revolted and others became
disaffected yet her right was maintained and with it the
possession of Hungary which by her marriage with Francis the
Lotharingian passed with the rest of her dominions into the
hands of the Lotharingian family who still hold the empire.

In failure of the descendants of Marie Therese, that is of the
Hapsburg family, the monarchy of Hungary becomes again
elective in the hands of the diet. This reversionary right tends
to keep up the existing jealousy towards Austria. The
Hungarians naturally lament that they have no separate king of
their own, no sovereign who holds his court among them and
the emperor does not manifest in this part of his dominions an
interest sufficient to make them forget that they are but a
secondary object of his consideration.
Consequently, they are disaffected as well as jealous. A few
years ago Metternich flattered their vanity by proclaiming the
then crown prince, the present emperor, king of Hungary, thus
making the kingdom for a season a distinct monarchy and still
preserving the integrity of the Austrian empire.
Just at this time there is a dispute between the Hungarians and
their sovereign on a point of apparently little moment. He calls
himself Ferdinand the First; being the first Ferdinand of
Austria, but as Hungary has had four kings of that name they

are desirous he should be called Ferdinand the Fifth of
Hungary.
And with this prayer they have recently sent a deputation to
him. They also insist on the empress being crowned at
Presburg as queen of Hungary while the Austrians think her
acknowledgement as empress to be sufficient. It is probable
that the latter demand will be conceded on the part of
government, while the former is resisted.
The following schedule extracted from an old number of the
Morning Herald affords a means of comparing the extent and
population of Hungary with those of the other dominions of the
emperor of Austria.
One of our party in the steamer was a superintendent of the
Lutheran church. He resides at Oedenberg a neat old town
nearly thirty-seven miles from Presburg containing twelve
thousand inhabitants and carrying on a considerable trade in
cattle and honey, and in wine for which it is celebrated.

The venerable divine informed us that the whole number of
Lutherans in Hungary is about eight hundred thousand and that
of the reformed Protestants hundred and sixty thousand.
The Lutherans have nearly six hundred churches and as many
pastors who are supported by their congregations. These
churches are distributed through four districts called
Cisdanubius and Transdanubius, Cistibiscus and Transtibiscus,
from their position on one or the other side of the Danube and
the Theis, the ancient Gallicia.
The inhabitants of the Russian and Austrian empires and of
France are to one another as the numbers 100, 173, and 208,
respectively. In each district, under the superintendent are ten
or twelve individuals chosen from among the pastors who act
as overseers of their brethren within a smaller sphere to which
is attached a layman, generally a noble whose influence is
somewhat similar to that of the elder in Scotland.
When a priest is guilty of an offense he is admonished by the
superintendent who if he be again in fault has power to

suspend his salary for any period less than a year but if the
crime be of a more serious nature a convocation is held under
the presidency of the superintendent at which all the ten or
twelve select pastors above referred to attend with certain
deputies from the principal churches.
Their decision is final, unless the delinquent think fit to appeal
to the king as chief magistrate and in that capacity head of the
ecclesiastical body. The reformed or Calvinistic Church is
governed in the same manner but retains less of Roman
Catholic externals than the Lutheran whose temples are
distinguished by a cross and before whose altars crucifixes still
stand and lighted tapers are kept constantly burning.
The prevalent religion of Hungary proper is Roman Catholic.
The two arch bishops and sixteen bishops with all the abbots
and dignitaries are nominated by the king subject to the
confirmation of the pope. On the demise of an intestate prelate
the sovereign claims a third of his property and if these remain
unoccupied he has a right to draw the income for three years.
Consequently it often proves convenient to retain a vacancy.

The Archbishop of Gran is said to realize annually a hundred
thousand pounds and the bishops ten thousand each.
Another of our party was a veteran who having sought the
bubble reputation even in the cannons mouth loved now to tell
of deeds of valor and fight his battles over again.
He talked of the Emperors Guard, military etymologies, and
martial law, with an animation which communicating it to his
auditors almost made them fancy themselves as enthusiastic as
the speaker.
The emperor it seems, asking of Hungary, has a guard
consisting of sixty native nobles, privates in that corps but
ranking with lieutenants in the army.
He has another of Germans and each is called the Gardenoble
and they are on the footing on which the Scotch Bodyguard
once stood in our own country.

The Hungarian Corps wear the national costume called the
Hussar dress. This name is derived from the word Huss
signifying twenty. The appellation of Hussar being given to
those regiments which were formed by taking one man in every
twenty to act as a soldier.
We have adopted the word in English without regard to its
original signification but the British Hussars will not be sorry
to remember that the name by which they are designated
points them out to the world as picked men or such as might
be selected if each regiment chose its best man out of every
twenty to form a special corps.
The Hungarian deserter when taken is made to run the gauntlet
between files of his fellow soldiers, all furnished with whips,
who lash him severely as he passes.
Those versed in antiquarian lore suggest that the Hungarians
owe their origin to Finland because many words are found in
the two languages of similar sound and signification and that
they crossed the Wolga is regarded as an undoubted fact.

Others perhaps with more probability deduce their descent
from the Huns, a theory sanctioned by the name of their
country while some maintain that they together with the Turks
of kindred blood, came from Turcomania and urge the palpably
oriental character of their physiognomy and of the Hungarian
tongue whose strong affinity to the Turkish, cannot escape
observation.
It is a curious coincidence that there are two neighboring ruins
of villages at the foot of mount Caucasus called Magyar and
Torok and that the former is the name by which the Hungarians
call themselves and the latter that by which they designate the
Turks. The probability is that they are to be traced to no single
source but to the confluence of many living streams as it is well
known that the tribes inundating Pannonia were numerous,
among which the names of the Avares, Huns, and Magyars are
conspicuous in history.
The inroads of these last were in the 9th century from which
period historical accounts are indistinct until the time of

Stephen, The First King of Hungary. This country is famous for
wine and fruit, and also for poultry and game.
The wines being strong and heating require to be used with
moderation and diluted with water and owing as is supposed to
some peculiarity in the mode of feeding, the beef and poultry
are apt to disagree with strangers.
The coins current throughout Austria pass here also but the
ducat which is remarkably elegant is peculiar to Hungary.
On one side is a portrait of the king with a sword & scepter on
the other the Virgin Mary holding with the right hand a scepter
and with the left the infant Savior and a globe. Both are
crowned with glories. Underneath her is a crescent,
surmounted by across in honor of the victories of Hungary over
Turkey.
Below the crescent is a shield carrying the arms of the kingdom
consisting of three parallel lines and a double cross. The whole
is surrounded by an inscription bearing the year of the coinage

and the words Patrona Hungarian S. Maria Mater Dei. The
ducat varies in value from nine shillings and sixpence to ten
shillings.
We arrived too late in the day to enjoy a good view of the
towns of Pest and Ofen but could just perceive that some small
hills behind a turn in the river form a fine background to
which effect was given by the shadows of evening. Scores of
hungry lackeys were ready to assail us as the boat touched the
shore and such was the throng of passengers and porters the
former alone amounting to 160 that our luggage was in danger
of being carried off.
Buda derives its name from a brother of King Stephen. It is
called by the Germans fen or “The Oven” from its hot springs.
Situate on the right bank of the river it communicates with Pest
by a bridge and the two united cities contain a population of
60,000 inhabitants.

It was a place of some note among the Romans who called it
Sicambria and who have left many relics of their occupation of
the town. Among these is a sudarium in a state of great
preservation.
About four miles hence on some high ground, is Alt Buda or
“Old Buda” known to the ancients under the name of Aquincum
where Attila held his court.
Few or no vestiges are now to be seen of that savage
conquerors abode but the low surrounding hills look as if they
had once been tenanted and offer a site on which the mind can,
with easy effort, picture the camp of the barbarian.
This eminence commands an extensive view of a flat
uninteresting country with the plain of Rokos, capable of
holding a hundred thousand tents, where the Hungarians used
to assemble to elect their kings. Through which flow the broad
waters of the Danube here extended over thirteen hundred feet
and crossed by a bridge of boats. On the opposite side are the
regularly built and handsome houses of the town of Pest among

which the Hotel des Invalides, a noble structure, arrests the
eye.
In the ride to Aquincum we visited some natural hot bath,
supplied by the springs that give their name to Ofen. The
temperature is 138 degree Fahrenheit or 47 degree of Reaumur
and the water is clear though impregnated as its smell and
taste would indicate with sulphuretted hydrogen gas.
Several children were bathing when we entered as also a man
and a woman and we were informed that no separation of the
sexes is enforced but adults always cover the waist.
Two of the baths are said to have been built by
Soloman when he occupied Pest after the battle of Mohacs and
hence they are called Turkish. They are about twelve feet
square with a small edge running round the sides on which
ottomans are placed for the convenience of bathers.
Returning from this excursion we visited the palace of the
palatine at Buda. It is a well-built house whose interior

arrangement offers more of comfort and less of show than most
royal residences in Europe. The rooms are adorned with
pictures of the wives of the viceroy and their relations for he,
like his brother the late emperor, has been married four times.
In the chapel of the palace a priest showed us the right hand of
King Stephen preserved in a glass case within a silver box. It is
much withered after a post mortem existence rivaling the age
of Methuselah but it is not likesome relics exhibited an object
of disgust.
The crown made in imitation of that worn by the Greek
emperors which was given to Stephen by Pope Sylvester is
shown only twice a year on St. Stephen's day and the
anniversary of the sovereigns coronation.
The legend states that it came down from heaven attesting by
its celestial origin the divine right of the First King of Hungary.
In connection with the royal hand, reduced by time to skin and
bone, one of our companions mentioned the fact doubtless well

known that the bones of forty men yield in analysis seven
pounds of iron.
As it happened to be a holiday we could not succeed in gaining
admittance to the library but we roused from his siesta the
guardian of the public cabinet of antiques which silver keys
opened malgre the fete.
It contains an interesting series of coins from the days of
Stephen to the present time. The first gold ducat struck in
Hungary under Carolus I, a variety of Roman relics, a silver
goblet which belonged to Martin Luther, formed into a likeness
of his wife and a French standard of which the history is given
in the following appropriate Latin inscription wherein Napoleon
is designated by his legitimate title:
Fragrnentum ecurru triumphali Galliarum Usurpatoris
abHungarica phalange Pyrobolariorum Jarosyanorumgloriose in
patriam reduce ad perennemrei fortiter pro defensione solii
regum et libertatepopulorum gestae memoriam museo national
Hungarico dicatum, Anno 1816

Buda has little to recommend it but an imposing appearance
from the river. The streets are for the most part unpaved, and
ankle deep in dust which in wet weather is converted into mud
and the Jewish quarter is filthy.
Behind the town at the foot of a line of low hills is Reitzenstadt,
a suburb containing five or six thousand Greeks. Driving
towards it we observed a field of tobacco thickly set with
gourds of a bright orange color and a cart of the rudest
possible construction like those of Norway being merely a
framework on wheels.
The oxen are large with noble horns and the neighborhood is
famous for a breed of dogs of extraordinary size and courage
which attack and kill wolves. Over the doors of the coffee
houses we traced the word Rave Haz another of the many
modifications through which the name of that valuable plant
has passed in its travels round the globe we were surprised to
observe on some of the better dwellings the occupants name
written in letters of a gigantic size.

A sign of this kind points out the residence of Count Sandor,
well known in England in connection with equestrian feats.
Pest is a modern town with wide, clean, and well paved streets.
Shops are amply furnished with goods, many handsome public
edifices, and a fine quay.
The houses are almost invariably built of a light, porous stone
brought from the opposite side of the river. The university
which has acquired a high reputation contains an excellent
cabinet of natural history and a good botanical garden. The
principal manufacture of the place is that of pipe bowls of
ecume de mer which are imported from Constantinople.
The material itself is a kind of fullers earth found in the south
of Crim Tartary, in the vicinity of Balaclava and the long
process necessary to its perfection as an article of luxury is
really curious.
Dr. Clarke informs us that the first rude shape is given to the
pipes on the spot where the mineral is dug, where they are

pressed in a mold and laid in the sun to harden, and then they
are baked in an oven, boiled in milk, and rubbed with soft
leather.
In this state they go to Constantinople where there is a peculiar
bazaar or orkhan for the sale of them. They are then bought up
by the merchants and sent by caravans to Pest in Hungary. Still
the form of the pipes is large and coarse.
At Pest the manufacture begins which fits them for the German
markets. They are there soaked for twenty-four hours in water
and then turned on a lathe. In this process many of them prove
porous and are good for nothing. Sometimes only two or three
out of ten succeed.
From Pest they are conveyed to Vienna, and ultimately to the
fairs of Leipzig, Frankfort, Manheim, and other German towns
where the best sell from three to five and even seven pounds
sterling each. When the oil of tobacco after long smoking has
given them a fine porcelain yellow, or a dark tortoise shell hue

which is more prized, they have been known to sell for forty or
fifty pounds of our money.
It has long been in agitation to construct a new bridge over the
Danube, in lieu of the one which now unites Pest with Buda.
This is a pont-volant, consisting of nearly fifty boats chained
together two or three of which are displaced to make an
opening as often as vessels have occasion to pass and in winter
the enormous masses of ice brought down the stream collected
in such quantities as to compel the entire removal of the pontvolant.
The communication between the two towns or as they may be
considered the two parts of this metropolis is thus broken off
nor can it be renewed since the floating blocks of ice endanger
small boats until the whole river is frozen. The inconvenience
to which the inhabitants are thus subjected periodically by the
frost, and habitually by the transit of vessels is so seriously felt
that the erection of an iron bridge is now contemplated.

The peasants have hitherto defrayed all similar charges and
they were expected to bear this also but their poverty has
opposed an insuperable barrier to the work. The nobles have at
length after great exertions on the part of a few, been
persuaded to undertake the charge and to consent to a toll to
be levied alike on serfs and seigneurs.
This is hailed by the Democratic Party as the commencement of
a levelling system, and a prelude to further measures in favor
of the people. A society for the cultivation of the Hungarian
language holds its meetings at Pest and so vigorously is it
supported that one nobleman has subscribed four thousand
pounds and another six.
The latter of these liberal contributors is count Szechenyi,
already referred to as adopting the vernacular tongue in the
house of peers. It is to the enlarged views and influence of this
enlightened individual that the public are indebted for the
steam navigation of the Danube. Not that he originated the
plan, but as a leading rich man, whose exertions promote a

great enterprise generally obtains the credit of it so in this
instance the honor is usually rendered to the count.
In fact, the first person who seriously engaged in it was an
individual named Andrews, residing at Vienna. For three years
he received hardly any returns for his money, and frequently
made the voyage with only a single passenger, as a prejudice
existed against the undertaking in which at that time the count
held but one share of fifty pounds.
Two years ago however, there was an affair at Semlin which led
the curious to overcome their objections and three hundred
persons embarked at Pest. From that day the count espoused
the enterprise. He bought several shares and it is now his
hobby. His whole time and thoughts are devoted to the subject
and by stimulating the jealousy of the Austrian government
with a threat that if they would not take it up the Hungarian
diet would do so he has secured the patronage of Metternich
and the emperor.

He has moreover been to England for the purpose of making
arrangements regarding the machinery and now employs
British engineers on all the steamers and several of our
countrymen in different departments connected with the
undertaking. He is partial to the English and any traveler going
to Pest is sure to be politely received by him and invited to the
Casino which is supplied with the principal English and French
papers.
Having laid in a stock of provisions not liable to speedy decay
to serve us in the event of our being thrown by any accident on
our own resources in a spot where nothing could be obtained
we embarked before sunrise.
Since the water in the Danube is very shallow a small steamer
is provided to ply between Presburg and that city. With the
same obstacle to navigation no longer existing a large boat is
held in readiness at Pest, where the traveler is allowed a whole
day to visit the principal objects of interest.

This vessel aptly named Francis the First has a cuddy about 24
by 18 feet lined on three sides with seats capable of affording
sleeping room to ten persons, but is destitute of cots.
The ladies cabin has a semicircular floor of which the radius
may be four feet. A double row of benches, one above the
other, surrounds this and in two corners are different couches.
On our arrival, we found the cuddy full of mattresses and
feather beds alive and almost moving provided by travelers
under the expectation of spending several nights on board.
Believing that these necessaries would be supplied by the
managers, we had adopted no such precautions. The air of the
room was fraught with unsavory odors and almost suffocating
several of the passengers having embarked the previous
evening and passed the night in the cabin with every door and
window closed.
The ladies apartment was less tolerable than the gentlemen’s. A
sick woman occupied one of the circular benches and her
feather bed, protruding over the floor, nearly covered it.

Next to the corner I had secured in the cuddy, a female,
suffering from a tertian fever, was bolstered up with pillows
and mattresses which promised no small diminution of the
scanty portion of comfort my berth was calculated to afford.
The steward of the boat was attacked with the same disease.
Thus our voyage towards the lowlands of Hungary, the nursery
of autumnal fevers, commenced with a melancholy omen.
The passengers gradually assembled, and when we started, the
party exceeded fifty, who together with their beds and cloaks,
so filled the small room as to render every change of place
labor. This discomfort was greatly enhanced by that singular
antipathy to fresh air manifested by Germans and Hungarians.
No sooner was an attempt made to open a window, than one or
two hands were extended towards it seconded by a polite
request that it might be left in status quo. The natural refuge

from such disagreements would have been the deck but here
further miseries awaited us.
No less than seven carriages were stowed in two rows over the
whole of that part usually left for perambulation and between
the wheels of these and the baggage piled up in the center it
required some skill to steer a course. Walking was out of the
question.
Soon after 5 AM it began to rain, and the whole party was
necessarily confined to the cabin. A more heterogeneous mass
has perhaps seldom been collected together. It would have
afforded an admirable subject to the pencil of Hogarth.
The English travelers beside ourselves consisted of the consul
of Bukharest with his mother and sister, and another
gentleman. These all quitted the vessel at Giorgervo in
Wallachia and our foreign companions left us one by one in the
course of the long voyage until at its conclusion our number
was reduced to three exclusive of ourselves.

Two Armenian Catholic monks with enormous hats and jet
black beards, a young lawyer fresh from school, and sundry
parties of Austrians and Hungarians, swelled the group. Some
Italians mingled their soft language and dirty habits with the
raucous nature of German tongues and the vulgar manners of
the motley tribe. A fat elderly woman, with half a dozen girls of
various ages, seemed to be giving her family holiday from the
labors of the shop or needle, and strove to drown every other
noise in that of her loud mirth and harsh unmusical voice.
Here and there a drowsy one, whose slumbers had been too
early disturbed, strove in vain to recompose himself to sleep.
Meanwhile, close to us a large coarse female attired in a night
cap and dressing gown who had roughed it through the night
in the gentlemen’s cabin was equipping her for the days
campaign with a freedom indicative of indifference to what was
due to her and of disregard to the more delicate feelings of the
men who surrounded her.

Some attempts were made by the gentlemen to console
themselves amid their multiplied discomforts with the pipe, a
German's unfailing resource. But being withstood by a small
minority fortified by the printed laws of the steamer each
satisfied himself by ruminating over his empty meerschaum
suspended from the lips, err chant with all the dignity of a real
smoker, till the floor became as dangerous for pedestrians by
day as for the mattresses destined to be spread on it by night.
Breakfast began to be served at the early hour of six, when
each was provided with a cup of coffee and a solitary roll.
Conversation was then resumed and kept up, with a little
pelting of orange-peel and all the concomitants of the most
essentially vulgar mirth, until twelve o’clock, when the cloth
was spread for dinner. This tantalizing sight doomed the
ennui’s to an hour of anxious expectation; and surely never did
the walls and battlements and chimney-tops of the imperial city
witness a more intense anxiety.
To see great Pompey pass the streets of Rome than was
exhibited by Germans, Hungarians, Armenians, and Italians, to

see dinner served. A rude contest for chairs took place long
before its arrival; but vain would be an attempt to describe the
scene which ensued. Loud conversation and still louder laughs
became more thickly interspersed with boisterous complaints
as the desired gag was withheld from the craving herd. At
length vociferations commenced." Jacob" was called,
commanded, scolded, abused, but without effect. A universal
roar was then raised for “Fleisch, Fleisch, Fleisch!” followed by
a Bacchanalian yell for “Wein, Wein, Wein!”
The food brought was greedily and speedily devoured, when
another sad delay in the arrival of the next dish gave rise to
shouts similar to the former. An observation that one of the
ladies was suffering from headache and fever produced only a
momentary cessation of uproar, which was almost immediately
renewed, the invalid being forgotten because the noisy animals
could feel but little sympathy for a human sufferer.
Two and a half hours passed painfully at dinner. From three to
seven o'clock, cards and tumultuous mirth below, with
drizzling rain above, continued uninterruptedly. At that hour

candles were brought in and we took the precaution to layout
our cloaks on the spots we intended to occupy for the night,
knowing that there would be a scramble for places. By this
time, some departures had reduced the numbers to fifteen
women and thirty men but the benches in the two cabins
afforded sleeping room for only twelve, and the tables for six,
so that more than three of the gentlemen could not expect
accommodation.
Coffee and singing, succeeded by meat suppers and cards, kept
up a few of the party until some hours after the rest became
unconscious of their proceedings.
Unfortunately, consciousness long survived comfort. The
females were so fond of gossip that not sated with the tattle of
their own sex; they had during the day permitted the
gentlemen free access into the inner apartment. When one of
the English ladies retired to rest, the room was cleared of three
intruders, and it was hoped that the hint might be generally
understood. She had not, however, been undressing above five
minutes, when a man of respectable appearance opened the

door and looked in. On being reproved for this breach of
delicacy, he considered himself much aggrieved, and said he
only wished to see whether a window had not been left
unclosed ; nor did it seem to strike any of the natives present
that he was justly chargeable with indecorum. So much do
continental ideas of propriety differ from our own!
On another occasion, the consul was obliged to turn two men
out of the cabin when his ladies wished to repair thither; and
his just representation of the inexpediency of their entering it
led to a sharp reply in defense of this violation of delicacy.
Above deck others of the party were guilty of acts equally rude
and inconsiderate, mounting on the steps of the carriages, and
even seating themselves in the interior, without asking
permission.
Nor were the women less deficient in propriety. While one of
the gentlemen was sitting with some ladies in the cuddy, a
female standing close to him, preparatory to a siesta, suddenly
stripped herself of very nearly all her clothes butane garment.

They fell from her by a single action of the arms, as if prepared
beforehand for an exhibition.
At the same time, her manner indicated an utter
unconsciousness of indecorum, which could not be supposed to
be intentional on the part of a mother advanced in years, in the
company of her daughter and husband. When the time of
repose arrived, each individual undressed as much as he
thought fit, the men for the most part but little, the women
entirely and a girl of seventeen years, with her mother and
another female, disrobed themselves in the presence of twenty
men, and in the full light of six candles, without attempting to
conceal their persons.
From these examples, however, we would not draw too
sweeping a conclusion. A steamer is not the fittest place in
which to seek for polished manners or the highest society.
Accident may carry there the most refined, but the majority
will be of an inferior class and we would deprecate an
inference from the above recital unfavorable tithe high bred

ladies of Hungary, of whom we enjoyed little opportunity of
forming an opinion.
Of the gentlemen of that country the excursion from Presburg
afforded a pleasing specimen. During a voyage of fifteen hours
through a hundred and forty five miles, we passed no town of
note.
Among the numerous islands formed by the separation and
reunion of branches of the river, the largest is that of Csepel,
which contains nine villages and a town, and is thirty-six miles
in length. In the time of Marie Therese, the whole was laid out
as a garden and belonged to the Jesuits, who cultivated it until
their banishment from the empire.
Towards evening we stopped to take in wood at Tolna, and
anchored at night in a solitary spot not far from the village of
Baja. From Pest the Danube flows due south through the
comitat or county (of the same Latin comitatus whence
Hungarian comitat Frenchcomte Italian contea and English
county) name, which is flat and uninteresting.

Passing out of that it forms the boundary of
Stuhlweissenburgercomitat, Tolnaer, and Baranyeron the right
and of Baeser on the left. From its junction with the Drave it
pursues an easterly course, still having Baeser on its left, or
north and the counties of Veroczer and Syrmieneron its right or
south bank. As far as Szekard, a distance of a hundred and
twenty miles from the capital, little but sand is seen on either
shore.
Soon after leaving that town, the river enters a forest, rich in
oaks and limes, extending on both sides for some leagues the
larger trees then become less numerous and the forest
degenerates into a coppice of willows and low bushes. These
are succeeded by high reeds… vast masses of which,
alternating with vacant spaces and a few shrubs, form the only
scenery as far as Baja.
Baranyer and Baeser, together with Posegaer are the three
comitats constituting the province of Sclavonia, which

comprises a hundred and thirty nine square geographical miles
and a population of 244,000 souls.
Pest is, with one exception, the largest of the fifty-two counties
of Hungary. It contains 600,000 inhabitants and a 190,000
geographical miles.

Modern day Budapest, Hungary
While halting at Tolna, a group of Hungarian peasants
assembled round us. Their coats and trousers were made of
coarse blanketing; the former thrown loosely over them and
reaching nearly to the knee, with enormous pockets on each

side. A broad brimmed hat, or sometimes a brimless one,
covered the long dark hair which hung about their swarthy
faces either in lank locks or matted plaits. The children wore
very little clothes, and squatted on their heels, after the
Turkish fashion.
Tolna is famous for the production of the finest tobacco. This
plant is said to have been introduced into the country in 1576
though now is considered as one of the necessaries of life. Its
growth and use were prohibited till the beginning of the
eighteenth century.
The present annual consumption of tobacco and snuff in the
Austrian dominions is almost incredible being as is said at the
rate of 60,000 CWT of tobacco and 8,000 CWT of snuff.
In the evening, when we stepped on shore to take a view of the
spot where we had anchored, the barren sands and the absence
of all signs of man in the vicinity with the twinkling lights in
our own and a neighboring boat reminded us of the little fleets

which are moored every evening on the similar banks of the
Ganges.
The lapse of years gives interest to past scenes; and scenes long
past are seldom recalled without a mixture of feeling. Since
they were present, how many days are fled! Where are they?
With the years beyond the flood.
At 5 AM on the second morning we resumed our voyage and
soon came to another of those large islands which abound
among the erratic streams of the Danube. Passing Mohacs,
famous for the victory obtained by Solimanthe Turk over Louis
the Second, we reached at no great distance from the
embouchure of the Drave a castle in ruins named Erdut, which
was destroyed by the Turks in one of their barbarous
incursions into this ill-fated land.
It stands in the center of a beautiful little tract of country, an
oasis in the midst of surrounding desolation. At night we
anchored off Scharengrad, having made a hundred and thirty

miles in fifteen hours. The scenery throughout this day's
voyage resembles that of the preceding.
The banks are alternately covered with reeds, willows, and
poplars, here and there varied by forest trees and desert
patches of sand.
After such a succession of uninteresting views, it was a
refreshment to see two pretty church spires at Vukover and a
handsome dwelling adorned a greenhouse and other
indications of domestic comfort.
The eye loves such relief and like the mind, is wont
after absence to rest with increased satisfaction on
objects whose charm is diminished by long and
uninterrupted fruition.
As the boat stopped for two hours to lay in coals at Mohacs, we
took the opportunity of running to a petty inn, the only one in
the place, to enjoy the luxury of fresh water after a night spent

in some discomfort from vitiated air, noise, and insects, and to
refresh ourselves with a change of clothes.
Our road crossed a mass of mud, formed by the heavy rain of
the previous day ; through which as we were wading in
company with a Hungarian baron, a fellow traveler from Pest,
two empty carriages drove up to meet him. He ordered one
with four horses to proceed to the steamer for his lady, and
having, with much kindness and courtesy, seated us in the
other, and mounted the coach box himself. The vehicle was a
shabby one of basket-work, in the German style ; but the
horses, though ill groomed, were noble creatures of high
mettle : the driver's livery consisted of a piece of black glazed
leather round the hat, and two large plated buttons on a coat in
no other respect differing from that of an English peasant.
After breakfasting on a spot which once reeked with the blood
of Mohammedans and Christians, we returned to the boat, and
found the village crowd assembled round it, as at Tolna,
receiving and affording amusement. Among the motley group
were a number of Hungarian gypsies, who maintain here, as

everywhere, their distinctive characteristics, idleness, love of
wandering, and skill in tinker's and basket work.
The younger ones were scarcely clothed; and two little girls,
six years old, were absolutely naked, as far as regards the
purposes to which dress is applied. They scrambled in the mud
and water for small pieces of copper thrown from the vessel,
and danced and sang and howled with strange wildness in
token of satisfaction.
The women appeared literally to wear only two garments; a full
petticoat tied round the waist, disgustingly filthy and ragged,
and a kind of scarf which hung over the head and shoulders,
serving in many cases as a covering to a naked infant. The
complexion of these gypsies is peculiarly dark and swarthy,
readily distinguishing them from the native Hungarian
peasants. Some of their sounds greeted us with the cordiality of
old acquaintance: we could almost have fancied them talking
Hindoostanee and thought that we could identify some words.

This is not the first time that a resemblance has been traced
between the gypsy tongue and the Indian: a late governor
general of India, meeting an old gipsy who boasted herself to
be the last of her tribe in England of unadulterated blood,
detected in a sentence she uttered two Sanskrit words still in
colloquial use in Bengal. A comparison of some of the numerals
as expressed in the languages of the Hindu and the Hungarian
gypsy corroborates the opinion that the resemblance is real,
and not imaginary.
Hindooetaiiee (Hungarian gipsy language)
One. Ek. Yeg.
Two. Do. Dio.
Three. Teen. Tri.
Four. Char. Stah.
Five. Panch. Panch.

Six. Chek. Schof.
Twenty. Bees. Bish.
On entering Sclavonia we found ourselves in the country that
gives its name to that large family of languages which divides
Europe with the Teutonic, and comprehends Bohemian,
Moravian, Carinthian, Carniolan, Illyrian, Slavonian, Bosnian,
Bulgarian, Croatian, Polish, Russian, Muscovitish, Circassian,
and many others.
The similarity of all these is, doubtless, attributable to the fact
that the various people by whom they are spoken deduce their
origin from the Sarmatians, who occupied the country between
mount Caucasus and the Tanais, or Don. In the days of
Diodorus Siculus, these were regarded as one of the numerous
tribes of Scythians, and he speaks of their passage from Media
to the banks of the Tanais, calling them Sauromataj or Sarmata.

In confirmation of his statement, it is urged that Sar is an
oriental mark of descent analogous to Ap, O', De, Von, Vich,
Fitz, or Son and that the very name Sarmuta or Sarmadai
designates the progenitors of the vast Sclavonic family as
descendants of the Medes.
If this be true, we need not be surprised at the resemblance
above referred to, between the languages of the Hindus and
Hungarian gypsies, or at the similarity
existing between Slavonic tongues in general and that spoken
by the present representatives of the great empire of Medes and
Persians.
It is remarkable that the names of Sclavonia and Servia, two
countries bordering each other should bear such close
resemblance to the words which indicate a slave and a servant
in most of the languages of Europe.
To a certain extent the connection may be traced. The word
esclave is said to have been introduced into France in the
eighth century, when the nobles were rich in Sclavonian, or

Slavonian captives and hence originated the German, English,
Italian, and Wallachian words
irtave, slave, schiavo, and schiave, with their derivatives.
A similar connection probably subsists, though it may be
somewhat more difficult to trace, between Servia and the words
servus, serf, servant, and the like.
With the gypsies collected about the boat at Mohacs were a few
Hungarian and Slavian peasants, and some Ratze. This is a term
given in Hungary, by way of reproach, to the disciples of the
Greek Church and emphatically to those congregating in the
eastern part of Sclavonia which has acquired the name of Ratza.
In German and Hungarian it signifies a rat and possibly having
been first applied to some individual who forsook the Romish
for the Greek heresy it has now been extended to include all
Greek Christians.

If this conjecture be correct, the fact is curious, when regarded
with reference to the application of the word rat to a political
renegade in our own country.
When a Greek becomes a Roman Catholic he is called Ruthen, a
name derived from the Rutheni, the early inhabitants of the
provinces of Beregh and Marmaros, who were the first in
Hungary to acknowledge the pope.
Throughout the kingdom the disciples of the Greek Church are
numerous, owing to the vicinity of Servia, Bulgaria, Wallachia,
Moldavia, and Russia on the one side, and of Illyria and Greece
on the other, where the same creed is professed.
On the Slavian bank our attention was often arrested by the
merry, motley groups of men, women, and children, reposing
in the sun or sporting by the side of the river. Children seem to
be the principal water carriers.
Several had curved boughs over their shoulders, with a hook at
each end, from which was suspended an earthen vessel,

resembling in form those used in India with the characteristic
bhangy. The only difference is that the Hungarian water pot is
of superior manufacture and of grey earth, while the Indian
vessels are the rudest possible and always of a red color.
The second night was spent with all the discomfort of the
previous one, on benches and tables, without change of clothes.
At three o'clock in the morning we got underway by the light
of the moon which shone brilliantly as we passed the site of
Malatis where the town of Illok now stands.
It was 6 o'clock when we reached Neusatz, on the left bank,
united by a bridge of boats to Peterwardein on the right. These
form conjointly one of the largest towns of Sclavonia,
containing between twenty and thirty thousand inhabitants.
The latter stands on an eminence on the site of the old Acunum,
and is one of the strongest of the forts which command the
Danube; its modern name is derived from Peter the Hermit who
was born here.

The traveler is shown the marks of a Roman mine, extending
hence to the nearest point of the Theis and at no great distance
the site of the ancient Cusum.
Here we stopped for an hour and a half, and walked through
the town. Most of the houses consist of only a ground floor; few
exceed a single story in height yet the chief platz makes a very
respectable appearance and the inn is tolerably comfortable.
The market women filled the square with fruit baskets
overflowing with apples, plums, peaches, and grapes, of which
they sold for a half penny as many as one person could eat.
Milk, cream, butter, and eggs, were in great abundance; and
large barbel and sturgeon were carried about on poles like
bunches of the grapes of Eshcol, between two men.
Few of the people could talk German and their Slavonian was
unintelligible to us yet we contrived to arrange our bargains,
for the acts of buying and selling proved

mutually agreeable and where the will exists, a way is seldom
wanting.
Near Peterwardein, on the site of Rictium, at the foot of some
hills, is Carlovich, famous for its wines, but still more so for the
victory which Prince Eugene of Savoy, at the head of the
Austrian troops, gained over the Turks in the beginning of the
last century. At a short distance from the town, our attention
was directed to the field of Mariosna, where general Brenna was
ordered by Eugene to beguile the Turks into a defile, while the
prince went round to attack them in the rear ; the general,
however, was seized by the enemy and hung up to a tree.
Here we took on board a Hanoverian, dressed in the modern
costume of a Turkish official. He was for some time director of
a printing-office at Belgrade, where he had six presses, sent out
from London, by means of which a paper called Novine
Serbske, the Servian Gazette, still continues to be edited every
week in the Illyrian language. The dress of this Hanoverian,
and the fact of his being an employee in a country so lately

subject and still tributary to the Porte afforded the first
indication of our approach to Turkey.
Pursuing our course under a brilliant sky we came to the
confluence of the Theis and Danube. The former river was
known to the ancients under the names of Tibiscus, Tibesis,
Parthicus, Pathissus, and Tisicinus; and a German author says
that its present appellation is formed from the Latin Pathissus,
the first syllable being dropped.
It takes its rise in the Carpathian Mountains, in N. Lat. 47
degrees and E. Long. 24 degree, just at the point where the
Romans had their most advanced outposts. Thence it winds its
way over many hundred miles, receiving several smaller rivers,
and fertilizing the plains of Pannonia, till it falls into the
Danube opposite the ancient Acumincum.
As described by ancient writers, so we see this vast mass of
water, and so will it be seen by generations yet unborn. Cities
and the works of art have their short-lived day and vanish; but

the great outlines of nature remain, with little variation, as the
deluge of Noah left them.
Age deepens their furrows and may change their complexion,
but the features remain to be identified. The sands of the
Theis, as well as those of the Danube and several of the streams
that flow into it, are auriferous, and give employment to
thousands of gipsies, who earn a scanty livelihood by collecting
the particles of gold.
These are separated from the sand and dirt with which they are
mixed by placing the whole mass on the top of an inclined
plane, on which grooves are cut crossways. Water is then
thrown over it, and the heavy particles of gold settle in the
grooves, while the silicious and calcareous are washed down.
Sometimes a woolen cloth, or a sheepskin, is spread over the
board; and it is not improbable, as has been observed by one of
the most amusing of modern travelers, that the custom almost
identical with this and prevalent in Colchis, of placing
unprepared skins in the bed of the Phasisto collect particles of

gold, gave rise to the dedication of fleeces to the gods, and to
the fabulous history of the Argonauts, as far as related to the
golden fleece.
Passing the Theis, we entered Banat, the last province of
Hungary, which extends on the left bank of the Danube as far as
Wallachia. Its governors were first called Bann, which signifies
a regent hence the territory they governed was designated
Banat, or the regency.
All the southern parts of this province and of Sclavonia, as they
border on the Ottoman dominions, are divided into military
districts, colonized by soldiers and placed under martial law.
Every male is by birth a soldier, obliged to serve a certain time
to learn his duties, and ever afterwards to hold himself ready at
any moment to leave the plough or the loom for the sword and
musket. Thus, a formidable militia is maintained at very little
expense, and every house on the frontier of the kingdom
becomes a watch-tower and a barrack.

These regiments are called Grenzer, from Grenze, a frontier.
The capital of the Banat is Temesvar, which stands forty or fifty
miles from the banks of the Danube. The soil is rich; fruit trees,
in particular, flourish in it and the silkworm is propagated with
great success; but the country is low and level, surrounded on
every side except the east by rivers. Consequently the air is
damp and the people are subject to ague and fever.
The inhabitants consist of Illyrians who are of Scythian origin;
of Wallachians; of gipsies; and of Germans.
A voyage of twenty or thirty miles brought us to Semlin, on the
southern frontier of Hungary.
This town contains about three thousand inhabitants, and a
tolerable inn, but is without any object of interest.
It carries on a considerable trade in wool, which gives
employment to a number of females. They wash the skins,
standing up to their knees in the Danube, and singing merrily

their national airs then lay them out on the grass to dry and
with amphibious nonchalance, return to the water.
Situated near the confluence of two rivers, Semlin was called
by the Romans Ad Confluentes. The Save, here falling into the
Danube, separates Sclavonia from Servia, and thus forms the
boundary between Austria and Turkey. After receiving it, the
Danube, already augmented by the influx of the Drave, the
Theis, and various tributary streams becomes much larger, and
when not divided into two or more branches as it generally is,
may be nearly a mile in width.
As the steamer arrived at Semlin early in the day, some of the
party were anxious to avail themselves of the
afternoon to see the opposite town of Belgrade. Accordingly,
they waited on the general commandant who
after starting many difficulties gave them permission to cross
the water to the late capital of Servia, warning them at the
same time, that if absent after sunset, they would be
condemned to a quarantine of ten days as all persons entering
the Austrian dominions from Turkey or Wallachia are

compelled to submit to that penance even when the plague is
not raging. When it is, the period is extended to twenty days.
With regard to Turkey this precaution is necessary
because no means are adopted in that country by which it can
be accurately ascertained when and where plague exists.
With reference to Wallachia the measure maybe regarded as
purely political. Since a spirit of liberalism prevails in that and
the neighboring principality of Moldavia, the Austrian
government does not wish more communication than is
inevitable to subsist between the subjects of those states and its
own, therefore, the notorious unhealthiness of the climate is
made a pretext to establish a quarantine.
As no official intimation of the plague had been received at
Semlin, nor of an infectious fever which report stated to be
then raging in the principalities, the period of incarceration
was fixed at ten days and to this we should have subjected
ourselves by merely setting foot in Belgrade, but for a provision
established by custom, which enables travelers to go over from

Semlin for a few hours by express permission accompanied by
health officers who on their return make affidavit that the
strangers consigned to their charge neither bought nor sold,
nor touched any person nor article, supposed to convey
infection.
Our party consisted of three English gentlemen, three boatmen,
two health officers, and adouanier, whose avowed object was to
see that we brought back no contraband goods though he
likewise did salutary duty in the quarantine department. All
these were provided with long sticks and from the moment we
set foot on Turkish soil to the time we left it, they formed a
cordon round us preventing communication with others by
means of their extended batons and ordering us to halt
whenever a crowd or any other cause placed us in danger of
contact.
Seen from the water, the fortress wears rather a commanding
aspect being situated on a steep eminence overlooking the Save
and the Danube. On close inspection the effect is different. All

is decay, dirt and misery. As we approached some Turkish
soldiers sitting on the ramparts with their legs under them,
dressed in the modern uniform and smoking long pipes
surveyed us with curiosity. One of them courteously put his
hand to his forehead and we returned his salaam. Landing
under the fort, we ascended a long winding flight of steps
which leads to the residence of the pasha and the troops.
Flags flying in various directions in honor of the Mussulman
Sabbath enlivened the gloomy battlements and gave an air of
animation to the scene while the few Muslims resident here
were decked in their gayest robes because it was Friday. As we
ascended, the first Turkish minaret we had ever beheld
appeared before us. It rose from a square unsightly mosque
that was built like a common house with a sloping tiled roof.
Soon after, several others burst upon the view.
Their light and tapering forms and their summits, tipped with
silver colored metal, glittering in the sun. These confer on the
Servian city a peculiar elegance for though the architectural
beauty of a minaret is not comparable to that of an English

church spire nor is it so well suited to our style of building yet
regarded en masse, the minarets of the east communicate to the
cities they adorn a more striking effect than our spires yield to
our towns.
Reaching the summit of the hill we found ourselves on a table
land entirely occupied by the fort and its appurtenances. The
old turreted walls are crumbling into dust. The storehouses
are falling into decay and the stores which we looked at
through the broken casements were limited to a few guns
thrown carelessly on the ground and fragments of gun
carriages fit only for firewood.
Some shot enough to make a single artillery pyramid lie about
and probably serve as bowls to amuse the soldiers in their idle
hours. The pasha's palace, house, hut, or ruin (for it were
difficult to decide with what species in the genus of human
dwellings it should be classed) stands in one corner of the fort
and boasts but a single floor.

The ascent is by a flight of tenor twelve steps. These conduct to
a large saloon with only three walls, the fourth side being open
towards the citadel. In this sat eight or ten servants and a
Moorish slave with white wands. While we were surveying
them a clapping of hands, the usual mode of summoning
domestics in Turkey, was heard and in an instant the whole
party jumped up and walked in procession to their master's
apartment.
On one side of this open hall is a single room. On the other are
two in which as we learned the pasha lives. Through a falling
window the inside may be seen with its vaulted roof and a few
rude arabesque paintings now almost obliterated from the
walls. No furniture is visible.
Behind this are the sleeping apartments which we could not
explore but we saw quite enough to attest the nakedness of the
land. In one part of the fort is a burial-ground reserved for
persons of distinction. Some stones, rudely sculptured and
inscribed with Turkish characters, indicate that the dead they
would commemorate died in the faith of Mohammed.

Not far hence stood a females palanquin. It was about four feet
long and three high and was carried with poles, like a sedan
chair. In the front was a long slit through which the lady might
see without being seen and the sides were furnished with
Venetian blinds, answering the same purpose.
The fort was by no means full of soldiers. A few were scattered
here and there, some playing at the game which the Scotch call
putting the stone, others sauntering, gossiping, and smoking.
They all looked less martial than the citizens who blended with
them for they had no weapons while each of the latter was
armed.
The dress of the Servian differs very little from that of the Turk
in general. It consists of a pair of large trousers with short
boots a loose robe buttoning over the neck and flowing down
to the feet and a long toga of cloth. A turban of colored or
white cotton made into a twist thicker than the finger is
carelessly folded round the head. The poorest wear only a red

skull cap. A pair of pistols with heavy brass headed stocks and
a yataghan or long, straight sword, complete the costume.
Most of the men cherish their mustaches and some few the
beard. A man in a gaudy scarlet dress was pointed out as chief
musician to the pasha and another was known as a person of
rank because accompanied by a servant bearing a pipe with a
handsome mouthpiece of rhinoceros-horn his face was scarred
with the wound of a sword which seemed to tell a tale of
chivalry or war.
A few but very few persons are seen in the Frank dress. We
had not proceeded very far before we met some of the softer
sex. They were Muslimas.
A long white cloth covered the head and was brought over the
face so as to conceal the mouth and lower part of the nose,
while it was left sufficiently open to exhibit a light olive
complexion, like the Persian, and dark eyes, set off as in all
eastern countries by antimony smeared over the edges of the
eyelids.

Their feet were protected by yellow slippers turned up at the
toe like those of the Chinese and open at the heel. One woman
of rank, attended by a servant, was dressed in a bright scarlet
robe with the veil above described.
As we stopped to observe her our guides hurried us forward
urging that the Turks would not suffer their women to be
looked at and might shoot us if we indulged curiosity.
The Servian women not professing Mohammedanism belong to
the Greek Church. They dress like those on the opposite coast
of Hungary and are regarded with contempt by the Muslim
females whom however as housewives they greatly excel for
their neat and tidy houses can easily be distinguished from
those of the Turks, which are dirty dilapidated, and comfortless
in the extreme.
Still it must be admitted, to the dishonor of these professors of
Christianity, that in many respects the character of Greek
Christians is inferior to that of Mohammedans and all who know

both nations will rely rather on the word of a Turk than on that
of a Servian.
We had already left the fort with its utter desolation and were
descending to the town on the side of the hill opposite to that
we had climbed when we encountered a party engaged in
breaking in horses.
In this art the Servians are well skilled but they are
inconsiderate of their animals using a bit, the severity of which
so distresses them that the head is thrown up nez au vent an
attitude which most of the Turkish horses assume.
Those we saw displayed a good deal of blood. They were of the
Bosnian race, small, strong built, and with good figures. The
bullocks are of a fine white breed, remarkably large and
handsome. There are no good springs in the fort and
consequently, all the water is brought from the river by
sakajecs in barrels placed on wheels and a large filtering stone
is a necessary appendage to every house.

Entering the town, we walked through the principal bazaar
which exhibited a busy scene notwithstanding it was the
Mussulman Sabbath.
TOWN OF BELGRADE
The shops are entirely open towards the street. Water-carriers
have neither doors nor windows and the floors are a little
raised and covered with goods, exposed for sale. The houses
are built of wood or of bricks, some entirely of one, some of the
other.
They are wretched habitations many of them worse than the
cabins of Ireland and a few stand under a sand hill, several feet
below the surface of the ground and are fit for animals only.
Many are of a construction so rude that they cannot possibly
shelter the inmates from the inclemency of the weather.

The chimneys are of various shapes. Some are quite crooked
and made of wood and perched on sloping thatched roofs.
Others, again, are long cylinders of brick work with spiral lines
of red, blue, and white, alternating with one another.
Prince Milosch has two houses in the best part of the town. One
of these is a neat building with green jalousies but it’s very
unlike a royal residence. Over the door is his coat of arms and
in a glass case, preserved with the same honor with which the
Roman Catholics pay to their little Madonna’s and saints, is the
revered seal of the grand sultan constituting him prince of
Servia.
The other house has been occupied by the civil governor of the
city, Efrem Obrenovich, ever since his brother Milosch deserted
Belgrade and made Kragojevacz his capital.
Just opposite stands the Greek Church where the prince and his
people meet to worship for Greek is the national religion of
Servia and the few Turks residing here are connected with the

garrison of the fort which the sultan still retains in his own
hands.
Close to the sacred edifice is the abode of the Archbishop. It’s a
miserable dwelling, wholly destitute of comfort. The only
building of respectable appearance is the new custom house,
still unfinished, opposite of which were anchored several
vessels laden with common pottery and salt from Moldavia.
Wallachia, which has the largest quantity of the last-named
article, has supplied this market but lately the government has
undertaken to work the mines on their own account.
They forgot however to buy those of Moldavia which might
have been purchased for a very trifling sum and the
consequence is, that the Moldavians have undersold them and
filled the market getting rid of all their stock while the
Wallachian salt is lying on hand.
Before leaving the town we paid a visit to an Englishman who
informed us that he had been in Belgrade a month and that he
purposed, with his wife, to pass the winter there. He said that

he was treated with the greatest respect by Turks and Servians
and that he found himself as comfortable as he desired.
There was a mystery about him which we endeavored to fathom
for as a fellow countryman he called forth our sympathies, but
our efforts failed. That an Englishman should voluntarily fix his
residence in such a spot seemed passing strange.
By the bank of the river and in various other little desert
patches in the vicinity we observed large quantities of the
tamarisk rising to a height of seven or eight feet with a top like
asparagus also of the datura stramonium, or common thorn
apple

which grows as a weed and lower down the Danube quite
covers the banks forming almost a jungle between Ibrail and
Galatz. For its narcotic properties it is used medicinally and
sometimes administered in cases of leprosy.
From the Turkish shore we rowed in a few minutes to the
Hungarian and landed under a watch tower, one of the many
which line the bank of The Save River

Modern day view of the river, known today as The Sava River
constituting a sanitary cordon against an enemy more
formidable than the Turks.

Here a carriage was in readiness to take us back to Semlin as
speedily as possible lest the fatal hour transgressed we should
be doomed to quarantine. Our road lay across a common
converted by recent rains into a morass.
The vevol hide consisted of a few rails fastened to a frame on
four wheels in which some hay covered, by a blanket formed a
seat not very uncomfortable.
As we drove along our attention was attracted by some birds
flying over our heads. They proved to be a heron and a covey of
plovers, birds loving desolation, and therefore Belgrade.
At the same time we met a flock of sheep with short pointed
horns preceded by three rams one of which was tied to a goat
who headed the party dragging his prisoner with all the energy
of an officer carrying a criminal to justice.
The culprit moved sluggishly along, lagging as much as his
rope would allow, and uttering a doleful sound like the crying

of a child. We reached our destination before the evening
closed in.
Our appearance in such a vehicle, in travelling costume, and
covered with dirt may have indicated anything but dignity yet
we heard a little child unaccustomed in this Ultima Thule of
civilization to see any but Hungarian peasants exclaim in a note
of surprise and fear, as he gazed on us “Edelmann,
Edelmann!” or “Nobleman, Nobleman!”
In the early part of the present century Servia was governed by
Czerni Georges, a native who had served in the Austrian army.
Enraged at the atrocities which the Turks practiced on his
countrymen, he resolved to free them from their state of
thralldom and assembled a small body of men by means of
whom he kept up a species of irregular warfare with the
infidels.
At length his followers increasing him openly rebelled against
the sultan and expelled his troops from the country.

In return he was acknowledged as their prince by the Servians.
Though he refused the title maintaining the utmost simplicity
of dress and habits yet he was virtually their head, and acted as
a sovereign who had the good of his country at heart.
He disciplined a large body of troops according to the European
system, dispensed justice with equity, and endeavored to
secure the independence of the province.
The Porte was not indifferent to the conduct of her vassal but
more address and power than she possessed were requisite to
regain and maintain possession of Servia. She therefore with
much wisdom decided to resign it quietly into the hands of a
governor of its own exacting from him a tribute and suffering
him to have the entire management of the internal policy while
she garrisoned the forts and controlled the external relations.
In the meantime, Czemi Georges died, or fell some say, by the
hand of Miloseh Obrenovich, a cattle driver. This man first
distinguished himself in 1807 as a bold insurgent in the

insurrection headed by the above-named patriot to whom he
was greatly inferior in point of ability.
When the Porte resolved to recognize its rebellious province as
a separate principality, Miloseh was the most influential person
in the country having gradually risen into power and policy
dictated that he should be nominated its ruler under the title of
Prince of Servia.
This was accordingly done and in 1827 the dignity was
guaranteed to him and his heirs by Turkey and Russia but his
views are said to be now too liberal to please either of those
courts.
He is nearly sixty years of age, and has two sons and two
daughters; the names of the sons are Milan and Michael. In its
liberation from the direct control of Turkey a new era has
dawned on Servia.
Miloseh is desirous of conferring on his people the benefits of a
constitution and last year he met for the first time the

unfledged representative of a national assembly but he has to
contend with unnumbered difficulties, the want of efficient civil
officers and of money, pride, prejudice, and the natural hatred
of innovation.
FREEDOM OF SLAVES
Still, something has been already affected. His attention has
been turned to a simplification of the laws, and the mode of
taxation. He has fixed the legal demand on each member of the
principality, released the serfs from thralldom, and declared
every Servian free.
How would the spirits have rejoiced of the ancient Servi and
Slavi, men whose names are identified with servitude and
slavery in every language of Europe, could they have
anticipated the day which under the benign influence of
Christian princes, should proclaim liberty to the Serf and
freedom to the Slave!

The Servi inhabited Servia, and the Sclavi, or Slavi, thead
joining province of Sclavonia. The Sclavonians, now subject to
Austria, have already been liberated from the slavery under
which their forefathers groaned.
Though the government of this empire does not merit the
epithet benign when compared with that of England, yet it does
so when contrasted with the iron rule of the ancient conquerors
of Sclavonia.
At a very early hour on the following morning we were
summoned to return to the steamer. The captain resolved to
start at 5 AM though the voyage to Moldova was not expected to
occupy more than eight hours. We weighed anchor with the
promise of a fine day and passing quickly, the mouth of the
Save which we had yesterday explored, found ourselves again
under the walls of the once proud, but now fallen, Belgrade.

The sun was in the act of rising and the sky was gilded with
the brightest orange hues deepening into the lovely color of the
golden orb itself but without its dazzling splendor.
Just above, a few dark purple clouds were forming themselves
into every conceivable shape while here and there they opened
to display a roseate, or brighter crimson, or some other
indescribable and inimitable tint. The moon was visible and her
crescent form, the emblem of Turkey, yet lingered over the
city.
The elegant minarets of the mosques, while pointing to the
glorious sight above still attracted our attention below as they
cast a magic beauty over a spot to which they yielded its single
charm. The castle of the pasha rising in the rear with this
architectural forest in the foreground seemed like the dynasty
it represents decayed and ready to fall yet proud and assuming.
Now indeed weak and powerless, yet exulting in the ancient
glories with which poetry and history invest it.

The Danube enlarged to nearly three-quarters of a mile in width
winds its way now between hills and now through a cultivated
plain. At one time, separating into two and even three or four
branches forming islands of various sizes. At another,
collecting its straggling waters into one vast stream and rolling
them down slowly and majestically towards the sea.
Pursuing a southeastern course, it passes Semendria, the
Aureus Mons of the Romans. The city, once designated by so
lofty a name is now no more. Another has been built on the
site, and has fallen in its turn under the hand of time.
Of this last all that survives is a curious triangular fort in ruins,
23 of whose towers are standing. One of the three sides fronts
the water and if it was repaired and properly garrisoned its
guns would command the navigation of the river. Now it
serves only as a token of the fleeting nature of all worldly
grandeur and as an indication of the tottering state of the
Mohammedan dynasty.

Soon after passing this ruin, the Danube assumes a
northeastern direction, and divides to form the island of
Ostrova, about twelve miles in length, after which a pretty
curve in its course exposes to view the town of Palankain
Banat.
Here the country is beautiful. On both sides, low hills covered
with foliage or cultivated fields line the banks. Plantations of
vines and Indian corn bespeak the fertility of the soil. The rock
is sandstone.
Large flights of wild ducks flew over our heads migrating to
their winter quarters while some eagles, the first we saw, told
how far we had wandered towards the countries familiar with
this kingly race.
In two hours more we arrived at Moldova, where we were
informed that the shallow sand rocks would not allow the
steamer to proceed further, and that a small English boat,
commanded by a British sailor, would be ready to carry us on
at 4 o'clock the following morning.

Here the danger of the Danube navigation commences, and the
next sixty miles are those which have opposed so many
difficulties to the establishment of a steam communication
between Constantinople and Vienna.
Before leaving our vessel, the passengers agreed that it was due
to the directors and to future travelers to enter in a book kept
for that purpose their complaints as to mismanagement. These
they classed under four heads:
First, the intrusion of gentlemen into the ladies apartment.
Secondly, smoking in the cuddy.
Thirdly, the admission of second class passengers to sit and
dine in the first cabin, and…
Fourthly, shooting on deck to the great alarm of the ladies.

As Moldova does not boast an inn, the travelers had no
alternative but to sleep onboard the steamer. We rambled
however among the cottages, and were struck with the entire
absence of paint.
Not a single door, window, shutter, nor gate is painted. The
peasants are too poor to bestow so much of ornament on their
houses, which are limited to a ground-floor, and are roofed
with wood, arranged in small pieces like tiles.
A double row of mulberry trees, extending through the village,
indicates that the silkworm is cherished as its ablest and most
productive manufacturer. The inhabitants are a simple
unsophisticated race, so little acquainted with the civilized
modes of Western Europe that our captain who resides among
them, quaintly observed that we were in Barbary while another
man remarked that we were now “At the world's end."
A villager, who sold us a draught of milk, insisted on our
sharing with him some baked Indian corn and forcing into our
hands the rest of his frugal meal, he added, with true liberality,

"I have a few plums, you must accept them also."
Within a quarter of an hours walk are some mines which yield
three hundred thousand pounds of copper annually and give
employment to many of the poor occupants of this and the
neighboring villages.
At four o'clock in the morning, the captain of the steamer
weighed anchor to return to Semlin and at 5 AM his late
passengers went on board the little bark that was to convey
them to Orschova, a voyage of fifty-four miles usually in fine
weather accomplished in a day.

Modern day Orsova, Romania
The boat drew twenty inches of water and carried a mast but
was not large enough to take the luggage which was sent with
the heavy merchandise by a flat bottomed barge.
It was covered and admitted ten persons inside. Our party
consisted of twelve, exclusive of eight boat men and the pilot,
or captain. The wind was contrary, and the rowers pulled as if
they had never before held an oar, no two keeping time.

The fact was, they were peasants taken from the field or the
tool, and as little accustomed to row as their own buffaloes.
One was a butcher, and one a blacksmith, two were gypsies,
and the rest laborers.
Before passing St. Helena on the left, we came to the island of
Orlovicz, which is nearly four miles in length and said to
contain the most productive land in the neighborhood. Beyond
this, a black conical rock, called Babagaya, rises out of the
river, like a sentinel to guard its rights and warn the voyager of
coming dangers. A little further, on the south and Servian
bank, most picturesquely situate at the foot of a chain of steep
rocky hills, stands the Fortress of Kolumbatz, whose three
massive towers of granite, grey with age, speak of days when
the prowess of the Mosliin was terrible in Europe.
At this point, two branches of the Danube embracing the island
of Plovicz unite, and rush through a narrow defile in the
mountains. The river which in other places extends over three
quarters of a mile in width is here contracted within the limits

of four hundred yards, and the hills on either shore, rising
more perpendicularly than before, approach each other.
Through this pass the wind blew boisterously. The waters had
formed themselves into waves under its influence and the
motley crew could ill weather the storm. Though the stream
was with us, they lost ground and at length resolved to tow the
vessel from the Hungarian side. Accordingly, they jumped out
and waded to land but the difficulty of scrambling along the
bank, where a road is only in process of formation was great.
In many places they were compelled to have recourse to their
hands and in others climbed over masses of large broken rock
which formed so bad a stepping place that the danger of falling
was imminent.
The obstacles thus opposed to the sailors were great and on
such ground they pulled with little success against the wind,
while the clouds became darker and denser, and reminded us
that the equinox was not far distant.

Soon however an opening in the mountains afforded more
space to the angry elements, whose violence comparatively
subsiding, we were dragged through the dangerous pass in
safety.
It has already been mentioned that the whole of this coast from
Semlin to the frontier of Wallachia is under martial law and
lined with watchtowers, erected at intervals of about a mile.
In each of these, two sentinels are posted, who by turns keep
guard against intruders from Servia, and prevent infringement
of the quarantine laws. They belong to the colonies above
alluded to, and serve for six months at a time, once in their
lives after which, they are free, except on emergencies when
they must again take duty but they cannot be sent away from
their lands unless during war.
Two of these men called themselves Wallachians, telling us
they were not Hungarians though in the Austrian army and
they persisted in maintaining that the spot on which they then
stood was Wallachia, not Hungary.

On this latter point they were mistaken, for Banat is a province
of Hungary but the district in which our conversation was held
is called the Wallachi-Illyrian district, probably because it was
originally peopled from the neighboring principality of
Wallachia by persons whose descendants adopted the Illyrian
language.
The dwellings of these poor fellows are formed, like Norwegian
houses of the trunks of trees roughly hewn and placed one
upon another then pitched in the interior. The door and a hole
in the top serve to let out the smoke.
The hut is usually built under an overhanging rock, and thus
sheltered from the extreme severity of the winds to which this
mountainous tract is subject. In common with all the peasantry,
these men wore shoes which are nothing more than soles
strapped over the ankles and toes by means of narrow slips of
leather cut parallel to one another. Their whole stock of
provisions appeared to be a few pounds of meal, contained in a
skin, of which the fur was on the outside.

Close to the fortress of Kolumbatz, a sand bank stretches across
the river, sometimes higher and sometimes lower, according to
circumstances. On this, as there were only eighteen inches of
water while our boat drew twenty, we struck, and some time
elapsed, and many fears were excited, before we could resume
our course.
With all these untoward circumstances, it is not to be wondered
at that it was near noon before we reached Berzasta, a Banatian
village fifteen miles from Moldova.
Here the country becomes more wooden. The chestnut, that
charm of English scenery, is wanting, but beech, ash, and elm,
with a few limes and oaks, cover the hills to their very
summits. The wild walnut too, adds its rich green foliage to
the forest, at the foot of which a thousand children of Flora
scatter their seeds, and diffuse their fragrance.
Sometimes the mountains appear to separate and stand in
columns to guard the venerable Ister in his progress to the

turbid Euxine. At others, they form one continuous chain,
varying in height and coloring. Here, rude and irregular, they
rise abruptly from the water. There, though less frequently the
ascent is sloping and gradual. In one place, the rock stands out
isolated and bare, terrifying by its vastness and naked
barrenness. In another, it recedes, richly clothed with verdure,
varied by the most exquisite tints in which scarlet creepers
blend their brilliant hues.
Along the Banatian side, a road is in process of formation,
which will provide a better communication than now exists
between Moldova and Orschova, but at present, only the rough
outline of a path is traced in the rock, through which a great
part of the projected line must be cut. When it is
accomplished, travelers will be able to enjoy this lovely scenery
without subjecting themselves to the perils of navigating the
river.
The work has been long suspended for want of funds, or at
least it has been confined to a small tract nearer to Orschova,

where nine miles have already cost fourteen thousand pounds.
Sixty thousand more are required to perfect the undertaking.
The government appropriate a portion of the produce of the
salt mines to the improvement of the Danube and its banks but
the sum is inconsiderable and it may be doubted whether any
plan having for its object a facility of communication which
involves an interchange of thought and knowledge, would meet
with encouragement from Austria.
Near Berzasta is a range of low rocks, forming a long ridge,
like a huge crocodile's back, in the middle of the river. This
once extended considerably farther but on the Banatian side it
has been blown up and a channel, six feet in depth, has been
excavated.
Beyond this, a large rock, called Bevoli, rises several feet out of
the water and at some little distance the right bank exhibits a
curious formation. The lowest part is hidden by trees: in the
center is seen a thick and almost horizontal layer of red
marble, on which rests another and parallel one of lime.

Above these, all is confusion. The superior strata seem to have
been tossed in the gambols of nature in every possible
direction and to have aligned in positions that defy description.
The effect is beautiful, and cannot fail to call forth the
admiration of every spectator. From Berzasta to Swinitza, for a
distance of fifteen miles, the river pursues a southern course.
It is between these limits that its navigation is the most
dangerous, with the exception of the Porte de Fer, beyond
Orschova.
Within half a mile, three reefs of rocks at some distance from
one another cross the Danube. Each effectually preventing the
transit of boats except where a single narrow opening affords a
passage to a small one at the same time the fall is considerable
being eleven feet in that half mile. The rapidity of the stream
is therefore accelerated and it requires no ordinary skill to
pilot a vessel between the rocks.

We saw and heard the roaring of the breakers at a distance and
curiously enough, they curled their heads to meet us for such
was the gale of wind in our teeth,that the waves were blown
contrary to the course of the current.
The sailors encouraged one another in the Illyrian tongue to
encounter the mighty rush of waters
with lusty sinews each reproaching his fellows with idleness
and referring to his own prowess. This is the Banatian fashion.
The English sailor has his mode.
The Neapolitan cries out “Macaroni!”
The Greek invokes his saints, and the Indian screams,
"Ram, Ram!"
In each case the words used are different, but the object is the
same. The burden of the song is:

"Row, brothers, row, the stream runs fast."
The first of the lines of rock referred to is called Izlas, and the
last Graben. They are all seen when the water is low but as it
was high when we crossed only one or two isolated points
exhibited themselves amidst the white foam of the breakers.
For a steamer to pass these stony ramparts at all seasons is of
course impossible, but it is in contemplation to make a canal
by taking in a portion of the river, 20 or 30 yards in width, and
1200 in length, building a wall in the water and at the same
time deepening the channel.
It is feared however that the vast masses of ice which float
down the Danube may carry away this barrier. To place the
matter beyond a doubt a piece of the projected wall was raised
two years ago but it proved to be too low and the ice floated
over it so that the experiment yet remains to be tried.
Near this point one feature out of many, most striking and
beautiful, arrests attention. In the midst of rich foliage on the

mountains, a solitary rock rises with a bold bluff outline.
Graben is probably so called on account of its having proved a
watery grave to many, from the German word grab or grave.
The Argo steamer however once effected a passage, when the
river was very full and the Pannonia has performed a similar
feat since these notes were penned, its sides rugged, bare, and
perpendicular; it out tops all the neighboring hills, and the
summit is clothed with a few stunted trees, like the straggling
hairs on the head of age.
As far as the Graben, the Danube continues to wind for some
leagues through a long and narrow defile, its waters being 60
feet in depth, but immediately beyond, on rounding a corner,
the voyager finds himself as if by magic influence placed on a
vast lake extending many miles in length.
The effect is electrical, and the exquisite beauty of the scenery
so great that some of our party, familiar with the Rhine and the
Rhone, acknowledged they had seen nothing comparable to
this. On each side, hills rise, range after range, in long and

beauteous lines, richly covered with luxuriant verdure, and
tinged, when we saw them, with the iris hues of autumn.
On the right stands the little island of Poretz, known to the
ancients by the name of Ad Serapulos, on which a Greek church
rears its elegant form and just beyond, is the Servian town of
Milanovacz, beautifully situate, and built within the last few
years under Milosch.
A little fleet of Turkish boats, with their white triangular sails
bleached in the sun, was before us in full view. On the opposite
coast, the town of Swinitza, the red and black marble quarry of
Graben, the solitary watch towers of the sanita, the solemn
marching sentinel, and the light and simple forms of the
Banatian boats hollowed like the canoe of an Esquimaux out of
a single tree. These gave an air of variety and interest to the
scene.
Throughout the whole voyage from Moldova to Orschova, the
river wears the appearance of a succession of lakes. Every turn
presents one of different shape and dimensions. That of the

Graben may be about seven miles long, very nearly a mile
broad, and six feet deep, with a bottom of rock and sand. At
its extremity on the left, are three towers called Tricola, now
serving only as a resting place for the eye which loves the
picturesque.
From Swinitza the Danube flows for some distance in an
easterly direction, and then nearly north, forming within a few
miles three sides of a triangle. In such a course it is difficult to
understand how the wind could be always against us, yet so it
was. Our voyage was expected to be completed in ten hours,
though had already been extended to over fourteen, and more
than a quarter still remained to be accomplished when we
reached, at 8PM the little Banatian village of Plawischewitz.
The Danube here attains its extreme width which is 5,083 feet.
Its narrowest part is just beyond Dubovn, where it is only three
hundred and seventy feet wide. Much of our delay was
doubtlessly attributable to the unfavorable weather but more to
the gross inefficiency of the sailors over whom the good
natured English captain had little influence and no authority.

They rowed when they liked, and how they liked. Every now
and then two left off to smoke and when they had finished, two
more took the pipe. Now and then they slept a little and at
other times amused themselves with pulling six oars on one
side and two on the other.
For four weeks this boat had not made the voyage from
Moldova, because there had been no passengers. Owing to the
paucity of these, the steam company is unwilling to keep up an
establishment of sailors, and when travelers arrive for the
lower Danube, peasants are enticed to row the boat for four
days for the sum of five shillings.
They go to Orschova and back again, 54 miles with the stream
and as many against it, this being probably their first and last
essay with an oar. When the Danube becomes a fashionable
resort, a better arrangement will doubtless be effected.

At Plawischewitz, the first object was to procure
accommodation for the travelers. No inn exists in the place, but
we received the greatest possible civility from a man named Mr.
Vasarkelyi. He is the Superintendent of Road Work and he
resides here, occupying the only decent house in the village.
He made up three beds for the ladies, and supplied the
gentlemen with hay and blankets, besides hospitably providing
the whole party with supper and breakfast. Leaving our kind
host at 8AM we soon reached the remains of a road running for
several miles on the Servian bank of the Danube.
This was the work of Trajan in his second campaign against the
Dacians, who occupied the countries now called Wallachia,
Moldavia, and Transylvania. It was hewn out of the solid rock
and at regular intervals there are square holes evidently
intended to sustain projecting bars with a view to widen the
road. Every trace of which is now and then lost, and after a
while recovered.

What remains is three feet broad and three feet above the level
of the river, when full. Eight miles beyond its first appearance
opposite to the village of Ogradena, is a tablet cut in the side of
the hill, about four feet square and twelve from the surface of
the water. On each side is a winged animal rampant and above
are four large roses, all in basso rilievo.
This contains an inscription which from the boat we deciphered
with difficulty and had we landed, even for an instant, we
should have subjected ourselves to a quarantine of ten days.
The words are as follows:
IMP CABS DIVI NERV FNBRVA TRAJAN AUGUST GERM PONTIFEX
MAX TRIB P O XXXIII
Over another part of the road is a second similar tablet with
this inscription.
TROSSARE AUG 6PICE AUGUST IMPBRATOR TRIB P OP XXXIII
LEGIO IV 8 CYTH ET V MACEDONIC

At Casarn, about a mile from Plawischewitz, we disembarked to
see the new road to Orschova.
A great portion of it is excavated out of the natural rock, huge
masses of which hang over threatening destruction to some
unwary passenger. In other parts, sufficient soil exists for the
work to proceed without digging into the stony strata.
A parapet is raised on the outside from marble excavated on the
spot, which bears a fine polish. Six hundred men are employed,
but in order to accomplish the undertaking in a few years, a
much larger number ought to be at work.
As we walked along the shore, we met some young women in
the Wallachian costume. They wore a loose blanket robe, and a
belt of various colors about eight inches wide, from which
strings of the same material hung down to the knee forming a
fringe, a foot and a half long.

Their legs and feet were bare. Proceeding a little further we
climbed by a perilous staircase to a celebrated cave known by
the name of Vedranische Holle where three hundred Austrians
under General Vedran, defended themselves in the last Turkish
war for three months and then gained their point by
capitulation.
The entrance is by a narrow passage difficult of access, and
eluding even a scrutinizing search. The cave is lighted by a
little hole in the top itself inaccessible, being the apex of a
pyramidal rock 700 feet in height.
It contains a powder magazine and a well. Here the Danube
makes a sudden turn and the view is beautiful. An
amphitheatre of hills, rising from 1500 to 3000 feet encloses
the river giving it the appearance of a lake. In the centre
stands an island clothed with foliage. Forests of beech ,ash, and
elm deck the slopes, and the wild beauty of nature is unmarred
by the hand of man.

After passing out of this apparently natural basin, the stream
becomes much narrower and the hills, which are of limestone
mixed with red marble and quartz, are more abrupt and less
thickly covered with wood. The scenery is exceedingly wild.
Here a huge fissure, known by the name of Punicova, passes
through a rock nearly two thousand feet in width, and
terminates in the opposite valley.
On the Turkish coast, facing the fearful retreat of Vedranische
Holle, an exquisitely wooded mountain, called Sterbutz rises to
a height of two thousand three hundred and twenty-eight feet.

Further on, a number of hills standing like stalactites en masse
yield variety to the scene.
Among these a giant form towers here and there above the rest
and just beyond the village of Dubova, the beauty of the
prospect is enhanced by the approach towards each other of the
opposite banks, and the contraction of the river to its
narrowest width, a hundred and twenty-threeyards.

Present day Dubova, Romania

Five miles further, being ten from our starting point, a little
church, with a red tower and dome, points out the village of
Ogradena, whence to Orschova the distance is six miles and the
scenery less striking.
On the left, a flat island intervenes between the main branch of
the river and the hills and when these meet again, the latter
have lost their height and beauty. One bank assumes the
character of a plain and the other is less woody and romantic.
Orschova is beautifully situate at the extreme south-east point
of Hungary, on the frontier of Wallachia and Servia, and skirted
by a common covered with dwarf elder trees, not higher than
small shrubs.
The Danube flows at its feet and above are the declining
summits of the grand chain of the Carpathian mountains which
gently emerging near Presburg from the extensive plains of
Hungary, make the circuit of its northern frontier and after
separating it from Poland assume a southeastern course
dividing it from Moldavia. Then, suddenly turning to the west,

these mountains form its southern boundary on the Wallachian
side.
It is surprising that a locality so important should be the site of
a petty village and that the command of it should be a post of
little honor but this is probably owing to the fact that the
whole frontier is a colony of soldiers hence, no one place
requires a strong military force.
There is nothing in the village itself to attract attention except
a large open building without walls the roof of which is
supported by pillars. In the center is a long narrow space
encircled by a wooden fence and appropriated to the exchange
of goods with the Servians who cross the water three days in
the week to carry on their traffic within this railing under the
eye of health-officers.
Articles not supposed to convey infection are purchased from
them, and anything may be sold to them but the money
received by the Banatians must be passed through a bowl of
vinegar.

As the steamer was not appointed to start from Scala Cladova
for four days and as there is no inn in that place, we decided to
wait at Orschova, where the accommodation is better than
could be anticipated from the size of the village.
The reason for the apparently unnecessary delay between
Moldova and Cladova soon became manifest, for our baggage
boats, with the passengers of the second cabin, instead of
reaching Orschova in one day, or as we did in one and a half,
did not arrive till the 3rd day.
The 4th day was necessarily occupied in clearing the goods
through the frontier customs house, and in other contingent
business. It was not until the 5th day that they started from
Orschova to join it.
These boats might easily have proceeded on the 4th day
considering the rapidity of the stream. Therefore, only a short
time is required for the voyage to Cladova. But the sailors, who
are accompanied by health officers, are obliged to return before

sunset or to submit to quarantine and the cause which
accelerates their descent proportionately retards their course
up again so that unless they start at an early hour they cannot
regain home before night. Hence, no boat leaves Orschova
except in the morning.
One of our spare days was devoted to an excursion to Mehadia,
a town about twenty miles north of Orschova, famous for its
mineral baths. Even though the rain poured in torrents, and the
only conveyance to be procured was a cart without springs,
composed of boards rudely nailed together, some of our party
resolved on the expedition.
A mat was thrown over the vehicle, and two trusses of straw
formed a seat. Four little horses, not larger than ponies, were
driven by two ragged peasants who acted as coachman and
postilion.
A hat, such as our coal heavers wear, shaded each dark gipsy
like visage while the dress of these strange beings was a sort of

blanketing, patched and repatched, and then torn and patched
again, so that probably little remained of the original garb.
With this equipage we started for Mehadia. The road lies
through valleys, flanked by hills richly clothed withverdure,
and doubly beautiful in their autumnal tints.
By its side flows the river Czerna, a rapid mountain stream,
whose waters, increased by the rain, raged foamingly over
every rock and stone that impeded their rushing course.
On the left, we passed the ruins of an aqueduct, where six tall
arches are still standing. Opposite to this, some peasants were
employed in raising a temporary bridge by means of the trunks
of trees, to supply the place of one which the torrent had
carried away.
The scenery on both sides is romantic to a great degree and
though the pleasure of the excursion was much diminished by
the weather and the discomfort of the vehicle yet we were well
compensated. As we approached Mehadia, our course lay along

the banks of a river of the same name, as wild and savage as
the Czerna, into which it disembogues its troubled waters.
Arriving at the town, we enquired for some ruins of which we
had heard, but in vain.
The people speak the Illyrian language, and our German was
unintelligible to them. One man, however, directed us to an
ancient fortress about two miles off. We pursued the road for
double that distance in the midst of a pouring rain which
threatened to bring down our frail covering upon our heads but
finding nothing, we were compelled to return.
On re-entering the town, we perceived the dismembered
fragments of a fort, with a large mass of solid stonework,
crowning a hill, but were unable to prosecute any further our
search.
In the inn where we dined, two cards, curiously printed, were
affixed to the wall. On one of these was inscribed,
"Gotterhalte unsern guten Ferdinand!"

or,
"God preserve our good Ferdinand!"
On the other was a polite request that everybody would be so
kind as to pay ready money. The letters were capitals, and
each was formed by the colored figure of a man represented in
a certain attitude with something in his hand. At a distance the
words were perfectly legible, and the figures are not
discernible on a near inspection, the letters were entirely lost,
and nothing but the figures appeared.
The mode of hanging gates in the interior of the Banat is
curious. They are made with the upper bar projecting very far
behind, and piled with heavy wood so that when hung upon a
stump, the point of which passes through the bar, the gate is
nearly balanced and swings upon the stump as its fulcrum.

Some of the peasants wear leather coats, and cloaks lined with
wool and here we observed, for the first time on this frontier,
the girdle, or waistband, worn by all Asiatics.
A large sock of blanketing is sometimes brought over the ankle
and allowed to hang down in loose folds on the foot, which is
protected by a red boot made of fragrant Russia leather.
With their heads turned homewards, our little nags galloped as
fast as we could wish, and faster than we had ever been carried
by the heavy horses of Germany. They soon brought us to the
turning which leads to the baths, and the drivers were ordered
to take that road, but nothing would induce them to comply.
They urged that it was too late in the evening and that the
horses were fatigued, and that even now daylight would not
last to carry us directly to our inn. They had reason on their
side, and the result proved that they were correct, for it was
dark long before our return.

In the vicinity of the baths which are now quite a fashionable
resort, there is a little village consisting of about twenty good
lodging houses, and a large inn containing between one and
two hundred bedrooms, supported at the Emperor's expense.
The name given to the spot is Herculesbad from a tradition that
Hercules bathed in a dark cavern, access to which is by a small
aperture not large enough to allow a man to enter erect.
The natural spring which supplies the baths is impregnated
with sulphuretted hydrogen gas and the water, whose
temperature is 45 degrees of Reaumur, or 133 degrees of
Fahrenheit is found to be beneficial in cutaneous and
hypochondriacal cases.
There is nothing very remarkable in the place itself. The
beauty of the scenery in the neighborhood is that which a
traveler should not lose and this we enjoyed as much as the
unfavorable state of the weather permitted.

The following morning all the passengers started for Scala
Cladova, twelve miles from Orschova, having embarked on a
wide flat bottomed barge, the only sort of boat of the requisite
size which can pass the ridge of rocks called by the appropriate
name of Porte de Fer, because it effectually closes the
navigation of the Danube.
The morning was fine, and the exquisite scenery around
glowed in all the loveliness with which the God of nature has
invested it. The first object that attracted our attention was the
fort of NeuOrschova, standing in the middle of the stream, two
and a half miles below Orschova, and garrisoned by Turks, as
are all the fortresses in Servia.
Thus far, the islands in the river are held by Austria but the
Porte retains possession of this as an outpost. We sailed on the
Servian side, close under the windows of the governor's harem
and were able to perceivethe nakedness of the land and the
utter inefficiency of this fort in case of war as it is out of repair
and commanded by the neighboring Hungarian hills. Not so,

however, the small castle called Fort Elizabeth, a little lower
down, which is likewise in the hands of the Moslims.
It is situate on the slope of the mountains, overhung and
protected by their tops and is furnished on all sides with
embrasures for guns and musketry. Near these on the left, in a
narrow valley terminating on the bank of the river, is the
frontier customs house of Hungary and Wallachia and from this
point the Danube flow through territory tributary to Turkey,
having Wallachia on one side and Servia on the other.
Here a turn in the river opens a majestic view. On the right, a
bold, barren peak of rock rises, like a gigantic pyramid, in the
midst of luxuriantly clothed hills beyond which a low arm of
land projecting towards a curve on the opposite bank and
apparently bounding the water causes it to assume the
appearance of a lake, while the solemn murmur of distant
breakers interrupts the silence of a scene where nature herself
seems awed into stillness.

This noise gradually increases with every hundred yards the
vessel advances, until the terrific roar of the mighty element
overcoming its natural enemies succeeds to tranquility and
repose.
A mile further on the opposite side are traces of a canal formed
in the time of Trajan for the purpose of avoiding the reef which
stretching across the river, gives rise to the breakers, rendering
the navigation for small boats dangerous, and for large vessels
impracticable.
A coal barge that hazarded the experiment not long ago still
remains on the ridge, with two rocks through her bottom, a
warning to adventurous sailors.
Since an insuperable obstacle is thus opposed to the progress of
a steamer except in an unusually swollen state of the river it is
proposed to cut a canal two and a half English miles in length,
partly through the channel of the old one, and partly in a more

direct line traced by a branch of the Danube, which might, with
little difficulty, be identified with the projected undertaking.
The expense, in a country where labor is so cheap, would not
be great and itis probable that in the course of ten or twelve
years something of the kind will be effected.
There is however, one great difficulty to be contended with.
The fall of the river is unusually great. It is even perceptible to
the eye, being eighteen feet in half a mile in the neighborhood
of the Porte de Fer.
In consequence of this and the subjacent rocks, the stream is
full of whirlpools and rapids, and the current flows at the rate
of 13 and a half miles per hour, a velocity such that it is
scarcely possible for the paddles of a steamer to overcome it.
It is possible that there may be some error in this statement
regarding the rapidity of the current. The English captain of the
boat between Moldova and Orschova told the author that it is

"thirteen and a half feet a second, or thirteen and a half miles
an hour." Now, as a foot per second is not the same as a mile
per hour, he evidently made a mistake.
The next day when the author was questioning the engineer at
Plawischewitz as to how many miles per hour the current runs
in another part, he stated that he could not answer that
question, for he had never made thecalculation but that he
knew it to be so many feet persecond. Hence, it is probable that
the estimate of the stream's rapidity at the Porte de Fer was
made in feet per second not in miles per hour. In this case, its
velocity would be less than ten miles per hour which is nearer
the apparent rate, and more probable, than that mentioned
above.
Therefore the vessel must under any circumstances, be towed
back at a very slow pace. A little boat usually requires for this
purpose at least 12 oxen. A large one would require possibly
40.

Desirous of seeing the vestiges of Trajan's canal and the line of
that projected, we left the boat with most of our fellow
passengers, and walked a long a portion of the supposed course
of the former. While on shore, we passed several Moslim and
Christian natives, all habited
in their peculiar garbs which contrasting with those of our
little party presented as curious a melange of costumes as can
well be imagined.
On one side were seen the long blanket dresses of the Servians,
open in front and reaching to the feet with the colored turbans,
gaudy ceintures, and flowing robes of the Turks.
On the other, two Armenian Catholic priests, in their sombre
canonicals and large slouched hats, were accompanied by a
Turkish Jew with an Israelitish face and Mohammedan garb.
In front were an English lady and three gentlemen while the
Hungarian health officers, bringing up the rear, added their
official livery to the variety exhibited by the motley group.

To these individuals we were indebted for our escape from the
durance vile of a quarantine, which between Turkey and
Wallachia as between Wallachia and Austria is never less than
ten days and when plague exists to any extent is fixed at twenty
days.
Passing the Servian villages of Sibb and Kladosicza, we reached
Scala Cladova, where we were disappointed in not meeting the
expected steamer. The baggage was put onshore, as the sailors
were compelled to return the same day to Orschova and on
their departure we found ourselves fairly launched on the
penalty side of the quarantine boundary.
At this moment one of our party ominously sneezed, upon
which most of the others turned to make the usual salutation,
and one took off his hat, profoundly bowing, but the omen was
a bad one, and consorted with our unfortunate position.
In almost every country some fear or prejudice is connected
with the act of sneezing; probably from its havingbeen long

regarded as a symptom of the plague. Thus, inEngland, our
grandfathers were accustomed to salute thesneezer with
"God bless you!"
On the continent some such kindly wish is still usually
expressed. In Spain, every person present makes a low bow to
the unfortunate one as he is considered.
Italian courtesy is manifested by
"Salute!"
or to a young married lady they exclaim
"Figlio maschio!”
It was now time to look about for lodging. But the more we
searched, the more we were convinced of the impracticability
of obtaining accommodations for the night in Scala Cladova.

This head station as it is called on the steamer is a village of
thirty or forty huts, formed of hurdles, the interstices some of
which are filled with clay, in others left to give free vent to the
air.
A few are covered with rushes and many with mud from which
all the chimneys are constructed and several houses exhibit
nothing but a roof, with a door in it. The rest of the habitation
being underground.
These miserable dwellings consist of a single room without
windows, lighted and aired by the door. Each stands by itself
on a common, unprotected by any sort of enclosure.
The only bed that the village afforded was one raised board in a
hut, on which three blankets might be spread and this was
secured by the Armenian priests and the Jew.
In such a dilemma, with the possibility of passing two or three
days before the arrival of the steamer, which we concluded to

have been detained by bad weather, no alternative remained
but to send to the authorities of Tchernitz, a little town about
five miles off, built on the site of a Roman station called
Termes.
This the English consul undertook to do and in a few hours we
and our countryman were, by his kindness, conveyed thither.
As some time elapsed before preparations for our departure
could be made, we had an opportunity of looking around. On
the opposite side of the river, on the site of the ancient Mgela,
stands Feth Islam, called by the Wallachians Turkish Cladova.
The fort is garrisoned by Turks, and the town peopled by
Servians. A tall elegant minaret close to the ramparts forms a
striking object in the prospect.
Here the mosque and the citadel not inappropriately meet
together, for in the countries of Islam the preacher counsels the
sword and the sword propagates the faith.

The scenery on the banks of the Danube, which, to the east of
the Porte de Fer, becomes gradually less and less interesting
from the diminished size of the hills, here loses all its beauty,
but the river retains the grandeur which entitles it to be
regarded as the king of European floods.
The village scene was highly amusing. All was bustle on a small
scale. Fishermen were every now and then bringing in the
trophies of their success. In one quarter, under a canopy of
dried leaves, the only shelter from sun and rain except the
miserable huts already described, might be seen the houseless
host of travelers sitting on a board, which served likewise for a
table, regaling themselves with slices of tonny or sturgeon fried
on a skewer and eggs cooked in wood ashes. A little further
off, a party of boatmen, squatting on the ground, sent round
the black bread and acid wine with all the glee of health and
appetite, nothing disturbed by the numerous dogs and pigs,
each of the latter with a triangle round his neck, which
surrounded them with beseeching looks and grunts.

In another quarter, a half naked girl was washing one of a
dozen naked children in what resembled a hog tub, but proved
to be the family utensil for all culinary and household
purposes. Here, a woman might be seen slaughtering a fowl by
bleeding it at the back of the neck while, by her side, an old
gipsy with grizzly hair was tossing about his legs in caricature
of a dance, holding by the arm a female beggar capering with
equal grace.
The squalid filth, the poverty and degradation in which the
people of this village vegetate can scarcely be exceeded and,
alas it is but a specimen of Wallachian misery in general. The
dress of such as are covered with anything more than rags
partakes a good deal of the eastern character.
The women wear a white veil fastened with silver pins, passing
round the throat and failing loosely down theback. From their
ears depend long earrings, to which shells are sometimes
attached. A coarse chemise worked with blue cotton is tied
round the neck. The long sleeves are turned up over the
elbows and two slips of colored striped cloth hang down from

the waist, one in front and one behind, leaving the sides open
where the chemise with its blue border is again visible.
The men wear a skull cap of skin with the hair outside, a shirt
rudely embroidered and open at the chest, a scarlet girdle,
white breeches, a cloth bound round the legs, and wool socks.
Others appear in a cap, trousers, and long coat of white
blanketing which is soon soiled, and, being never washed,
becomes in time indescribably filthy.
Some of the better orders, particularly the inferior public
functionaries are distinguished by a blue cloth dress and a fez
while the police officers carry a brass plate on a leather strap
across the chest.
The gentry in Wallachia have adopted altogether the European
costume. At length the horses arrived which were to convey us
to Tchernitz. Eight were ordered for each carriage and a
postilion was attached to every four who wielded a thong of

seven feet affixed to a handle not more than one eighth of its
length.
The animals were wild little ponies with rope harnesses
consisting only of traces and bridle. The drivers looked as wild
and their patched blanket covering resembled the dress of
beggars. A horseman, armed with pistols, sword, and musket,
accompanied each carriage. As soon as we started, the
postilions commenced a howl, which they continued, almost
without intermission, till we reached our destination. This
extraordinary noise answers to the chuckle of the English, and
the familiar loquacity of the Italian coachmen. It made the
horses go as long as they were able but, not withstanding every
effort, one of them fell and was left behind. The driver said he
was useless, we thought him jaded.
Our route layover a common teeming with blackberries and
sloes the road was bad and the torrents to be crossed were so
numerous that though the little nags galloped when it was
possible, our progress was slow, and it was dark before we
arrived. The party was distributed between the governor and

another official, who, joined by their respective ladies, received
us with a cordial welcome. With the exception of the governor,
they spoke no language but Wallachian, signs constituted our
only medium of communication.
The house of our host consisted of a single floor raised from the
ground, the ascent to which was by a dozen high steps, each
formed of the trunk of a tree roughly squared. Four rooms
opened into the saloon, whose only furniture was a large sofa
and table. One of these apartments was an office for the trial of
petty offenders and another, a kitchen. The third we did not
see, and the fourth was our bed chamber. A sofa, about ten
feet long and four broad, filled one whole side, except the
space occupied by the stove. The walls were hung with
pictures, among which were two of the virgin, one representing
the hands and face, the other, the whole figure except those
parts, in plated metal, a style much in vogue among the
followers of the Greek church.
No paint was wasted on doors or windows and the spaces
between the boards of the former were stuffed with paper.

Immediately on our arrival, the mistress presented to us a tray
holding four pretty little circular glass jars with ornamented
gilt tops. Two of these were full of sweet meats, and two of
water.
This is the Wallachian welcome offered to every guest on
entering a house, and repeated to us three times during our
short detention at Tchernitz. The sweetmeat is intended to
correct the water, which is bad throughout the principality and
numerous spoons are brought, because it is contrary to
etiquette to use the same twice.
In an hour we were summoned to a supper consisting of
various fruits, a roast fowl, poached eggs, boiled milk, salad,
and a species of cheese, all served by the master of the house
and another brother official. A little gipsy slave was waiting in
the distance.
Before we sat down, our host brought us a metal ewer with a
long narrow top and a tin basin, having a flat surface pierced
like a colander and surmounted by a raised circle on which was

placed a piece of soap. We had just asked for butter, and this
apparatus so little resembled what we are accustomed to use
for the purpose of washing, that we proceeded to cut the soap
with a knife, intending to help ourselves to some butter.
It would have been rude to smile at a foreigner's blunder so
the only resource of our benevolent friend was to drench our
arms with the water intended for our hands, and to make his
escape while we bewailed this specimen of Wallachian
politeness.
During supper, the divan was covered with counterpanes, and
the pillows were adorned with muslin cases trimmed with lace
and tied with pink ribbons. After a refreshing night's rest,
we strolled out to survey the town wherein we were located.
The majority of houses are similar to the seat in Scala Cladova.
A few of a superior order, and among them the two in which
our party were accommodated, are daubed with whitewash,
and covered with a singularly high roof protected by wooden
tiles. The side-posts of the gates are furnished with grotesque

little umbrellas of wood, which may possibly be intended to
secure them from rain. They terminate in points, and are
topped with flat square pieces of deal. The chief street is long,
and lined with shops on both sides. Each is an open room
shaded by a mat awning, under which the owner sits. The size
of the mud buildings, the platform before them, the dress of
the natives, and the number of dogs running wild through the
street, constitute a tout ensemble truly oriental.
Some of the people are very dark. Others, again, are fair. Most
of them are well made and strong. One girl, with bright hazel
eyes and fair complexion, had a beauty spot on her left cheek
cut in the form of a bird with expanded wings. For breakfast a
ragged slave boy brought us some coffee and hard rusks. At
noon we joined our friends at dinner in the house of the
ispravnik, or governor.
Demetrio Kinez is about fifty years of age and has 14 children,
with a good natured looking wife. His three daughters, the
only other membersof his family whom we saw are modest,
well behaved girls. They were all dressed in clothes such as

one might expect to see in the family of a very poor half pay
officer in England.
Their father's salary, as we were informed, is only sixty pounds
per annum the chief emoluments of his office which must first
be purchased, and when obtained, is limited to three years,
depending on the degree of extortion he practices.
He received us with great politeness, addressing us in broken
French, and introduced us to the president of the tribunal and
some other of the authorities who were so polite as to call on
the strangers. The whole population are in a state of abject
dependence on the will of their governor, and are liable to be
beaten for the most trivial offense, whether real or imaginary.
While we were in the house of our host, a man appeared before
the door with a letter. Not daring to present it, he stood
trembling at a distance, holding it in his hand. The lady of the
ispravnik, being asked why he exhibited such signs of fear,
cooly remarked that he was afraid of being beaten in case her
husband should happen to be in his office, as he would then be

punishable for not obtaining correct information of the
movements of the governor.
Several of the servants excited our commiseration by the
expression of their countenances, which were deeply seared
with sorrow. We were told they were slaves.
When we sat down to dinner, the master and mistress, who
took an active part in laying out the table, formally wished us a
good appetite, various stimulants to which, such as salted fish,
kaviar, or the spawn of the sturgeon, and pickles, were set
before us.
To these succeeded soup, boiled beef with sauce, fowls, mutton
haricot, pancake, and a salad of raw cabbage dressed with oil
and vinegar, delicious grapes and peaches, bad pears, and
walnuts. Finished there past coffee and pipes were then
served, and our hospitable friends, having duly bowed to each
of their guests, expressed a hope that they had dined well.

When the pipe was finished, the whole family retired to take a
siesta, a custom so prevalent that even workmen and servants
go to sleep in the middle of the day.
This concluded, information was brought that the steamer had
arrived at Scala Cladova, and we proceeded to join her, our
postilions howling, groaning, and screaming at their horses
louder than before to do honor to the ispravnik, who
accompanied us in a carriage with three outriders.
The hospitality, almost universal in countries comparatively
uncivilized, costs very little, every article of food being cheap.
For instance, at Tchernitz, a fowl may be purchased for two
pence half penny, and six or seven eggs ready cooked for a
penny.
As soon, however, as a system of steam navigation is organized
on the Danube, and an influx of strangers into Wallachia takes
place, civilization will be promoted, and primitive hospitality
will necessarily decrease.

Notwithstanding an appearance of extreme poverty, some of the
peasants of Wallachia are known to be rich. They are in the
habit of boarding money under ground, a practice doubtless
induced by the extortions to which they have been subjected
and almost all have some little thus stowed away.
Agriculture is now their chief employment, though in former
days they were more addicted to pasturage, as their name
indicates for in Illyrian, Vlach signifies a herdsman, whence is
derived the name Wallachia.
They reckon time from sunset to sunset, dividing each solar
day into 24 ever varying hours, the first of which commences
with the sun's disappearance under the horizon, when they are
consequently obliged to alter their clocks.
This province like that of Moldavi, was governed until lately by
a prince chosen from among the Greek Fanariots of
Constantinople, and vested with regal authority. The name of
the present governor is Alexander Ghika.

He is called hospodar a word corrupted from the Russian
gospodin meaning “lord” and on account of the Ottoman
empire he is entitled to the designation of Arch Prince.
The Austrian government recognizes him under the appellation
of serene highness and his subjects call him very high.
His sons are styled beyzadahs or “prince's sons” but the
grandsons have no title. Formerly the hospodar was appointed
and deposed at the pleasure of the Porte, obtaining and
retaining his situation by means of gold. The highest bidder
secured the vacant office, and remained one, two, or more
years, till some one had influence sufficient to obtain an order
for his removal his object, therefore, with a tenure so
uncertain, was to realize the largest possible sum in the least
possible time and this he effected by means of extortion,
practiced without shame or moderation.
Within the last few years, Wallachia and Moldavia have been
delivered from this state of abject dependence on the Porte, not
however to gain freedom, but to fall into the hands of Russia.

By the treaty of Bukharest, signed in 1812 the Czar acquired the
right of interfering in matters connected with the religion of
the people and in cases of outran committed by the officers of
Turkey against her Christian subjects in the principalities while
by the treaty of Adrianople in 1829, this power as is well
known, was so greatly extended that the provinces in question
were in fact made over to the northern autocrat, though
suffered to continue under a nominal subjection to the sultan.
To him they still pay a small annual tribute and he still
appoints to the hospodarship yet he no longer does so as a free
agent being compelled to select one of a number of nominees
presented to him by the boyars. Once invested with authority,
the hospodars are not removable during life, provided they pay
their tribute which previous to 1829, was fixed at two millions
of piastres for Wallachia and one million for Moldavia.
Their permanence is guaranteed by Russia who, the more
effectually to secure her undivided sway over them, has
compelled Turkey to suffer a quarantine cordon, ranged along

the whole bank of the Danube from the Euxine to Hungary
effectually to cut off all free communication between the
dominions of the Porte and these her nominal provinces.
As the recommendation of Russia can secure to any individual
the hospodarship of the principality so her fiat can crush him
in a moment. Consequently, no act however trivial which is
displeasing to the Czar, is permitted to pass unnoticed.
A curious proof of this occurred a short time since atBukharest.
The prince had done something offensive to the autocrat, and
was speedily apprised by the Russian consul of his master's
displeasure. Ghika sent a message expressive of his regret that
he should unintentionally have given umbrage to the emperor
but thiswas not sufficient. The consul insisted that he should
apologize in person and accordingly, the prince of Wallachia
was actually seen a suitor for pardon at the door of a Russian
Emperor!
Among the various circumstances which tend to draw closer
the connection between Russia and the provinces of Wallachia

and Moldavia is the identity of their creed for all the
inhabitants of the latter belong to The Greek Church, and foster
the most rancorous hatred to everything Turkish.
They likewise retain the old style in order that they may duly
observe all the sacred festivals. In connection with the religion
of the two principalities, it may be mentioned, as an interesting
and remarkable fact, that the Bible was unknown in the
vernacular language till the year 1735, when the hospodar,
Constantine Mavrocordato, ordered the Old and New Testaments
to be printed in the dialect of the country.
As a preliminary measure however, he was compelled to invent
a character compounded of the Slavonic and Greek because
until then the patois of the country had not been reduced to
writing and the few public documents that were necessarily
committed to paper were inscribed in the Slavonic character,
one very little adapted to the language to which it was thus
forcibly misapplied.

A system of tyranny, which commences with the hospodar
extends itself to the boyars and the whole population may be
divided into two classes, tyrants and slaves.
Though the majority of the people are thus virtually slaves, the
only persons legally recognized as such are gypsies and their
descendants.
In Hungary, vast numbers of these are found scattered among
the peasantry but Wallachia and Moldavia are their
headquarters, where they form a large class important on
account of their numbers but otherwise valued as little as or
less than beasts of burden.
They are estimated at 150,000 in the two principalities. History
leaves us ignorant of the period and circumstances of the
immigration of the gypsies nor does it appear why they are
more numerous in these countries than in most of the other
kingdoms of Europe through which they have been diffused.

The physiognomy, musical taste, thievish and conjuring tricks,
falsehood, dirt, and idleness, which characterize them
throughout the world, here equally distinguishes them.
It may almost be said that they bear the same name, for in the
words Zingani and Tchingani we trace the etymological root
which points to Egypt as the native soil of the French Egyptien,
the English Gipsy, the Spanish Gitano, the Italian Zingaro, and
the German Zigeuner. Some are disposed to think that the
names Zingani andZingaro are derived from Zingis Khan, under
whose banners they suppose the Gipsies were first introduced
into the countries bordering on Persia, whence they dispersed
themselves through Europe.
They inter marry almost exclusively among themselves, and
thus perpetuate alike the distinguishing features of body and
mind. As all gipsies are required to pay an annual tax to
government of so many grains of gold, varying from ten
shillings to three pounds, they become dexterous in detecting
the precious metal in the auriferous streams of the
principalities, and in separating it from sand by one or other of

the methods already described. Some pursue the trade of
blacksmiths, some of tinkers, and others of carpenters.
All retain the natural aversion of their caste from agriculture,
though they are said to be less idle and of more settled habits
here than in most countries. A healthy man costs three
pounds, a woman two and both sexes are bought and sold by
the nobles without any regard to the bonds of domestic union.
Only eight days before our visit to Tchernitz, a boyar, close to
the house where these notes were penned, who had a slave,
supporting a wife and three children by his daily labor,
separated him from them and sent him to a distant
establishment in the interior, while he sold his family into
other hands. Another noble, one of whose Zinganis was
making a little money as a blacksmith, sold his wife and
children in order that he might dispose of all that the man
earned.
Nor are instances of this kind rare. On the contrary, they are of
too frequent recurrence to be recorded as individual cases.

Immorality of the worst description pervades all classes in the
principalities, and mothers frequently carry their newborn
infants to the Danube to drown them.
“When they act so towards their own children,”
said a lady residing here,
“you will readily believe that I cannot feel mine safe with them,
when out of my sight."
But the example so closely imitated originates with the highest
orders. The marriage vow is almost wholly disregarded. It is
actually we were told in the power of every married person,
man or woman, to obtain from the metropolitan a divorce on
the score of caprice alone or the preference of another party.
Thus, it frequently happens that a gentleman and lady, who
were once man and wife, accompanying their respective
partners to a ballroom, will there meet two or three more

cidevant husbands of the lady and as many cidevant wives of
the gentleman nor will either of the parties be less esteemed in
society on account of their frequent divorces.
Where the marriage is tied, the bond of all the charities of life
is thus unheeded. The whole fabric of social happiness is
undermined, and neither moral nor intellectual excellence can
be expected. The result sanctions this conclusion and it may
safely be affirmed that Christendom does not contain a country
more demoralized and more degraded than Wallachia and
Moldavia.
In the courts of law there is a form without the reality of
justice. Tribunals exist in abundance, and no less than four
appeals are provided, but the petitioners way must be paved
with the precious metal and the judge's sentence is
pronounced in notes modified by golden keys.
So notorious is the iniquity of Turkish courts, that all Frank
consuls are vested with a power of arresting judgment in cases
of their own countrymen a power unknown in other kingdoms

but sanctioned by treaties with the Porte. The trial must take
place in the presence of the consul and if he be dissatisfied
with the result, he can refer the case to Constantinople, where
the decision of the supreme judge must be approved by the
ambassador of the king whose protection the offender claims.
A foreign consul can also sue the government for a debt due to
one of the subjects of the power he represents. He can even
attach and sequester any public property on which such
individuals may have lent money and it happened not long ago
that a quantity of salt belonging to the Wallachian government
was placed under the seals of the English consulate until the
payment of a sum borrowed from a British subject, for the
lading of the salt in question. The debt which but for this
might have remained unpaid till now was immediately
liquidated.
The whole of Wallachia may be described as an inclined plane
sloping towards the Danube and traversed by numerous rivers

flowing almost in parallel courses so as to meet that river
nearly at right angles.
The population does not exceed a million. The soil is in general
barren though it would appear to have been once more
productive since when Trajan sent a colony of thirty thousand
men to cultivate the land the Romans were enabled to obtain
hence supplies for the use of their army during the war with
the Scythians and Sarmatians.
As a consequence of this inundation resulted the adoption by
the people of the name Roman by which they now designate
themselves, of customs evidently borrowed from their early
conquerors, and of a language almost entirely Latin.
As members of the Greek Church, they have naturally availed
themselves of many Greek words and their connection with
Russia and the east has added some of Sclavonicand Persian
origin as their intercourse with Europe has introduced several

Italian. The following list, taken with the exception of those
compared with the Persian, from an interesting catalogue
compiled by a late consul Dr. Clarke, to whose interesting
travels the writer is greatly indebted at Bukharest, will enable
the reader to form some opinion of the composition of the
Wallachian language.
Though we hastened from our quarters at Tchemitz to join the
steamer, we were not under weigh till four o'clock the
following afternoon, as the Wallachians employed to load the
vessel evinced no ordinary want of skill and activity, and
dropped into the water a new carriage ‘en route from Vienna to
Bukharest, an act of negligence which delayed our departure
for some hours. Four miles from Scala Cladova, on the
Wallachian bank, stand the ruins of an ancient tower which
once rendered terrible the fortress of Severin, erected by
Septimius Severus and still called after him.
The government is now building a new town on the site of the
old one, with a custom house and quarantine. This promises in

a few years to become a place of some note, and to be
substituted for Scala Cladova as a head station of the steamer.
A little further, on each side of the river, are the remains of a
bridge which Trajan erected in his second expedition against
the Dacians. The Danube is here two thousand four hundred
feet in width and occasionally four arches may be perceived
close to each bank, but none are visible in the centre of the
stream.
From the size of those which have survived the wreck of time,
it appears that 22 would have been required to extend across
the water but from the absence of all traces of masonry and
from the nature of the soil, it is inferred that there was once an
island in the middle, which was united by two small bridges to
the adjacent shores and the fact that an islet still exists a little
lower down corroborates this conjecture, as that would have
afforded the means of a communication between the two banks
at a less expense than must have been requisite to construct a
bridge half a mile in length.

In the evening we anchored nearly opposite the Servian town of
Palanka, called by the ancients Aquae from its abundant
springs but none of the passengers or crew were allowed to go
on shore and we could procure no supplies. Resuming our
voyage the following morning, we soon reached the Servian
village of Praova, near which a fisherman last year discovered
in the bed of the river a bronze bust of Trajan.

THE BULGARIANS
Nine miles below this, the ancient Timacus, now dwindled into
a little stream called Timok, and falling into the Danube, forms
the boundary between Servia and Bulgaria between a country
which only pays a tribute to the Porte, and one that is entirely
under Ottoman rule, constituting a part of Turkey properly so
called.

The Bulgarians, formerly called Volgarians because they came
from the Volga (or Wolga), originally occupied the tract that
lies between that river where it meets the Sura and the Caspian.
At an early period of their history, a part of the tribe crossed
the Wolga and Don, and settled on the coasts of the Black Sea,
after which in the 17th century of our era, they passed over the
Dniester and Danube into the country once called Moesia, which
now bears their name.
They were converted from paganism in the course of two
centuries, and they still profess the faith of their first
instructors who were of the Greek Church, while that part of
the nation remaining beyond the Wolga became Mussulmans,
and subsequently swelled the train of Zingis Khan.
The Bulgarians erected a kingdom of their own, which they
retained until the 14th century, when they were swallowed up
by the Ottoman Empire. Their language changed to Sclavonian
in the course of their migrations as a consequence of their
intercourse with so many tribes of that order.

On entering Bulgaria, the chain of the Balkan that runs through
Turkey, attaining a height of 7000 feet, opened on our view
while in the opposite direction we saw the mountains in the
neighbourhood of Casarn and Plawischewitz among which we
had five days previously, been so hospitably entertained.
Though we had travelled down the tortuous stream full ninety
miles (which owing to the imperfect arrangements of the steam
navigation company had occupied five days) yet the distance
from the last named village to the frontier of Bulgaria is not
more than twelve leagues as the crow flies.
If the Danube is distinguished among the rivers of Europe by
the numerous countries which it fertilizes, the width and
velocity of its current, its shallows, rapids, and whirlpools, the
rockiness of its bed, and the unusually hard character of the
stone that constitutes thatbed, it is still more so by its sharp
and frequent turns.
Such are its sinuosities, that in flowing from Presburg to the
Black Sea, 550 miles in a direct line, its channel measures

1200, while the abruptness of its windings places the voyager
twenty times in a day on what appears a lake, shut in by
mountains, and so completely changes his prospect and horizon
that he can seldom see the object close to which he sailed half
an hour before, though he may be brought in sight of it again
as on this occasion after a voyage of 30 or 40 leagues.
Ten miles below the frontier of Bulgaria, we passed a
picturesque old fort crumbling into ruins. The scenery in its
immediate neighbourhood is less uninteresting than that which
for a long distance precedes but the country soon resumes the
same flat, dull, and sandy level, with very little variety afforded
by villages or trees.
The Wallachian side of the river is even less peopled than the
Turkish since many of the subjects of the principality,
disgusted with their own government, migrate yearly to
Bulgaria, to seek a better life under Mohammedan
administration.

Eighteen miles below Florentin is the Wallachian town of
Kalafat, near which the Russians had an encampment in the last
war, and lost in battle nearly ten thousand men. A little
further, is the virgin fort of Widdin, the largest city on the
Danube after Ofen and Rustchuk, with a population of more
than twenty thousand.
Where the ancient Bononia once reared her stately temples to
the gods of Rome, there we saw a forest of light and silvery
minarets, and heard the muezzin proclaim,
"God is great, and Mohammed is his prophet."
Numerous little boats covered the water. The bank was
crowded with Turks in their elegant costume. Some dressed in
purple or green with a ceinture of brilliant scarlet, others
reversing the colors, and all wearingturbans of various hues, a
dervesh, with a beggar's dress and a high cap of blanketing,
stood among the crowd.

A few went towards the mosque, but by far the greater part
were too much engaged in the secularities of life to heed the
cry of the muezzin. Several women, their heads covered with
white veils, eyed us with a curiosity from which themselves
were screened and sat down to gaze and comment on the
wondrous machine in which the "Christian dogs” were
navigating their river.
Our boatmen remained stationary on the edge of the shore
while the supplies they sought were brought to them. A pail
placed on the ground received the articles they wanted, which
when the sellers retired, the purchasers took up, paying their
money with the same precautions, that contact might be
avoided.
Widdin is a pashalic of some value. The present governor is
named Hussein Aga. We met him at a short distance from the
city, in a small boat with a scarlet awning, towed by ten men
against the stream. To do honor to this pasha with three tails,
our captain fired a salute with the only three guns he had on
board, and hoisted Turkish colors. Hussein Aga holds the rank

of vizir, and is the individual who, as general issimo of the
forces in the last Russian campaign, gallantly defended Shumla
against the enemy.
Thirty-one miles below Widdin, in a valley where herds of
black buffalos and cows were grazing, is the Turkish town of
Lom Palanka, from which rise three minarets and a steeple.
Throughout Bulgaria the great mass of the people are Greek
Christians but in the towns the majority are Mohammedans.
It was between this place and Widdin, opposite the Turkish
village of Ortzar, as our captain informed us, that Mr. Quin, the
first Englishman who attempted the voyage on the Danube, was
obliged, in August of the year 1834, to quit the steamer, which
stuck for two days on a sandbank, and to take a little boat to
Rustchuk, whence he prosecuted his journey overland to
Constantinople. It remained for the author and his companions
to be the first English party who succeeded in making the
voyage as far as Galatz in Moldavia, within twelve hours of the
Black Sea. The natives say that it happens once in forty years
that the river is as low as Mr. Quin found it with only three feet

of water. When the author sailed down its stream, there were
nearly as many fathoms.
This was the second Sunday since our departure from
Presburg. On both occasions the little party of English on board
met to read our incomparable liturgy, thankful, we trust, for
the religion that has been handed down to us by the apostolic
fathers of our church, within whose pale we are privileged to
worship in the purity and simplicity of the Protestant faith.
Anchoring for the night eleven miles below Zibru Palanka, and
resuming our voyage at 5 AM we soon reached Oreava, which
was a place of some note in Bulgaria before it was destroyed by
the Russians in 1811 and at noon we were off Nicopolis, a town
still retaining its Grecian name. Here we were informed that
the plague was raging at Philippopoli, only a hundred miles
distant.
Nicopolis stands in front of a fine background of hills, and its
fortifications, picturesquely stationed on an eminence, indicate

that it was once a strong post but, like everything in Turkey, it
is falling into decay.
The political existence, continued after the decline of physical
strength, has lost the spirit and vigor of youth. Now all that
remains are members without force, a name without the reality
of life.
Opposite Sistova the river attains a breadth of 4,144 feet,
presenting to the eye as noble a sheet of fresh water as is to be
seen in any part of Europe. Nothing, however can exceed the
wretchedness of the Turkish villages that border on it. Even
Scala Cladova does not exhibit a picture of such misery. There
some of the huts are aboveground, and most of them are
partially so but here they seem to be all subterranean and
nothing except a mud roof points out the dwelling of man.
In many of the fields on the banks, the peasants were getting in
the hay, which they do not cut before September because they
find it more profitable to leave the crop till autumn than to
mow it twice a year. In the course of the day we saw a flight of

pelicans settle on a sandbank close to the steamer who were
speedily surrounded by gulls and crows ready to profit by their
superior strength and skill in fishing. Two very large osprays
flew over us in the direction of the winged conclave.
23 miles from Sistova or Schistow, on the Bulgarian side is the
village of Batina, where a bloody battle took place in 1809
between the Russians and Turks, when thirty thousand of the
latter were slain. Almost every spot in this neighbourhood tells
of the hostilities of these rival nations whose blood has
manured the soil.
Another such is Giorgervo, where the Russians lost a large force
in 1829. The success however, was theirs and they levelled the
fortifications to the ground, leaving only the moat and some
elevated mounds to mark where they once stood. The town is a
wretched one, composed like the majority in Wallachia and
Bulgaria chiefly of huts. The principal piazza contains a tall
quadrangular tower surmounted by a bell, which sounds at
certain hours and is misnamed the dock. With the exception of

this appendage, the square resembles a large courtyard
surrounded by Irish cabins.
Giorgervo carries on a considerable trade with some of the
Austrian towns and a great part of the commerce of Bukharest,
of which it may be regarded as the port flows through it. Here
nearly the whole of our little party, which had almost daily
decreased in number, disembarked. Some of the travellers
talked of engaging Tartars to accompany them on horseback
across the Balkan to Constantinople. The two Armenian priests
proceeded to Varna, a journey of three days whence they hoped
to reach the Turkish metropolis by sea and our countrymen set
off for Bukharest which is within a morning's drive of
Giorgervo.
A desire to avoid entering Constantinople while the plague was
raging led us to decide on deferring our visit, and continuing
our voyage down the mighty flood with the little remnant of
the party, now reduced to three individuals, in whose company
we embarked at Presburg.

Bukharest, the capital of Wallachia and the residence of the
hospodar, contains a population of about a hundred thousand
souls. The people are divided into two classes, rich and poor.
The rich are given up to display, indolence, and political
chicanery. The poor are in a state of abject misery and
degradation.
The exports consist chiefly of wool, butter, honey, tallow, wax,
timber, salt, and salted provisions,for the markets of
Constantinople and Odessa, and of hogs, horned cattle, horses,
and hides, for Germany.
From that country the Wallachians import many of the
necessaries and nearly all the luxuries of life,except furs, linen,
and tea, which they receive from Russia. From the authorities
of Giorgervo, travelers can obtain permission under certain
restrictions, to visit the Turkish town of Rustchuk, and to
return to Wallachia, without being subjected to quarantine.
Accordingly, the following morning we embarked for thatplace
in a little boat, accompanied by an interpreter and two health

officers, with sticks of due length. The description already
given of Belgrade applies, with very little modification,to this
Bulgarian City, except that Rustchuk is not in such a state of
dilapidation and theTurks here appear more civilized than the
Servians. They have schools for their boys and several of the
houses are furnished with glass windows.
The comfort of fountains, simple as they are in exterior, and
the luxury of coffee houses, like those of the Palais Royal or
Piazza di San Marco, are not unknown to the Bulgarians. On
the contrary, the one and the other abound in Rustchuk. These
minister to the idleness of the national character, and those to
the cleanly personal habits which distinguish the natives of the
east in parallel grades of society from those of the west.
Almost the first house we came to was a cafe, elevated some
feet above the ground and ornamented with a verandah whose
sides were inscribed with Turkish characters. As the principal
occupation of every Turk is to smoke and drink coffee, the
cafes become the chief places of fashionable resort and are
always full. The town contains a large population of Turks,

Greeks, and Armenians, who carry on a considerable trade with
Vienna in indigo and cloth.
The houses are constructed so that their windows look into a
private courtyard, and very few of them face the streets, so that
besides being narrow and dirty, they wear a gloomy aspect,
and the pedestrian walking between high walls might fancy
himself within the precincts of a gaol or a fortress. After the
misery to which our eyes were habituated, a white washed
building appeared grand, and a single almost comfortable and
clean looking dwelling attracted notice as a rarity.
The bazaar is long and similar to that at Belgrade, except that it
contains Turks exclusively, and a covering of mats, extended
from house to house, affords a shelter from the sun. Round a
mosque of some size is a cemetery, looking so like a Christian
burialground, both as to the shape of the monuments and its
position with reference to the temple that it was difficult to
believe it Mohammedan, especially as the Moslims usually bury
their dead by the road side.

Soon, however, the Arabic characters on the stones and the tall
slender minaret satisfied us that Mohammed, not Jesus, was the
Messiah recognized by the deceased. Not far hence is the parade
where a hundred clumsy
Artillerymen dressed in long loose trowsers, with white coats
and scarlet caps were going through their exercises.
In another quarter we encountered a dervesh with a high round
cap and flowing beard and in a third were saluted by two old
women seated on the ground who, peeping from under their
white veils, assailed us with great importunity for charity.
Near a clock without face or hands, like that at Giorgervo, a tall
broken tower was pointed out as bearing marks of the Russians
who in battering the town from the opposite side of the river in
1829, shot off the pointed spire of this minaret which has never
been replaced, for the principle of renovation, characteristic of
a sound state, has passed away from every member of the
Turkish constitution.

Protected by the long sticks of our guards,we advanced with
cautious steps, fearful lest any rude man, timid woman, playful
child, snappish dog, or stubborn buffalo, should chance to
touch us and thus subject us toa penance of ten days
quarantine.
In a state of constant alarm, we contrived to avoid contact. The
men, as if accustomed to be regarded as infected, kept aloof
and promptly obeyed the hint givenby the motion or the tap of
the health officer's wand and this they habitually do with such
readiness that one is led to suppose some penalty must attach
to the violation of quarantine sanctity, which would otherwise
often be infringed through sport.
Kindness however, not the law, ensures consideration to the
feelings of strangers and in this respect, as in some others, the
Turks exhibit to their Christian neighbours a pattern worthy of
imitation. It is not equally easy for the traveler to secure
himself against contact with quadrupeds and our vigilance was
in no ordinary degree excited by calves and young buffaloes
frolicking in the streets, and pariah dogs acting as scavengers.

In the entire absence of one domestic animal so useful in that
capacity, strong presumptive evidence was afforded of our
being in a Moslim town. As one of our objects in going to
Rustchukwas to present to the governor a letter receivedfrom
Ahmet Ferich Pasha, the ambassador from the Porte to Vienna,
we proceeded to the palace. Passing through a court filled with
servants, we walked up stairs and stood for some minutes in an
antechamber, while information of our arrival was conveyed to
the pasha. Our dragoman and the health officers uncovered
their heads but as the Turkish servants kept on their shoes, we
retained our hats.
A large number of officials all dressed in the same sort of
costume, differing only in color and material, filled the hall,
expecting their master's exit from the harem but as this was
delayed and our time was limited, we declined waiting, and
directed the dragoman to present the letter of introduction and
offer our apologies. Accordingly he placed it on the floor (???)
whence it was taken by one of the Turkish servants and we
hastened back to the steamer.

Not far from Giorgervo is the site of an old Genoese camp,
where the soldiers of that republic once infused terror into the
Bulgarians. In the afternoon, we stopped for a few minutes at
the Turkish town of Turtuka and sent a boat on shore to
purchase supplies. The fruit of this country is rich and
abundant. Large long grapes, like those of Portugal, sell for
less than a half penny a pound and delicious water melons are
procurable at a proportionate price. Some of these attain the
extraordinary weight of a hundred pounds and measure five
feet in circumference.
The river still preserves its usual character, expanding itself
over an enormous width, divided into many branches, and
forming a multitude of islands, small and large. Our course lay
along the Turkish coast, which is less flat and more cultivated
than the Wallachian.
Below Rustchuk, the country is better wooded. Countless
numbers of fruit and forest trees, with their various tints
decorate the slopes, yielding richness to the scene. Here, and

for some hundreds of miles higher up, the low banks ofthe
Danube exhibit proofs of having been once under water,
together with the plains of Hungary, Wallachia, Servia, and
Bulgaria, nor can it reasonably be doubted that the whole of
these low countries was originally covered by the Euxine. Even
now, this territory is so marshy, that in many parts the
inhabitants are consumed by disease, and ague, fever, and
dysentery are fearfully prevalent.
We anchored after a voyage of eighty miles and a thick fog
prevented us the following morning, from pursuing our
journey before 9AM but we were gainers by the delay for the
sun being then nearer the meridian, we enjoyed an excellent
view of Silistria.
As we spent the night within a few minutes walk of the town,
we should have proceeded to sleep but such is the jealousy of
the Russians that they will not suffer the steamer to disembark
her passengers and they have established a quarantine, more
political than sanitary, to which persons arriving from

Wallachia, as well as from all parts of Bulgaria must submit,
before they can enter Silistria.
This fortress, given to them by Turkey as a pledge for the
payment of the expenses of the late war, is yet retained as
security for the last instalment. New ramparts and new
fortifications line the whole bank of the river, and an extensive
island just opposite is covered with stacks of hay for the
consumption of a large body of cavalry, while eight thousand
regular troops are garrisoned within the fort.
A tract of country is in the hands of the Czar, extending 28
miles along the coast and the same distance into the interior,
comprising several villages. Throughout the neighboring
numerous islands of the Danube, 20,000 Russian soldiers are
said to be dispersed in the guise of peasants and fishermen.
Under a strong lunette, mounted with eighteen or twenty guns,
a sufficient number of pontons are prepared to form a pont
volant requiring only three hours to unite them and thus to
complete a military communication between the two banks.

Russia has recently restored Silistria to Turkey, and the troops
of the emperor have been withdrawn, at least for a season,
from Bulgaria.
When we recal to mind that in addition to this commanding
post, which the ascendant powers of Europe may or may not
compel her to resign, Russia holds entire possession of the
delta of the Danube and of both its shores for a considerable
distance. Wallachia and Moldavia have through her agency,
been completely separated from Turkey and virtually
incorporated into her own empire.
She has succeeded in closing the Dardanelles against all foreign
ships of war and that her fleets proudly ride on the waters of
the Euxine without a rival. It does not seemimprobable that,
ere many generations have played their part on the stage of
life, unless France and England interfere, Russia will be in
nominal as well as virtual, possession of the two principalities
that the entire navigation of the Danube will be under her

control and that the present capital of the sultan will be a regal
or viceregal metropolis of the northern autocrat.
In the course of the day we passed the Turkish villages of
Tepren, Karahassan, Rassova, Gokirlen, and Simanesch. Near
the last of these, in a valley terminating on the bank, we saw
several hundred horses galloping down to the waters edge to
slake their thirst.
It was a new and curious spectacle. No keepers were visible
though doubtless some accompanied the animals and not a sign
of man could be discerned in the vicinity. An impression for the
moment prevailed that these noble creatures were wild. This
however was not the case. In Bulgaria, where there is little
cultivation, the people are supported chiefly by their cattle, and
the whole country is devoted to the pasturage of vast herds of
buffaloes and oxen, and of that race of horses which supply the
Turks with the swiftest cavalry in Europe.

Just before it washes the foot of the rock on which the ruins of
Hirsovo stand, the Danube makes an extraordinary curve,
flowing in a westerly direction, exactly contrary to its own
usual course. At this point whirlpools and counter currents
greatly impede the passage of boats not impelled by steam.
Some bold chalk hills stand out in grotesque forms on the
Bulgarian bank, and it is on one of these that the fortress of
Hirsovo is seen. From this point to Galatz, the river winds
among low islands covered with reeds and rushes, and scarcely
any foliage is visible except in the large village of Gropen,
where one solitary tree outtops the huts, a monument of its
own desolation. No less than 42 considerable islands exist in
the space of 69 miles. At short distances along their banks,
dirty looking Wallachian soldiers perched like monkeys on
high platforms made of sticks, exhibit squalid forms no less in
unison with the desert tract than are the pelicans which hover
over this sea of islands and fill their pouches previous to their
annual migration into Egypt.

We anchored for the night opposite the mouth of the Jalonissa
river, the dense fog of the morning having prevented us from
making more than ninety miles in the day. The same cause
operated a second time andhindered us again from setting off
before 8AM After traversing for some hours a country like that
already described, we reached Braila (or Ibrail), a fort of
considerable celebrity in the late war as the scene of a bloody
battle in which the Russians lost 30,000 men and the Turks
their whole garrison.
When the former were on the point of springing a mine, the
Moslims anticipated them by a countermine and blew up twelve
thousand of the enemy by a second mine of their own, sprung
at a wrong moment, the Russians lost 8000 and during the
siege and in the final conflict 10,000 more among whom were 3
generals, to whose memory a monument is erected between the
site of the fort, now entirely destroyed, and the little village of
Arba-dulcse.
A stoppage of an hour enabled us to walk about and inspect the
town, which is rising out of the ashes of the old one. An inn,

lately established by a German, offers to a traveler the only
public accommodation he can command in Wallachia, except
perhaps at Bukharest, its capital. Some comfortable little white
houses, with windows, are just finished. Others are in process
of erection and the dwellings of the poor which were the
firstwe had for some time seen covered with tiles may almost
be dignified with the name of cottages.
In the principal street, two wooden arches erected for an
illumination in honor of a recent visit from count Woronzow,
the governor general of Lower Russia, afforded a proof of
northern influence in Wallachia. Several English and some
Greek merchant men were lying off the shore.
The first British vessel that ever sailed up the Danube lately
conveyed a vice consul to Ibrail and since that time eleven
ships from England have arrived here. The annual exports may
be estimated at 80,000 beasts and 250,000 sheep skins to
Hungary and Germany. Five hundred cargoes of wheat, barley,
and oats, each of 200 tons, a 1000 tons of tallow, 400,000
pounds of wool, and a thousand pounds of cantharides, to

various countries. Besides barrel staves to England, and wine to
Russia.
A horse sells for about 3 pounds, and the prices of other
articles are in proportion. Eight horses for a post of twelve
miles cost 22 piastres, or something less than 7 shillings.
Accounts are kept in the Turkish coins of paras and piastres.
Forty paras equal a piastre, which is equivalent to about 3
pence-half penny here, though to little more than 2 pence-half
penny in Constantinople and Smyrna.
During a voyage of 6 days from Scala Cladovato Ibrail, we had
not received a single new passenger on board. At this place the
ispravnik and his wife, accompanied by several officers and
ladies, embarked to enjoy a little excursion to Galatz, which
seems to afford almost the only variety in their monotonous
life.

The governor speaks French as does his lady, a remarkably
intelligent woman, who travelled last year to England,
accompanied by a single servant.
An hour and twenty minutes carried us by the river Sereth, the
boundary of Wallachia and Moldavia, into the latter
principality, landing us at its chief commercial town Galatz, a
place of importance in the country, yet so little known that
only one English traveller had preceded us, as we were
informed, though perhaps erroneously within the memory of
man.
Here the steam navigation of the Danube terminates, but it is
hoped that next year the communication between Vienna and
Constantinople will be completed.
In taking a review of our long voyage, we felt that we had not
been subjected to more desagremens than might reasonably
have been anticipated on a route wholly untried, and in the
infancy of an establishment so novel in the countries embraced
by the speculation of the steam navigation company. It is true,

the inconveniences to be encountered are considerable but
then, no one should venture on the excursion who is
unprepared for hardships and harassing delays, for it cannot be
expected that a project which has to contend against so many
obstacles should be perfected at once.
Instead of complaining, a traveler of an enlarged and
philanthropic mind will turn with admiration to the enterprise
and patriotism which have set on foot so grand an undertaking,
and to the important moral consequences likely to be the
result, remembering with satisfaction that steam is calculated
to prove the precursor of civilization, civilization of education,
education of religion, and religion of happiness.
The effect of the perfect organization of the existing
arrangements will be to bring all the provinces on the banks of
the Danube, with those bordering on them, into contact with
the arts and sciences, the civil institutions, and the moral,
commercial, and religious resources of western Europe. Hence,
a brighter, happier day will dawn on Hungary, Transylvania,

Croatia, Sclavonia, Bosnia, Servia, Bulgaria, Wallachia, and
Moldavia.
Nor will these countries be a limit to bound the operations of
the mighty moral engine. The steam communication now
arranged between England, Spain, Malta, Marseilles, Italy,
Greece, Egypt, Syria, Constantinople, Crim Tartary, and Odessa,
completes the line which may encircle Europe with a zone of
blessings, and unite it to Asia and Africa by the golden tie of
gratitude for benefits conferred.
It promises to enlarge the empires of science, religion, and
happiness and to wave the sceptre of liberty over Africa’s
injured soil and by facilitating the dissemination of thetruths of
the gospel, to prostrate the crescentat the foot of the cross.
APPENDIX TO THE VOYAGE DOWN THE DANUBE
The following details may prove interesting to those who
purpose to make a voyage down the Danube.

Though the voyage from Presburg to Galatz, with the incidental
delays occupied the author 19 days yet when the arrangements
of the company shall be fully completed and the whole system
organized, the time required will probably not exceed that
indicated in the following schedule.
A letter of introduction insured to us the hospitalities of the
vice consul of Galatz and his lady, who kindly took us into their
house and were unremitting in their obliging attentions till we
resumed our journey towards the frontier of Russia. It was no
small privilege to find ourselves under the shelter of a roof and
to enjoy the luxury of a bed, after six consecutive nights passed
on the hard unfurnished boards of the steamer.
These comforts, with the courtesies of our considerate host and
hostess, were the more valued when we learned that
ourcompanions had searched the town in everydirection for a
corner in which they might passthe night and had, at length,
been obliged toput up with accommodations of a very different
description from those with which wewere favored. The lady of

the vice-consul presided over our morning repast and amused
us with anecdotes of her servants.
One is a fine handsome Albanian. Fierce, capricious, and
violent in love and hatred. At times he leaves his master, to
whom he is much attached, for hours together and when on his
return, he is questioned as to this strange conduct, he fixes his
eyes on the ground, makes no reply, shows no sign either of
sorrow or of anger, and does the same thing the next time he is
offended or idle.
But he is honest, and this is no little recommendation. His
costume is beautiful. From a crimson cap a long black tassel
falls over his light flowing locks. A shirt, open in front, is
retained in its place by a dark brown jacket, likewise open.
Below this, is a red leather girdle, about ten inches wide,
furnished with a brace of silver headed pistols and a yataghan
formed part of his dress till his ungoverned passions renderedit
necessary to disarm him of that formidable weapon. From the
waist hangs a very full white linen petticoat, the width of

which is a subject of pride with the wearer, and varies from
thirty to fifty yards. Long dark gaiters and shoes complete the
costume.
The servant who had charge of the child was a Greek, habited
in the garb commonly worn by his countrymen in Turkey.
Moldavian domestics appear to be indolent, stupid, and
immoral to the last degree. They require to have the same
order repeated everyday. When the dinner-cloth is laid by one
who has performed the office for months, the mistress must sit
by and say,
“Now put on thespoons, now the salt cellars, now the tumblers,
now the knives,"
and so for every separate article of table furniture. When
reproved, they stand mute, and look on the ground; but neither
profess nor exhibit an intention to do better.
Their inclination to theft is irresistible. A lady residing here
told us that it frequently happened that her pocket

handkerchief, laid down for a moment while she was speaking
to a servant, disappeared as she turned away her head. The
culprit at first denies the charge and when the stolen article is
found upon him, he evinces no sense of shame.
While we sat at dinner five languages were spoken, though the
party consisted of only four individuals. We talked to one
another in English and to our hostess in French, while our host
addressed one of us in French, the other in Italian, and his wife
in Greek. They both gave orders to their servants in Moldavian.
Galatz carries on a considerable commerce and may be
regarded as the port of both the principalities, though Ibrail
has lately drawn to itself a share of the trade of Wallachia.
Ships from England, the Ionian Isles, and other European
countries, are generally lying off the quay. The principal
exports are tallow, haricot beans, corn, cheese, barrel staves,
wax, wool, beasts, skins, and wine to Odessa. The chief imports
are iron, oil, olives, cotton, sugar, and coffee. Articles of food

are remarkably cheap. A goose in good condition costs 7
pence, a fat sheep 3 shillings, and an egg a farthing.
The houses are nearly all built of unpainted wood and roofed
with the same material. Most are limited to a single floor, with
a front open towards the street, as is usual in Wallachia and the
east. Goods exposed for sale are spread out on the ground.
At the upper end of the town are a few dwellings of a better
description, inhabited by consuls and two or three of the richer
merchants. They are tiled and white washed, and have glass
windows with a story above the rez-de-chaussee.
The furniture of the rooms consists of a sofa extending along
one side, a table, a looking glass, and three orfour chairs. A
stove in the wall answers for two or more apartments.
The streets are formed of the trunks of trees placed crossways,
making what is familiarly called a corduroy road.

The population may be about 5000, of whom one thousand are
British subjects from the Ionian Isles, most are men who have
fled for debt or crime, or have been left hereby vessels in
which they worked their passage. Besides these, a considerable
number of Jews and Armenians are to be seen, but the great
mass of the natives are of the Greek persuasion.
The arrival of the steamer brings with it agala-day to the
inhabitants. On these occasions the vessel becomes a general
rendezvous for all the gossips of the place, and ordinary
recreations and amusements are absorbed in that superlatively
gratifying one, seeing and being seen, talking and being talked
to.
The ancient Venedi appear to have been the beavers of the
human race. All their settlements were on the banks of small
rivers and lakes, or by the side of fens.
Doubtless the name Venedi is connected with the Teutonic
word fen and a similar relation Moldavia derives its name from
the river Moldau. It was once occupied by the Venedic nations,

or the people who dwelt on fens, the same tribes who first
inhabited thatpart of England now called Cambridgeshire.
It is more thanprobable that their diet was fish and the flesh of
water birds and finding that the effluvia from the marshes was
best obviated by covering them with water, they constructed
dams across the narrows and rapids of the small rivers and
filled the marshy hollows with water, around which they dwelt
in security, and lived upon the salmon and wild fowl which
fattened in these artificial lakes.
Most of the rivers in Moldavia are at this hour intersected with
weirs which dam the waters and form ponds. Mills are built on
these weirs, and the villages are placed around them.
In the north there is some beautiful scenery, but the southern
partsare flat and uninteresting.From what we could learn of the
politics of the country, it seems that they are so intimately
blended with those of Wallachia as scarcely to require a
separate mention. Once subject to the tyranny of Turkey, at the

same time with her sister principality, Moldavia was virtually
released from the Ottoman yoke to bow to one no less galling.
Though governed by a hospodar of her own, yet he is the
creature and the tool of Russia.
The population of Moldavia, amounting to half a million, is
thinly scattered over the province which from the fertility of its
soil is capable of supporting four or five times the existing
number. The towns participate the general dearth of
inhabitants and Jassi, the capital, contains scarcely more than
twelve thousand souls.
The first information obtained at Galatz relative to the
quarantine on the frontier of Russia was discouraging. The
period of probation prescribed for travelers arriving at the
neighboring town of Reni, instead of being 4 days as we had
been informed, proved to be 14. The bills of health may be
received from the English consul at Constantinople certified
that, though the plague existed there, it was not raging with
malignity thus it appeared that, in descending the Danube

nearly to its embouchure, we had acted on incorrect
information.
We were almost inclined to wish that we had proceeded, like
some of our companions, direct from Rustchuk to Varna, and
thence by water to Constantinople. It was now too late to
pursue this course and there is no road from Galatz to the
capital of Turkey while owing to the prevalent winds, a voyage
is so tedious and the vessels are so ill adapted for the reception
of passengers, that we resolved to submit to quarantine and
make the best of our way to Odessa, whence a steamer plies to
Constantinople.
In this decision we were confirmed by hearing that at Liova,
distant eighteen hours from Galatz, travelers might enter Russia
with a detention of only four days. Preparatory to departure, it
was necessarythat the Russian consul should sign our
passports, to attest that we had not been traveling in any part
of Turkey but Wallachia and Moldavia, in neither of which
provinces the plague existed.

This form, with the exchange of money and purchase of
provisions for a journey through a country supplying none,
occupied the morning. It was 4PM before our carriage made its
appearance. As there is no highroad to Liova, it was
impracticable to travel with post horses, and the best vehicle
the consul could procure was so rickety that we feared it would
scarcely carry us to the journeys end.
To this five ponies were attached with less of tackle than we
had ever seen used and what there was consisted solely of cord
which had been repeatedly broken and re-tied. The wheeler on
which the driver mounted had a bit, the other only a halter. Of
the three leaders, two were furnished with bits and were linked
together. To the third nothing whatever was affixed but the
traces round his chest.
He was governed entirely by the voice, heedless of which, he
frequently strayed in the course of the journey and made direct
for a piece of grass or a well while his comrades, pursuing
their course, left him behind the vehicle in which state he was

dragged backwards by the traces until the driver descending
chastised him for his erratic propensities.
This man was a Moldavian, who spoke not a word of any other
language than that of his native wilds.
His coarse white shirt, with long sleeves, was fastened over a
pair of yet coarser trowsers by a broad girdle of green cloth,
ornamented with two leather straps studded with large brass
buttons. Over this was a sheepskin cloak, with the wool inside.
His cap was made of the same material with the wool outside
and he was furnished with large top boots.
The sight of this equipage was almost sufficient to deter us
from undertaking the journey but we had no alternative.
Whether we advanced or receded, whether we returned to
Giorgervo, or directed our course to Odessa or Constantinople,
this was the best conveyance the town supplied and in it we
were compelled to proceed.

Our luggage was soon stowed away in the vehicle. The lighter
articles were placed behind, and two large portmanteaux, to
serve as seats, in front. No interpreter could be obtained who
spoke Moldavian and Russ together with any language with
which we were acquainted and thus, to all other discomforts
was added that of an inability to communicate with our driver
or with the people of the country.
At length, we bade adieu to our friends at Galatz, through
whose kindness we were provided with a little English porter,
some good bread, roast fowls, butter, and a few bottles of
mineral water.
It was 5PM when we started. The sun soon sank below the
horizon, and our route lay over a flat common without a single
object to vary its monotony. The road, considering that it was
nothing but a Moldavian wagon track, was pretty good though
every now and then we were sadly jolted by a rut or hole,
while the frail bridges crossing the streams or quagmires,
composed, as they were of pieces of wood thrown loosely one
upon another, tottered under our weight.

It was nearly 10 o'clock when the howling of a number of wolf
like dogs announced that we were in the village of Formosica.
We drove to the residence of the boyar, or chief landholder,
and requested him to provide us with a lodging.
Fortunately, he spoke German and, politely expressing a regret
that his own house was full, he sent a man to shew us the next
best accommodation in the village. In a few minutes we were at
the door of a hut, our entrance into which roused from their
slumbers an old man and his wife, three or four young women
and a girl, who were lying on benches which they readily
resigned at the command of their landlord.
The suffocating smell and hard boards offered so little
inducement to sleep that had it been July instead of September,
we should have preferred remaining in
The carriage but the night air in these countries, especially in
autumn, is peculiarly prejudicial to health.

One of the party guarded the baggage, in a spot where we
might so easily have been plundered without the means of
obtaining redress, the others threw themselves on the benches
in travelling costume.
Sundry wild sounds varied the dull watches of the night,
through all of which we might have slept had it not been for
the young lady of the family, who long before daybreak, and
roused by the increased activity of the Lilliputian herds to
which her flowing locks afforded cover, set up a scream and
began to pursue them with the deadly vengeance of her nails.
Our alarm kept pace with the vigor of her efforts, and the fears
induced were an antidote to sleep.
A little before 5AM we resumed our journey without food. Every
third or fourth hour carried us to a collection of miserable
huts, built of mud and wicker work thatched with reeds, and
scattered irregularly over the waste, without garden or
enclosure.

Nothing like a street is to be seen. One of these villages is
called Brennerst, another Popogene, and a third Wodeni. At
Brennerst we were struck with the unusual number of wells,
every twenty yards was marked by one of those long poles,
balanced on the stump of a tree by a bucket at one end and a
heap of mud on the other, which are so common in India, and
in almost every country of Europe except our own.
In the neighbourhood of Popogene we met a tribe of gipsies,
whose swarthy complexions were scarcely concealed by any
clothes. One of the younger ones, by no means an infant, was
absolutely naked. A man was almost in the same state and the
women were not decently covered.
These wretched people seem in the principalities to be sunk
even below their degraded fellow subjects. Elsewhere they
separate themselves, here slavery separates them, from the rest
of mankind.

Our course lay along the right bank of the river Pruth, the
ancient Puretus, which once formed the boundary of Russia and
Turkey, and which now divides the Russian province of
Bessarabia from the principalities whose independence the czar
professes to guarantee, while he holds them in abject
subjection.
Our first view of the great northern empire was accompanied
with appropriate sensations, for the morning was the coldest
we had experienced, yet many of the fields on this side the
Pruthare cultivated with vines and the wine of Moldavia,
especially that called Odobesta, is celebrated. We passed some
plantations of tobacco and wild asparagus scattered its seeds
under our wheels as we galloped over the common which skirts
the nominal dominions of Turkey on the Russian frontier.
This waste swarms with crows and hawks and the magpies
excited our surprise, as we had never before seen those birds in
such numbers.

At noon we halted at Wodeni, a village consisting of a few huts
made of hurdles, daubed with mud and covered with rushes,
which is favored above its fellows with a church of the same
simple structure. The people wear neither shoes nor stockings,
and are clad in the filthiest garbs.
The girls of all classes plait their hair in two queues which
hang down to the feet and as these are peculiar to unmarried
women, very possibly some such custom exists (though less
precise and less accurately defined) as that which prevails in
Hamburg where it is said, a girl cutsoff one queue when she
marries, and the other if she become a second time a wife.
It is probable that the Moldavians derive theirmode from the
Dacians, as the Hamburgers do from their ancestors, the Suevi,
of whom Tacitus records that the common people braided and
tied their hair, while the chiefs wore it in a knot on the top of
the head, thatthey might appear taller and more terrible to
their enemies.

Resuming our journey, we soon reached a spot called Orgee
and, as the sun set, the small town of Faltsi, distinguished from
the neighboring villages only by the greater number of its huts
and the superiority of its church, which is stuccoed and
ornamented with two towers, and has a belfry at a distance
from the sacred edifice. A separation as usual in the
principalities as it is in Scandinavia and many parts of Italy.
Here we observed, for the first time, chains suspended from the
crosses surmounting the towers, while the crosses themselves
are double, like those of Russia. This adoption of the northern
style of architecture and ornament indicated our near approach
to the empire of the czars. As the building appeared quite
modern, it may be concluded that it has been erected since the
course of political occurrences placed Moldavia virtually in the
hands of the Russians.
From Faltsi our route ran parallel to the channel of the Pruth
and to a chain of low hills in Bessarabia, over a wide morass
extending ten or twelve miles and sometimes forming small
lakes, in the middle of which are islands covered with rushes

and other productions of marshy lands. The moon yielded but a
feeble glimmer. Our driver lost his way and for more than an
hour we anticipated the probability of wandering all night on
the common. At length, with great difficulty, we reached a
village and obtained a guide to direct us into the straight road
to Liova.
Our animals had now been fifteen hours in harness, with only
one short interval in the middle of the day and unless
accustomed to such severe labor, they would have been
incapacitated for exertion. Fortunately, the Moldavian horses
are very strong, though ill fed. They seldom touch oats or any
nutritious grain and even during this long journey, though
those we drove eat but once in the day, still the only food with
which they were indulged was rank straw.
It was past nine in the evening when we found ourselves
among some huts on the bank of the Pruth, at a spot dignified
by the high sounding title of Porte de Liova. By the light of the
moon we discerned a ferry and the loud cry of the guards
stationed on the opposite side and answering one another at

short intervals indicated the vicinity of the Russian quarantine,
whither we were bound. This cry of the sentinels is wild and
singular. It consists of one high note, which they usually
sustain as long as the breath permits, when they conclude by
descending the scale in serial tones.
A hard featured, passionate man, roused from his slumbers,
soon answered the call of our driver and came out to ask what
we required. We intimated by signs that we were desirous of
crossing the river to Liova. To this he replied by violent
gestures and unintelligible vociferations and after a fruitless
effort to persuade him to comply with our wishes, we were
beginning to make arrangements for spending the night in the
carriage, when a more respectable person accosted us.
He understood just two wordsof German "Tomorrow morning"
by means of which he intimated that we could not crossthe
ferry till the following day. At the same time he conducted us
to a miserable hut, where a woman and a naked child, rolling
themselves off a plank, placed it at our disposal.

In a corner, two more children lay on the mud floor. The stove,
a broad bench on three sides of the room, and a stick
suspended from the ceiling, on which several articles of
dresswere hanging, constituted the only furniture. Three holes
in the wall, provided with pieces of bladder removable at
pleasure, served to admit light, but did not exclude the air.
Such was our apartment.
Our companions had a similar one in another cabin. In a few
minutes the vehicle was unloaded and the baggage piled before
the door to barricade it against intruders when, partially
undressing and wrapt in ourcloaks, we lay down to sleep, with
the two children in the corner, thankful for a sheltered spot in
which to rest our weary limbs.
The following morning we awoke to a sense of our miseries,
and saw by daylight the full extent of the wretchedness by
which we were surrounded. The screaming of the children had
compelled us in the middle of the night to put them into the
outer room, and they ceased to disturb us but not so the insects
by which we were almost devoured.

An entomologist might have made a fair collection from the
various species of our tormentors. On opening the door, we
found ourselves enveloped in a thick mist. The Pruth flowed
under the wall of the hut, and the eye could not penetrate the
dense vapor that arose from its surface. As soon as this was
dissipated, we descried the roof of the Russian quarantine on
the further side of a low hill, and recognized in it the site of
our future prison.
In vain we traversed and retraversed the village in search of
some one who spoke French, Italian, or German. To our
dismay, not a creature was to be found whose attainments
extended beyond a knowledge of the Moldavian dialect.
The uncourteous man who on the preceding night had
impressed us with no very favorable opinion of his disposition,
verified today the estimate we had formed of him. To our
signs, soliciting a conveyance to the opposite shore, he replied
only by negations issued with all the assumption of petty
authority.

In this painful situation we passed several hours, without the
possibility of moving or of procuring bread, meat, clean water,
or the common necessaries of life until in the afternoon a flag
raised on the Russian bank intimated that strangers might
cross the water. At the same time, several Jews arrived, some
of whom spoke broken German and from them we learned the
real cause of our detention. Namely, that the bureau is opened
only twice a day and on Sunday, which this happened to be,
but once.
Embarking in a canoe formed of an excavated tree, and
reaching the opposite shore in company with about sixteen
Jews and Moldavian peasants, we proceeded to exhibit our
passports and solicit permission to enter the quarantine which
consists of a number of little detached buildings, surrounded
by of wooden palisades forming a square of about a hundred
and fifty yards.
Outside this are an office, where at stated hours an employee
receives passports and strangers, and a quadrangle into which

the detenus are permitted to enter once in the day, to converse
with their friends through a screen of trellis work.
The visit of our companions enabled the prisoners to avail
themselves of this privilege, and a dirty tribe flocked to the
bars to gossip away their short half hour. Some of the Jews,
who had been long fasting, spread out their provisionson the
ground and began to eat, having first washed their hands and
rinsed their mouths for, like their ancestors of old
"Unless they wash, they eat not."
ENTERING RUSSIA
In the bureau we encountered an official styling himself the
commissary, who spoke not a word of any language but
Russian. We were separated by a double grating furnished with
small doors opposite to each other, between which, on a glass
case containing a New Testament and a picture of the Virgin,

our passports were placed. These were taken up with a pair of
tongs, and one of the Jews was desired to inform us that we
must return the following day.
We represented that we had already lost time by the
arrangements which prevented our reception the previous
night. We were now in a spot where the necessaries of life were
not procurable, and that we had literally passed 54 hours
without washing our faces, from the impossibility of procuring
any water unmixed with mud, and that we had spent two
nights without enjoying the comfort of a bed, and that to force
us to remain longer in such a condition was cruel, and that
some consideration ought to be manifested.
All this did not touch the heart of the commissary, who replied
only that,
“the law must be obeyed.”
Before we left, the doctor of the quarantine, who spoke a little
French, arrived and acted as interpreter. Having heard our just

complaint, he kindly interceded for us, but without effect and
the sleek little commissary desired him to apprise us that the
law requires every foreigner, not French, bringing a French
passport, to be detained beyond the frontier while enquiries are
instituted regarding him nor would he understand that the
passports of all English travellers are necessarily drawn out in
French, that being the diplomatic language of Europe.
Finding that we were likely to be thus maltreated, we gave him
a letter addressed to the governor of the town, stating that
some foreign gentlemen wished to enter the Russian
dominions, that they were furnished with regular passports and
willing to submit to quarantine, but that they were harassed by
unnecessary detention, to obviate which his aid was solicited.
When we requested that this might be speedily forwarded, the
following dialogue with the commissary took place by means of
a Jew.
"Whence comes this letter to the governor of Liova?" he said.
"From the Porte de Liova." We sternly replied.

"Who wrote it?" he asked piosly.
"A gentleman." I said frankly.
"What gentleman?" he said bluntly?
"His name will be found in the letter."
"The commissary must know his name." he relpied.
"Then the governor will doubtless inform him." We said
flippantly.
Disgusted with our response, the commissary turned away, the
doors were locked, and we were ordered to recross the water.
Doomed to pass another day in the miserable Porte de Liova, it
was a source of thankfulness and surprise that the means
professedly intended to prevent our carrying infection from
countries where it was well known no contagious disease

existed, did not themselves induce illness, a result which would
probably have ensued, but for the wholesome food supplied by
our kind friends at Galatz.
After a second doleful night, we arose with such strength as
survived the attacks of the insatiable insects, and were happy
to see the flag flying at eight o'clock. Again we resorted to the
office of the commissary, who said that it was impossible we
should be received, because we must previously take an oath,
and we did not understand the Russian language.
We enquired why the oath could not be translated?"
“Because nobody can translate it.” He said.
"Where is the doctor?” we asked?
"He may perhaps come tomorrow or next day."

"Is there no one in the town who speaks German, French, or
Italian, and who will translate the oath for a handsome
remuneration?" we asked with hope.
"No, nobody!" he shouted!
"Will you not communicate the substance of the oath to one of
these Jews, and suffer him to repeat it to us?"
"That is impossible. A Jew cannot administer an oath to a
Christian." He said.
"But a Jew can inform a Christian what he is called upon to
swear." We implored.
"No, he cannot take the name of Christ." He assured us.
"A Jew often does take the name of Christ, though in
blasphemy. However, the word is the same in all languages.

Let him interpret the rest of the oath, and then we can supply
the sacred name."
The above seemed a logical deduction at the moment.
The absurdity of this conversation was the more glaring, as a
Jew was at the time actually naming the name of Christ in his
office of interpreter between us. To suppose the commissary
could not understand the feasibility of this arrangement, were
to suppose him without reason but he would not.
We offered him a piece of gold, which he refused, and went
away, leaving us to decide whether we should go back to Galatz
or make one more effort to overcome the vexatious annoyances
of a Russian frontier.
On the northern boundary equal obstacles are not opposed to
the admission of travelers but we were informed at Vienna that
it was “impossible to conceive” the inconveniences to which
those are exposed who enter Bessarabia… and so the result
proved.

The fact is, Russia does not wish the subjects of more liberal
governments to blend with her own and she cannot more
effectually prevent such an amalgamation than by condemning
them to what we suffered.
Nothing but a determination to exclude foreigners to the
utmost of her power can account for the anomaly that, in a
frontier office, at which many must be constantly arriving,
there should not be an individual capable of conversing in any
language but Moldavian and Russ, except the doctor, who
stated that it was no part of his duty to act as interpreter.
While we were meditating on the course to be adopted, the
commissary returned. He had probably seen the governor and
learned that we were furnished with an introduction to count
Woronzow, the governor general of Southern Russia. His
manner therefore was entirely changed.
He now told us that if we would attend with our party in the
afternoon, bringing a list in Russ of every, even the most

minute, article in our possession, we should be admitted, and
the oath should be translated for us into French.
By means of a Jew who spoke a little German and Moldavian,
and a Moldavian who spoke a little Russ but could scarcely
write and required two or three minutes for each word, a list of
our effects was made, minute even to scraps of linen, some
allumettes, and fragments of paper. This tedious work
accomplished, we proceeded to cross the ferry, but were
arrested in our progress by the sentinel on the Moldavian side,
who insisted on a present before he would suffer us to pass.
Some of his companions, encouraged by the readiness with
which we had submitted to similar impositions, had asked for a
trifle, which we intended to give but when a military sentry
ventured to stop us with such a demand, we felt that
compliance would be weakness and that duty required we
should assert our rights by forcing a passage mal his
opposition.

Arrived on the Bessarabian bank and now in the empire of
Russia, we marched in procession, accompanied by a number of
Jews going to see their friends, to the office of the commissary
who after sundry forms and much delay, placed in our hands a
French translation of the regulations of the quarantine, all of
which were enforced under penalty of death.
These being read, we were required to take an oath of
obedience and to give a solemn promise that we would secrete
nothing from the inspectors. The great doors were then
opened, and we were admitted with our baggage, which was
laid out upon the grass, every article being taken separately
from the boxes and compared with the inventory written on the
other side of the water.
The exact number of gold ducats and silver rubles possessed by
each of us was entered. Every scrap of paper, rag, and leather
was examined, and the list made doubly correct yet two days
afterwards, an official was directed to inform us that a pair of
braces was not recorded, which with some garters was then
formally added to the catalogue.

It is not possible to conceive, without personal experience, the
rigidity of this investigation. At length, the shadows of night
drew over the horizon, and we were permitted to retire to our
apartments having previously bespoken the best in the
quarantine, and particularly requested that mattresses might be
hired for our use from the town.
Our room, floored with brick, was eleven feet square and seven
high. It contained a stove, a small deal table, a wooden stool,
and two frames of bedsteads supplied with narrow planks
which did not nearly meet one another.
This was literally the whole furniture of the apartment in which
we were destined to pass four days and nights. There were
none of the innumerable little comforts required in a domestic
menage, nor were we permitted to provide them at our own
expense.
The door opened into a small enclosure, six yards square, in
which a soldier, called our guardian, remained day and night,

the gate being locked at sunset on him and us, and the
windows fastened on the outside.
One of these (for there were two) faced the little quadrangle, so
that the guardian could inform himself of all we did, and
between 8 and 9 o'clock in the evening, he insisted on our
putting out our candle and fire a requisition the more
vexatious, as the place swarmed with field bugs and fleas to
such a degree that every second hour of the day and as long as
light was allowed, we were compelled to wage war against
them, giving as we received, no quarter.
For a candlestick, we were provided with a piece of clay. A
soldier's old cloak, with a coarse canvass bag, was given as a
covering for each bedstead. Thus, noprospect opened before
us. We were told that there was a Jew traiteur who provided
food but on our admission, he had left his shop for the day, and
the following was a Hebrew festival so that, but for our own
little stock, laid in without the slightest anticipation of being
placed in such circumstances, we should probably have become
ill for want of the necessaries of life.

The first morning, the doctor paid us a nearly visit to enquire,
as well he might, how we had rested on our hard beds, and to
tell us that permission would be granted to purchase from the
Jew some hay to convert into pail asses the sacks thrown over
the bedsteads. He likewise informed us that all our goods must
be suspended, or spread out, under a roof surrounded by
trelliswork, there to remain for three days to be ventilated and
purified.
Soon, another difficulty had arisen. Our passport was drawn out
on the 29th of August at Vienna, and a vise appeared on it
which, according to the doctor, bore date the 25th of August.
This looked like fraud, and we were responsible. The document
was produced, and the vise proved to be written on the 11th of
September.
The entry however, was in German. The German “running
hand S” is not very unlike an “O with a flourish” the doctor
therefore declared it was October. We reminded him that the
11th of October had not yet arrived and that, even if the

secretary of a public office had made the blunder supposed, a
traveller should not be held accountable.
At the same time we maintained that, in point of fact, the word
written was September, not October. Nevertheless, he strongly
asserted his acquaintance with German, and it was not
expedient to dispute it.
At length he departed, and we heard no more of the passport
being in French, nor of the date, nor of any other difficulty
connected with it.
The Jew made his appearance not withstanding the holiday.
Happily, he spoke German, without which we might have been
left to starve, for our guardians understood only three syllables
of any language but Russ, and their usual reply to our
solicitations for food or other necessaries was,
"Jude ist nicht,"
or

"The Jew is not here"
words repeated with a somewhat vexatious monotony and
indifference.
The Hebrew trader sold only raw materials for the table, and
we were provided with no apparatus for cooking. Necessity,
however, is the mother of invention.
A few earthen vessels supplied the place of saucepans, plates,
and basins, thus our meals were prepared and served and we
made the best of our lot, congratulating ourselves that the
period of incarceration was so short.
The second morning, the doctor came to complain that during
the previous day we had not submitted all our goods to
ventilation, for our guardian spy had informed the commissary
that we had reserved some books and other articles for use.

Soon after he returned and begged to be informed for the third
time, what was our reason for going to Odessa. We repeated
that we had no object but pleasure and that we were originaly
bound for Constantinople, but that tidings of the plague had led
us to defer our visit to the Turkish capital, and that we
purposed waiting at Odessa until its ravages should cease.
After many enquiries, he asked,
"But if the plague should remain there two years, what will
you do?”
This cross examination concluded, he delivered to us the
subjoined form in duplicate in which he desired that each book
in our possession should be recorded.
On the fifth day, preparations were made for our liberation
which was not affected as readily as we had hoped.
Early in the morning the doctor paid us a visit to assure himself
that we were in health. We were then required to take an oath,

enforced by a reference to God's presence and the anticipation
of his "terrible judgment" that
we had complied with all the requisitions of the establishment
that we had not been in contact with any person, except those
of our party, during the time of confinement
that we had thrown nothing over the walls
and that everything belonging to us had been aired and turned
each day.
To the last clause we objected, observing that, however anxious
we might have been to comply with the instructions received,
yet it was scarcely practicable to handle daily each minute
scrap of paper, and that certainly we could not swear that this
had been done.
Our hesitation gave rise to a discussion between the doctor, the
commissary, and the director, as to whether we should be

detained. At length, it was decided that all our things had been
turned en masse and with this understanding, we were suffered
to depart.
At the gate of the quarantine a carriage was in waiting to
convey us to the town, a mile distant. As we crossed the
threshold, the commissary placed in our hands a paper from
his superior, directing us to proceed immediately to Kishnau,
the capital of Bessarabia, in order to present ourselves to the
governor of that town.
It was in vain that we expostulated, stating that Kishnau was
out of our road and that, as we were travelers, and not
criminals, we ought to be allowed to choose our own route.
Unhappily for us, we were foreigners and as such, compelled to
obey any capricious orders which these petty officials might
please to issue. The director of the quarantine was raised from
the situation of a coachman and the little commissary, who had
so much annoyed us, was the son of a barber in the town.

The former now receives 800 silver rubles, or 125 sterling per
annum, the latter half that sum.
If so small a salary be attached to responsible situations, the
employes must necessarily be taken from the lowest grades of
society, and the government must submit to the censure of
foreigners who become victims to their ignorance.
The officer told us that an interpreter receives three hundred
silver rubles, or £47 a year as his acquirements correspond
with his salary, being limited to Moldavian and Russ. We were
also informed that, had it not been for the doctor, we should
have been sent, malgrenous, a distance of two hundred miles to
the central quarantine of Bessarabia, where the high
qualification of a knowledge of French is supposed to exist in
the interpreter.
Though our baggage had already been subjected to the most
minute investigation, this did not exempt it from the searching

scrutiny of the douaniers, who were ready to receive us the
moment we passed beyond the gates of the lazaretto.
All the trunks were reopened, and reexamined. We were called
upon to write a third list of our books, and were then informed
that the portmanteau containing them must be sealed, and
remain so until our arrival at Odessa.
During the whole of this long journey, protracted as it might be
by illness or weather, we were deprived of books of every kind
except a bible and prayer book and one other, exempted as
sacred, all the rest being collected together from various boxes
and placed in one, our goods being unpacked, examined, and
repacked on an exposed common, and the proscribed
portmanteau being sealed, we were again closely questioned as
to whether we had anything contraband, especially any poison!
Finally, we were led into a room, and made to sign an
engagement that we would not break the seal which secured
our books till we reached the office of the governorr general at
Odessa, where they would be inspected.

Sick at heart of all the forms which impede a foreigner's
entrance into the kingdom of the czars, we gained the town
where in thehouse of a trader, we began to breathe freely and
to expatiate on the barbarity of the treatment we had received
and the absurdity of the excuses under which we had been kept
outside the quarantine for two days, but we tried in vain to
discover why the commissary had asserted that no one in the
town spoke any language but Russ, when it is crowded with
Jews, all talking German. Even the public rendezvous for
travelers is in the hands of an Italian, who for a trifling
compensation, would have been thankful to act as an
interpreter.
Hence, also, we might readily have obtained mattresses and
other comforts had we been permitted to enjoy them. While
waiting at the traiteur's for a carriage, the kind doctor, who is
a Pole, paid us a visit of congratulation. When we spoke of
Niemtivich, whom we had personally known in England, his
eyes sparkled and a ray of joy lighted up his features, as
though a chord had been touched which vibrated to his heart.

A similar circumstance occurred a few months before in Venice.
We were cautiously retracing our steps from the subterranean
prisons under the doge's palace and the Bridge of Sighs, in
company with a stranger, when anincidental allusion was made
to the Polish patriot. Our companion, who proved to bea Pole
who had acted as his private secretary, pressed forward and
with a lively and interested manner, asked if we were
acquainted with that great man, and then gave vent to his
feelings, saying that he was the idol of his country, that infant
tongues lisped his name with reverence, and that the world
produced but one Niemtivich.
It was a holiday with the Hebrews, and the following day was
their Sabbath, on which account they refused to supply us with
a conveyance. Jews are the principal tradespeople in Liova
where they abound, having fled from Poland into Bessarabia.
Their peculiar dress,consisting of a long, grey, stuff coat
fastened by a girdle and a high fur cap, no less than their

striking physiognomy, distinguishes them from the Christians
by whom they are despised and maltreated.
As we were particularly anxious to reach Kishnau before
Sunday, we ordered the best conveyance the town supplied to
be procured for us without delay and were not a little dismayed
when it appeared.
It consisted of a low frame, four feet long and two wide,
surrounded by rough wicker work, fixed on four crazy wheels.
To this, 2 wild looking, unshod ponies were attached by ropes
and driven by a peasant who spoke only Moldavian. When
brought to the door, the vehicle was covered with a piece of old
canvass fastened on some willow twigs bent over the top. As
this was not sufficiently high to allow of our sitting under it
and would have afforded no shelter against rain, it was speedily
removed.
Having already wasted three fourths of the day in a fruitless
search for a more commodious carriage, we consoled ourselves
by thinking that, possibly, the Jewsmight not have been able to

supply a better, and that in a few hours we should be in a high
road, in a civilized country, and hastening to the comforts of a
good hotel, a luxury we had not enjoyed since leaving Hungary.
The road lies in a northeast direction, across a country
absolutely barren, not a single tree nor cultivated field is to be
seen and the only objects which vary the sameness of the view
are the tall posts erected as way-marks on this, as on every
Russian road. These are inscribed with the distances to the two
stations on either side, and painted with broad vertical stripes
of alternate black, white, and red.
The soil is dark and rich and the absence of tillage can be
accounted for only by the scanty population and the
unenterprizing character of the people. Bessarabia was
conquered from Turkey in the beginning of the present century
by the Emperor Paul.
Unlike the serfs in other parts of Russia, the peasants are at
liberty to dwell where they please, and they are not compelled
to furnish recruits. They retain something of the character

fostered by Ottoman rule, being servile, fraudulent, and idle.
Never willing to work while possessing a kopeck, and therefore
always living from hand to mouth, in one minor particular,
however, the habits of the people on the opposite banks of the
Pruth present a remarkable contrast, owing, doubtless, to the
tax on tobacco in Russia. There everybody smokes, here
scarcely any one.
The effect produced by the government on the habits and
customs of a nation, and hence on national character, is
exhibited even in a trifle like this. While it is exemplified on a
larger scale in Italy, whose present people, enjoying the same
physical advantages of climate, but less favored in their
political institutions, differ so widely from their Roman
ancestors.
Our driver at first proceeded at a pace but little superior to a
snail’s gallop. We endeavoured to stimulate him by the promise
of a handsome reward, and in the fewMoldavian words we
could muster enforced on him unceasingly,

"Haja meera graba, meergraba, meer bakshish. Nich graba,
nich bakshish."
or
"Get on quickly. The quicker, the more money. No speed, no
present."
To all this he seemed insensible, and soon assumed an insolent
air. Nor was it till a harsher tone and manner were adopted,
that he would proceed even at a moderate rate. Our fellow
travelers tried the practice of the country with their postilion,
and found it succeed.
One of them was incessantly scolding, and often running by the
side of his vehicle, with stick upraised and a pretended
fierceness which operated like a charm on both the drivers.
Thus, threats effected what promises could not, and we moved
on at a more reasonable pace. A drive of three hours and a half
brought us to the village of Sarasicca, a distance of thirty
versts.

Here we found in a peasant's hut a good room, with benches to
lie upon, plenty of carpets to serve as mattresses and covering,
and some good eggs and milk.
We were too much accustomed to hard fare to be fastidious,
and though the woman of the house at first refused us the
carpets on which we had cast longing eyes, as they lay piled up
in a heap 4 feet high, yet her son speedily secured her reluctant
consent by making her understand that she would be a gainer
by any accommodation she afforded us.
We resumed our course before daylight, only too happy to
awake outside the walls of the lazaretto. The road to Kishnau
passes through the villages of Hoorhahalbena and Mooshalee,
which divide the journey into three stages of 18, 19, and 21
versts respectively, each occupying about three hours.
The country is, for the most part, a wild uncultivated waste,
either flat or gently undulating, but here and there it is varied
by woods which, at this season, were richly dyed with

autumnal tints, and almost carpeted with an abundant, low,
bright crimson shrub that contrasted beautifully with the
yellow, red, and purple hues of the surrounding foliage. The
fragrant herbs that covered the ground over which we drove
yielded their grateful odors as our horses bruised them under
foot.
In more than one place large flights of crows and a few eagles
were enjoying their aerial life, or condescending to dispute the
possession of a carcase with some half-wild and famished dogs,
reminding us of the Jewish proverb,
"Wheresoever the carcase is, there will the eagles be gathered
together."
In the east, vultures, crows, and dogs, often fight over their
noisome prey. Nor is it uncommon to see a flotilla of dead
bodies on the Ganges surmounted by carrion birds looking at a
distance like children on a raft.

The first view of Kishnau from the summit of a neighboring hill
is imposing and the prospect of a comfortable inn led us to see
everything couleur de rose.
The extent of the town, its churches with their green painted
domes, and its new white buildings, all seemed to confer on it
an air of respectability superior to that of any place we had
visited since leaving Hungary.
Just outside the gates, are ruins of one of the walls erected by
Trajan, which extended as far as the ancient Chersonesus.
Remains of another are found between the Black Sea and Reni,
near Galatz and a third may be traced from Reni to Taraspol.
After passing the barriere and driving over a series of broad,
sandy roads, skirted with straggling dwellings on either side,
we were surprised to find that we were in the middle of the
town, when we fancied ourselves as yet in the suburbs.
Kishnau looks better at a distance than on a near inspection.
None of the streets are paved, nor are the houses in general

close together, but separated by their respective enclosures.
The shops are few and shabby in exterior yet the population is
rapidly increasing, and has risen during the last 40 years from
a very small number to its present amount, between 30 and 40
thousand.
Our hopes of obtaining good accommodation were sadly
disappointed when we drove to the door of what is said to be
the best hotel in Bessarabia, and saw nothing but a low shabby
building ill adapted for the reception of travelers.
Each comfortless room contained a sofa, a table, a chair, and
abundance of dirt, which amply furnished the otherwise empty
apartment. It was with difficulty that we succeeded in
procuring a leather pillow and a quilt too greasy for use, while
our application for sheets was replied to by a look of surprise
and an intimation that nothing of the kind belonged to the
establishment.
The master seemed very indifferent to his guests, and was
evidently engaged in some more thriving business than that of

an innkeeper. Bad as was the accommodation we determined to
spend the Sunday here and as the sole cause of our visit was
the order of the authorities at Liova that we should present
ourselves to the Governor of the Chief Town of the province.
We waited on him immediately, and were informed that he was
asleep.
On a second occasion we were detained 3 ½ hours and then
told that we might go. They said the general was indisposed!
The only apparent object attained by the Russian government
in compelling us to make this long detour was the enforcement
of a payment of five rubles for a new passport. An accession to
their treasury which might besecured without sending travelers
a journey of two days out of their course.
This is one of the few towns where we found gipsies with a
settled residence. Many of these degraded people dwell in little
wooden huts, carrying on the trades of tinkerers, basket
makers, and the like while others traverse the country, dealing
in horses.

Their women are better looking than the native Russians, but
disfigure themselves with a multitude of worthless trinkets. All
the business of Kishnau is transacted by Jews, 10,000 of whom
are said to reside here.
They consider themselves less kindly treated under the present
than under the late Emperor who liberated them from the
necessity now reimposed, of furnishing recruits. We did not
ascertain how the Hebrew soldiers perform their duties in
Russia but it is recorded of their brethren in Turkey whom
Selim formed into regiments that when he ordered 40,000 of
them to invade Austria they petitioned for a guard to escort
them across an intermediate tract of country, said to be
infested by marauders!
The petition succeeded in convincing the sultan that the Moslim
faith would gain little from the Hebrew sword, and his Jewish
regiments were disbanded. If Scripture did not lead us to look
for a marked degeneracy of character among the descendants of
Israel, it would appear singularly strange that a people who

have preserved nearly all their other national peculiarities,
should so completely have lost that ferocity and courage which
characterized them in the days of Joshua, the Maccabees, and
Josephus.
TRAVELLING IN RUSSIA
Having secured the best conveyance to Odessa which the town
of Kishnau afforded, we continued our route with an anxious
desire to reach the capital of New Russia, where we expected to
find comfortable accommodations, and intended to arrange our
plans for the winter with reference to the state of the plague in
Constantinople.
The first part of the journey lay over a sandyroad, through a
desolate country, where nothing but birds afforded a proof of
animal existence. Several eagles, whose noble size and lofty
flight commanded our respect for their royal race, with
numerous hawks and falcons, flew over our heads. The bird of

which we saw the greatest number was the pewet called by the
natives keefit, a name evidently derived, like our own, from the
sound it utters.
We met neither carriages, carts, nor human beings, formany
miles and the solitude is rendered fearful by monumental
stones, marked with crosses, which every here and there
indicate the spot where some poor traveler has fallen a prey to
banditti.
In a space of 30 miles, five of these may be seen, one of which
commemorates a murder perpetrated only six months before
we passed the spot. Traveling in Russia is not travelling
pleasure.
The bad roads, undefined by any hedge or boundary, the
miserable conveyances constantly breaking down, and the
dirty, comfortless post houses, combine to make a journeya
painful and laborious undertaking. Hence, the object is to
accomplish it as quickly as possible, and for this purpose the
natives generally travel day and night, sleeping in the carriage

when fatigue compels a halt, to avoid entering the huts,
miscalled post houses.
Danger is added to discomfort. Murders and robberies are not
unfrequent, and the police so inefficient that the criminals are
seldom secured. Some time ago, a courier engaged by the
English consul at Odessa, on his way to Vienna with money,
stopped at a house where 30 other individuals had taken
shelter. In the night the building was surrounded, all the
inmates were murdered, the property was stolen, and the
banditti escaped, nor have they since been heard of.
Between Kishnau and Sicara, a distance of 40 versts, not a
single habitation, except one post house, is erected by the
roadside. At the end of this long stage we were thankful for a
pause and as we partook of some refreshment from our stores,
we were amused by observing the frogs which, in countless
numbers, covered the surface of a small lake.
The majority were sleeping with their heads just above the
water, and so soundly as not to be aroused by stones thrown

close to them while a minority, sufficiently large to claim
consideration, raised their deep bass voices in full sonorous
symphony as if striving to vindicate the taste and judgment
which have assigned to them the name of Holstein Nightingales!
From Sicara we ascended a high hill, beyond which are others
that form the range supposed to be the Macrocremnii Monies
mentioned by Pliny, commanding a view of the extensive plains
lying to the east of the Dniester, and inhabited, in the time of
Strabo, by the Tyrigetae.
A drive of seventeen versts brought us under the walls of the
fortress of Bender, distant two miles from a town of the same
name. Close to this is the little village of Varnitza, where
Charles XII of Sweden took refuge after his defeat at Pultawa,
gallantly defending himself with a scanty remnant of his
followers.
To the south is a large mound supposed to be that mentioned
by Herodotus as having been raised by some kings of Scythia.
The Dniester, which runs under the walls of the fortress, is

crossed on a swinging ferry. It takes its rise in the Carpathian
hills and pursues a winding course unitl it reaches the Black
Sea.
In ancient maps it is called the Danastus, and represented as
the boundary between Dacia and Sarmatia. In modern
geography it was known under a modified name as the line of
separation between Russia and Turkey, until the former empire
acquired Bessarabia, thus stretching its limits to the river
Pruth.
Leaving this last named province and entering into what is
called New Russia, we continued our journey by moonlight as
far as Taraspol, a town of considerable size, 9 versts from
Bender and 66 from Kishnau. We started again before daylight
the following morning, lamenting the miserable
accommodation afforded by Russian inns.
Nothing can be more dreary than the flat,desolate, and
uncultivated country, called The Steppe, between Taraspol and
Odessa. Not a village nor a traveller is to be seen for hours

together and almost the only persons we met during the days
journey were a party of Calmuk Tartars habited in the costume
of the country.
There is no road but numerous tracks of cart wheels run side
by side over the unpeopled waste, and a way seems to be no
sooner marked out than it is deserted for a parallel line
supposed to offer harder ground or fewer obstructions. The
common is covered with scented herbs and flowers, among
which the clematis, larkspur, and coronella abound, as also a
species of wild asparagus, smaller and greener than that
cultivated in our gardens, and preferred by the Russians for its
flavor.
Hawks and eagles of various kinds hover unmolested over a
country which man seems to disown. In one spot we observed
no fewer than eight eagles together. The objects which
principally attracted our notice were a number of stones
standing on both sides of the beaten track, and looking like
waymarks to direct the traveler when The Steppe is covered
with snow. Whatever their object, a minute inspection proves

them to be of ancient date and brings to light human forms
represented in various postures but all holding a vessel before
them. They are said to have been taken from neighboring
tumuli to be placed where they now stand.
It is remarked by an acute traveller that, although the
inundation of this country in the 13th century by theMongolian
hordes under Zingis Khan has given rise to an idea that these
monuments are to be ascribed to that period, yet that this
hypothesis is overthrown by the mention made of their
existence by Ammianus Marcellinus, a writer of the 4th century,
and his observation that the features they exhibited were of the
same cast with those of the Huns.
This leads to the conclusion that they owe their origin to the
tribes distinguished by that name which were driven over the
Wolgaby the Sienpi, in the year 374, and spread alarm through
all the nations inhabiting the eastern frontiers of the Roman
Empire.

The same traveler mentions that another curious relic of
antiquity was some years ago disinterred near Kishnau. It
consisted of a piece of black paper containing a collection of
prayers written in silver letters, in the Thibetian language and
character.
A considerable part of the land near Odessa is in the hands of
German colonists who live in villages of their own erection,
entirely consigned to them and called by such national names
as Strasburg and Manheim. Fifteen of these German villages are
between Taraspol and Odessa, each containing a hundred and
fifty or two hundred houses, and together forming one colony.
Two other colonies are not far distant. Protestants and Catholics
are equally privileged, but all those belonging to the same
settlement must hold the same faith.
The Catholics are said to have been invited to leave their
country in a time of persecution under a promise of perfect
toleration. With the hope of participating all the advantages

they enjoyed they doubtless induced the Protestants to follow
their example.
The only cultivated land we saw on The Steppe was that in the
immediate neighborhood of these colonies and a German
laborer was the first individual we noticed in Russia who was
engaged in agricultural pursuits.
Sixty dezatines (or 160 acres of land) are allotted to every
settler. For this, he pays 12 rubles a year to the crown, and
about 24 more for the police and sundry petty taxes.
The whole annual demand upon him thus scarcely exceeds two
pence half penny an acre, while his food consists chiefly of
watermelons and Indian corn, both produced in great
abundance so that want is unknown, and the people are
contented and happy.
The villages themselves form a striking contrast to those of the
native Russians. Each house is built of stone, white washed,
neatly thatched, and surrounded by a low wall enclosing

several ricks of hay and corn. In addition is a little stock of
domestic poultry with a couple of fierce dogs, who guard their
posts so well that one of our party paid the penalty of a bite for
the curiosity that led him to enter a courtyard.
The outside of the dwelling and the trees in the area are made
to perform their part in the domestic economy of the German
farmer by holding pins for Indian corn, long rows of which are
suspended on them, to be dried in the sun.
The women retain the costume, and all the colony speak the
language, of their ancestors. We were so pleased to find
ourselves among people comparatively clean and civilized that
though we had travelled only 57 versts when we reached
Manheim we resolved to spend the day there and accomplish
the next morning the 43 to Odessa.
At an inn kept by the doctor, a loquacious old gentleman, we
found better accommodation than we had enjoyed for many
nights but here, as elsewhere, no sheets nor mattresses were to

be procured, and we slept on sofas which constituted almost
the only furniture in the room, except a picture of The Three
Glorious Days of 1830 suspended on the wall. The whole of this
village is built of a light, porous stone, filled with myriads of
small shells and evidently formed by the action of water.
It is a sort of tufa, or sandstone, from a bank of the same kind
extending from the Euxine into Poland, a distance of six
hundred versts, and passing by Manheim. Some bones of
elephants and carved wood were discovered last year
embedded in this stratum, which would open an interesting
study to a geologist.
A drive of a few hours, over a road deteriorating as it
approached Odessa, conveyed us there. The land around is flat
and uncultivated, and not a single country house meets the eye.
As we advanced, we were surprised to observe between
ourselves and the coast a sheet of water, in the center of which
appeared a long row of wind mills. The city itself reminded us
of Venice rising out of the ocean.

At first we conjectured that a flood had been occasioned by
heavy rains, and then that an arm of the sea ran up into the
land but as we proceeded, the water seemed tocontract its
limits, and then gradually vanished before our gaze. At length,
we discovered that we were deceived by a mirage, and that the
whole was dry land assuming the deceitful aspect which
tantalizes the parched traveler in the deserts of Arabia.
The peasants think that this appearance is owing to salt petre
in the soil and probably it is in part attributable to saline
vapors. It has been conjectured that the expression in Isaiah:
The parched ground shall become a pool, and the thirsty land
springs of water
carries in it an allusion to this optical phenomenon and some
critics go so far as to say that the words “parched ground”
should be translated “imaginary water” an emendation which
if warranted is convincing.

The capital of New Russia stands on or near the site of the
Isiacorum Portus of ancient geographers, and derives its name
from the Milesian colony of Odessus, which is supposed to have
existed in the neighborhood.
It has risen, within 40 years, under the government of the duke
of Richelieu and count Woionzow, from a petty Tartar fishing
village, called Hajeebey to considerable eminence in the scale
of mercantile towns.
The immunities granted to it as a ville franche have raised it to
the dignity of the first commercial port of Southern Russia, a
rank which it will retain until Turkey is added to the empire of
the Czars.
Still, it is not flourishing under all the favorable circumstances.
Nominally, it is not actually a free city. A tax of one fifth of the
usual duties is levied on all goods. The proceeds are then
devoted to its embellishment, but since the same vexatious
restrictions are requisite for the collection of a part of the

whole, the evil more than counterbalances the benefit, and the
impost is regarded as impolitic.
The population of Odessa is about 50,000. The houses are
generally well built, but being detached from each other, there
are few handsome streets. Most of those that exist are unpaved,
and after rain the mud is so deep that it is not uncommon for
gentlemen to be obliged to leave their carriages in quagmires
in the middle of the city, and to send oxen to drag them out.
There are no comfortable inns. The best, such as the Hotel de
Richelieu may rather be considered hotels garnis, since
attendance is not included among their accommodations. The
charges are high owing to a variety of circumstances. Perhaps
one part is because of the scarcity of fresh water, which is
brought in carts from springs 3 miles distant. A small cask
sells for14 or 15 pence. The price of fuel from the coal mines is
high, but in general the neighboring steppe is barren, and no
timber grows there.

It is so expensive that during their long and severe winters, the
poor are happy to make use of the manure of animals as a
substitute for wood to burn for heat. As the condition of the
streets renders walking at most seasons impracticable, a
vehicle is indispensable. An individual above the rank of a serf
might as well deny himself a pair of boots as a carriage for the
want of either must confine him to the house. Thus, people
whose income is less than two hundred pounds a year will keep
a land aulet and pair, with a well dressed coachman.
The consequence is that a covered vehicle for hire is never to
be seen in the streets. The only conveyance tobe procured is a
droshki or low carriage, open on both sides and protected from
the dirt of the wheels by semicircular leathern splash boards.
In the same straight line with the shaft horse is a narrow
bench, across which the rider seats himself com me a cheval
the driver being in immediate contact with the animal's tail.
The droshki is drawn by two horses. One of these is between
shafts and reined up to a hoop over his head, at an elevation of

three feet above the ears. This always trots. The other canters,
curvetting with his head turned towards the near hoof.
The Russian coachmen wear waist bands and long beards, and
most of the gentlemen's carriages have four horses, the leaders
being five or six yards ahead of the wheelers, with traces
varying in length and inutility according to the dignity of the
owner. Immediately on our arrival, the portmanteau
containing our books, sealed up at Liova, was delivered in due
form at the chance Uerie of the Governor General.
The volumes were thence conveyed to the censor's office, and
we were informed that they would be detained until we should
quit the country. Two days before sailing for Constantinople we
applied for the irrestitution and they were all returned with the
exception of three.
These were:
Voyageen Orient par Fontanier

Mrs. Starke's Travels in Europe
Auldjo's Visit to Constantinople
The first is prohibited in Russia. The other two are not in the
list of those permitted, therefore they are forbidden !?!
It seems scarcely credible that so great a power should
maintain a system so illiberal. In Petersburg a chief censor
reads, or professes to read, all books published in Europe.
What he disapproves are excluded from the country, and what
he does not approve, including what he does not read, are not
tolerated.
Consequently, the whole intellectual appetite of thisprodigious
empire is gauged by one man's capacity and the supply limited
by his caprice. Our visit to Odessa was rendered very pleasing
by the kindness and hospitality of the English consul and his
amiable lady, who received us under their roof and were
unremitting in their polite attentions. The intelligence of our

host and his acquaintance with the country, its people, habits,
and politics, added much to our stock of information.
To him we were indebted for the mention of a fact connected
with hydrophobia in Poland, which if thoroughly established,
deserves the attention of the medical profession. He stated that
when a man is bitten by a mad dog, a minute examination,
instituted after a day or two, will bring to light a small red
swelling or a collection of minute pustules under the tongueof
the patient, which should be cut out and strong caustic applied
to the part.
The consul is acquainted with individuals who have repeatedly
witnessed the success of this mode of treatment and if it appear
incredible, it is not more so than what is now asserted with
confidence, the effect of cold water on the head as an antidote
to prussic acid.
The Protestant minister, a man of great simplicity and zeal, has
a large German congregation. His salary is little better than a

hundred a year, made up by voluntary contributions received
every Sunday.
The worthy Lutherans foreign English detracted nothing from
the interest his character inspired. At one time, speaking of Mr.
Wolfe, the missionary to the Jews, he told us, with his handon
his heart, that though he was so eccentric he was nevertheless
a "living man. At another, he called a young lady's governess
her "watchman" and contrasted the "heavenly understanding"
of the Christian with the "merchant ghost of the worldling.
He offered to send his "wagon" to take us adrive through the
town, and concluded his intercourse with a cordial embrace as
sincere and unsophisticated as the primitive Christians "kiss of
charity." He doubtless meant "alive unto God" in the sense in
which St. Paul uses the expression.
Count Woronzow, the Governor General of New Russia and the
Crimea, is very popular. An Englishman by education, though a

Russian by origin, he is raised far above the mass of his
countrymen, who respect, admire, and love him.
His manner to his inferiors contrasts strikingly with that of the
nobles in the north and in this respect a great difference is
perceptible in the forms of society in general, in Old and New
Russia. In Petersburg distinctions of rank are maintained with
a precision which borders on the ridiculous. In these parts of
the empire, as a general officer remarked to us, "reserve and
hauteur are quite ungenteel."
The nobility are peculiarly considerate in their deportment
towards men of low degree, and we once met at the table of
one of the first nobles in the country a head carpenter, a
superintendent of gardeners, and a master builder. It should
be added that the circumstances which brought them together
however were unusual.
Each country, almost each province, offer speculiarities to the
observation of a stranger. Some of these are trifling in

themselves, yet not without interest. To this class belongs the
habit, here prevalent, of substituting lemon for milk in tea.
A slice of the fruit is handed round with each cup, and the
excellence of the flavor thus communicated to the beverage
attests the good taste of those who adopt the custom. Some
credit however maybe due to the tea itself, for it is certain that
in no country in Europe is this article imported in such
perfection as in Russia.
Conveyed by land through the medium of the large fairsat
Ladak and Nijni Novgorod, it retains the virtue of which a sea
voyage is said to deprive it. Its grateful savor is much
enhanced by the leaves of the olea fragrans with which the
Chinese pack it for a land journey.
In summer and winter the extremes of heat and cold prevai.
The latter especially exceeds that generally experienced in the
same latitude and the south of Russia is subject to a
northeasterly wind called mitel, often accompanied by snow
which is drifted with great violence.

When the natives encounter one of these storms, they are in the
habit of turning the backs of their carriages towards it and
remaining stationary till its conclusion. On such occasions,
whole herds of cattle and horses grazing on the waste land
have been known to take fright and scudding before the wind
until they reached a precipice to leap down it and perish.
Three years ago, eight hundred were buried in the snow in the
streets of Odessa, during one of these terrible tempests and
such is the dread entertained of the mitel that when it blows no
one ventures out of doors.
The shipping likewise suffers greatly at these times. Vessels in
the harbour often start their anchors and 12 or 14 wrecks have
been seen lying together on the shore. In the storm above
referred to, several British ships were placed in imminent peril
and fired guns of distress, but no help could be afforded.
An English gentleman watchedthem from the shore at some
personal risk as long as light lasted and when at length night

closed in, he retired with the painfulconviction that they would
be stranded. At break of day he arose, expecting to witness the
realization of his fears but to his utter astonishment, he beheld
all the vessels fixed in a sea of ice. The wind had
suddenlyceased, and a frost of no ordinary severity having set
in, the harbor had been frozen over.
Such is the account given by an eyewitness, on whose authority
it is repeated. While some seasons are excessively cold, others
are equally mild. Very little snow is seen and as soon as it
falls, the inhabitants gather it into their ice houses, lest they
should fail to secure a supply for summer use. It might be
supposed that the great variations of the climate would render
Odessa an unhealthy spot but we were informed that it is other
wise.
The strong winds to which the Black Sea is liable carry off the
miasma generated in the low lands of its coasts, and leave them
by no means hostile to health and longevity.

The plague, however, is occasionally imported from
Constantinople, and in 1812 its ravages were great. About the
same time the natives were harassed by a flight of locusts, so
numerous that they darkened the sky and devoured every
green thing.
They came from the east by gradual approaches, and were
expected at Odessa long before they arrived. Their stay was
short but the havoc committed was great and moreover it was
perpetuated. They left their eggs in the ground which were
hatched the following season and young locusts appeared in
myriads, devastating every field and tree.
These remained one year more and then departed, nor have
they since returned. The noise of their wings in flying is
likethat of the waves of the sea or in the poetical imagery of
scripture,
"like the noise ofchariots on the tops of mountains, like the
noise of a flame of fire that devoureth the stubble."

We were informed that they sometimes fight furiously, and that
the slaughtered are eaten by their conquerors.
The state of morals in this city is very bad. The conjugal tie is
little regarded and in the higher classes individuals are
admitted into society who in Petersburg would not be
tolerated.
A Polish lady who deserted her husband and lately came here
to reside under the protection of a Russian noble, was not only
visited, but received marked attention at the first tables. One or
two of the corps diplomatique declined her acquaintance, but
they constituted a small minority.
Ladies of the highest rank have been known to perform in the
public theatres. A few years ago, during a severe winter private
theatricals were set on foot for the benefit of the poor. In
these, many of the nobility and fashionables of Odessa took
parts once a fortnight and at the conclusion of a piece, when

called for by the audience, the ladies stepped forward to
receive applause, and acknowledged it like professional actors.
Some of them were so pleased with their essay that they acted
twice in the public theatre, in company with the regular
comedians, excusing themselves for this indiscretion on the
plea ofa charitable object. The fund raised by theseexhibitions
was large, and many poor were fed but the dissipation and
immoralities induced were, it is said, very great.
The circumstances of the natives are less favorable to the
reception of religious instruction, for the languageof the
country has been changed from Sclavonian to Russ. The
former is retained in the churches. Like the Roman Catholics,
the people are compelled to listen to an unintelligible tongue
and to offer an unmeaning sacrifice. The ignorance of the laity
is no greater than that of the priests, who are sunk in the
depths of moral and intellectual darkness.

The government has actually prohibited Protestant and Roman
Catholic ministers from acting as missionaries even among the
Moslim subjects of the empire and no Russian of the Greek
Church may change his religion under pain of exile.
A foreign princess marrying into the family of the czar is
compelled not only toadopt the national creed, but actually to
be rebaptized, as is said to have been the case when the
interesting princess Helena of Wiirtemberg became the consort
of the present Grand Duke Michael. In such a state of things, it
is to be expected that institutions of a moral and religious
character should proportionately wane.
The Bible Society once had warm advocates in this town and
was in a florishing condition but it is no longer so, having
experienced under the present emperor a check which it will
not soon recover. Now it is discouraged throughout the empire
as tending to liberal principles and in Russia what the
government disapproves the people are afraid to espouse.

The tenets of the Russian church are precisely those of the
Greek, from which it was separated in the time of Peter the
Great, who insisted on his subjects recognizing him as their
ecclesiastical head, instead of the Patriarch of Constantinople.
The same errors of doctrine and of practice prevail perhaps
equally in both churches. In Russian parishes an unkindly
feeling generally subsists between the pastor and the flock.
Unfixed charges engender strife. A man goes to his minister to
inform him of the death of his wife.
"What willyou give me for burying her ?" asks the priest.
“I am poor," he replies.
"Well, give me your cow."
"No, a cow is too valuable. I have a goose, you shall have
that."

"That is too little, I will not bury your wife for a goose. Pay
me thirty rubles."
"I will give twenty."
"No, that will not do. I will take twenty and a shirt."
And so the bargain is concluded, but cordiality is at an end.
Manyof the ecclesiastics, especially of the inferior grade, are
dependent entirely on fees for their subsistence, which is
consequently very precarious nor is it to be wondered at that
the voluntary system, which stints the clergy in rich countries,
should starve them in a poor one. The politics of Russia have
lately become a matter of increasing interest to the rest of
Europe.
She is no longer what she was, a semibarbarous power without
knowledge, troops, or resources. On the contrary, she has

attained a certain degree of civilization, while by her
encroachments on other nations, so little heeded, she has
acquired such a mass of men and territory, that it is now no
easy matter to control her.
Editors Note: (Considering that this book was written in 1839,
words spoken here have not seemed to change much since
then.)
A traveler however in the country itself from which foreign
newspapers and free discussion are vigilantly excluded, is not
in a position to form so accurate an opinion on such subjects as
an attentive observer posted on the political eminence of
London or Paris, whence he may survey the whole of Europe
through the clear medium of a free press. Still, no one can fail
to see that Russia is likely to remember her triumph in closing
the Dardanelles, and incompelling an English ambassador
before entering them to quit his frigate, while her own ships of
war pass to and fro without impedement.

In Turkey it is notorious that she is all powerful, and that
Britain carries comparatively little weight. Not long ago, an
Englishman was taken up by the police of Constantinople for
some trifling breach of discipline, thrown into the Bagnio, and
treated with every indignity. During the night he laid his plans
and resolved to have recourse to an artifice.
In the morning when brought before the cadi, he found him
raging against the "English infidel" who had thus insulted the
majesty of the "Sublime Porte." The offender demanded
indignantly why he should be regarded as an Englishman. He
owed allegiance to the high and mighty Czar of all the Russias,
and to him he should complain of the insult offered to his
subject.
The cadi looked aghast, trembled, offered a thousand and one
apologies, and entreated permission to send a guard of honor
to escort the late tenant of the Bagnio to his house!
Much may be learned from trifles and the story, whether true
or false, by its very currency, speaks volumes. The fact is,

England is not esteemed abroad as England was and of this a
British traveller in any part of Europe will be made quickly and
fully sensible.
Nothing can more strikingly manifest the influence which
Russia possesses on the continent than the mode in which she
has induced governments, acting against their better judgment,
to respect her orders.
A case in point is that of six Polish officers, among whom was a
distinguished veteran, Colonel the Count Oborski, who fought
under Napoleon and Koszciuszko, and who himself related the
facts to the author.
Having taken part in the revolution and served in the army, he
and his companions were obliged, when all hope of aiding their
country's cause had fled, to seek refuge at Dresden, where they
were received with the greatest kindness by the king of
Saxony, and loaded with attentions by the principal inhabitants
who were enthusiastic in the cause of the Poles.

After they had spent six months in Dresden, the Russian
ambassador represented to the king that he must no longer
suffer them to remain in his capital. The sovereign sent for
Count Oborski, expressed the greatest sympathy in his trials,
and mentioning the communication from Russia, requested him
to believe that if Saxon protection were withdrawn from the
Polish refugees, it would not be owing to his diminished
interest in them, but to his fear of offending a superior power.
Some weeks elapsed. When the count was suddenly summoned
before the commissary of police, and told that he was to make
his choice whether he would leave the city the following day
for Trieste, whence he was to be shipped for America, or
whether he would be delivered into the hands of the Russians,
the commissary added that the Saxons were compelled to adopt
this measure by a threat of Russian and Prussian troops
marching into the city.
Count Oborski remonstrated and declared his resolution at all
hazards to remain where he was. He was accordingly seized

and with his companions, cast into prison. His watch and
money, and even his spurs were taken from him.
Through the medium of a friend high in office, the Count
petitioned for leave to present himself before the Russian
ambassador. This beinggranted, he was allowed to quit the
prison in charge of his friend but instead of proceeding to the
Russian, he repaired to the English Minister, and intreated his
protection, which was granted, and the unfortunate Poles were
all released.
After some time, they were provided with a passport to England
and on their departure, were escorted to the frontiers of the
kingdom, where a kind message from the sovereign assured
them of his regret for the part he had been compelled to act.
These six refugees are now in England, unable to return to
their country, and afraid even to cross the Channel.
Count Oborski has written to the different members of his
family, some of whom reside at Vienna but such is the dread of
Russian displeasure that they have not ventured to reply to his

letters and he has resigned all hope of ever hearing from them
again.
Poland's cry still rends the heavens! Would that Russia were
willing now, even now, to listen to the voice that says,
"Vengeance is mine, I will repay!"
Though the Poles have long ceased to oppose the power that
has crushed them, and though their nationality has already
been destroyed, yet the czar seems determined to break the
spirit of the people. The college which existed in the capital of
Podolia, and which was there supported by voluntary
subscriptions, has been removed to Kioff. The system of
education has been completely changed and now contributions,
miscalled voluntary are forced from the reluctant donors.
But this is a trifling item in the heavy score. Numbers of the
aristocracy are yearly sent to Siberia. Within the last twelve
months no less than fourteen hundred have passed through the

German colony of Manheim (as we were informed on the spot)
on their way to banishment.
Children are torn from their parents, and fathers from their
families and worse than all the sacred tie of marriage, sole relic
to man of his paradisiacal state, is ruptured by law. In the face
of God's decree that man and wife shall be "one flesh" the
Russian sovereign's dictum makes them two.
An edict of banishment is a sentence of divorce and multitudes
of women, whose husbands have been ordered to Siberia, are
now reunited to other. Many indeed refusing to submit to
separation, have followed their partners through cold and peril
and nakedness, and still share their griefs, supplying a solace,
in their sympathy and love, of which no ukase can deprive
them.
Of these "honorable women" for such indeed they are, we
heard that the majority are Russian wives. The Polish ladies
have never failed to show their fidelity to their country's cause
by an abhorrence of everything Russian.

At first,they refused to dance, converse, or remain in the same
party, with Russian gentlemen to whom they manifested their
dislike in every possible manner and such was their moral
courage, that after the subjection of the nation, when the grand
duke Michael held his court at Warsaw, they positively refused
to appear, while the men attended only by coercion.
An English gentleman told us that a Polish lady, whom he
recently met at the government house, spoke to him with such
fervor about the wrongs of her country, that she actually burst
into tears.
One instance is on record of a young countess who during the
war, armed her peasantry and attacked the Russians in person.
The name of another, the countess Potortska, an accomplished
woman who sold all her jewels and valuables that she might be
enabled to assist such of her unhappy countrymen as were

driven pennyless from their homes, is never mentioned by a
Pole but with admiration and enthusiastic affection.
Not only self denial, but likewise courage, is requisite to induce
a friend of the refugees to aid them for it is a task of danger,
resulting often in exile. One young Pole who took part in
the revolution, after enduring the greatest privations arrived in
Paris, where he became dangerously ill.
All communication with Poland was interdicted and letters
were intercepted. Under these circumstances he was reduced
almost to despair, when he met with a countryman who offered
to convey a note to his parents, still residing in Warsaw. A few
lines, statingmerely his illness and destitution, arrived in safety
and the father, having for three years received no intelligence
of his only son, was overjoyed to learn that he was alive, and
made his friends partakers of his happiness. The very day after
his answer, containing a check was committed to the post, he
was summoned before the Governor of Warsaw, when to his
astonishment, he saw his letter on the table. Pasckevich
commenced,

"Is this your writing?" said the Governor.
"It is." he said.
"Do you not know that it is contrary to the orders of the Czar
that you should hold communication with refugees?"
“I have only sent my son money to keep him from perishing. I
have not touched on public affairs." said the father.
"It matters not. You are holding correspondence with a rebel,
and for this you are liable to punishment."
The poor father was then dragged to prison, where he
remained for some time. After occurrences of this kind, the
Poles did not venture either to address their exiled relatives or
to receive letters from them.
Pasckevich is execrated for the cruelty with which he enforces
the orders of the czar, tormenting the unhappy sufferers by

needless severities. It is related that one day, as he was passing
through the streets of Cracow, the window of a private dwelling
being open, he heard music, and stopping to listen, recognized
the Mazourka, a popular national air of which the Poles are
peculiarly fond.
He instantly sent to the house to know who was the performer.
His emissary returned, saying it was a little girl, who was
amusing herself with practicing some of the few tunes with
which she was acquainted. "
I will teach her another kind of Mazourka!" said he,
"Carry her off to prison. She shall learn Mazourkas there."
It is reported (though we trust falsely) that with puerile anger
worthy of a Nero, he once ordered a little bull finch to be
destroyed for piping this favorite air which it had been taught.
No Polish gentleman is allowed to retain a fowling piece, even
to indulge his favorite sport whilst any petty Russian officer

may enter his house, command hiscellar if house or cellar be
spared and treat him with every species of insolence.
Should the boiling blood of the Pole burst the valve of
prudence under the high pressure of such indignities he is
denounced and Siberiaor Death may be his portion.
Nor is the conduct of Russia blameless towards others who fall
into her hands. During the war with Turkey many of the
Bulgarians were persuaded to revolt against their own
government, and were offered an asylum in the dominions of
the Czar. Accordingly, some thousands were induced to leave
home and to take ship for Odessa, where numerous vessels
deposited their living freight.
An expectation had been raised that, previous to
their arrival, arrangements would be made for their support
and protection but nothing had been done. No one was
prepared to inform them where they should go or what they
should do. A Russian winter set in, and multitudes perished of
hunger, cold, and fatigue.

At length, the survivors were dispatched into the interior, and
suffered to depend on what little subsistence they could glean
from the poor inhabitants of the steppe, only less destitute than
themselves, until summer supplied them with crops, the result
of their own labor.
SERFS AND SIGNEURS
Many entreated to be allowed to return to their country but
having once placed themselves under Russian protection, they
and their descendants were doomed to be Russians.
The system under which the seigneurs and serfs are connected
very much resembles the feudal, to all the evils of which it is
subject but the Russian noble is kind, and excess of anger is
not his characteristic so thathis slave fares better than that of
the Spaniard or Portuguese.
Wretched as is the serf's condition if estimated by our ideas of
happiness, it is less so in reality because he sees and knows no

other. His master is raised too far above him to excite jealousy
or ambition, and between them there is no third class so long
as he can satisfy the cravings of nature, he wishes for nothing
more. Devoid of forethought, he has no anxiety for the future.
The stripe inflicted one moment is forgotten the next and not
dreaded for the following. When old or disabled, he is
supported by his lord, and serves to swell the train of his
attendants in the city, where each decrepit slave contributes to
form a class of idle and dissolute dependents.
Still, the case of the Russian peasant is a hard one. The noble
is extravagant and therefore poor and his steward is ordered to
drain all he can out of the serfs, who are consequently
oppressed. They either pay a certain abrok, or rent according
to their average gains, or else the seigneur is entitled to their
labor during three days in the week. These services may be
required at any time, and the serfs own crop may be rotting on
the ground while he is working for his master.
His task maybe appointed at the distance of a day's journey
from his house, and the hours spent on the road are not carried

to his credit. Rain may interfere with his threshing, which is
always executed in the open air, and thus another day is lost.
As an appendage to the soil, he cannot legally be alienated from
it yet the law is often evaded. He may be beaten or imprisoned
but happily, the master's interest is intimately connected with
the slave's and an abuse of this power is therefore checked by
selfishness.
Nevertheless, isolated cases of extreme cruelty must and do
occur, and whatever the practice, the principle remains
indefensible.
No man ought to be trusted with absolute dominion over his
fellow man. There is now a lady in Odessa, under the
surveillance of the police, some of whose female servants have
been disposed of in a suspicious manner and there are others of
noble blood and tender sex who will stand by while their
women are beaten, and order more lashes to be inflicted.

It is however in moral rather than in physical effects, that the
baneful influence of slavery and of that degradation which it
promotes and perpetuates, is manifested. All that a serf
possesses, even his wife, is the property of his lord, and though
the conviction that an infringement of the sanctity of wedlock
would lead to his own murder may act in most cases as a check
on the superior, in the absence of law yet the mere existence of
the power alluded to however little abused, weakens that
sacred tie on which rests the whole fabric of social charities
and carries with it the evils inseparably connected with the
insecurity of the first and strongest bond of society.
Nor is this the only channel through which slavery infuses a
moral poison into the character of the serf. As his abrok will
beraised with prosperity, he conceals his gains and the first
lesson he is taught with the dawn of reason is to deceive his
master. To effect this, he must deceive his fellow slaves. Thus,
low cunning and a habit of daring falsehood are engendered.
Again, self interest is usually the mainspring of exertion and as
the labor of the vassal enriches chiefly his lord, the motive to

industry is removed. He is habitually indolent and determined
idleness becomes a leading feature of his character which
nothing but physical compulsion will overcome.
Again, he has no reputation to lose and unrespected by others,
he respects not himself. When then he has an opportunity of
thieving, what should prevent him? If discovered, he is beaten;
but he is accustomed to the lash. And his enjoyment of the
stolen goods suffers no diminution from remorse of conscience
or violated principle.
This is a sad picture, but a true one. And such the original
must remain until liberty and the light of truth dawn on this
benighted land.
Many formal preliminaries and a minute examination of the
traveler's baggage precede the grant of permission which
enables him to leave Odessa for the Crimea. Furnished by count
Woronzow with introductions calculated to secure a hospitable
reception among the Tartars, we embarked on a sea, more

perhaps than all others, liable to heavy squalls and fogs owing
to the elevation of the mountains by which it is encompassed.
A brisk windblowing for some days had already excited the
waters pent within contracted limits, and the waves were short
and uneasy. The rain had fallen in torrents during the day and
we were soon convinced that the ancients had with good reason
regarded this sea with alarm. It is an alarm not altogether
unjustifiable even in the present improved state of the science
of navigation.
The Greeks called it Agevos Riom or The Inhospitable Sea,
either on account of the savage character of the inhabitants of
its shores, or its frequent storms.

The modern appellation has probably a similar origin. We
often call that black which we dislike. Black day, black
weather, black sea.

VVhen the Romans took possession of the coasts, and expelled
the Getae, Sarmatae, and other barbarians who had previously
occupied them, they changed the name from Inhospitable to
Hospitable, from Ageing (Axenos) to Eiiienwg (Euxinos).
Singularly enough, the modems retain both names and
paradoxically call it the Black Sea, or Euxine, that is the
Inhospitable or Hospitable sea.
After a voyage of about sixteen hours we descried on an
eminence opposite the town of Sebastopol, a Russian lighthouse, proclaiming the authority of the czar over the land
where Iphigenia offered sacrifices on the altar of Diana. The
chalky cliffs of the Crimean Tartary, or ancient Chersonesus,
rise rudely and abruptly from the sea at the point known by the
name of Cape Chersonesus, and increase gradually in height,
assuming first a southeastern and then an eastern direction, till
they attain an elevation of two thousand feet.
Under their frowning brows we pursued our course to the
Greek monastery of St. George, a long white building

distinguished in the distance by a tower surmounted by a
cross. It stands on the ancient Parthenium, close to the sites of
the temple of Orestes and of another where
Iphigenia officiated as priestess.
Not far from the monastery a Genoese ruin points out the port
of Balaclava, whence to Aiabooroon, or The White Cape, the
cliffs become perceptibly higher and higher, exhibiting grand
and terrific masses, here rising into the clouds, there disjointed
from the main land and awaiting only the fiat of their great
Creator to hurl themselves into the abyss. Throughout these,
veins of red marble, mixing with the limestone, give a pleasing
variety to their color.
Strabo mentions that sailors navigating the Euxine could, from
a certain point, discern the two shores of Europe and Asia, and
Aiabooroon, called by the Greeks Katouj Biromoa, or the Ram's
head, which is the extreme south of the Crimea and very
highland, is supposed to be the cape in Europe referred to
while Carambe on the shore of Paphlagoniais the corresponding
Asiatic promontory.

The whole of this southern coast is covered with vineyards and
has become within the last seven years a rich and luxuriant
garden. Count Woronzow has extensive possessions here, and
the country, once left to the rude hands of Tartars, is now,
owing principally to his exertions, cultivated and studded with
the seats of Russian nobles.
One of his estates, called Massandra, was originally bought
from the natives for five thousand rubles, then sold for twelve,
and afterwards for ninety thousand. At present it is said to be
worth a million. Nor is this an unfair example of the
proportion in which the price of land has risen since the Crimea
became the favorite resort of its conquerors.
As we glided along, village after village passed before our eyes,
like the scenes in a camera obscura, each beautiful in its way
and each succeeded by beauties different, but not inferior.

Foros and Nitschatka are picturesquely situate on the slope of
the Ayila chain of mountains, among forests which give cover
to herds of deer and antelopes. Beyond these is Simeis, the
residence of Madame Narischkine, whose father, general
Rostoptchin, is believed to have set fire to Moscow, of which
city he was the governor when Napoleon entered it.
Proceeding a little further, Aloupka, the Xuga of Ptolemy, a
lovely spot embellished by the taste of its proprietor, count
Woronzow, dawned on our view. Here we were saluted with
nine guns, and the same playful compliment was repeatedly
paid to the name borne by our steamer, "Peter the Great."
On the adjoining estate of count Narischkine, olives,
pomegranates, and figs grow in great luxuriance, with vines
which produce the best white wine of the country, called
Risling. The neighborhood is famous for its Pineau Fleuri, a
red wine resembling Burgundy, which is made from a vine
called Pineau.

A beautiful white structure towards the east, surmounted by
two towers, proclaims the residence of prince Galitzin, whose
assistance in missions entitles him to the gratitude of every
lover of that cause. Next to this is the cottage of the princess
Metchersky, who is said to have distributed more bibles than
any other female in Europe.
After passing several country seats, all built within the last
seven years, and the imperial gardens of Oreanda, the private
property of the emperor, we landed at Yalta, a village on the
southeast point of the Crimea, having accomplished 460 versts,
or 306 English miles, in 27 hours.
The usual mode of traveling in this country is on horseback.
Horses are either supplied at the post stations, or hired from
the Tartars. Those of the country are fleet and surefooted,
accustomed to long journeys and bad roads but the saddles are
uneasy. They consist of a thick cushion fastened on the horse's
back by a leather thong, which is pulled tight over its centre
and passes under the animal's belly.

The space in which the rider is supposed to sit is thus limited
to the width of the thong, perhaps two inches ; so that he is
necessarily perched on the two hard projections of the cushion
in front and behind and with each step of the horse, falls on
one or the other.
We were soon mounted, and our guide followed with a pair of
saddlebags, while we pursued the road for fifteen versts across
the tops of the mountains under which we had sailed in the
morning.
On our arrival at Aloupka, we were hospitably received and
housed by an Englishman employed to superintend the
building of a mansion of no ordinary splendor, which count
Woronzow is erecting in that place.
The upper and lower gardens surrounding it are tastily laid out
by the countess among rocks once covered with wood, but now
forming romantic glens, interspersed with flowers, fountains,
shrubberies, and wildmasses of the native limestone.

Walnut, beech, oak, and all the trees of northern Europehere
blend with the olive, the fig, and the cypress, growing
luxuriantly on every side while the diosperos lotus, of which
only one specimen is known in England, is seen in great
abundance as a very large tree, and the mountain ash produces
a pleasant fruit, much prized by the Tartars, which is gathered
in September and suspended under shelter till January or
February, when it is eaten, like the medlar, in a half rotten
state.
In the upper garden is a circular pit supposed to have been the
original crater of a volcano, as its sides are covered with large
masses of stone evidently thrown into their present positions
by volcanic agency. In one part, a grotto is formed by
adjacentand superincumbent rocks. In another, basins of clear
water are made to reflect the beauties of the surrounding hills
and in a third, parterres of flowers are varied with fountains
and jets d'eau, gratifying the eye and cooling the air while the
tout ensemble almost answers the description given by Fenelon
of the residence of Calypso.

Between the two gardens stands the new house which when
finished, will be unique. It presents to the sea a front 900 feet.
In the center is a magnificent open saloon surmounted by a
dome, and about to be decorated by a fountain, while another
of these elegant and luxurious ornaments adorns the state
drawing room, which is united to the body of the house by an
orangery, and corresponds with a library forming the opposite
wing.
The exterior is entirely gothic, and the work is proceeding
under the superintendence of an English architect who has an
able agent on the spot. It was past midday before we could
escape from the fascinations of a place which nature has
adapted, and taste formed, to be a little terrestrial paradise.
For ten versts we climbed the rugged steeps of the mountains
rising behind Aloupka to a height of 3000 feet and then for a
similar distance, we descended on the opposite side to the
Tartar village of Kokoz.

The slopes are covered with forests. The track barely suffices
to indicate the way and none but horses accustomed to such
difficulties would venture on the precipitous ascents and
descents which here alternate with each other. A few Tartar
mountaineers who make their fires under the trees, consuming
half the trunks and thus securing the easy fall of the remainder
which they convert into firewood, were the only persons we
encountered.
One of their children, whom we chanced to meet, ran terrified
away, as though he had seen a monster and being in a narrow
defile, whence he could not escape, he fled before our horses,
keeping ahead of them at a brisk trot, and crying lustily, for
several minutes.
It was near sunset when we reached the village which is
something less than halfway to Bagtcheserai. A number of
Tartars were standing outside their doors opposite a little

mosque, awaiting the summons to their vespers. They greeted
us with looks of kindness, and our mutual ignorance of a
common tongue forbade further communication but the
language of the countenance and manner is the same in every
country.
One took a pipe out of his mouth and offered it as a token of
good will while another presented a large slice of watermelon
on which he was making his simple repast. In one corner, a
group of women were discussing the travelers, who were
equally attracted by the novelty of their appearance. Longwhite
veils, covering the whole of the upper part of the body, were
drawn over their facesand held between the teeth, but left
sufficientlyopen to disclose a fair complexion and dark eyes
bordered with antimony.
The men wore loose blue trowsers and a shirt of similar color,
with a light jacket, for which they substitutea fur cloak in cold
weather. A sheep skin cap or a high turban covered their

heads, which were shaven with the exception of a small portion
on the crown.
This custom of retaining a solitary lock is of eastern origin, and
probably connected with a hope similar to that indulged by the
Hindoo, that by these favored hairs, his body shall be lifted up
into paradise.
The houses, though poor, are incomparably superior to those of
Wallachia and Moldavia. They are above ground, tiled,
stuccoed, and furnished with glass windows. As we left Kokoz,
it began to rain and night closed in. The storm gradually
increased, and the darkness became intense. Rain fell in
torrents.
Thunder rolled over the summits of the surrounding mountains
and the angry flashes of lightning, which served only to exhibit
the narrow bye road we were traversing filled with water, were
quickly succeeded by a darkness that precluded any pace
beyond a slow walk. Our guide lost his way, and it was with

the greatest difficulty that each could discern the rider and
horse immediately before him.
No Tartar, met by accident on the road, could be prevailed on
to accompany and direct us inso tempestuous a night, nor
could we obtain shelter at any place short of our destination.
The country through which we rode seemed wild and terrific in
the extreme but it was not easy to decide how much of this
impression resulted from the reality, and how much from the
influence of imagination acted on by the existing
circumstances.

At length, we turned into a steep and narrow defile winding
among ravines, and soon after arrived at Bagtcheserai. It was
10 o'clock. We had been many hours on horseback, and three
or four in the rain, thus suffering from cold and fatigue. We
were greatly annoyed at being refused admission into the only
house in the town to which travelers usually resort. The storm
was still raging, and we should have been thankful for a shed,

or a stable but the Greek landlord was obstinate, and we were
compelled to seek shelter in a neighboring dwelling, into
which, after knocking long at the door, we were surlily
admitted.
When the master and mistress, whom we found with their
children in one bed, resigned bedstead and room for our
occupation, though they carried off the bedding. No fire, food,
or covering was to be procured, but travelers in Tartary learn
to be thankful for a little, and in every country the hardships of
a long journey are soon forgotten in the repose of sleep.
The town of Bagtcheserai, or "The Palace of The Garden" so
called from the residence of the khans of the Crimea situate in
the midst of gardens, was the old capital of Crim Tartary. After
the Russian conquest, Catherine granted to the Tartars the
exclusive privilege of living there.

Though this privilege is now infringed (for a detachment of Don
Cossacks garrisons the town) yet its former existence accounts
for the oriental modes and buildings observable in this ancient
metropolis. The word Cossack is a corruption of the Turkish
word “kuzzak” meaning robber.
The predatory tribes living on the banks of the Don were called
the Kuzzaks of the Don an appellation which, by an easy
corruption, has been converted into Don Cossacks.
Nor is this the only word which the Russians have borrowed
from the Orientals. The usual salutation:
hyreeut “health”
kaftan “a long robe”
khurboozak “drymelon”
turboozaji “watermelon”
soohha “dry”
zindook “a box”
chahee “tea”

with various others, are either Arabic, Persian, or Indian in
their origin. In like manner, the Tartars have adopted eastern
words.
In their language, as in Hindoostanee, nukhtah is a halter, and
tazah is fresh.
Bagtcheserai is romantically enclosed by high rocks of
freestone worn by the action of the elements into various
shapes, in which imagination may, with little effort, trace the
ruins of an ancient Titanic fortification.
The town is nearly two miles in length. The chief street or
bazaar, which is very narrow consists of lowshops, open in
front and furnished with raised terraces, resembling in many
respects those already described in Servia and Moldavia.
In some of the houses we saw pet sheep, which the Tartars are
fond of caressing. They belong to a peculiar breed cultivated
on the confines of the Crimea, resembling those at the Cape of
Good Hope, with broad flat tails which attain such a size that as

is well known, they require to be supported by little carriages
on wheels.
The butcher shops are provided with good meat. The principal
animals of draught are dromedaries, which are yoked together
and guided not by iron pins through their noses as elsewhere,
nor by a bit, but simply by halters.
Sometimes as many as six or seven pairs, drawing carts filled
with nuts and other fruits from the country, may be seen
standing quietly in the street. To the great inconvenience of
pedestrians, some of these carts are piled with large heaps of
watermelons and enormous cucumbers.
The blacksmiths work while standing in a hole to avoid the
necessity of stooping over their anvils. We visited two
madrissas or schools. In one of them the moolla was seated on
a small piece of carpet surrounded by eighteen or twenty boys
in a similar position, to whom he was reading the Koran.

As we entered, he inclined his head, but did not rise and the
lads behaved better than a similar number of English children
would have done, had a Mussulman innative costume suddenly
entered their school.
The moolla wore a high turban, the privilege of his profession
for in Crim Tartary the turban is a badge of honor, which all
are not authorised to adopt and its superior height denotes
superior dignity.
The palace of the khans is more completely Asiatic than any
building in Europe. Amidst all the barbarities that have
marked the conquest of the Crimea by the Russians, it is
surprising that they should have allowed the Tartars the
gratification of retaining this single memorial of their ancient
dynasty.

Editors Note: The Crimean War erupts 20 years later in 1853.
Here is a depiction of the Crimean War by painter Franz
Roubaud where 500,000 or more lost their lives
Their conduct towards Poland almost forces a suspicion that it
has not been spared out of any kind consideration to the
feelings of a fallen enemy. Dr. Clarke is too severe, yet some
think itis not without a semblance of justice that he concludes
his account of the consequences of the capture of the peninsula
with the following invective against Russia, an invective which
certainly ought in the present day to be qualified by a reference

to the benefit that has accrued to the country from the
exertions and enterprise of count Woronzow, and of the
nobility who have followed his example, yet the benefit is
partial, the injury universal. In the one case, the odium
attaches to government, in the other, the credit is due to
individuals.
The above mentioned author states:
“If it be now asked, what the Russians have done for the
Crimea, after the depravity, the cruelty, and the murders by
which it was obtained, and on that account became so favorite
an acquisition in their eyes, the answer is given in few words.”
“They have laid waste to the country, cut down the trees,
pulled down the houses, overthrown the sacred edifices of the
natives, with all their public buildings, destroyed the public
aqueducts, robbed the inhabitants, insulted the Tartars in their
acts of public worship, torn up from the tombs the bodies of
their ancestors, casting their relics upon dung hills, and
feeding swine out of their coffins, annihilated all the

monuments of antiquity, breaking up alike the sepulchres of
saints and pagans, and scattering their ashes in the air.”
Auferre, rapere, trucidare, falsis nominibus imperium atque
ubisolitudinem faciunt, pacem appellant.
The following description of the palace of the khans may
appear minute, but it is given almost as written on the spot,
under a conviction that every year will rob this interesting
structure of something of its eastern character. The only
entrance is towards the town, by a bridge crossing the
Dchuruksu, a stream which flows through the valley. The gate
opens into a large irregular parallelogram, bounded by a low
wall, above which rise four tiers of gardens, abutting on the
bold and picturesque mountains which, like an amphitheatre,
encircle the capital.
The left side of the court contains a range of buildings, only a
single story in height, occupied on one occasion by the
emperor Alexander, and now reserved for the use of Russian

travelers: the upper part is ornamented witha covered balcony,
while the ground floor is shaded by an open verandah. Eastern
balconies are always at the top of the house, which is called
bala khanah, hence our word balcony.
The rooms are small but each is furnished with a table, chairs,
and a long sofa. The walls are white, and exhibit various
singular devices painted in the gayest colors, especially round
the window frames. Beyond these are the principal mosque,
the royal cemetery, and some apartments now allotted to the
Russian governor of the palace and his Cossack soldiers.
The right side of the court used to be inhabited by the khan.
The interior is similar to that described above, with a profusion
of arabesques which correspond well with the gaudy
trelliswork of the casements.
Passing the great gate, we entered a suite of rooms similar to
that on the left. These were formerly appropriated to the

servants of the khan, into whose apartments they open. They
are small and square, leading one into another, and entirely
destitute of furniture except the usual long sofa and a few
chairs with a single table. They offer little worthy of notice but
the fireplaces, which are in the form of a gothic arch, with a
canopy of the same shape.
From one of these rooms a passage leads to the side of the
dewan, or council chamber, in the upper part of whose wall are
four lattices through which the khan, while himself concealed,
could witness all that transpired. From another, eight stairs
conduct to the guest chamber, and the last of these opens into a
very small hall of audience, called the "Golden Room" which is
lined on three sides with cushions, six inches high.
The plafond is ornamented with a profusion of gilding and
some rude frescoes are painted round the top of the wall,
which is pierced with two tiers of windows. The lower, small

and square, covered with vines trained on the outside. The
higher, glazed with ground and painted glass.
Throughout the palace, red is the prevailing color. Descending
from this story, we entered the Fountain Court, the marble
work of which is covered with Arabic and Persian inscriptions.
A door leads to the royal private mosque, andabove the portal
is recorded the name of the founder Salamat Gheraee Khan, son
of Saleem Gheraee Khan, the hajee.
Through a second door the visitor is conducted into a room
surrounded by glass, with a fountain playing in the center.
This opens into a small garden, containing a bath supplied by
another fountain and encircled by a trelliswork of vines, where
most souls would seek refuge from the toils of court and the
heats of summer.
A third door is the entrance to the room above named, which is
lighted by double rows of windows with colored glass, paved
with large flagstones, and adorned with a richly gilded ceiling
and arabesque figures on the walls. The handsomest of the

doors leading out of the Fountain Court is faced by pilasters
having capitals of the Corinthian order, and by a frieze and
pediment decorated with sculpture and Arabic inscriptions.
It opens into a small garden, shut in by high walls and assigned
to the females. In this is a summer house with a fountain
playing in the center, and near it a square tower, surmounted
by a room enclosed with jalousies, to which the women were
admitted on special occasions to witness the festivities of their
lord and his courtiers in other parts of the palace.
Here they might strive for a few moments, among the beauties
of art and the grandeur of the vast amphitheatre of hills, to fly
from grief but their lot was onewhich involved sorrows too
various to be easily beguiled and too serious to be long
forgotten. In their numbers each traced the cause of her own
desolation and the solitude of nature and the mirth of man
would alike remind her that she was a captive and a victim.
This thought embittered our enjoyment but we were aroused,

as the sad tenants of the harem too seldom were, from a
gloomy reverie to active and pleasurable exertion.

The garden, rising in tiers on the slope of the hill in front of
the great gate of the palace, is filled with fruit trees and may
have been a good one, but it is now sadly neglected. In adistant
corner stands the mausoleum of a Georgian beauty, who gained
such influence over the heart of the khan Kareem Gheraee that
heallowed her to retain her own religion, even when raised to
the rank of his chief spouse.
In one of two mausoleums, in the royal cemetery on the left of
the principal entrance are 19 coffins. Twelve are those of
Khans, six those of their wives, and one that of a Sultan, the
next in rank to a Khan.
They consist of wood, and are merely placed over the bodies,
which are interred underneath in shrouds. Some of the mare

yet distinguished by the turbans of the deceased, which have
survived for more than a century the heads that wore them.
The enclosure is filled with marble tombstones inscribed with
sentences from the Koran.
The grand mosque adjoining the cemetery has an elegant
minaret of white stone, surrounded, near the top, by a balcony
beautifully carved in bass relief. Anxious to witness the service,
we attended.
The sight was imposing. It was evening and the declining sun
barely sufficed to light the interior of the edifice, at the
entrance of which were collected all the shoes of the
worshippers. Opposite a niche in the center of the wall, with
his back to the door, stood a rnoolla proclaiming in a low bass
voice, and in the solemn accents of the Arabic tongue, that
"God is Great and Merciful."

To this the whole Tartar congregation responded by reverently
bowing the head to the ground, in which position they
remained for some minutes. The same act was repeated several
times, when an interval was allowed for private prayer. All
seemed absorbed, their backs were turned as we approached
them, and though they must haveheard us, yet not one looked
round to gratify curiosity by a sight of the strangers.
The exterior of the mosque is painted like the range of
buildings above described. The intervals between the windows
are inscribed with sentences of the Koran in figures of various
devices. The interior is square, and furnished with a gallery, of
which one side was reserved for the khan who had a private
entrance from the palace. It is indifferently lighted by two tiers
of windows, the upper being glazed with painted glass
exhibiting Arabic inscriptions while from the red plafond are
suspended a pair of chandeliers, each composed of two planes
of wood, one above another, in the form of a star, with a lamp
affixed to each of its eight angular points.

Several copies of the sacred volume are placed on frames round
the walls and at a distance from each other are a reading desk
and a pulpit. In the former the moolla sits a la Turque, in the
latter he stands.

Modern day Bakhchysarai, Crimea
Bagtcheserai is on many accounts a most interesting spot. It
was for several years the scene of an English missionary's

labors, whichmight possibly have been crowned with success,
had not the Russian government issued the law before referred
to, forbidding Christian ministers of every denomination, except
those of the Greek Church, to baptize, or attempt to make
converts of, the Mohammedans.

The consequence was that several Protestant missionaries were
obliged to leave the Crimea. The inhabitants of Bagtcheserai
keep very early hours. Some time before sunset the shops are
closed, and all wears the appearance of a holiday.
The reason is that the whole trade is in the hands of the Karaite
Jews, who in the morning descend from the neighboring fort of

Joofud Kalah and in the evening reclimb the steep ascent, to
pass the night intheir stronghold.
There is, perhaps, at the present moment, nothing connected
with the capital or its environs so remarkable as this fort,
situate on a high rock, about four versts, or two and a half
miles, from the town. The road lies through a deep ravine,
skirted on both sidesby lofty precipitous hills, worn in one part
into a succession of natural bastions that standout from the rest
of the freestone mass like the ruins of a gigantic citadel.
On the left, are the headquarters of some wandering gipsies
who sojourn among these fastnesses and make them resound
with their wild cries and songs while the children run naked
about the valley, learning vice in infancy and, together with
their parents, exhibiting, according to the capacities of their
early years, the baneful effects of moral degradation.

Here the road turns to the right, leading through a narrow
defile between two grand mountains. Before we had proceeded
far, we found ourselves among the ruins of a town, whose
extensive remains show that it must have been a place of some
importance. It bears marks of great antiquity and may possibly
have been built by the Greeks.
Exactly opposite, in the side of a perpendicular rock, and very
high from the ground, some little wooden balconies attracted
our attention, and curiosity prompted us to visit the spot. It
was not possible for horses to cross the intermediate ravine so,
dismounting among the dilapidated walls of the old town, of
which time has obliterated even the name, we clambered up
flights of rugged steps cut out of the hill, till we reached an
excavation which proved to be a long, dark chapel, supported
by columns hewn out of the solid stone, and opening into one
of the balconies referred to.

This was constructed as a secret place of worship in the days of
Mussulman rule, when Christians were not suffered to celebrate
publicly the outward rites of their faith. Near it are a number
of horizontal niches, then used as sarcophagi.
It is called The Monastery of The Assumption of the Virgin and
gives the name of Mary's valley to the ravine over which it
impends. The single individual who now tenants this religious
solitude informed us that service is performed in the chapel by
a Greek priest from the neighboring town, as often as any one
will pay for the same and that the burialground on the slope of
the mountainis open to the reception of every corpse
whosefriends will purchase for it a resting place at the price of
25 rubles, or 22 shillings.
Though quite deserted at other seasons of the year, yet on the
fifteenth of August this spot presents a striking spectacle.
Pilgrims flock to it, many with naked feet, from all parts of the
Crimea. On that day the whole country is animated by a vast

multitude who are seen pressing through the narrow avenues
leading to the monastery, to celebrate a festival in honor of the
Virgin.
The groups of every age and nation and of both sexes collected
in different parts of the valley to take their rural repast after
the ceremony, are said to constitute a picture singularly novel
and curious and it can easily be imagined that the variety of
costumes, together with the surrounding scenery so peculiar in
character, the landscape bounded by rocks and the monastery
suspended, as it were in air at a height of several hundred feet,
must form a very interesting coup d'ceil.
Proceeding further up the gorge, we passed four fountains to
which the inhabitants of the neighboring fortress of Joofud
Kalah resort for water, as none can be procured in their little
citadel. Conveyed from so great a distance and to such an
eminence, every drop becomes precious.

It is carried in long narrow barrels placed on asses, some of
whom were toiling up the steep acclivity as we pursued our
course in the same direction. The difficulty of the road, both in
ascent and descent, is such that no animal can make the
journey more than twice or thrice in a day and it may fairly be
concluded that the labor of thus supplying a whole town with
the chief necessities of life would have long since overcome the
local attachments of almost any other people but Jews.
At length, some cottages on the very summit of the rock
immediately above our heads became visible and curiosity
increased with every step which led us nearer to the abode of a
tribe so little known, and yet so worthy to be known as one
which has preserved in its least altered state the religion of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
The ascent became more and more arduous, and would be
altogether impracticable, since the hill is nearly perpendicular,

was it not for the assistance afforded by flights of steps cut in a
zigzag direction, which multiply many fold the distance while
they diminish the difficulty.
To take this fortress by any known means, except by cutting off
the supplies, would be impossible. It seemsas if intended by
nature to laugh to scorn the puny efforts of man and to defy his
science. In two hours we reached the gate of the citadel, whose
present defences were constructed by the Genoese.
The streets are narrow, and the rock forms a natural pave,
worn by the feet of the cattle into holes, without which they
would be unable to maintain a footing on the slope. Each
house is surrounded by stone walls, under whose shadow the
females of the family breathe fresh air in privacy.
Joofud Kalah nbcontains 200 families, all of whom are
Israelites, for no Gentile is allowed to encroach on the exclusive

privilege of dwelling where none but Jews could be induced to
dwell.
In the center of the town is a kind of marketplace, or public
rendezvous, where a number of aged Hebrews in Tartar
costume, with long flowingbeards, were sitting in conclave.
One of them offered to conduct us to the only buildings worthy
of inspection, namely the synagogues of which there are two
nearly equal in size, enclosed by the same wall and exhibiting a
similar interior.
Here we met the chief rabbi, accompanied by some others.
They could speak only Russ and Tartar but as one of our party
was equally conversant with Russ and English, he acted as
interpreter, unwearied by the minute and categorical questions
with which a desire to learn every particular connected with
their history induced us to trouble the rabbis.

The Karaite, or Karaim, Jews form a sect entirely distinct from
the great mass of Hebrews scattered over the world. Their
existence here, as a body politic and religious, not only
maintaining their own peculiar usages but governed by their
own laws, is a fact very remarkable and almost, though not
absolutely, unique.
The Falasha in Abyssinia are similarly circumstanced, as is
another tribe which has a fortress in Morocco. The Karaites
once had a settlement in Spain, but they were driven out in the
twelfth century by the intrigues of the Rabbinists, who
entertain towards them a malignant hatred and who, though
their detestation of Christians amounts to a passion, have yet a
saying that if one of their number saw a disciple of the “Man of
Nazareth" drowning, it would be his duty to make a bridge of a
Karaite's body to save the Christian's life.
These, on the contrary, never speak unkindly of the Rabbinists,
whom they acknowledge as brethren, while protesting against
their errors. At present they are to befound in very small

numbers in Turkey, Syria, Austria, the Caucasus, India, Egypt,
and Russia. In this empire they have established themselves in
the Crimea and on its frontier in Poland, and in Lithuania.
Very little is known of their first establishment in Poland where
in 1791, they amounted to upwards of four thousand. It seems,
however, that they migrated to there from the Crimea.
They are equally ignorant of their first possession of Joofud
Kalah but it appears that they existed in Crim Tartary in the
12th century, previous to its invasion by the Moslims and about
a hundred years ago under one of the khans of the Gheraee
family, peculiar immunities were conferred on them.
In Grand Cairo they have a valuable library with many Arabic
manuscripts and a synagogue, which is said to have been the
first established after the destruction of their city by Titus.

The Karaites take their name from theHebrew word kara,
signifying Scripture, because they adhere exclusively to the
letter of the Bible, rejecting the talmud and theinterpretations
of the rabbis, on which the other Jews, called, by way of
distinction, Talmudists, Rabbinists, Pharisaical Jews, and Sons
of the text, lay so much stress.
This is the fundamental point of difference. They are said to
hold some of the doctrines of the Sadducees, with whom they
were probably identified, until these fell into gross errors,when
such as retained the pure faith gave them the name of their
chief, Sadok, and separated from them.
Others again maintain that they have handed down the
heterodoxies of the Samaritans and that they deny allScripture
except the Pentateuch.
The assertion however is incorrect and the charge probably
originated in their keeping the restof the Sacred Scriptures

apart from the books of Moses, which are much used in their
schools, in order that none may suffer unnecessarily from the
carelessness of the boys.
As they have no printed copies, each manuscript is of great
value, and this precaution is indispensable while in order to
secure a further supply, every member of the synagogue is
expected to transcribe the whole, or the greater part, of the law
at least once in his life, a work which the Karaites perform with
much precision and beauty of penmanship. In thus enjoining
on every member of their society totranscribe the law, the
Karaites demand even more than is required by the Rabbinists,
who place such honor on the sacred volume, that they commit
very large portions of it to memory. In former days this was
consigned to the Masorets, who were thence called Sopherim,
the office of counting all the verses, words, and even letters, in
the Old Testament.
"Ask one of onr nation,"

says Josephus,
"concerning the law, he will tell you allthings more readily
than his own name, for learning them as soon as we come to
have any knowledge of things, we preserve them deeply
engraven on our minds."

Ribera mentions that as he was once making inquiries from a
Jew at Salamanca regarding several minute details in the
historical and prophetical books of Scripture, the individual
repeated from memory, in the Hebrew tongue, every chapter to
which he adverted.
The early Christians seem to have been inspired with something
of a similar zeal for God's word. It is recorded of Tertullian that
he learned much of the Scriptures by heart, and that with such
accuracy that he knew every period. The odosius the younger
could recite almost any part of the Bible.

Eusebius says, he heard "one who had his eyes burnt out in the
Dioclesian persecution, repeat memoriler theScriptures in a
large assembly, as if he had been reading mtargums,” or
versions of the Old Testament in that language, which are
regarded as objects of interest equally by themselves and by
those versed in biblical lore.
The rabbis kindly showed us all their manuscripts, and
complained that, as the society has been from time totime
reduced by the departure of its members, several have been
taken away and their collection has accordingly suffered.
Afterwards, they conducted us into their school, and exhibited
the various books in which the youth are instructed in the
Hebrew and Tartar languages.
From all we could ascertain in personal conference with these
sons of Israel and with their neighbours, as well as from what
is recorded concerning them, it appears that they hold the

Jewish faith in much purity and simplicity, adhering so strictly
to the letter of the law that, as their rabbi informed us, they
allow no fire to be seen in their town on the sabbath, neither
for light, warmth, culinary purposes, out of a book."
Zuinglius transcribed the whole of St. Paul's Epistles and got
them by heart. Beza could recite them in Greek at the age of
four score years. And, to advert to more modern days, we are
told that Cranmer and Ridley learned the whole of the New
Testament, the one in his journey to Rome, the other in the
walks of Pembroke College.
Their morals are unusually blameless. At Odessa, where
several hundreds of them are established as merchants, they
enjoy a high character for honesty and general probity, forming
a striking contrast to the Jews of other denominations. In
Poland, the records of the police prove that no Karaite has been
punished for an offence against the laws for four centuries and
in Gallicia, the government has exempted them on account of

their good conduct, from the imposts levied on other Hebrews,
conferring on them, at the same time, all the privileges enjoyed
by their Christian fellow subjects.
Among the minor points of difference between the two
Israelitish parties are the liturgy, the regulation of food, and
the degrees of affinity that oppose marriage. Their civil laws
also present some distinctive characters. The Karaites suffer
polygamy which, however, is not much practised and by them,
as by the Rabbinists, affiance is considered as sacred as
marriage so that the means requisite to annul the one are
equally necessary to set aside the other, except in the event of
the death of the father of a girl betrothed when a minor, who is
then allowed a voice in the matter and may refuse to ratify her
father's contract.
The members of this tribe are not permittedto dispose of their
estates, either by gift or testament, to the prejudice of the
lawful heirs, nor to leave more to one child than to another.

The following is the order in which succession to property is
regulated.
First, sons.
Secondly, male descendants through the male line.
Thirdly, daughters.
Fourthly, daughter's children indiscriminately.
Fifthly, father.
Sixthly, paternal uncles.
Seventhly, brothers.
Eighthly, mother.

Illegitimate children are not excluded, provided the mother be
a Karaite.
A husband can never inherit from his wife, but it is lawful for
her to resign to him a share of her dower.
The Rabbinists pretend that the schism (as they term it) of the
Karaites cannot be traced beyond the year 750 of our era.
These on the contrary maintain that before the destruction of
the first temple, they existed as a distinct sect under the name
of "The Company of The Son of Judah" that it was only in later
days that they were called Karaites, to distinguish them from
the Rabbinists and that their princes reigned over Egypt.
According to some, their history is marked by three great
epochs:

First, the year 106 B.C. in which Simeon Ben Chetak, driven to
Alexandria to avoid the persecution directed by Alexander
Janneus against the wise men of his country, returned to
Jerusalem after the danger was past, and began to disseminate
his doctrines.
Secondly, 750 A.D. when Anan was their chief at Babylon.
Thirdly, the year (in the fifteenth century) in which Heleliah
Ben Don Davis went from Lisbon to Constantinople in order to
effect a coalition between the Karaites and Rabbinists but
failing in his project, gave them a code of laws which with the
Adareth (a moral work much esteemed among them) formed
the basis of their institutions.
As our visit was protracted to some length, the greater part of
the population of this little fort heard of our arrival and before
we took leave, the number whom curiosity had brought to see
the strangers was such as to incommode us.

The boys fought for the hopeful privilege of holding our horses,
and still more for the kopecks, in distributing which we strove
not to give rise to a breach of the peace but somemore than
playful blows proved that our efforts were unsuccessful.
With the double object of avoiding the precipitous ascent
encountered in our progress to the town, and of seeing the
burial ground of these lovers of Holy Scripture, on quitting
Joofud Kalah, we proceeded along a road leading to a valley
peopled with the dead of the last five centuries, and called The
Valley of Jehoshaphat.
It lies in a fissure of the mountains, and is darkened by the
shade of numerous venerable trees which cast a sombre hue
over the graves and give effect to the scene. The cemetery is
filled to overflowing with white marble monuments, each
carved in the shape of a sarcophagus and furnished with a
headstone.

The oldest of these, which was more than half buried in the
ground until the visit of the emperor Alexander who caused it
to be taken up and laid down a fresh, bears a date
corresponding to the year 1364 of our era. The view from this
spot is very grand and our lastimpressions of Joofud Kalah
were such as toinduce a regret that we were compelled
tohasten away, and that our visit could neitherbe prolonged
nor repeated. Yet so it is! Aregret is mingled with life's every
pleasure.

View from up high view in Savastopol

The distance from Bagtcheserai, the ancient metropolis of Crim
Tartary, to Sebastopol, its present capital, is about thirty versts
and the journey may be accomplished on horseback in three
hours and a half, the road being level and such as even a
wagon can pass over.

The first little cluster of cottages, wearing an appearance of
comfort superior to that of most Tartar villages, is called Dosis.
In the vicinity are several mausoleums. One, remarkable for
the beauty of its architecture, is considered by competent
judges the best specimen of that art in Russia. It probably
contains the dust of royalty, and the name of the spot thus
consecrated to the dead, which may be translated The old

Abode, has given rise to a belief that the khans formerly
resided here.
The burialgrounds of the Tartars, like those of Mohammedans
in general, lie near the public road and they are numerous, as
each family can choose their last home without regard to a
form of consecration. These frequent mementos of death ought
to be profitable but they are so common that they cease to
affect the mind.
As we proceeded, a turn in the road opened to view the castle
of Mankup, once a place of considerable strength and after
passing through Dewankooee, inhabited principally by Crimean
gipsies and abounding, as does the neighborhood, in carts
beautifully carved, like the old oak mantel pieces of our
forefathers, we rode along a country exhibiting every possible
variety of mountain scenery and here and there studded with
vineyards, till we reached at a distance of two versts from

Sebastopol, the village of Broochkooee, where we again saw the
Euxine.
Our ride carried us through a series of valleys, more or less
cultivated, and surrounded with high hills of freestone which,
their sides having been bared of mould by successive rains,
stood forth, like giants, terrible in their size and naked
majesty.
Before reaching Sebastopol, we had to cross an arm of the sea,
about half a mile in width. A ferry was put in requisition, and
some Russians and a Tartar Jew embarked with us. The
venerable son of Abraham, commanded our respect by his age
and our interest by his birth, our companions, however felt
otherwise and immediately commenced hostilities, assailing
him with reproaches, threatening to pluck his hoary beard, and
treating him with the greatest unkindness.

As in Christendom, so equally in the countries of Islam, the Jew
is an object of scorn,
"a shaking of the head among the nations."
The modern town of Sebastopol, erected since the Russian
conquest of the Crimea, stands on a rising ground, commanding
a beautiful view of the bay.

Modern Day Savastopol, Crimea

It consists of regularly built stuccoed houses and contains some
good shops, with a population of thirty thousand Russians,
nearly all of whom are naval or military.
The superintendent of the works is an English engineer, one of
whose sons is settled at Magaratsch near Yalta. On the south
coast of the Crimea, as in this neighborhood, the government
allows large tracts of territory to those who are willing to
accept them on condition of planting a vine in every seven feet
square of land adapted to its cultivation.
A dezatine is a little less than three acres, and it is calculated
that six dezatines will contain thirty thousand trees, the wine
produced by which, estimated at fifteen thousand quarts
annually, will sell for four hundred and fifty pounds.

Now, among thirty dezatines, a settler will probably find six fit
for the vine, while the rest will be good for pasturage and he
will lay out on the land and in the purchase of a stock of sheep
four hundred and fifty pounds. The first year his vines will
yield nothing, and his sheep but little. The second year the
latter willpay his expenses, and the third they will give him a
small interest.
At the same time the vines will begin to be productive, and
every successive year they will return him the full amount of
his capital while his sheep will be a source of accumulating
profit, with which he may cultivate more land, and increase his
wealth at pleasure.
Such is the calculation of the sanguine speculators, but it seems
too favorable to be correct. The chief drawbacks to a
settlement in The Crimea are the despotic character of the
government, and the loss a foreigner might sustain in case of a
war between his own country and Russia but the inducements

of gain and a delightful climate are powerful. Consequently,
nearly the whole of the land is already engaged.
Still, a small portion remains, and the subject is worth the
consideration of those whose circumstances compel them to
emigrate from England. To the east of the town is a bay,
forming a port, that has been supposed with good reason to be
the Ctenus of Strabo, represented by him as situate forty stadia,
or seven and a half versts, from the town of Chersonesus, and
equally distant from Portus Symbolorum, the modern
Balaclava, a description which corresponds exactly with the
position of this harbour.
The sea here runs up for several versts into the land in a
direction parallel to the shore from Cape Fiolente to Balaclava,
and thus forms a smaller peninsula at the western corner of the
larger one, while the bay itself resembles in everything but the
exquisite scenery of its banks, a Norwegian fiord.

Having rowed to the top of it, we suddenly entered a narrow
stream flowing through a wide plain of rushes and abounding
with tortoises, numbers of which plunged from the bank into
the water as the splashing of our oars disturbed their slumbers,
while fish rose to the surface in swarms to devour the seeds of
watermelons thrown out of our boat.
Proceeding some little way, we landed to inspect a tunnel
several hundred feet in length, lately cut through the rock to
convey water to the docks at Sebastopol. The aqueduct of
which it forms a part is a magnificent undertaking, and extends
six or eight miles, here perforating a mountain, and in another
part spanning the valley with its lofty arches.
The rock in the vicinity is a soft freestone, whose sides present
to the eye hundreds of caverns of various shapes and
dimensions, now occupied by laborers engaged in the canal

and other works. Beyond this, at a great elevation, is the
fortress of Inkerman which, from its position, must have been a
place of considerable strength, while the subterranean
habitations connected with it, constituting almost a city in
themselves, would have supplied places of store and refuge
beyond its possible requirements.
From various inscriptions still extant, as well as from the
character of the remains, it is inferred tha tthis fortress is as
old as the Chersonesian, or Bosphorian, power and there are
indications of its having been since repaired and occupied by
the Genoese. To one of the numerous excavations which
pervade the mountains on both sides of the valley we made our
way by means of a rugged flight of steps and a long low
passage, on the left of which caves are cut in the rock, suited,
as they were doubtless appropriated, to the austerities of
monastic life.

At length, we reached a large room eleven feet of height, whose
form and vaulted roof, with two Grecian sarcophagi, an altar
piece, and a crosss until faintly traced, clearly showed that it
was once consecrated to Christian worship. A similar chapel
faces the sea. The access to it is by another long sinuous
passage, hewn with great regularity through a rock which
readily yields to the impression of the chisel. The corridor and
stairs are lighted by arched windows opened at regular
intervals, commanding a lovely view of the valley, the opposite
excavations and the bay, while chambers appear above and
below, and on either side.
Scraps of fresco painting and the remains of sarcophagi are yet
discernible in several of these caverns which were, doubtless,
the resortof early Christians who fled there in times of
persecution, first from Pagans and then from Mussulmans.
Crim Tartary, especially the southern part of it, abounds with
such subterranean dwellings, to which no other plausible

origin has been assigned. Returning to Sebastopol, we visited
the harbor, reputed to be one of the largest and most
commodious in the world.
Six firstrate men of war and some smaller ones were reposing
on the calm surface of the water, while others were engaged in
performing the duties of a quarantine and smuggling cordon.
Everything bespoke action and enterprise. On one side,
numerous laborers were engaged in levelling the solid rock,
the natural fortification of the country.
On another, engineers were erecting artificial defenses of
colossal magnitude and on a third, the diligent construction of
"wooden walls," rivalling Britannia's boast, seemed to
intimate that this northern inland power, as if anxious to
outstep the bounds assigned to her by Providence, had resolved
to acquire a dominion over the sea coextensive with the vast
expanse of her territory on land.

After a night's repose, we proceeded in the direction opposite
to that of Inkerman and so on reached a guard of soldiers
stationed on the shore of another bay to the southwest of
thetown. Overlooking this, once rose the proud city of
Chersonesus, the glory of eastern Europe. Founded six
centuries before the Christian era by a colony of Greeks from
Bithynia, she gave her name, not only to the Heracleotic
Chersonesus, the small promontory on which she stood but by
extension, to the Taurica Chersonesus, or the whole of that
larger peninsula now called the Crimea.
Here the Taurian Diana had a temple, and history records that a
cave in the citadel was consecrated to the mysteries of her
worship. For many generations, and until the growingpower of
the Scythians compelled her to seek the protection of
Mithridates, Chersonesus retained her independence of the
Eosphorian kings. She was a free republic and had more than
one opportunity of benefiting the empire in time of war, when
Rome was at the zenith of her splendor. In the fourth century,

Constantine acknowledged his obligation to her for aiding him
in an expedition against the Goths.
From the introduction of Christianity until the 14th century, she
included among her edifices the palace of a Greek Arch Bishop,
and within her precincts Vladimir, the first Christian sovereign
of Russia, was baptized in 988.

It is probable that during the time of the Genoese power in the
Crimea, that enterprising people constructed a new city with
the old materials on the site of Chersonesus. Many of the walls
now standing contain within them portions of ancient pillars
exhibiting, here and there embedded in the masonry, fragments
of a chaste Ionic shaft or a rich Corinthian capital.
The remains of three separate buildings may be seen which
were evidently Christian churches. While their pagan emblems

indicate an earlier time, their half faded crosses tell of a later
antiquity when the religion of Diana and the Christian faith met
in conflict, like at Ephesus, where Diana of the Ephesians was
opposed by the great apostle of the Gentiles.
Strabo mentions the temple of the virgin goddess (to rrjs
vugtfivov kgov) in this place and, probably one of these ruins is
that of a Christian church built on the site and out of the
materials of that very temple. Much of the ancient masonry has
been removed by the Tartars and Russians, who have
communicated to it a third, but less interesting connection with
the living in their modern dwellings. Vast masses, however,
are yet spared as a memorial of the grandeur of former days,
nor are these confined to the five miles within which Pliny
circumscribes the city. They are to be traced through the
whole of the Heracleotic Chersonesus, now lying open on the
surface of the country, and now forming large hillocks
consisting entirely of rubbis which remind the traveler of the
fallen capital of India where, as here, Mongols and Tartars have

trampled on the sacred relics of antiquity and are now
themselves trampled under foot.
We robbed the soil of a venerable stone and of a sprig of
wormwood which waved its branches, bitter, as it were, with
the recollections of the past, over the prostrate marbles that tell
of generations in the grave, and of splendor known no more.
Leaving this interesting spot, we crossed the promontory, in a
southwestern direction, to the monastery of St. George, passing
over the site of the wall that once guarded the Heracleotic
peninsula from the inroads of the Scythians.
The ground was covered with wild flowers, among which
several cultivated in our gardens appeared blooming in
indigenous luxuriance. The country is equally productive in
insects nor are they all harmless for only last year a regiment
of Russian soldiers was obliged to be removed from their
encampment solely on account of the number of tarantulas,
from whose bites many of them suffered severely.

The wind blew hard as we galloped over the plain and as one of
our party pulled from his pocketa pencil case, a loud whistle
was heard and thrice repeated. All were startled. The
soundwas peculiar, and each inquired of the other whether it
issued from him.
While we were trying to find out its origin, the whistle was
heard again, and was then discovered to proceed from the
pencil case, which the wind converted into a musical
instrument. Instances, not more remarkable, of what may be
termed natural magic have given rise to many fables of
preternatural wonders. Throughout the high land in this
quarter, known like that around Odessa, by the name of the
steppe, circular stone basins four feet in diameter, are found
buried in the soil.
When disinterred, they prove to be two feet deep, and to be
formed either of a singlestone or, as is more general, of several
well joined together. Antiquaries are divided in opinion
regarding the use of these but their appearance sanctions the

conjecture that they may have been sacrificial vases intended to
receive the blood of slaughtered victims.
Relics of antiquity abound here. A gentleman, who
accompanied us in this excursion, showed us a large stone
recently dug out of his estate in the neighbourhood, exhibiting
in basso rilievo a recumbent human figure and evidently of an
early date. He also kindly presented us with several ancient
copper coins, some bearing very legible Greek inscriptions.
In various parts of the coast of the Crimea large rings are found
on the lower mountains whose purpose is uncertain, and
therefore offers legitimate subject for conjecture. Some are so
bold as to suggest that they might have been employed to
secure ships and this hypothesismay have originated in a
notion very prevalent in the country, that the sea formerly rose
far above its present level.
An opinion has been broached that the channel of the
Bosphorusis of comparatively modern formation, and that the

Euxine was originally a lake extending over the northern coast
of Anatolia and the southern coast of Russia, and so raising the
surface of the Danube that the present banks were under water.
Its freshness has been observed to be a strong corroborative
proof of this theory and the small portion of salt it contains is
the more remarkable, when we remember that the surrounding
land is saturated with saline particles and produces large
quantities of fossil salt which is constantly melting into it.
Somegeologists imagine that the whole of Russia was once
covered by a sea extending from the Baltic to the Caspian and it
is certain that the tract of country between the Baltic and the
Black Sea is scarcely "fifty fathoms above the level of the
ocean, while the plain of La Mancha in the western peninsula, if
placed between the sources of the Niemen and the Borysthenes,
would figure as a group of mountains of considerable height."
It has, with great probability, been maintained that the Sea of
Marmora was originally a lake, and that it forced itself through

the Dardanelles into the Archipelago at a period anterior to the
supposed irruption of the Euxine.
Diodorus Siculus alludes to the event, and asserts that when it
occurred the waters rose high on the mountains of Thrace. The
sandy plains in the north of Africa, covered as they are, with
marine shells, afford no equivocal indication of having once
lain at the bottom of the ocean, from whose superincumbent
weight they are supposed by the advocates of this theory to
have been relieved when the Mediterranean, unitl then confined
between Europe, Asia, and Africa, burst its way through the
pillars of Hercules.
The communication thus formed with the Atlantic now serves
to carry off the superfluous waters, not only of the
Mediterranean, but likewise of the Propontis and Euxine, with
their tributary rivers and secures many thousands of square
miles in the countries above mentioned from being again
subjected to the dominion of the sea.

The monastery of St. George is situate, as already mentioned,
on the ancient promontory of Parthenium, twelve versts from
Chersonesus, overlooking the Black Sea and surrounded by vast
masses of rock which assume various grotesque shapes.
Just below it, on the cliff, are shown the spot where stood the
temple of the Tauric Diana, the very pedestal on which her
golden statue was placed, and the "Virgin Rock" named from
her priestess Iphigenia, or, as some say, from the resemblance
it bears toa woman in the act of holding a child.
The buildings belonging to the monastery consistof a church
and some cottages, in which twelve monks reside. Their
president is a venerable arch bishop, with whom we had an
interview. Custom requires that every Russian so honored, not
excepting the emperor, should kiss his hand but to us
Protestants he did not offer it.

His chamber (for he has but one) contains only a table and
chairs, a sofa and bed. His diocese comprehends the Crimea, in
which are twenty eight priests who have made no efforts to
convert the Tartars. The monks were performing divine service
in an adjoining church, with acongregation consisting of a few
domestics and one woman and child, whom we watched with
sad interest as they went through the various forms their faith
enjoined.
Each picture was kissed in turn by the mother, who bowed
before it, crossed herself, bowed again, saluted the picture,
again crossed herself, and lastly raised the little one to perform
the same act of adoration!
Hence our course lay across the hills for seven versts to the
romantic village of Balaclava, occupied by Greeks, where all
speak that classic language, and where every individual boasts
his descent from Grecian loins. They are called Arnaoutes, a

name indicating that their origin is from Albania, whence they
fled from the persecutions of the Turks.
When Potemkin conquered the Crimea, they offered to form a
corps in the Russian service and they now exhibit the singular
anomaly of a native Greek regiment in the army of the northern
czar, and of a Greek colony preserving their own language,
modes, and peculiarities, in the midst of a people remarkably
opposed to them in character. Indeed, as a modern writer
observes, " the variety of the different nations which are found
in the Crimea, each living as if in a country of its own,
practising its peculiar customs, and preserving its religious
rites, is one of the circumstances which render the peninsula
interesting to a stranger.
At Bagtcheserai, Tartars and Turks and upon the rocks above
them, a colony of Karaite Jews. At Balaclava, a horde of Greeks
and an army of Russians at Akmetchet. In other towns,
Anatolians and Armenians, and in the steppes, Nogays, Gipsies

and Calmuks so that in a very small district of territory, as in a
menagerie, very opposite specimens of living curiosities are
singularly contrasted."
The fertile valley in which the town of Balaclava stands is
rendered extremely picturesque by its bay which constituting a
magnificent harbor, was once called Kukos Aimjv, The beautiful
port, a name which the Italian conquerors of this coast
translated as “bella chiave” since corrupted into Balaclava.
The water, entering by a narrow strait scarcely thirty yards
across, expands itself behind the mountains into a commodious
basin, twelve or fourteen hundred feet in width and three
hundred fathoms deep, in which large vessels may ride in
safety during the severest storms. Between the town and the
sea, overlooking both and standing at a fearful height on the
summit of a mountain, supposed to be the Uukdxiov of the
ancients, is a fortress which the Genoese repaired and
strengthened in the fourteenth century.

One of the towers, of which there are now three, contains a
large reservoir of water, supplied by means of a covered
aqueduct from a mountain some miles distant. The port
abounds withfish, particularly a small delicate one known by
the name of sea servant, as also with mackerel and mullet and
with a marine production resembling tallow. The town of
Balaclava is paved with the red and white marble of which the
surrounding rocks are composed.
It contains nothing of interest but its inhabitants so that,
afterdining with a Greek family and examining the localities
above described, we remounted our horses and, crossing a
precipitous hill, reached the beautiful valley of Baidah, distant
fifteen versts, just as the sun sank beneath the horizon. The
village is occupied entirely by Tartars to which the kind,
hospitable, and honest race our host belonged.

We were shown into a room twelve feet by eight, carpeted, and
surrounded by a divan, or sofa, two feet wide and six inches
high, likewise carpeted and covered with soft cushions. The
arched rafters of the ceiling were painted of a black color,
relieved by patches of white lime and two holes in the wall
were furnished with shutters and a grating, but no glass.
Opposite one of these was the fireplace, or open chimney, into
one of whose corners the side seat of the room extended,
constituting the post of honor for a guest, who is compelled to
sit, like the Tartars, with his legs crossed under him, which is
no easy position for a Christian.
Round the walls several shining tin plates were ranged, and
under them, in double rows, hung white cloths, of the size and
shape of towels, worked and bordered with gold. These are the
riches of the bride, prepared by her own hands before marriage
and varying in costliness and number with the wealth of the
party. On one side was suspended a large broad band of
leather, ornamented with brass twist, at each end of which was
a silver circle four inches in diameter, furnished with hooks

that fastened it round the waist. This is the bride groom's gift
to his bride, and it is often an article of great expense.
On a table, a foot square and a foot high, our kind host himself
served our meal, placing on it a large tin tray containing some
hard boiled eggs, black rye bread, and a dish called begmes,
made of the juice of pears.
Three men waited on us but no females made their appearance
for the Tartars are as careful to screen their women from the
eye of man, as Moslims in all other parts of the world. The
ladies of the house however peeped at us occasionally, and we
caught a glimpse of one of the peepers.
Before and after eating, we were presented with a basin and a
fringed towel, to wash our hands and this ablution is
considered necessary after sleep, though it be buta siesta of ten
minutes. At the hour of repose, a number of mattresses and

carpets were brought out from behind a curtain and laid on the
floor to form our beds, together with cushions adorned with
worked pillow-cases. They entirely filled the room, and it was
with great difficulty that we avoided soiling them as we moved,
a difficulty which the natives obviate by leaving their shoes at
the door when they enter a house.
The following morning we bade adieu to the hospitable
Mussulmans who would accept no recompense, and proceeded
to climb the chain of mountains called Ayila, which stretches
across the Crimea from west to east, abounding, in the interior,
with picturesque valleys of the richest luxuriance, while to the
sea it presents only rugged acclivities, and to the clouds wild
gigantic outlines. From the valley of Baidah, in which Tartar
villages and mountain streams unite with the tints of the
foliage to form a lovely landscape, we ascended for some miles
by a narrow and difficult path through forests of oak, beech,
elm, walnut, filbert, and hophom beam, varied by the clematis
and blackberry growing in great profusion and after
descending for five versts on the opposite side, we reached a

spot known by the name of the "Devil's Stairs," whence the
view is such that no words can convey a just idea of it.
The traveler stands on the top of a rock two thousand feet
above the sea. Before him the Euxine expands itself over the
horizon, washing the shores of Asia Minor and the foot of the
mighty Caucasus, whose snow clad summits may occasionally
be discerned in a line stretching from The Sea of Azof to the
Caspian. On three sides he is surrounded by the weatherbeaten
heights of Ayila, rising in peaks and bluff forms of every
possible variety, and frowning in terrible majesty over the
abyss.
Here, projecting fragments of rock, like vast inverted
stalactites, almost disjoined from the parent mass, stand out in
stately solitude, as if commissioned to go forth to explore the
mighty deep, while there, the mountain itself, assuming a
concave form, recedes, as it were, from terrors of its own
creation. The roots of Ayila are connected with the sea by a

narrow strip of sloping land covered with gardens and
vineyards.
To reach this, about a thousand steps must be descended, on
which it seems almost impossible for a horse to maintain his
footing. They are partly natural and partly artificial, some
being hewnout of the rock which consists of limestone, trap,
and schist, so loosely connected that large masses often fall,
carrying away a verst, or more, of the main road, with all the
trees and houses on its side.
Our horses proceeded with less fear than ourselves, and
brought us by slow and careful steps, after a ride of nineteen
versts, to Koochakooee, where a number of gipsies were
cooking their simple repast, surrounded by children running
about in a state of nature. This picturesque village was built by
the empress after that on whose site it stands had been swept
into the sea by one of the terrible disruptions above referred to.
Now, like most of the small Tartar hamlets, it is composed of

flat roofedhouses covered with earth or gravel, and sometimes
overgrown with grass, so that from an eminence, the whole
looks like little patches of level ground of different elevations.
The mode peculiar to the country of stacking the hay between
the branches of trees communicates to the neighbouring
orchards the appearance of a farm yard.
The soil is exceedingly rich. It lies in schistous flakes but when
broken up and exposed to the sun and rain, it forms a rich
mould, in which vegetation is so rapid that some kinds of trees
propagated by seed are said to bear fruit within the year.
Several of these were shown to us, and we were informed that
almost any cutting will strike root immediately, while vines
produce grapes the second year. The Spina Christi, so called
because tradition says it lent its thorns to pierce the Saviour's
brow, is here common.
Figs and pomegranates grow wild, olives are abundant, and at
the season of vintage, the vineyards are rich with purple

pendants. As we rode along, our attention was often attracted
by the treefrog croaking among the branches of its lofty
habitation, by the eagles that soared above us, and by the
myriads of beautiful green lizards that ran under our horses’
feet.
From Koochakooee our route lay over a rockytract, called by
the ancients Kacrga, twxkifjudruv, where a path was but
indistinctly marked. Beyond the village of Keekeneez, we
passed an isolated rock projecting into the sea, on which are
ruins of an ancient fortress once held by the Genoese, and four
versts farther, we reentered the domain of count Woronzow in
the Valley of Aloupka, fully sensible of the benefits resulting to
the Crimea from the expenditure of his ample property and the
exercise of his official influence.
After another short sejour in this beautiful spot a ride of fifteen
versts brought us back to Yalta, the Auyvgu of Ptolemy, by
which we continued our course through romantic scenery,

ascending and descending the hillocks formed by successive
disruptions from the rocks that face the sea, until we reached
Massandra, another estate of count Woronzow, which came into
his possession in a singular manner.
It belonged to a lady who borrowed from her sister, the mother
of the countess, a pearl necklace, to wear at court. The string
broke, and the pearls were lost. As compensation, she gave her
sister this estate, then valued at three thousand pounds, but
said to be now worth forty thousand, or more. The whole
country around, including Magaratschand Nikita, is richly
studded withvines and fruit trees, where ten years ago, all was
desolation for the personal exertions and influence of the count
have converted the wilderness into a terrestial paradise.
Some idea may be formed of the extent of the change wrought
on the southern coast of the peninsula from the existence of an
imperial public garden at Nikita, intended to encourage
horticulture by the sale of plants at cost price. It is situate on

the sea shore, laid out with great taste, and well stored with all
the trees and plants suited to the climate, comprehending the
productions of nearly every zone.
Within a narrow space are five hundred different species of the
vine. A few versts from Nikita is Aidaniel, where we slept on
another estate belonging to the count. The view from the house
is beautiful. In front, is the Euxine, behind, the majestic Ayila
rises as a guard against its encroachment on the land and, to
the east, a bluff promontory, called the Bear's mountain, an
object of singular grandeur, supposed to be the Kofalaxgov of
Ptolemy, stretches into the sea.
After enjoying the scenery of this lovely spot, we returned to
Yalta, where, bidding a reluctant farewell to the country with
which we had so recently formed a new and most interesting
acquaintance, we re-embarked for Odessa on the steamer
which, to the great accommodation of trave lers, plies regularly
between that port and Crim Tartary.

The voyage from Odessa to Constantinople in the steamer,
which goes backwards and forwards once every three weeks,
varies fromfifty to sixty hours. The distance is 340 geographical
miles. One of our party was a Russian who, with his wife, was
on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. He had lately recovered from a
severe illness and was devoting two thousand rubles, one fifth
of his little all, to this pious act. The zeal of the disciples of the
Greek and Romish churches, however mistaken, often shames a
Protestant. Would that it were rightly directed!
The only land very close to which we passed was the Isle of
Serpents, once called Leuce, or the Island of Achilles, who had
a temple there. Below this, on the Bulgarian coast, is Markalia,
the site of the ancient Noli, supposed to be the place of Ovid's
banishment, and still farther is Varna, a scene of bloody
warfare in the late contest between Russia and Turkey.

It was midnight when the coasts of Europe and Asia, divided by
the deep and narrow Bosphorus and tinged with the silvery
rays of a brilliant moon, opened on our view. As we entered
the bay which gradually contracts into the Thracian strait, the
Symplegades, those terrors of ancient voyagers, were faintly
seen emerging, with their rough and sea worn sides, from the
abyss.
On both shores, thousands of houses and numerous forts
lighted up seemed to glow with animation, even in the dead of
night and shoals of porpoises sported under our bow, throwing
up the sea in phosphorescent curves, rivalling in sparkling
numbers the twinkling lamps of Asia and of Europe. The scene
was so novel, and the faint view obtained so stimulating to
curiosity, that we resolved to repeat this portion of the voyage,
and adhered to our intention.

A day was fixed shortly after our arrival. The weather was fine.
Not a cloud obscured our view and acaique carried us back the
same evening to the landing place at Galata. The strait of
Constantinople, called the Thracian Bosphorus, in opposition to
the Cimmerian which unites the Euxine and the Sea of Azof, is
something less than twenty miles in length, and averages about
a mile anda half in breadth and forty fathoms in depth. The
current runs at the rate of three miles an hour, carrying the
waters of the Black Sea into the Propontis, whence they flow
through the longer and wider channel of the Dardanelles into
the Grecian Archipelago, to mingle with those of the
Mediterranean.
On one side, the coast of Asia rises in low hills, assuming
various picturesque forms and separated by valleys and bays,
while the heights of mount Olympus in the distance tower
above the beautiful town of Broussa, the ancient capital of the
sultans and the depository of the bones of Othman.

On the other side, the coast of Europe, adorned with royal
palaces and summer retreats, preserves a nearly parallel line,
and exhibits similar undulations of surface. On both, the
foreground and the receding slopes teem with population.
Buyuk Dere, Therapia, and 21 other towns and villages rise in
rapid succession, like a natubeing, the ancients should have
supposed it to be, so shallow that an ox could ford it. Some
think the name refers to the early passage of agricultural
knowledge from the east to the west, but names generally
originate with the vulgar, for whom this idea seems too
refined.

Every point is fortified with towers, furnished with guns of
great length and caliber, which lie close to the water's edge
ready to sweep its surface from shore to shore. Every object
that can enhance the grandeur and beauty of the scene is
combined and when Constantinople bursts upon the sight, the

reality surpasses the utmost expectation, whatever may have
been the anticipation, it is more than realized, for nature and
art have here united their efforts to form and combine the
essentials of the most perfect view of the kind on which the eye
of man can rest.
The names of the towns and villages on the right bank are as
follows:
Hissar, close to which are two large forts.
Buyuk Dere, situate at the entrance of a beautiful bay,above
which is an ancient aqueduct.
Therapia, where the English and French ministers reside, and
the sultan has a summer palace.
Jenikooee, inhabited only by Greeks.

Between this and Therapia is a fort, with a corresponding one
on the opposite bank.
Steniah, which the Russians wanted to secure for a winterport
for their shipping, on account of its vicinity to Constantinople,
and the security and depth of the bay.
Imerganolah. Baltalemon. Roumelizar, or the European fort, the
first place at which Mohammed II, who took Constantinople,
landed in Europe.
It is also the spot where janissaries, guilty of crimes, used to be
put to death. The stone was pointed out to us on which many
have suffered.
Roumelia is the Turkish name for Europe.
Close to the Sea of Marmora the strait forms a curve and from
Seraglio Point where this commences, an arm of the Bosphorus,
called the Golden Horn, runs up in a westerly direction

Arnaoutkee, where the Armenians reside. Kroochasmee, where
is a palace of the present sultan's daughter who is married to
Halil Pasha and who obtained from her father a promise that
her children should be allowed to live, contrary to the custom
of Turkey, which sanctions the slaughter of all grandsons of the
sultan.
Beshektash, where is a mosque often frequented by the sultan,
and the elegant mausoleum of a celebrated pasha. The sultan
has a palace here, two chimneys of which, made to resemble
architectural columns, are surmounted with gilded capitals.
Tolmabakshah.Kabatash.Fundoklee. Topkhanah, at the entrance
of the Golden Horn.
Galata, opposite to Stambol.
Kazim-pasha.Haskooee.Sootlijee.Kbaraash.Khatanah, or the
Sweet Waters, at the end of the Golden Horn .

On these two European banks and on the opposite Asiatic coast,
riding like her western rival, but in far greater dignity and
gorgeous splendor, upon seven hills, sits the beautiful city,
once the cradle of Europe's Christianity. The names of the
towns and villages on the left side of the Bosphorus are as
follows:
Begosab, near which is the fort alluded to, opposite Jenikooee.
Above it rises the Giant's mountain, on this the Russians had
12,000 men encamped for several months in 1833, when called
in by the Turks to assist them against Ibrahim Pasha who was
within 40 hours march of the capital.
Incherkooee.Khanigi.Anatolizar, the fort of Asia Minor, opposite
to Ronmelizar.
Kurksu, near which is a pretty spot called "The Sweet Waters
of Asia."
Kandili, near which is a beautiful kiosk of the sultan, on a hill.

Chingulkooee.Vanakooee.Beglerbe, where the sultan has a
summer palace.
Kooscoonjuk, opposite Beshektash, the residence of the Jews, a
village of very great length along the Bosphonis.
Scutari, standing on the curve of the Bosphorus, opposite to the
entrance of the Golden Horn.
Above Begosah and Hissar are fourteen large forts, sevenon
either shore, with several smaller ones. Five more are in
process of erection, then the protegee, afterwards the nurse,
and still the pride of Islam, destined to be, under whatever
government and whatever creed, a queen among cities, the seat
of power, and the empress of the east.
As we paused in a light and elegant caique before Seraglio
Point, Topkhanah and Galatarose upon our right, and still
higher up the hill, Pera, the residence of the Franks before us.

Triangular in form, extending far inland, and bounded on two
sides by the Golden Horn and the Bosphorus, was Stambol, or
Constantinople, properly so called while on the left, or Asiatic,
shore, Scutari was seen to ascend the slope with a mass of
houses indicating population of a density unusual except in
oriental cities, where civilization and comfort make less
demands on the surface of the ground.
The word Stambol, or Istambol, is supposed by some to be a
Turkish corruption of Stannopol, three syllables of the Greek
name Constantinopolis. It may possibly, however, be a Greek
corruption of the Moslim name Islambol or “The City of Islam”
for it may be supposed that the conquered Greek, habituated to
the syllable start in connection with the name of his favorite
city, would easily fall into the mistake of calling Islambol
“Istanbul” and in point of fact, both names are to be found in
oriental dictionaries, but the corruption, Istanbol, Istambol, or

Stambol, is now more frequently employed than the original,
Islambol.
This amphitheatre of peopled hills, forests of dark cypresses
contrast with the dazzling brightness of the mosques, whose
domes and minarets, topped with gilded crescents, arrest the
eye. Those in majesty spanning with their curved lines of
beauty the Moslim house of prayer, these shooting upwards
their light tapering forms, from whose consecrated summits the
muezzin invites the congregation of the faithful to the
adoration of an antitrinitarian God.
The Golden Horn, a portal most unrivalled, was crowded with
vessels from every quarter of the globe. In one part were
steamers from Russia and Smyrna, in another, merchant men of
every size and country, in a third, a portion of the Turkish
fleet, consisting of nine ships of war (one the largest in the
world, carrying 130 guns, all built since the battle of Navarino)
while the surface was dotted with thousands of caiques

skimming the water with more grace and rapidity than a
Venetian gondola.
At the same time the shore presented a picture of unequalled
variety in which the elegant dresses of the Turks, characteristic
of their grade or profession and mixed with gayest colors, the
costumes of Armenians, Greeks, Jews, Georgians and Russians,
and the less becoming dresses of western Europe, were
combined in groups as picturesque as they were peculiar.
Before leaving Russia we had heard that the plague was
committing ravages, not only in Constantinople but also in
Galata and Pera, and as this report was confirmed on our
arrival, it was not without hesitation that we determined to
land.
The disembarkation of the passengers was somewhat ominous.
First, the luggage was thrown into large horse hair bags said to

be incapable of conveying infection, and consigned to porters,
who could not otherwise have been permitted to take charge of
it as they are the usual bearers of the dead. Then, the whole
party proceeded on shore, each being furnished with a stick for
the purpose of keeping other pedestrians at a distance, and
thus parrying contact by which alone the disease is said to be
propagated.
A Frank lady who landed at the same time had been confined to
her cot by sea sickness andhad taken scarcely any nourishment
during a voyage of some days. On the morning of her arrival,
she left the vessel before breakfast, preferring to eat that meal
on shore, and was thus in the worst possible condition to
encounter fatigue, while it may be supposed that the fact of
finding herself for the first time in a spot infected by plague,
and compelled to shun everyone she met as if fraught with a
deadly disease, exercised considerable influence on her nerves.

In Galata no carriages are to be had and she had advanced but a
short distance up the steep hill that rises from the water
towards Pera, when tottering knees and cold perspiration
indicated a fainting fit. To enter a house might be death, a drop
of cold water from a shop might convey the plague through the
hand or the vessel that brought it, and to stop in the street
incurred risk of contact with the passing crowd.
She made every exertion but in vain, and at length fell back
into her husband's arms. The Turks gazed in wonder at this
singular scene.
"Doubtless the lady has the plague!" someone exclaimed.
Her deadly color indicated as much. One stopped to see the
result another tucking his clothes nearer to his body, passed by
as quickly as possible but none proffered assistance, except a
Greek, who asked if he should get some water, and did not wait
for a reply.

At length, the husband of the lady and one of his fellow
travellerstook her in their arms and toiled up the hill which
was steep and long, rendering the task no easy one. After many
haltings they reached a boarding house, when to their great
dismay, they learned that only two days had elapsed since it
had completed aquarantine of six weeks, one of its inmates
having died of plague.
No other suitable lodgings however could be procured, and
they were compelled whether they would or not to remain
there, nor through the good providence of God, did they sustain
injury. It were difficult to convey any just idea of the extreme
alarm with which the Franks at Constantinople regard the
plague, or of thewant of ordinary sympathy induced by its
appearance.
The moment a patient is seized with the first symptoms, he is
deserted by his nearest relations. No doctor will attend

himwillingly and he is left to perish under the charge of a
stranger who perhaps hastens his death to diminish the risk of
infection.
If the house in which he is taken ill be not his own property, he
is hurried without mercy to the plague hospital, and the painful
duty of survivors is to destroy, as soon as possible, every article
of dress and furniture which he may have touched.
One gentleman, whose wife lately exhibited in the night
indications of the fatal malady, fled instantaneously from his
bed and house without waiting to satisfy the first claims of
humanity, and left her to die in solitude. Nor, it is said, are
such instances uncommon.
But while the Franks are thus fearful, the Turks fall into the
opposite extreme and it is surprising that the disease should
ever cease to rage among them, if indeed it does, even for a

season for they not only adopt no precautions but court
infection in every way, vying with each other for the honor of
bearing a plague corpse a few paces on its road to the grave,
and preserving or selling the clothes of the deceased.
One of our first acts was to ascend an eminence whence we
might enjoy a bird's eye view of this exquisite panorama. The
most advantageous positions are the summits of the towers of
Galata and the seraskier on opposite sides of the Golden Horn.
Two posts of observation where men are stationed to give
notice of fire, a scourge to which the city is peculiarly liable,
since the majority of the houses are built of wood. The former
of these structures was erected by the emperor Anastasius,
within the wall separating Galata from Pera.
The latter stands in the middle of a square surrounding the
palace of Ahmed, pasha, seraskier, or chief of the army, and
commands the finer view of the two. The ascent is by 179 steps
varying from ten to eleven inches in height but owing to the

elevation of the ground, a spectator on the summit is raised
much more than the altitude of the column above the level of
the Bosphorus.
Underneath and around, the metropolis and her suburbs
expand themselves on the surface of the European and Asiatic
shores, interspersed with hundreds of minarets and cupolas
rising from her chaste and massive mosques, among which
those of St. Sophia, Achmet, Noor Osmanee, Bajazet, and
Mohammed pasha, are conspicuous.
To the west are seen the elegant sacred edifices erected by
Mohammed II, Soliman, and his son the shahzadeh, or prince,
beyond which, in the plains above the capital, appear those
long lines of barracks built by the present sultan which first
led the janissaries to perceive the fate he had prepared for
them in the establishment of a regularly disciplined army. To
the south-west and south lies the Sea of Marmora, with an
island of the same name, the ancient Proconnesus.

In the south, beyond the sea, rise the mountains of Asia Minor,
backed by Olympus, who lifts his snow capped head with hoary
majesty above a breast of clouds.
To the southeast the Prince's islands form a resting place for
the eye in its progress towards the towns of Ismid and Isnik,
the ancient Nicomedia and Nicaea while, in the foreground,
stands the seraglio, or palace of the grand sultan, with the
harem on the banks of the sea and a grove of cypresses,
sorrowful emblems of the doom of many an unhappy female
immured within those walls.
To the east, separated only by the water from Seraglio Point,
are Scutari and Kadikooee, the ancient Chrysopolis and
Chalcedon, on the coast of Asia. From the north, the Bosphorus
brings down the waters of the Danube, the Dniester, the
Dnieper, and the Don, hasting to do homage to the imperial city
that commands the gate by which they escape from their icy
northern prison to the more genial climate of the south, and
washing in their course the feet of numerous forts, and summer
palaces, and towns and villages.

To the northeast, the Golden Horn forms an elegant bay,
gradually diminishing until met by two rivers, the ancient
Cydaris and Barbyses, whose banks are the holiday resort of
every class, and whose picturesque beauties and festive
associations have given to the stream the appellation of "Sweet
Waters."
In this bay the shipping, whose canvass was all hung out to
dry, looked like a fleet in full sail, suddenly arrested by some
magic influence and reposing on the bosom of the water in
silent admiration of the scene around. In various directions,
suites of small domes, ranged in parallelograms, denote the site
of khans or caravanserais for travelers while everywhere
forests of cypresses, towering above the busy haunts of men,
mark the spots which, now alone unanimated, will teem with
animation when the silence of vacuity shall reign over all that
is at present overflowing, and active, and turbulent.

One only of these cemeteries is adorned with no funereal trees.
It is removed from the capital and, standing on a distant hill,
appears like a city of small lwhite tenements.
Its separation and distinctive character point it out as
belonging to a people who in death, as in life, refuse to mingle
with the nations around them, and by their continued rejection
of the Messiah fulfil the prophetic declarations of that inspired
record on which the Gentiles rest their faith in Jesus of
Nazareth, as the incarnate God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
There are, probably, fewer individual objects of interest in the
metropolis of Turkey than in any city of equal magnitude in
Europe. That which chiefly captivates is the tout ensemble of
the scenery and costumes, with the novelty of both.

One of our first excursions was to the mosques. From Pera, we
descended to the water side through Galata. Galata,
Topkhanah, and Pera constitute a vast suburb of
Constantinople. The two former side by side on the water's
edge and climbing the slope of a hill opposite Stambol and the
latter on the summit of that hill. Galata derives its name from
the Gauls who first settled there. Topkhanah signifies an
arsenal or foundery and is so called from the arsenal standing
in the midst of it. Pera means beyond, and denotes the suburb
beyond Galata and Topkhanah, inhabited exclusively by Franks.
From that quarter the only road to Constantinople lies through
one of the other two and it is no small disadvantage to the
Peraote that he is unable to go out. In any direction without
being compelled in his return home to ascend a steep hill by
dirty, narrow, ill paved streets, winding among burial-grounds.
The distance over the Golden Horn to Stambol is scarcely a
quarter of a mile. This little gulf, called by the ancients Sinus

Byzantinus from the city of Byzantium which occupied the
present site of Constantinople, was known as early as Pliny's
time by the name of Auricornu, or the Golden Horn, either from
the riches which commerce brought to it, its abundant shoals
of fish, or the shape which it assumes.
Nothing can be more picturesque than the scene it exhibits,
covered, as it always is, with merchant vessels, steamers, and
ships of war, among which thousands of caiques flit in every
direction while as many sea fowl sport on the surface, fearless
because undisturbed, except when porpoises, pursuing one
another in playful mirth and partaking the universal gaiety,
rear their uncouth backs above the water.
We passed the sultan's richly decorated caique manned by
eight Turks and several pleasure boats belonging to private
gentlemen, whose rowers appeared peculiarly graceful in
dresses of white muslin.

The mosques are so similar in appearance that a description of
one is applicable to all. The most beautiful in Constantinople,
not excepting St. Sophia's, is that of Soliman, surnamed the
Magnificent and it is the only one into which Franks are
avowedly admitted, though not the only one of which we found
a golden key would open the doors locked by Moslim
prejudices.
In two instances we were allowed to enter accompanied by a
lady, in spite of the non admission of even Mussulman women
to worship in the assemblies of the faithful. On one of these
occasions however we were ordered out again. We took off our
shoes as a matter of course, a compliance from which we
suffered little inconvenience, since the marble pavements are
always covered withIndian mat or carpets, never soiled by the
sole of a shoe.

The mosque of sultan Soliman is decorated externally with a
handsome central cupola, two inferior ones, and a tall tapering
minaret rising from each angle. Close to it are some plane trees
of great size and beauty. The interior is a square, surrounded
by large and regular galleries. One of these, set apart for the
sultan, is adorned with gilded trellis work and near it stands
the pulpit of the chief imam, constructed of chaste marble.
In another part is a fountain supported by columns of similar
material which, together with those that sustain the cupolas
and many of the valuable stones composing the structure, are
said to have been brought from the ruins of Chalcedon. We
measured one of the porphyry pillars, and found it to be twelve
feet in circumference. The walls are covered with Arabic
inscriptions, and from the ceiling are suspended scores of
strings, to each of which is attached a small unsightly lamp
ready to be lighted for evening prayer, the egg of an ostrich, or
some similar bagatelle.

At sunrise, noon, and sunset, and once before and after noon,
the Moslims are called to this sacred exercise and their silent
solemnity and apparent devotion are very striking. Time will
not soon efface from my memory the impression first made,and
often renewed, by the sight of hundreds of Mohammedans
prostrating themselves and bowing their foreheads to the
ground in the great mosque of Delhi, incomparably more
splendid than any building existing at Constantinople, while the
imam chanted in slow and solemn accents, and in the sonorous
language of the Koran,
"God is great and merciful. There is no God but God, and
Mohammed is the prophet of God."

Now a museum, The Hagia Sophia in present day
Istanbul, Turkey
No Christian is permitted to enter St.Sophia's without a firman,
and this is never granted but on special occasions. We could,
therefore, only peep into the interior and examine the outside.
After the destruction of Constantine's temple by an earthquake,
this far famed edifice was erected in seventeen years under
Justinian, who devoted to it, during that period, the whole
revenues of Egypt.
The architects were Anthemius of Tralles, and Isidorus of
Miletus. The exterior is so built up with Mohammedan
additions that it is impossible either to discern its original, or
to admire its present, form. Its site, however, is unalterable. It
stands, like the first temple, on the hill of the ancient
Byzantium, visible from the water on all sides, and presenting a
more imposing appearance at a distance than when closely
inspected. It has nine domes and four minarets. The great

defect of the building consists in the flatness of the central
dome, whose height is disproportioned to its span and
elevation from the ground. The hundred pillars which support
its roof, consisting of porphyry, Egyptian granite, verd antique,
and other valuable marbles, were taken from the temple of the
Sunbuilt by Aurelian, the temple of Diana at Ephesus, and
various structures of the early Romans.
The interior of the domes was originally lined with mosaics
representing Christian scenes, which were spared by the Turks
till lately, when they discovered that it was a profitable
speculation to pick out the component pieces and sell them to
the Franks as ornaments or relics. The Koran was first placed
in the niche it now occupies when Mohammed the conqueror,
entering the church on horseback, ascended the altar, and with
a prayer dedicated it as a mosque to his prophet then the
sanctuary was defiled, the tribune of the sultan displaced that
of the emperor, and the pulpit of the mufti succeeded to that of
the patriarch.

Such is St. Sophia's, of which it may be truly said that,
however great that pristine magnificence which tempted its
founder to regard it as a rival to the temple of Solomon, it has
suffered so much internally from the alterations and
mutilations necessary to convert it from a Christian church into
a Mohammedan mosque, and so much externally from the large
buttresses affixed to secure it from the effects of earthquake,
that it can nolonger be regarded as an object of firstrate beauty
when compared with other sacred edifices in Europe and Asia.
The Jeni Jami, or Walidea, so named from its foundress, the
mother of Mohammed the Fourth, is adorned with a double row
of fine marble pillars, most of which were brought from the
ruins of Troy. The inside is lined with that species of blue and
white ware so common in Holland, and is full of lamps and
crystal globes suspended from the ceiling. Its form, like that of
all the Mohammedan temples, approaches to a square and it has
a special gallery for the sultan, with a pulpit for the officiating
imam.

The delicate workmanship in the interior of this mosque, as in
that of Killij Ali pasha at Topkhanah, where somef ine old
columns of marble are preserved, is much to be admired.
In the mosque of Ayoob, situate near the Jews quarter at the
end of the Golden Horn, every sultan goes through a ceremony
corresponding to the crowning of European sovereigns. He
ascends a pulpit, and the chief priest invests him with a sword
in token of universal sovereignty, for he, like his royal brother,
the great mogul, styles himself "King of the Universe."
In the neighborhood of a Moslim house of prayer are generally
to be seen one or more monuments of deceased princes, close
to each of which copies of the Koran are chained for the use of
devout literati who love to study Shah-i-alum and Jahan
Jmnnah, signifying King ofthe universe and Protector of the

world, are the two most common appellations of the royal
pageant of the house of Timur, the emperor of Delhi.
Among the tombs, for the benefit of the souls who profit by
paid readers, torches are kept burning day and night. Near St.
Sophia's are four mausoleums containing bodies of several of
the Ottoman dynasty. They are hexagons surmounted by domes
and in the interior, vacant coffins are placed over the royal
dust, like those already described in the cemetery of the Tartar
khans of the Crimea.
In a similar mausoleum, behind the mosque of Soliman, are
deposited the remains of that sultan and of several members of
his family. His coffin is adorned with large feathers set with
precious stones, and covered with a piece of tapestry
representing the holy city of Mecca, whence it is said to have
been brought.

In all these buildings there is a resemblance to the numerous
tombs in and around Agra, though those are as superior in
splendor as they are in number. The depositories of the dead in
the two cities correspond as to their shapes, Arabic
inscriptions, and domes but the exquisite mosaic and marble
filigree work which give richness and elegance to the Indian
edifices are wanting here.
The Arabic word cuffun signifies a shroud, or the common
covering of a corpse. Adopting the word, we apply it, by
extension of meaning, to the outer covering, or coffin,
unknown to the Arabs.
Of all the reminiscences of departed greatness in
Constantinople, the simplest is that which most interests the
traveler. It is a porphyry sarcophagus standing close to
themosque of Noor Osmanee. The size is gigantic, its
dimensions being eleven feet by six and a half, and the depth
eight and a half. Here were deposited the remains of
Constantine the Great, the founder of this beautiful city, the

emperor of undivided Rome, and the first who embraced the
Christian faith.
All the sacred structures are surmounted by a gilt crescent
which has often been supposed to be the emblem of Islam,
though it is in fact only the arms of the Byzantine capital
retained by the Turks. History records that when Philip of
Macedon invested Byzantium, he availed himself of a dark night
to undermine the walls but the moon, unexpectedly bursting
through the clouds, revealed his plans to the besieged and
saved the town. The Byzantines immediately erected a statue
to Diana, and multiplied about their city representations of the
moon.
Medals have been discovered, and are now extant, which
perpetuate the memory of this event by a crescent and a star
with an appropriate motto.

Not far from the walls a ruin is shewn, under the name of the
Palace of Constantine that palace, however, is known to have
stood on the Byzantine hill, now occupied by the Seraglio,
moreover, these remains do not bear marks of great antiquity,
and modern coats of arms above the windows lead to the
conclusion that they formed part of a Genoese structure.
The largest piazza in Constantinople is called the Atmeidan, or
Hippodrome. It is three hundred yards long and a hundred and
fifty wide, and is used for horse races and other festive
exercises. It was originally constructed with great magnificence
by Severus, and finished after the model of the circus at Rome
by Constantine, who surrounded it with two rows of pillars,
raised one above another and supported by massive pedestals,
within which were ranged several statues of men and animals
in marble and bronze, of which the chef-d' ceuvre was the
group of four horses transported hither from Rome, and hence
to the cathedral of St. Mark at Venice.
%%%%%%%%

It was in this hippodrome that Belisarius, the conqueror of
Africans and Vandals, received the honors of a triumph and in
this same place that, a short time after, he was compelled, as it
is said, to solicit alms at the foot of those monuments of Roman
glory which his valor had so often saved. On one side of the
Atmeidan, protected by a marble screen, stands the mosque of
sultan Achmet, in the construction of which he is reputed to
have taken a share, laboring every day for an hour with his
own hands.
It is the only one in the city adorned with six minarets and
each of these has two external galleries, one above the other,
defended by a balustrade. In the court are covered cloisters
surmounted by small domes, and a handsome fountain plays in
the center. The entrance is through folding doors of bronze and
the effect is enhanced by some noble plane trees and a row of
cypresses which stand in front of the edifice.

Opposite the mosque, in the hippodrome, are three pillars. The
first is an obelisk about fifty feet high, covered with
hieroglyphics, and very similar to that in the Piazza di popolo
at Rome. It stands on a cube of marble adorned with heads and
figures in basso rilievo. This rests on four masses of red
granite, one under each angle, which are again supported on
apedestal bearing on one side a Latin, and on another a Greek,
inscription to the memory of The odosius who brought the
obelisk from Thebes and placed it in its present position.
The words QSOHOATOG FIAAITEVS may still be traced. At some
distance is another, apparently built of large, loose stones. The
Greek inscription is so illegible that for the history of the
obelisk we are dependent on tradition, which records that it
was brought from Rhodes by Constantine, and was once
covered withplates of brass, a fact corroborated by holes in the
stones, to which the metal appears to have been fastened.
Between these two ancient remains is a hollow spiral brass
column, in the form of three serpents twisted together, about

twelve feet high, mutilated at the top and much injured in the
center.
The Persians once gained possession of this specimen of
Grecian art but, after the defeat of Xerxes at Thermopylae and
Salamis, and the slaughter of his remaining forces commanded
by Mardonius at Plateea, it was discovered by the Greeks in the
camp of the Orientals, rescued from their hands, and replaced
in its original post of honor as the support of a golden tripod in
the temple of Apollo.
Byzantine guides, who love the marvellous, inform travelers
that Mohammed II cut off
"the heads of the serpents by a single blow of his sword which,
therefore, divided a brass pillar three feet in diameter!”

The fact is, that he broke the under jaw of one of the serpents
with a stroke of his battle axe. Between the hippodrome and
St. Sophia's formerly stood the imperial palace, the senate
house, and the forum but of these, not only no remains exist,
but their very names are obliterated and it is to be doubted if
anyone in Constantinople, except a professed antiquary, would
attempt to point out their sites. Four other relics of antiquity,
each known by the name of illsp kiztash, or the Maiden's
Pillar, have met with a less ruthless doom, yet they are all in a
state of dilapidation, and destitute of intrinsic interest. One is
sometimes designated the Burnt Pillar, and another Marcian's
Column. To obviate the inconveniences resulting from a
scarcity of water, the necessary consequence of a long and dry
summer, the emperors built cisterns or reservoirs on a gigantic
scale, in different parts of the town. There were originally
seven, but only four are now in existence. One of these much
resembles the Piscina Mirabile near Naples.
It is called in the figurative language of the east Been
birdeerek, or "A thousand and one pillars," though in fact it

contains only 224, ranged in fourteen rows, each comprising
sixteen, of which ten are built up in one angle, so that the
number visible is reduced to 214. Every pillar, however,
consists of two, the capital of the lower one forming the
pedestal of the upper and thus they may be regarded as 448 in
number, or something less than half of what their name
imports.
Each column is about a yard in diameter and the distance
between every two is four yards. The length of the reservoir,
therefore, is 240 feet and its breadth about 200 feet. The depth
is five fathoms. A small door opens out of the street upon
thearched ceiling of this vast room, which is now converted
into a spinning walk and a number of little half naked children,
running up and down with the silk in their hands, assailed us
for paras with cries which rose from the damp vaulted area like
voices from the tombs.

On the south of the hippodrome is a smaller cistern, now
applied to a similar use, and called Iplikjee Boodrumee or “the
silk well." It is supported by 32 pillars, and is capable of
containing a million and a half gallons of water. Another is
near the Seven Towers and a fourth is to be seen, called Yerek
batanserai, or "The subterranean house." This is known to be
the largest of all these enormous excavations, though its
precise extent has not yet been ascertained, as all attempts to
explore it have been baffled by the darkness and the
pestilential vapors. The entrance, which we had much difficulty
in discovering, is not far from the Atmeidan, under a private
house, whither we were conducted by the kindness of a
Turkish gentleman, who heard our dragoman inquiring the
way. The pillars have Corinthian capitals and are of the same
size, ranged in the same manner and at similar distances, as
those of the Been bir deerek and Iplikjee boodrumee. Their
height cannot be accurately estimated, because it is not known
how deep they are buried in the earth. The Yerek batan serai is
even to the present day a reservoir for the water of the city,
and many wells are sunk into it in different parts.

All these cisterns were supplied by means of an aqueduct, part
of which still exists as left by Soliman the Magnificent, who
repaired the original structure raised by Adrian and renewed
by Valens and one of the Constantines. A double tier of forty
arches, composed partly of brick and partly of stone, joins two
of the hills on which the city is built. The lower arches are
about 24 feet by twelve. The upper are a little higher and
narrower. This edifice, together with a similar one not far from
Belgrade, forms part of the stupendous work by means of
which the capital is supplied with water from that place. The
walls of Constantinople have been renowned since the age in
which they were first erected, and enough still remains to
satisfy the curiosity of a traveler, whose attention is attracted,
as he coasts in a caique from Seraglio Point towards the
Propontis, by a multitude of ancient pillars embedded in the
masonry, which present their round ends towards the sea and
appear to have been used instead of stones for the foundation
of the high wall that flanks the city for about six miles,
extending as far as the "Seven Towers."

This is very irregular, and bears marks of having been built
and repaired at different times. The Castle of the Seven Towers
defends the point where the wall of The odosius protecting the
city on the western side meets that on its southern. It was
raised by Mohammed the Second, and long used as a prison,
when it was the cruel policy of the Porte to incarcerate the
ambassadors of powers against whom it declared war. Within
it are two pillars, relics of the Golden Gate which The odosius
built in honor of his victory over the rebel Maximus.

Present day Yedikule Fortress, Castle of The Seven
Towers, in Istanbul, Turkey

Of the seven towers three are now reduced to the heightof the
wall and one of the remaining four serves as a watchtower. In
another, whose summit commands an extensive view of the
surrounding country, is the Bloody Well.
The name indicates its nature. It was used as a place of
destruction, into which the innocent, perhaps as often as the
guilty, were cast alive to meet a lingering death.
The triple wall of Theodosius, once extending five miles from
the Seven Towers to the Golden Horn, is fortified by bastions at
irregular distances varying from fifty to a hundred yards, and

by a ditch running parallel to it, twenty-two yards in breadth.
The outer wall is much injured, being in manyplaces reduced
to the level of the top of the ditch. A space of fifteen yards
separates it from the second, 25 feet high, behind which the
third and inner most rises with a slight additional elevation.
The ivy covering these three walls communicates to them a
venerable appearance consistent with their known antiquity.
There were originally 43 gates to Constantinople, of which
twelve opened towards the Golden Horn, 13 towards the
Propontis, and 18 faced the land. Of the last named, only 7
survive the city's glory.
The first is the Seven Towers’ Golden Gate, above referred to.
The next is called Selivree Kaposee, just opposite to which,
under some tall funereal cypresses and close to the road, in a
cemetery extending for 3 miles under the city wall, a marble
stone, surmounted by a pasha's turban, records the nameof the
famous Ali pasha.

"Here lies the head of the formerly renowned Ali of Tepelini,
governor of the sanjak of Janina, who for more than fifty years
aspired to independence in Albania."
Close to it are interred the heads of his sons Salih, Wulee pasha
of the Morea, and Mokhtiar of Thessaly, and of his grandson
Mahmood all of whom were put to death, together with the
arch-rebel, in the year 1237 of the Hegira, corresponding to
1822 of our era. Their heads were purchased at a high price
from the public executioner and deposited here by a friend of
Ali.
The breach entered by Mohammed II, when he took the city on
the 29th of May, 1453, is marked by two shots placed over the
fourth gate, which is thence designated Top Kaposee, The Gate
of the Gun, but of the breach itself, no trace remains except the
partial filling up of the ditch by the debris of the wall. The

stranger's gratification in visiting the localities connected with
that day attains its acme whenhe reaches the spot where the
last of the Constantines fell under the sword of the Moslim
conqueror.
Between the fifth and sixth gate, inside the walls, an oblong
stone building with arched windows bears the name of
Belisarius's palace but marble embrasures and indications of
four distinct stories prove it to be of a much laterdate than that
name would assign to it. Among the ruins of this edifice, in the
time of Mohammed II, a child is said to have found the famous
diamond now in the sultan's possession. From the last gate on
the western side, which borders on the Golden Horn, the Fanar,
or Greek quarter, extends nearly the whole way to Seraglio
Point, a distance of four miles along the bank, making the
circumference of Stambol proper about fifteen miles. Having
completed the circuit of the city, we visited the Etmeidan, or
Flesh field the scene of the destruction of the janissaries in
1826.

Of this little remains in the state in which it existed before the
day of slaughter. The barracks where the rebels collected their
forces were annihilated by the artillery, and the land is now
exposed to sale. The feelings with which one traverses the site
of such a tragedy are indescribable. On that memorable
occasion the Etmeidan became an Aceldama, the Flesh field,
(name of ill omen !) a Field of Blood. Its arid soil drank in on
one day the blood of more than twenty thousand of our fellowcreatures, and every blade of grass is now rich with the manure
of human gore. So called from a market for meat once held
there.
Excursions in Constantinople are rendered disagreeable by the
impossibility of procuring a carriage and by the nature of the
streets, which are so narrow, ill paved, and dirty, that walking
is irksome. The only vehicle to be seen is an arabah, or painted
cart without springs, surmounted by a canopy on four poles,
and drawn by two bullocks whose tails aretied to a stick
fastened over their backs. In carts of this description the

Turkish females occasionally ride. They seem however, to
prefer walking, and are to be met in every street with their
faces veiled.
Passing several of these accompanied by their able attendants,
we inquired of our guide, himself a Turk, what power the
master possesses over his slaves, and whether they are often
punished to excess. His reply was characteristic of the
Mohammedan and of his low estimate of human life.
"Suppose their masters do flog them to death, what does it
matter? It is nobody's business but their own. Their own
money is lost, not another's."
As we advanced, we met a man leading a long train of
negresses, whose merry faces and gay chattering consorted ill
with their name and condition, for they were slaves, returning
unsold after the day's market, as no one had bidden for them.
It was difficult to conjecture whether their hilarity arose from

satisfaction at not having passed from the hands of a dealer into
those of a new master, or from a conviction that they would
prove more saleable the ensuing day.
Though the principle of slavery be absolutely indefensible, yet
all degrees of it are not equally intolerable and every one
acquainted with the Turkish character and customs will admit
that in no country is the slave placed in so favorable a position
as in this.
Here he is eligible to the highest offices of the state and, in fact,
the present seraskier pasha, or Commander In Chief, was sold
in the market, while Halil pasha, the sultan's son-in-law, was
the slave of a slave.
The sultan's wives are all chosen from among his purchased
females so that every sovereign is himself the son of a bond
woman. Most of the foreigners brought here for sale are from
childhood taught to regard their condition in Turkey as one

leading to promotion and happiness. The few years they have
passed in Georgia, Circassia, or Africa, have generally been so
miserable, that they look forward to a master's, as to a father's
house, and are thankful when they exchange their first keepers
for the probable contingency of a better home.
The market, where during certain hours the captives are
submitted to inspection, is a square, in which the more
valuable, that is, more beautiful, among the women have
separate apartments while the Egyptians are generally huddled
together in an open verandah.
When a purchaser arrives, an examination of the captives is
permitted but the whole transaction of transfer is said to be
conducted with more propriety and consideration by Turks
than by Christians. A day or two before our visit, some
Englishmen had behaved in so unbecoming a manner towards
one of these poor girls, that an order was issued, prohibiting
all Franks from visiting the market.

We were consequently stopped at the gate by a sentinel, while
Moslims of every age and rank we repermitted to enter freely.
Conduct of this kind is little calculated to raise Christianity or
European civilization in the opinion of Turks and, unhappily
for England, instances of violated decorum are not uncommon
among persons traveling abroad. Another sad specimen of
man's degradation is to be seen in the bedlam.
A number of cells faced with a broad verandah are ranged in a
square, with a fountain in the centre. Each cell has a window
defended by an iron grating, through which passes a heavy
chain, fixed to the wall on the outside and to the neck of a
lunatic within. Some of these wrecks of human reason were
asleep, but the majority were standing at the window, talking
wildly to the surrounding spectators. From the large
accommodation afforded to the patients, the smallness of the
establishment, and its vicinity to a mosque, it seems probable

that this bedlam is a private foundation, a last act of charity,
intended by some Mussulman to atone for a life of sin.
The word bedlam is contracted from Bethlehem, which is
probably derived from the Arabic words Beit-ool-rehem or “The
House of Mercy” a name peculiarly applicable to the site of the
nativity of our Lord.
Such endowments are held in high repute, being esteemed only
less than a pilgrimage to Mecca which ensures to the hajee a
seat in paradise. Death is seldom an object of terror to
thedisciple of Mohammed, who sees in God a being exclusively
merciful and assures himself of an eternity of sensual
enjoyment. To this view may be attributed the sort of
pleasurable feeling with which he regards a burial ground.
A necropolis in Turkey, unlike the same in Christendom, is
anything but a spot set apart for solemn reflection and sad

reminiscences. Here promenades, cafes, sherbet booths, public
thoroughfares, and festive parties intrude on the repose of the
dead and in every direction, whether in the centre of the city,
in its immediate suburbs, or in its uninhabited outskirts, the
traveler encounters a cemetery.
Turkish tombstones are surmounted with turbans of different
shapes and sizes, characterizing the trade or occupation of the
deceased. Some are of white marble, others painted. That
ofthe janissaries is peculiarly high and stately and those of
women are distinguished by trencher caps, such as are worn in
our universities.
In Greek and Armenian cemeteries likewise the profession of
the deceased is denoted not, however, by a turban over the
head of the stone, but by symbols on its surface thus, a
shoemaker's grave will be indicated by his hammer and last,
and other trades by appropriate emblems while, occasionally, a
gibbet, or a head separated from the trunk, represented in

basso relievo, declares to the passer by, the form in which
death surprised the tenant of the tomb.
The nearest relative of a deceased Turk plants a cypress by the
side of his grave so that all the burial grounds become groves
of cypresses and their number, with the tall stately form and
sombre hue of the trees, imparts a peculiar effect to the city.
The cemeteries are the resort of multitudes of half wild dogs
who are probably allured there by the odor, but who abstain
from disturbing the graves, as if aware that their lives would
pay the penalty, an occasional brick bat from the hand of a
Moslim, falling with heavy vengeance on the head of one whose
paws haveapproached too close to the sacred dust, affords a
warning to many of his companions, who are thus taught to
deny their natural instincts as effectually as a sporting dog, a
lesson the more readily acquired because they find plenty to
eat in the city.

Though these animals aboundin such numbers that it is no
uncommon sight to see groups of sixteen or twenty, and though
they are owned by no one, yet they generally appear in good
condition, and are less occupiedin searching for food than in
fighting withone another. In remote parts of the town where
Franks are seldom seen, they are sometimes so fierce as to be
formidable.
One of the chief objects of interest in this great metropolis is
the bazaars, which consist of extensive ranges of stalls, all open
in front and under cover of a common roof. Separate lines, or
streets, are allotted to the respective trades. Thus, in one part,
shoemakers sitting in two opposite rows, expose for sale all
kinds of Turkish slippers of various colors, some ornamented
with silk, others brocaded with gold. In another, a number of
venerable old men are seen, with spectacles on nose, pondering
over the Koran or a horoscope, the one conveying to them as
many ideas as the other for probably, they understand neither.
These are booksellers, whose piles exhibit sundry beautifully
illuminated manuscripts in Persian, Arabic, and Turkish, for

which they demand enormous prices. We asked for a Koran,
but they refused to allow a giaour even to look at one. It is by
no means however impossible for an infidel to obtain a copy of
the Mohammedan sacred volume, as a Turkish servant will
convey it to a private house for inspection, with the secret
concurrence of the bookseller, whose conscience will be
satisfied, since he does not place it in the hands of an
unbeliever.
The objection of the Turks to submit the Koran to the perusal
of others is a proof, even if history were silent, that their faith
was never indebted for its extension to reason or persuasion.
The drug bazaar presents a curious assortment of eastern
specifics and cosmetics, of which the principal are rhubarb,
henna, and orpiment. Henna is an orange-colored powder used
by the females of the country to dye the tips of their nails and
fingers. Orpiment is a sulphuret of arsenic which they value as
a depilatory, forming it into a paste with lime and applying it
to the upper lip to remove superfluous hairs.

One portion of the bazaar, said to be the richest quarter of the
whole, is appropriated to arms. Here, sparkling with brilliants
or devoured by rust, may be seen the long Turkish sword, the
Greek yataghan, and the Italian stiletto, ranged side by side
with the Tartar matchlock and the Persian bow. The jewellers,
of course, have a row of stalls but their assortment is a poor
one.
A few pairs of earrings and other small trinkets are exhibited in
glass cases, to be sold by weight at a moderate price but if the
purchaser would see valuables, which are not the less abundant
because not displayed, he must retire to the dealer's private
residence, where precious stones and diamonds will be
exhibited to him in surprising profusion. The reason for
concealing these, under such a government as that of Turkey, is
obvious. To produce them in public would ensure the loss of
property, perhaps of life. One entire street is filled with
saddles and harness, the former are covered with cloth, and
furnished with a high knob in front, like those used in the
Crimea.

The latter is rude in texture and simple in contrivance, but
adorned with a profusion of gold and silver wire work,
representing the sultan's cipher or the arms of the city.
Another street contains shops for the manufacture and sale of
the chibouque and its component parts, the mouthpiece, stick,
and tobacco holder. The last is formed of red earthand shaped
like the bowl of a common English pipe, but somewhat larger.
The sticks are about five feet in length, of cherry or jessamine
wood. The straightest and best bear a high price but the
luxury of the Moslim is chiefly manifested in his mouthpiece,
made of amber, the beauty of which consists in its paleness and
opacity.
The price of a chibouque knows no limit, as it may be set with
diamonds and other precious stones to any extent. There is a
resemblance in two respects between these bazaars and those
of Pompeii, as seen in their present state. In both, all theshops

are open and the sill of the window forms the counter, which,
in eating houses, is of white marble and in both, large round
blocks are fixed here and there in the middle of the street, to
serve as stepping stones when rain has been excessive, being so
arranged as not to interfere with horses feet, nor with the
wheels of the arabahs.
PICK UP HERE LATER SUNDAY
The fountains are among the chief beauties of Constantinople.
In each piazza, in the center of the courts of all the mosques,
inevery market, and at the corner of many streets, one of these
is to be seen not, like those of Italy, formed in grotesque or
classical shapes and ornamented with figures of various kinds,
but a regular square structure, adorned with sentences from
the Koran and furnished with a spout on each side.

There is something in Turkish buildings which is characteristic
of a people always dignified, never trifling, without
imagination, and shunning, with religious awe, the likeness of
anything in earth, air, or sea. Everything in this country has a
connection, seen or unseen, with religion and even the
abundance of fountains is owing to the duty of frequent
ablution enjoined by the Mahommedan sacred volume, as often
as the Turk is called to prayer, so often is he directed to wash
the face, neck, hands, and feet, previous to that holy exercise
and thus the fountain becomes a necessary appendage to the
mosque.
In this hot climate nothing so much contributes to the general
health of the people, next to their moderate use of meat and
wine, as their frequent use of water. Establishments are found
in all parts of the city where a poor man may enjoy the luxury
and benefit of a hot bath for a penny. These are generally
crowded at certain hours by men, at others by women, sofas,
coffee, sherbet, and chibouques are supplied to the bathers,
and the greatest decorum prevails.

The Turks are strangers to inns on the footing of European
hotels but, as a substitute, they have khans and serais. Of these
there are nearly two hundred in the capital, which are for the
most part royal or charitable endowments, each capable of
containing from a hundred to a thousand persons.
They consist of open squares surrounded by rooms, where the
traveler may spread his carpet and deposit his luggage. The
accommodation is not such as suits a Frank accustomed to the
luxuries of the west but a Moslim, Greek, or Armenian finds
there a supply for all his wants.
It is much to be regretted that no good European hotel has
been established in Pera, which contains, however, one or two
respectable boarding houses, particularly that kept by Tongo
Vitali, more commonly known by the name of his father
Giuseppino. He and his wife are obliging persons, and the
apartments are not uncomfortable.

Travelers take breakfast and tea in their own rooms, and join
the family at dinner. The charge varies from a dollar and a half
to two dollars per day for each person. The term serai,
signifying primarily a house, is applied par excellence to the
residence of the sultan in which connection Franks affix to
theword a western termination, and call the palace Seraglio,
including under that name all the edifices and gardens within
the enclosure which contains the royal abode on the site of the
ancient Byzantium.
The Seraglio was erected by Mohammed II as a residence for
himself, immediately after he took the city. It stands on the
slope of a hill and, from the water or from the top of an
elevation in the neighborhood, it looks like a garden of
cypresses interspersed with buildings, picturesque from the
contrast of the surrounding light and elegant minarets with the
dark and solemn stateliness of its trees, but unmarked by
anything to characterize it as the habitation of royalty.

The circumference is three miles, exactly that of the palace of
the great mogul, which is similarly bounded by water but this
has the superior advantage of overlooking the sea, and that on
two sides. On the east is the Bosphorus, on the north the
Byzantine bay, and the remaining side of the triangle is
separated by a wall from the city. The palace consists of
various parts, built at different times and according to the taste
of successive sultans, without any regard to uniformity or the
rules of architecture.
It is surrounded with fountains, baths, summerhouses,
parterres, and cypresses. The interioris not open to the public,
but those who are acquainted with it find little worthy of
admiration, and that little has been imported from Europe. The
principal gate is a large unsightly structure, covered with
Arabic inscriptions and guarded by numerous porters, each
furnished with a wand.

On either side is aniche in which are displayed, in terrorem, the
heads of high offenders who have suffered for real or imaginary
crimes. Some think that it is this gate, or forte, which has given
its name to the Ottoman empire while others maintainthat the
Sublime Porte derives its appellation from the palace of the
grand vizir, called metaphorically The porte, in as much as that
officer is supposed to be the only door of access to the
sovereign.
The court into which the principal gate of the seraglio opens is
surrounded by offices, while in the centre are some fine planetrees, one of which we found by measurement to be forty feet
in circumference. The inner quadrangle is smaller, but
handsome, being laid out in turf intersected by paved walks,
and suppliedwith fountains. On one side are the treasury and
stables, on the other, servants' apartments and nine kitchens,
six of which are allotted to the sultan, the harem, the ministers
of the dewan, the officers of the sultan, those of the harem, and
the female servants, respectively.

The annual consumption of food in these kitchens was stated
by a Frenchman in the last century to have been 40,000 oxen,
73,000 sheep, 36,500 kids and lambs, 3,650 calves, 70,000
hens, 146,000 pullets, 36,500 pairs of pigeons, and 18,000
geese!
It is difficult for an Englishman to measure the calibre of
Turkish stomachs, but the powers of the reader who can
digest the worthy Frenchman's statement may fairly be
inferred to be of no common order! The two courts lead
on one side to the dewan, or hall of justice of the grand
vizir, on the other, to the apartments of the sultan. In that
part of The Seraglio which faces Galatais a handsome
kiosk, or pavilion, supported by twelve marble pillars. In
another quarter, opposite Chalcedon, is the harem, a long,
low building, with numerous windows covered with a
trellis-work as a substitute for jalousies.

This description of blind characterizes all the dwellings of
Turks and Armenians on the Bosphorus and even the kiosks
and summer houses, whither the women occasionally resort for
air, are similarly defended. At some distance from Seraglio
Point, which is the angle formed by the junction of the Golden
Horn and the Sea, a door is shown on the top of the garden
wall, whence an inclined plane slopes towards the water.
From this spot the unhappy tenants of the harem, sewed up in
sacks, were formerly rolled into the Bosphorus, when anger,
jealousy, or caprice instigated their removal. Some years have
now elapsed since avictim was thus sacrificed and a hope may
be indulged that the present enlightened monarch, seeing the
barbarity of his predecessors and of his former self, and
shamed by the example of civilized Europe, will not suffer the
future to be blackened by a crime which stains the memory
of the past.

Outside the wall is a modern establishment for the instruction
of native youths in French, which may be regarded as an
innovation fraught with important consequences. The law has
hitherto rigidly prohibited Turks from learning any language
spoken by infidels, and has thus compelled them to seek
interpreters among their Greek subjects, whose interests are
often directly opposed to the success of the diplomatic
negotiations they are called upon to conduct. In a few years,
the Porte will be enabled to carry on her external relations
through the medium of Turkish agents whose personal ties
bind them to the state and the intercourse thus maintained
between these individuals and Europeans will produce a
beneficial effect, which will diffuse itself over the nation at
large.
It is a singular fact, that the French and Austrian are the only
governments that have hitherto established a school here for
the acquisition of Turkish by their young diplomatists. As we
passed the seminary in a boat, one of the native students was
standing in a tall machine, like a sentry box, with his

headprotruding from a hole in the upper part, a pan of charcoal
and cypress twigs was beneath his feet, and he was undergoing
theprocess of fumigation, a precaution against plague quite
novel among the Turks, but one which Franks adopt as often as
they returnhome after a walk.
We devoted a day to an excursion in the neighborhood of
Scutari, a very large suburb of Constantinople, standing on the
Asiatic shore of the Bosphorus and inhabited exclusively by
Turks. The wind and sea were high, and hundreds of gulls,
disturbed from their resting place on the surface, were flying
unquietly about, as if anticipating a storm, when we embarked
on our caique.
These long and narrow boats are generally scullers, managed
by a single man with a pair of oars. They measure 25 feet by 3
feet, taper to a point, rise high out of the water at both ends,
and are so easily thrown off the equilibrium, that it is difficult
to enter one without overturning it. The Turks always sit cross
legged in the bottom of the unsteady vessel, and any other

position involves danger. A caique with a full sail is perilous at
any time but in boisterous weather it would try the nerves of a
sailor.
Still, as the wind was in our favor, the boatman spread
Inscanvass our dragoman, in great alarm, rebuked us if we
moved, pointing out the facility with which we might be upset
and when he looked round for comfort, he received from the
apathetic Turk only the unsatisfactory assurance that, if his
passengers were drowned, he should be so likewise. At length,
we providentially gained the shore and, as we disembarked, the
caiquejee, like an orthodox Moslim muttered,
"Allah kareem, Alhumdoo lillah !"
or,
"Allah is gracious. Thanks be to Allah!"

One of the sounds with which the ear becomes soonest familiar
in Turkey, as in India, is jee, a convenient affix that converts
into an agent the noun to which it is appended thus from
kaeek, a boat comes kaeekjee, a boatman.
From sherbet, or honey water honey-water, comes sherbetjee a
seller of sherbet,
and from munzil, or a day's journey, comes munziljee, the man
who presides over journeys, or the postmaster.
An obliging imam, or priest, conducted us over a mosque built
above the landing place at Scutari, and refused the gratuity
tendered in return for his kindness. We then hired horses, and
having seen the saddles carefully sponged, a precaution which
the existence of plague rendered indispensable, we proceeded
through the bazaars.

The ancient name of Scutari was Chrysopolis, or The city of
gold. Some say it was so called because the Persians here
collected the tribute of their towns. Others, that it derived its
appellation from the contributions which the Athenians levied
on all ships navigating the Bosphorus, while a third class
suppose it to have been so denominated, because it served as a
depot for the commercial wealth that flowed into
Constantinople from the east.
A little below Chrysopolis, on the shores of the Bosphorus,
stood Chalcedon, once famous for a temple of Apollo whose
oracles rivalled those of Delphi and in later years for the
council which anathematized the monophysite heresy of
Eutyches and gave rise to the secession of the Armenians from
the orthodox church. The site of the town where St.
Chrysostom passed the time of his exile is now marked by the
village of Kadikooee.

Nearly opposite to Scutari, situate on a rock in the water, is the
Maiden's tower, so called from a sultan's daughter who
secluded herself, or was confined, there for life. It is now used,
though perhaps only temporarily, as a plague hospital. From
the top of a hill, close to the village of Janigah and four miles
from Scutari, we enjoyed a fine view of the city, the Bosphorus,
the Sea of Marmora, and mount Olympus, and returned to the
landing place by the great Turkish burialground.
This cemetery is the largest in the world, the metropolis of the
empire of death. It is half a league in width and several miles
in length, the white marble tombstones are as close together as
they can stand and could the multitude of its tenants be
calculated, the amount would be startling. The shape and
decorations of the monuments, varying, as usual, with the sex
and situation in life of the deceased, the elegant and gilded
Arabic character with which they are inscribed and above all,
their extraordinary numbers, communicate to this cemetery a
peculiar and picturesque effect, while the solemn stateliness

and sombre hue of thousands of cypresses, unrelieved by any
lighter foliage, consort with the mournful character of the spot.
Most of the opulent Turks cause their dead to be conveyed to
this side of the Bosphorus, in order that they may repose in the
quarter of the world which contains the holy cities of Mecca,
Damascus, and Jerusalem. Many have private burialgrounds
which are enclosed, and sometimes converted into flower
gardens or aviaries for the refreshment of the spirits of the
deceased.
Passing through the streets of Scutari on our return, a noise,
like the groaning of persons in distress, arrested our steps. It
proceeded from the Mosque of the Howling Derveshes who were
then performing their unnatural orgies. In the centre of an
octagonal room, twenty of these men stood in a circle, each
with his arms spread over the neck of a brother. At a given
signal they commenced and at another, stopped. They moved
inwards towards a common center, then reexpanded their

circle, then moved rapidly round, then back again, uttering all
the time low and plaintive groans, or terrible half human yells.
Occasionally they broke the ring to take in one who wished
tojoin their company, but neither the movementnor the noise
ceased for an instant and so violent are the exertion and
excitement, that the devotees often faint. They profess to
perform miracles of healing and in all countries nervous
subjects are to be found whose disorders may be cured through
the medium of the imagination.
In Galata a similar scene, of which we were likewise witnesses,
is exhibited by the Dancing Derveshes in a building of the same
shape as that just referred to, but much handsomer. In both,
the arena is surrounded by a low railing separating the actors
from the spectators. Here, on a scarlet rug, opposite the door,
sat the head of the party, dressed in along, flowing, green robe,
with a high cap of white felt upon his head. The dervishes,
about 24 in number, were ranged inside the palisade, sitting on

the ground, and habited in costumes resembling that of their
chief in form, but of various colors.
At first, some low sounds were uttered, and every one inclined
his head. Soon after, the music commenced, when the whole
party rose, and walked several times round the room. As each
approached the scarlet rug, he bowed. Then passing it, turned,
bowed again, and proceeded. Arriving opposite the rug, on
the other side of the room, he bowed a third time, but without
turning his head. After completing four slow and solemn
circles, with the requisite number of obeisances, the superior
resumed his seat. Each of the brethren then threw off his
cloak, and appeared dressed in white muslin with a very full
petticoat.
Poised on one leg, they all wheeled round, with outstretched
arms, at the rate of nearly 60 revolutions in a minute, not one
lost his place for an instant, nor did the extended arms of
anytwo come in contact with each other. This dance is kept up

for half an hour, with the occasional intermission of a minute
or two, and then the worship ceases!
The sultan makes a point of attending the Mussulman service
every Friday. The principal object of this periodical public
exhibition of himself is to assure his subjects of his life, and
were he ever to omit it, without some good assignable cause,
suspicions would speedily be excited and cabals as to a
successor be generated. One Friday we went to the mosque of
Be-shektash, a village on the Bosphorus about three miles from
the city, with the purpose of seeing the sovereign.
We were accompanied by a Greek lady, and the English consul
kindly lent usone of his kowasses, or orderlies, some of whom
are in attendance on all the Frank authorities, holding a
situation between spy, servant, and guard, in the place of the
devoted janissaries. Our guide formerly belonged to that
abolished sultan's public order, and is one of the few who
escaped the general massacre. By birth a Swiss, Mustapha was

captured by pirates at the age of fourteen, sold four times, and
then became a Mussulman to save his life.
While waiting in the street for the arrival of the sultan, we
stood beside a Turkish lady's arabah, in which were two native
females whose veils were so transparent that their features
were quite discernible. Our Greek companion addressed them,
and they immediately inquired to what nation one of our party
belonged.
Being informed that she was an English lady, the elder of the
two observed,
"The English women have a great deal oftalent."
" So," answered the too courteous Greek,
"have the Turkish."

"Oh," repliedthe fair Moslimah, "I thank you. You are very
kind to say so but I know the contrary. The Turkish women
are beasts."
The kovvass informed us that our new acquaintance was no
less a personage than the widow of the late grand seignior,
Mustapha, the murdered brother of the reigning sultan.
Accompanied by only one female slave and her driver, she had
gone to Beshektash, to witness the ceremony of her brother-inlaw's visit to the mosque. Trifling pleasures of this kind are
those which chiefly vary the monotony of female life in Turkey.
We had not waited long before the sultan arrived. A file of
shabby soldiers, ill dressed and worse ordered, were drawn up
to clear the road from the intrusion of the rabble, and the first
intimation of the sovereign's approach was communicated by
twenty pages on horseback. At length, the clock struck twelve,
and the solemn notes of the muezzin summoned the faithful to
their noon day prayer. At this moment the sultan appeared,

riding in solitary dignity, with a crowd of attendants on foot,
among whom were Halil Pasha and the Grand Vizir who held
his stirrup when he alighted.
The muezzin is the man who proclaims from the top of the
minaret the invitation to prayer, called the azan, in these
words:
“Eeshadoo an la allah ill allah, eeshadoo an Mohammed
arrussoolallah!”
“Allahoo akber! Ya eeha, hay al' esselat, hay al' ef Telah!”
“I testify that there is no god but the God. I testify that
Mohammed is the messenger of God.”

“God is great! O people, hasten to prayer, hasten to the
temple!” is the most accurate translation.

Sultan Mahmood the Second is about 50 years of age, of
moderate stature, with acountenance denoting sternness and
determination, a long beard, and bushy jet black whiskers
whose color is said to be artificial.
He is certainly one of the most remarkable men of the present
century. When we consider the astonishing difficulties with
which he has had to contend, the mode of his original elevation
to the throne, his triumphover the janissaries, whose power,
based on their own strength and on the prejudices of the
people, had defied the efforts of his predecessors. Also, his
annihilation of the old, and establishment of a new, system of
military discipline at the very time when he was involved in
war with a power superior to his own, and his subjection of his

rebellious vassals, themselves enthroned in regal dominion,
Czerni Georges ofServia, Ali pasha of Janina, and Solimanpasha
of Bagdad. His destruction of the Ddreebeys, his defeat of the
Wahabites and recovery of Mecca and Medina, and lastly, the
change he has wrought in the habits and manners of the Turks,
assimilating them to those of Europeans.
When we consider that all this has been effected by a sovereign
who has had to contend with the Greek revolution, the
dismemberment of his empire by a powerful viceroy in Egypt, a
depopulating Russian war, and the destruction of his entire
fleet, it cannot be denied that the firmness, energy, and mental
resources of the reigning sultan are almost unrivalled in the
history of the Turkish empire.
Mahmood, summoned to ascend the Ottoman throne from the
hiding-place in which he had been concealed from his brother
who sought his life, began his reign at the early age of twentytwo, and every step he took was stained with blood.

His first object wasto rid himself of the janissaries, whose
influence had long acted as a check to the power of their
emperors, a dead weight on the nation, and an impediment in
the way of progressive civilization. These were a sort of
hereditary militia, amounting to two or three hundred
thousand dispersed through the empire, of whom about sixty
thousand had their names registered and received a monthly
pay, but refused to submit to necessary discipline or to learn
the theory of war.
They were originally established in the reign of Amurath the
First, who thought that it would contribute to the stability of
the state to have a military force regularly ordered and
attached by certain privileges to the service. With this view he
took every fifth child of the Christian subjects of the Porte,
made Mussulmans of them, trained them as soldiers, and
formed them into a corps called yungeecheree, or "The New
Troops," who were long regarded as the flower of the Turkish

army, but in the seventeenth century, when the Ottoman
empire ceased to be governed by warriors and to increase its
conquests, this band of fierce soldiery disdained the command
of their effeminate sovereigns, and breaking into open mutiny,
dethroned monarch after monarch, disposing of the crown at
their pleasure.
From that time, insolent, factious, and inefficient, they became
the terror of their rulers, whose policy was to relieve
themselves and the country of so turbulent a body and the
present sultan resolved on their dismemberment. Every
expedient was adopted to dishonor them in the eyes of the
nation.
The most disreputable individuals were permitted to enrol
themselves among their number. The attention of the people
was directed to their exactions and immoralities and ultimately,
they were sent to fight against the patriotic Greeks in
detachments unequal to the occasion, in order that, being cut

up in detail, their numerical strength might be diminished, and
being frequently defeated, they might forfeit the character
which formerly entitled them to be regarded as the glory of the
Ottoman empire.
An attempt, made by the sovereign in the commencement of his
reign, to establishan order of better disciplined troops, opened
the eyes of the janissaries to his views, while its failure
confirmed the opinion they entertained of their own power and
importance. Disappointment, however, served only to inflame
the fierce spirit of Mahmood and to strengthen the firmness of
his resolve.
He paused but didnot hesitate. His pause was that of the tige,
crouching before his spring. He waited for an opportunity to
annihilate what he could not modify, and to build up, on the
destruction of this useless and factious body, an army
disciplined in the military tactics of the west.

A firman was issued for the formation of a corps to be
denominated Nizam Jedeed or the "New Institution" to supply
which each regiment of janissaries was directed to send 150
men, who were to be instructed in firing at a target and other
exercises. The inveterate hostility of the old soldiery to
innovation was soothed by an assurance that this was only the
revival of a practice introduced in Soliman's time.
When, however,they saw that they were deceived, they openly
rebelled, destroyed the palace of the aga, their chief, whom
they then first discovered to be a favorer of the designs of the
sultan, and assembled in the Etmeidan, to the number of more
than twenty thousand, with a resolution to insist on the
dismissal of the existing ministry, and to insure themselves
against any future attempt to subject them to a new system.
The crisis had now arrived. The sultan had expected, and was
prepared for it. He was, moreover, determined not to yield to

the insurgents, but to rest his throne on the issue of the
contest. A council was summoned, in which Mahmood set forth
the conduct of the rebels, their demand for the heads of his
chief ministers, their utter inefficiency as a military
establishment, and the necessity of now crushing them, or else
allowing the country to fall, for want of proper defenders, into
the hands of Christian powers.
The divan concurred with the sovereign, and the doom of the
janissaries was sealed. Four officers, however, were first
dispatched to ask them if they would submit, and to assure
them of pardon provided they instantly dispersed themselves.
The offer was indignantly rejected, and the emissaries were
murdered.

Mahmood then enquired of the chief law officer whether the
Koran allowed him to kill his subjects in a state of rebellion.
He answered in the affirmative and nothing remained but to

accomplish the long projected massacre. By this time the
necessary preparations were in an advanced state and the aga
pasha onlywaited for a signal to commence the attack with that
portion of the army which still adhered to him, comprising the
bostanjis, marines, and the corps of artillery who had been
gained over by frequent grants of privileges denied to their
fellow-janissaries.
In the meantime, the sultan displayed the sanjak shereef, or
holy ensign, and called on the faithful to rally round the
standard of their prophet, pronouncing in one of the mosques
an anathema against all who refused to enlist under the sacred
banner. As the devoted band was universally hated by the
rayahs, whom they had cruelly oppressed, and at the same time
feared by some and envied by others of their brethren, nearly
the whole population of the city joined the sovereign.
In a moment the order was given and fulfilled. The bostanjis
(literally, gardeners) are a body of ten or twelve thousand

soldiers, whose duty is to protect the garden and the palace of
the sultan, and to accompany him when he goes into the field.
The sanjak shereef is a standard, on the top of which are a
piece of a garment worn by Mohammed and a lock of his hair,
with a bit of the curtain that hung before the apartment of his
favorite wife. This is kept in the seraglio, and religiously
guarded. On occasions of great emergency it is taken out and in
battle it is carried at the head of the troops.
Every Mussulman is bound, under penalty of hell, to rally
round this sacred banner, and it was universally believed by
the Turks, till they were undeceived in the last Russian war,
that an army possessing this ensign is invincible.
The Etmeidan was surrounded by artillery, and grape shot
poured in on 21,000 of the rebels, congregated together within
narrow limits. Hundreds and thousands fell within the first

half hour. At length the barracks caught fire. Those who
attempted to fly were cut to pieces by the sabres of the cavalry
who surrounded the square, and no quarter was given. It is
said that not a janissary who entered the Etmeidan survived
that day. During forty-eight hours the bostanjis were employed
in searching the city for such as had concealed themselves, in
drawing them forth from their lurking places, and in
butchering them in the public streets.
On the third day Mahmood exhibited himself to his people,
dressed in the uniform of the recently embodied regiments and
proceeding to the mosque, publicly declared the order of
yungeecheree to be abolished, prohibited the mention of their
name, and conferred on the new troops the title of Nizam
Jedeed.
The regular troops throughout the empire are calculated at
about 200,000, and the irregular at about 300,000, besides
certain contingents. The army, as now constituted, is

incomparably superior to its former self under the old system
but it is still far from the perfection which it may attain under
the eye of Mahmood.
To the present day the memory of the janissaries is so odious to
rayahs and to many of the Turks, that they will scarcely allude
to them, or if they do, it will be inconnection with some such
remark as this, which we actually heard:
"In their time the inhabitants of Constantinople were unwilling
toeat fish, because they found in them human fingers.”

The speaker implied here that this was because so many people
were murdered, and thrown into the Bosphorus by those
lawless ruffians. Nevertheless, of this, as of every great public
act, different opinions prevail within the empire and while
some applaud it as a masterpiece of policy, others regard it as

the result of despotism and cruelty, pitying the fate of the
modern praetorian band, and cursing the spirit of that reform
which deprived them of a body of men identified with the
system they loved.
Whatever conclusion be formed with reference to this
individual measure, it must be admitted, even by his friends,
that the policy of the sultan has been in many respects
defective. The fact is that Mahmood, though gifted with
prejudices may be enlisted on his side, and that they may with
the more readiness forward, as occasion offers, his plans of
innovation. He rules with extraordinary energy, but lacks the
genius of an efficient reformer and that tact which can be
acquired only by a thorough acquaintance with human nature
and the history of nations.
He has destroyed the old constitution, but he has not the talent
to construct a new one, and he has suffered opportunities to
pass unheeded, which can scarcely recur. After the loss of

Greece, Servia, the Transdanubial provinces, Syria and Egypt,
his empire might have been consolidated for the homogeneous
character of his remaining subjects would have aided him in
organizing a sound system of government and, this effected,
the state would have gained far more in strength than it had
lost in territory.
If his finances were impaired, the expenses of his dominions,
curtailed within narrower limits, were proportionately
diminished and the economy, with judicious fiscal
arrangements, might have supplied coffers which he vainly
attempted to replenish by a system of monopolies, and a
deterioration of the coin.
In subjecting his troops to a regular system of discipline he
acted like a general but, at the same moment, he forgot that in
flinging into the Bosphorus the turbans of the Osmanlies, he
forfeited his right to address them as the head of their religion,
and invited them to regard him as a giaour.

The prejudices of the people constitute the strength of the
Moslim emperor and empire, and from the moment that the
successor of Mohammed rises above those prejudices, his
tenure becomes insecure. The cords which previously
attached him to the heart of his subjects are severed, and
thenceforth he holds the sceptre in one hand only while he
wields the sword with the other.
There never was a reign, except that in which the empire was
founded, so fraught with important consequences to Turkey as
is this. The existing lustrum is charged with her destinies and
Europe, Asia, and Africa await the result with anxious
expectation. On the one hand, her resources are almost
unlimited, with a population of upwards of twenty million, a
soil teeming with fertility, and an extent of country capable of
supporting triple and quadruple its present numbers.

The is no degree of eminence known among nations which she
might not attain. On the other, obstacles apparently insuperable
intervene. The prideof the people must be yet further humbled
before they will believe that they should learn.
Their religion, or its peculiar character opposing every species
of reform, must be changed. Security of property, clearly
defined laws, the administration of justice with equity, sound
financial regulations, the selection of public functionaries duly
educated and qualified for their respective offices, and a wise
international policy, must be substituted for the errors of a
system of government based on a false theology.

To effect all this, time is required. In the meanwhile, the
empire is hurried to destruction by the pressure from without.
Circumstances have forced her into painful contact with the
insatiable ambition of the czars, the timid cautiousness of

England, the vacillating system of the inhabitants of France,
and the cold calculating policy of Austria, .
The population the Turkish Empire consists of as follows: about
3,000,000 are Greek Christians, less than 1,000,000 Roman
Catholics, Armenians, and Jews, and the rest Mussulmans.
From a system of favoritism commencing in the seraglio, the
chief men of the state are often selected from the dregs of the
people without any reference to capacity or previous education
so that, as now, a shoemaker fills the office of lord high
admiral.

All these have exercised and still exercise a baneful influence
on the divan, which is driven to and fro by fears and menaces,
distracted by contentions, and harassed by intrigues. Torn by
so many conflicting interests, Turkey would long since have
fallen into the hands of one or other of the European powers,
had not their reciprocal jealousies rendered it impossible for
any one to take possession of her without encountering the

cannons of its rivals. The present is an interval rife with
expectation, in which all are watching each, and one is baffling
all.
England parades her fleets inthe Mediterranean, displays the
prows of her vessels at the forts of the Dardanelles and then
speedily recals them, too keenly sensitive to the consequences
of a crisis which may be postponed but cannot be averted, and
too little alive to the impression communicated by the
retrograde movement of her ships, which were wont never to
speak but in thunder, and never to thunder but in victory.

France, infected with a similar spirit, acts on the principles of
the juste milieu, and her ambassador is instructed to keep well
with all parties while availing herself of the relaxation of the
rigorous institutions of Islam and the sultan's inability to
humble his vassals, she disperses her traveling politicians

through the country, covers the sea with her steamers, and lays
the foundation of a new empire in Africa.
Nor is Austria indifferent. The keen eye of Metternich, whose
policy is to maintain for the present at all hazards the peace of
Europe, already piercesthe flimsy veil which unmeaning
protocols and cobweb treaties have thrown over the fate of
Turkey and though he be silent, his silence is that of thought,
not of sleep.

While others are waiting, Russia is preparing. The colossal
Muscovite, having habituated Stambol to the view of her eagles,
has fallen back on her frontiers.
"Alieni appetens, Sui profusus,"

she catters her gold with a lavish hand, promises and threats
are for a season substituted for cannons and Cossacks, and
diplomacy is leaving but little for the sword to accomplish.

The counsels of the divan are led by her intrigues, her
partisans increase in the very family of the sultan, and she
awaits with intense anxiety a crisis from which she has
everything to gain and nothing to lose. In the mean time,
Turkey, the object of political desire, stands trembling and
alone, wooed and deserted by all with too little ability to
protect herself, ready to fall into the arms that first open to
receive her.

Alternately sought and rejected by each. But from the
inauspicious day in which she crouched under the wing of the
Russian eagle, her doom was sealed. The crescent then set to
rise no more above the political horizon and the old Moslim

empire of the Ottomans, as established on the principles of the
Koran, was at an end. The subject for consideration is not now
whether the existence of that can be prolonged. It has already
ceased to be. But another question, transcendant in interest, is
proposed to the powers of Europe:
“Shall Turkey continue anindependent kingdom?”

It is clear that she can no longer entrench herself behind the
barricade which Mohammedanism erects against the march of
intelligence and improvement. She can no longer insult the
rest of Europe by an assumption of superiority in inverse ratio
to her claim, but if she will consent to remodel her institutions,
to receive the impress of European civilization, and to admit
into her dying members a new principle of political life, her
nationality may yet be prolonged.

France and England seem conscious of this truth and, if their
policy be sound, they will exert their influence to regenerate
her. Russia is equally aware of it and hence she strives to retain
both government and institutions in a state of inefficiency and
decay. The drama is drawing to a close.

The denouement is the fate of Turkey But while the statesman
speculates on the probable rise and downfall of kingdoms,
andcontemplates their political bearings, the Christian looks to
the inspired volume to ascertain how far the design of the Most
High regarding the fate of empires is intelligibly
communicatedto man, and directs his attention to the probable
influence of future changes on the moral and religious
condition of the world.
To one who thus views the subject, it can hardly fail to appear
that the time is drawing nigh when the symbolical water of the

Euphrates shall be dried up, and the abomination that maketh
desolate shall attain the period prescribed for its duration by
Him who ruleth in the kingdom of men. When the reign of
Islam shall be terminated, and its only two supports, now
tottering under their own weight, shall fall.

When Turkey and Persia, whether they continue as separate
political existences, be absorbed in larger empires, or divided
piece meal among neighboring powers, shall cease to exhibit
the remarkable phenomenon, so characteristic of a fallen
world, of two monarchies indebted for their origin and
continuance to a religion of lies, and founding their political
institutions on the reputed visions of an Arabian impostor.

One of the prominent traits in the character of the Turks is
indolence, which they carry to such an extent that they seldom
work while they have bread to eat. Their pride is no less

remarkable. It is perhaps the only passion which proves
stronger than their power of dissimulation, and Lord Byron
justly characterizes the Moslim face as “well skilled to hide."
All but unconquerable pride.
"The Turk is daring and courageous. Implacable when
offended, and revengeful, but not quick to take offence. During
the whole of our residence in Constantinople the plague was
raging. Consequently, we and our attendants were always
furnished with wands, by means of which personal contact with
passers by was parried, often at the expense of politeness and it
sometimes happened that the tap of the stick was rather rough.
Englishmen would not be slow to resent such treatment but
never, even on a single occasion, did we trace a symptom of
anger in a Moslim.
The Turk is avaricious in making money, and ostentatious in
spending it. At the same time, he is honest and honorable. His
word is as good as a bond in all pecuniary transactions and a

tradesman, unless corrupted by intercourse with Greeks and
Franks, will seldom ask a price which he will abate, or avail
himself of the ignorance of a customer to practice imposition.
A great degree of propriety marks the conduct of the natives in
public. No offensive sights are encountered in the streets and
no cruelty towards animals is exhibited. Would that their
private morals were consistent with their outward deportment!
Over these we draw aveil.
They are such as might be expected under a religion which
sanctions indulgence of every description, and holds out a
sensual paradise as the reward of that virtue to which
sensuality forms no exception. Their national crimes seem to
draw down on the country a curse which is peculiarly
manifested in the rapiddecrease of its population in spite of
unlimited resources.

The Osmanlies are habitually charitable and hospitable.
Numerous fountains and caravanserais are erected by
individuals for the benefit of travelers, and a portion of every
pious man's wealth is devoted to the poor. When they are
eating, a stranger is always welcome and, in the interior of the
country, it has often happened, when we have been seeking a
corner in which to pass the night, that a family, already too
large for their apartment, has received us with kindness,
bidding us welcome to the best fare in the house, and on our
departure, the host has either refused a recompense, or
accepted only just sufficient to reimburse him for our food.
If such treatment be not generally experienced by Franks, it is
because they are regarded as infidels, and because religious
animosity is a stronger passion than the love of hospitality. The
follower of the prophet never rises to receive a Christian, and
never greets him with the salutation of "Peace be to you,"
which he reserves for his Mussulman brother.

Instead of this, however, he condescends to say, "Ooghoorolar
oolsoon !" or " May your end be happy," or, " your omens
good!" The Turks, attach value to certain amulets as capable
of counteracting the marocchio and other species of magic.
They are observers of omens, and repose a superstitious faith in
dreams.
Sculpture and painting are prohibited, as tending to idolatry
but under the present sultan these arts are likely to meet with
some encouragement, for he is reported to have had his own
likeness taken not less than four times to have suspended it in
one of the principal barracks. He is also known to have
ordered the execution of several of the moollas who upbraided
him with thus infringing the rigorous prohibitions of the
Koran.
In eating and drinking the natives are very moderate. Their
food is of the simplest kind. This abstemiousness and their
habit of keeping early hours tend to the preservation of health,

and consequently, in a certain degree, to the regulation of
temper. Wine is forbidden by the Koran and, though in the
present decline of Mohammedan strictness, very many are
found to infringe the prophet's command, yet coffee is still the
prevalent substitute for fermented liquors. In the use of opium
some are less moderate, eating, in common with Persians and
Indians, this pernicious drug in quantities which seem
monstrous to a European.
A Mussulman whom I knew in India was in the habit of taking
every day a piece of opium as large as the top of his thumb. At
length he sank under its effects, and, when apparently in the
article of death, applied for relief to his master, who succeeded
in prevailing on him to substitute for the fatal stimulant two or
three glasses of Madeira.
Improvement took place, which continued as long as he
remained under the surveillance of his benefactor, but the first
return to his old habits brought back the symptoms of disease
and he is, doubtless, long since dead. An opium eater is less

frequently reclaimed than a drunkard. Of the conquest of this
habit, long indulged and ultimately overcome, a remarkable
instance was afforded by a celebrated poet of our own day,
recently deceased. It is well known that the excessive use of
opium, far from effectually exhilarating, only depresses more
painfully, the mind, which is thereby rendered a prey to
horrors of its own creation, for after the first pleasing effects of
the delusive drug have subsided, the opium eater relapses into
a state of increased dejection bordering on despair.
THE MOSLIM FAITH
The Koran is the fundamental law of the Turks, civil, political,
and religious and Islam teaches that it existed from eternity in
the mind of God, if not on substantial tables laid up in heaven.
On this point, however, parties are divided.

Its two principal doctrines are the unity of God and the mission
of Mohammed. In regard to the first, which strikes at the root
of idolatry and, as they erroneously suppose, of Christianity,
Moslims agree with Jews, from whom they are irreconcileably
separated by the second article of faith. Though they cordially
hate Christians and Hebrews, their animosity towards idolaters
is still greater for they are enjoined by their sacred volume to
manifest a certain degree of consideration towards the two
former, whom they designate Ehloo Ikitab Followers of
scripture, or literally, People of the Book, and the respect
which they profess for Moses and our Lord ought to be,
according to the Koran, reflected on the Jew and the Christian.
They acknowledge the Messiah not only as a prophet, but as a
prophet greater than Mohammed, who was deputed merely to
supply the precepts which he had omitted and, singularly
enough they maintain that the Arabian was sent by Christ
himself, according to a promise recorded in our Scriptures.
They say that Jesus assures his disciples miracles, immaculate
conception, resurrection, and ascension.

Moslims pray for the dead, and invoke the names of departed
saints, especially Mohammed, Abubeker, Othman, Omar, and
Ali, relics of whom are cherished with veneration. They believe
that the soul hovers over the deceased body for forty days,
during which period it is peculiarly, exposed to the assaults of
devils.
After this interval it is subjected to the ordeal of walking to
heaven on a fine wire suspended over the flames of purgatory,
into which all are plunged who are not escorted in safety by
Gabriel, but the punishment of the wicked is held to be of
limited duration, for while prayers and good works open
immediately to the pious Moslim the gates of paradise, every
follower of the prophet, however presumptuous his sins, enters
after a longer or shorter time of suffering though every giaour,
however blameless his life and character, is excluded.
They carry the doctrine of predestination to excess, and are
consequently fatalists. This makes them fearless in battle,
reckless in the plague. Why should they dread the cannon or
use precautions against disease? Neither can assail them unless

doomed to die. Neither can be avoided if the appointed hour
be come. In making converts, the Mussulman ought to be
unwearied, for he condemns to utter perdition all who reject
the Koran.
If he does not appear anxious to make proselytes in Turkey, it
is because the indifference to all religion prevalent in the
present day, acting on the native indolence of the Turk, has
been substituted for the characteristic zeal of the Moslim. With
the good soldier of Mohammed, the propagation of his faith
amounts to a passion. Persuasion may be tried, but compulsion
must follow.
The martyr and the warrior hold alike the key of heaven, the
one enters in virtue of his courage, the other of his
devotedness. Prayers are never offered for infidels, but the
sword maybe raised against all who refuse to acknowledge the
authority of the prophet. Apostasy, either in a native

Mussulman, or in a convert to that religion, is punished with
death.
The relentless rigor of the law, which allows no mercy to a
renegade was exhibited in Smyrna, some few years ago, in the
case of a young Greek who was induced to renounce
Christianity. After a while the stings of conscience distracted
him, and he knew no peace. To retrace his steps was
impossible. In the firstplace, his own church refuses to
reinstate an apostate in his forfeited spiritual rights. In the
next, the law of the land would demand his head.
But the pangs he endured were intolerable and he preferred
death to a life so embittered. Accordingly, he made a
pilgrimage to Mount Athos and returning to Smyrna, delivered
himself up to the Turkish judge, as one who, having abjured
the faith of Jesus for that of Mohammed, bitterly lamented the
sin of which he had been guilty, and was now ready to die
rather than continue within the pale of Islam.

Every means was employed to shake his resolution but bribes,
threats, and tortures were equally unavailing and he was
beheadedin one of the public squares.
Moslims pray three times a day. At sunrise, noon, and sunset.
Those who adhere more strictly to the prophet's command
perform a similar act of devotion between each of those
periods. At these hours, wherever the follower of the prophet
finds himself, however he maybe occupied, in whatever
company, he turns his face towards Mecca, and utters a short
prayer, if that can be called prayer which involves neither
confession, supplication, nor intercession, but is simply an act
of homage to the Supreme Being, acknowledging his mercy and
omnipotence. These sacred exercises, together with ablutions
and fasts, constitute nearly the whole of religion, as inculcated
by the Koran.

The fast of Ramazan, the longest in the year, extending through
a whole lunar month, commences in each town from the time
when the new moon is first descried, a fact which must be
attested on oath by three credible witnesses before the
governor, who notifies it to the public by a discharge of
artillery.
During thirty days, the Turks are not allowed to eat, drink,or
smoke, between morning and evening. Consequently, they are
cross with themselves and with each other, and very little
business is transacted, their main object being to spend the day
in sleep and to beguile the night with feasting.
The last meal is so arranged as to conclude just before sunrise
and in the evening numbers may be seen at their doors or in
the public cafes, with chibouque in hand, anxiously awaiting
the sound of the gun which shall intimate that the sun is set,
the day's fast ended, and the hour of feasting and of smoking
arrived for they are so addicted to the pipe that they feel the

want of that more than the privation of food, and generally
smoke before they eat.
Since the Mussulman year, consisting of 12 months of 29 and
30 days alternately, intended to correspondto twelve
revolutions of the moon, is 11 days shorter than our own, the
fast of Ramazan begins each year eleven days earlier than the
preceding, and thus occurs in every season.
When it happens in summer, the distress experienced by those
who are obliged to labor for sixteen hours under a burning sun
and deprived of water is intense, yet they seldom break the
law. With the Ramazan the year expires and the new one is
ushered in by the Bairam, a feast of four days.
This, and the Courban Bairam, are the only festivals during
which work is suspended. The latter occurring ten weeks after
the former is of three days duration. It is celebrated in honor

of the sacrifice of Isaac, to commemorate whose miraculous
preservation every family, or among the rich, every individual,
kills a sheep and after the parties themselves are supplied, the
remainder of the flesh is given to the poor.
A haj, or pilgrimage to Mecca, is enjoined on every Mussulman,
with certain exceptions which exempt the sick, the poor, the
insane, the slave, and those who send a substitute at their own
expense.
So many difficulties stand in the way of a compliance with this
requisition, and so many excuse themselves on one or other of
the grounds above named, that, infact, comparatively few
pilgrimages are undertaken, and consequently, not many
secure to themselves the honorable appellation of hajee, which
is retained for life by the pious pilgrim.

The priesthood are not necessarily separated from secular
professions, and many are engaged in trade. There are several
orders of derveshes, and the word dervesh is taken from the
Persians, who deduce it from der pesh, or before the door, or
men set apart by a vow for the service of God, but this is an
institution of later years, not enjoined by the Koran.
Some of these sects have been already referred to, like the
monks in Christendom, they often bring scandal on the
profession of religion. Every large mosque has its sheikh or
preacher, schoolmaster, prayer leader, and summoner to
prayer, but in villages, all these duties are performed by a
single individual.
Any person of a little learning may undertake the last three
offices, but a firman is required to constitute a preacher. The
priests are subject to the magistrates, who can supersede or
suspend them at pleasure and appoint others in their room, or
themselves perform the ecclesiastical functions, though chosen,

for the most part, from the soofee, or students among the
oolama, and strictly belonging to that body, yet they are not
generally included in it but, as might be expected in a country
where the law is only the application of the sacred volume, the
distinction between the expounders of the one and the other is
ill denned.
Much has been said and written about the oolama, and the
name has been connected with considerable mystery. They are
a body of men possessing great influence, each of whom
receives the best education the country can afford, and is then
at liberty to choose into which of the three classes he will
enter, priests, professors of the law, or ministers of justice.
Their privileges cause them to be regarded as the highest order
of the nation. All the offices in the three departments
abovenamed are filled up from their number. They are liable to
no taxes, nor is their property subject to arbitrary confiscation.
Their persons are sacred, their blood may on no account be

shed, nor can they legally be punished in any way but by
imprisonment and exile.
From the power they possess as interpreters of the law and the
Koran, from their riches, rank, and privileges, and from the
union subsisting among them, they have often been used as
political engines either by an encroaching despot or by a
rebelliouspeople yet they can never be very formidable to the
sultan, as he can banish them at pleasure.
Their chief, the Sheikh Islam, is the head of the Mohammedan
religion in Turkey, and nominates to all the principal offices in
church and law. He ranks superior to every other subject in
the empire, taking precedence of the grand vizir. He performs
the cere ceremony of girding on the sultan's sword at his
inauguration, and is the sole person privileged to kiss the left
shoulder of the sovereign who, before recent changes, used to
advance seven steps to meet him, while the grand vizir was met
by only three steps.

On most great occasions, the sultan applies to the sheikh
islamfor a fetwa, or legal opinion, to ascertain whether his
intended course of action be inaccordance with the Koran, but
it is policy, not necessity, that induces this application. His
plans, if sanctioned by the head of the church, are likely to be
well received by the people while, if the sheikh islam hesitate
to conform to his sovereign's desire, plenty of successors are
ready to step into his shoes, who will elicit from the sacred
volume a fetwa agreeable to their despot.
It is on record in Turkish history that Amurath the Fourth
commanded a sheikh islam's head to be pounded in a mortar,
saying
"heads whose dignity exempts them from the sword ought to
be struck with the pestle."

On another occasion, in the reign of Mustapha the Second, the
people put to death a sheikh islam who had misled the sultan.
Besides the oolama, there is a privileged order limited to the
descendants of the prophet by his daughter Fatimah.
They are called oomra, and every ameer has the title of syud
prefixed to his name, as Syud Hussein. This is the only class
authorised to wear green turbans but since it now
comprehends an immense multitude, oomra are found, as
might be expected, like brahmins in India, members of every
grade of society from the highest to the lowest.
The grand vizir exercises power of life and death. In war he
commands the army as generalissimo and he is responsible to
the sultan and to public opinion for all that takes place in the
kingdom. It has been justly observed by a writer of the last
century that the office of vizir is a necessary accompaniment of
despotism and that it was from time immemorial regarded as
such is shown by a game of eastern invention, the origin of

which is lost in the darkness of antiquity. In chess, the moves
ofthe king are made solely with a view to his own personal
safety, while, the vizir the original name for the queen,
presents himself in every quarter, heading the forces and
regulating the campaign.
The grand vizir administers justice in public on certain days,
assisted occasionally by the supreme judges of Roumelia and
Anatolia, by the Istambol effendi, or judge of the city of
Constantinople, and by the moollas, or judges, of Ayoob,
Scutari, and Galata. Under the premier is the reis effendi, or
secretary of state for foreign affairs, who, with his dragomans,
conducts the external relations of the empire.
The dewan, commonly called divan, is a council consisting of
seven or eight of the principal ministers. These assemble on
special occasions to assist with their aggregate wisdom the
grand vizir, though originally summoned only to advise, the
council has latterly assumed the right of controlling, him in the
absence ofthe sultan, who now often presides in person though

formerly he never appeared, but was present in a gallery
screened by a lattice, like that in the council chamber of the
palace of the Tartar khans.
The un-English expression “checkmate” is evidence of the
eastern origin of the game of chess. It is a corruption of the
Arabic term similarly applied “sheikh mata,”
or
“The chief is dead!”
or
“The King is conquered!”
The whole system of government is destitute of order and
certainty, a fact of which the perpetual changes in the financial
department may serve as an example. The tax paid on exports
and imports is frequently changed, and sometimes raised on a

given commodity twenty or thirty per cent, within a month. If
it were fixed, however high the rate, merchants could calculate
accordingly but repeated alterations involve them in
inextricable difficulties.
A man wishing to purchase corn for exportation learns from his
neighbor that the previous week he was charged two paras a
poundat the douane, so acting on this information he makes his
bargain, fixes his price of sale, and prepares to export some
grain, when, to his great dismay, on application for a pass, the
douanier demands four or six paras on each pound. It often
happens that an individual is called upon not only to pay
double the sum required from him a short time before for the
same article of merchandise, but he is debited with the
increased tax on what he last exported, under a pretence that
the firman increasing the duty was then in existence, though
not published.

In vain, a man who trades on commission pleads that he and
his employer have settled accounts, that their mercantile
transactions are at an end, and that he has no further claim on
him. It matters not, the sultan's revenue must be paid and the
agent suffers for the uncertainty of the law.
The police are equally ill regulated, and murders are frequently
committed without eliciting any public notice. During our stay
in Constantinople an Italian was assassinated, but the event
excited neither surprise nor inquiry.
Marriage in this country is exclusively a civil contract, which is
attested before the cadi, or magistrate, by friends of the two
parties, neither of whom need be present. A Moslim may marry
a Christian or a Jewish female, but the children must all be
brought up in the religion of the prophet. On the other hand, a
Mussulman woman can on no condition unite herself to an
unbeliever, and the man infringing this law forfeits his life.

Divorces are allowed under certain circumstances, but they are
by no means frequent. Polygamy is sanctioned by the Koran,
though not practised so generally as is supposed. When a man
of rank, and none but such can maintain a number of wives,
marries a woman who is his equal, a stipulation is made that
she shall be his only spouse. But if, as is more frequently the
case, he take a plurality of wives of a rank inferior to his own,
each is entitled to a separate establishment, and all can demand
equal privileges till one be elevated above the rest by becoming
a parent, and the mother of the eldest son is called the chief
spouse.
The principal object of desire with the Moslim, as with the
Hebrew, women is children and those whose wishes are
realized regard with contempt their less fortunate rivals while
in turn, they are eyed with burning jealousy. Among the
tenants of the harem who can claim no connubial privileges,
the mother of a daughter ranks above one who is childless but
the mother of a son is immediately raised to the dignity of a

wife, unless the father have already four, the conjugal limit
prescribed by the Koran.
Such an order of things necessarily opens the door to ambition,
jealousy, hatred, and other evil passions, occasionally giving
rise to persecutions and even to murders yet, strange as it may
appear, the Turkish women are said by those who visit them to
be not unhappy. Their pleasures and resources though few, are
all that they have ever known, expected, or coveted and
happiness is less accurately measured by relative possessions
than by the proportion between the desires fostered and the
enjoyment realized.
Hitherto, the cultivation of the mind has been almost entirely
neglected among them. In spite of this, many have now learned
the value of education, and are following the example set by
the sultan's daughter, lately married to Halil pasha, who has
been instructed in music by a Frank lady.

From the time that a girl reaches the age of ten, she is taught to
shun the eye of man. Her marriage is arranged by her friends
with an individual whom she has never seen and after she
becomes a wife, she is excluded from intercourse even with her
male relations, except her father, brothers, and uncles, who are
allowed to pay her a short visit of ceremony onfestal days.

When she appears abroad, she is so wrapped up as to conceal
her face, any exposure of which, however partial, is regarded
as a violation of delicacy. A Frank lady informed us that one
day, in the street, her arm was rudely seized, and separated
from that of a gentleman who escorted her, by a Moslimah who
felt her sex dishonored by such familiarity and we heard from
another that, only three years ago, a green veil was pulled off
her head by a Turkish female, enraged at seeing the sacred
color defiled bycontact with an infidel so indelicate as to
exhibit her face.

It is sometimes supposed that the Koran excludes women from
heaven yet this is not the fact. Mohammed does not provide for
them, as for men, a paradise of sensual bliss, but he declares
that rewards and punishments will hereafter be distributed to
all the faithful.
The dress of the Turks consists of a looserobe and a short
jacket embroidered with silk, both without collars. A wide
girdle, a very full petticoat joined for some inches between the
knees, and thus resembling trowsers, a longcloth gaiter, and a
graceful turban of any color except green, which is restricted,
as already mentioned, to the descendants of the prophet.
Inside the shoe, a thin leather sock over the stocking protects
the foot from cold in the house and mosque. The white veil of
the women passes in a straight line over the eyebrows, and is

brought back across the tip of the nose or held between the
lips.
Some appear with a shade like that used for weak eyes, but
larger and of a black color. With all this desire to conceal the
face, the form is so lightly covered that the whole region of the
chest is often exposed to view. Under a long, loose robe they
wear full trowsers and yellow slippers.
Young girls have generally a dress open at the sides, a bodice
buttoned in front, full trowsers, and a white veil thrown over
the head, but not concealing the face. They allowthe hair to
hang down on the shoulders either in curls or small plaits.
A modern writer has adduced the following instances as
affording a curious proof of the contrariety, observable between
the minor customs and usages of the Turks and those of
western Europe.

"The abhorrence of the hat is well known, but the uncovering
of the head, which with us is an expression of respect, is by
them considered disrespectful and indecent. A quaker would
give no offence by keeping on his hat in a mosque, if his shoes
were left at the threshold. The Turks turn in their toes. They
mount on the right side of the horse. They follow their guests
into a room and precede them on leaving it. The left hand is
the place of honor. They do the honors of the table by serving
themselves first. They take the wall and walk hastily in sign of
respect. They beckon by throwing back the hand, instead of
drawing it towards them. They cut the hair from the head, and
remove it from the body, but leave it on the chin.
They sleep in their clothes. They look upon beheading as a
more disgraceful punishment than strangling. They deem our
close and short dresses indecent, and our shaven chins a mark
of effeminacy or servitude. They resent an enquiry after their
wives as an insult. They eschew pork as an abomination. They
regard dancing as a theatrical performance, only to be

practiced by slaves. Lastly, their mourning habit is white, their
sacred color is green, and their holy day is Friday.
To this curious list may be added, they sit with their legs under
them, and at meals prefer fingers to forks. They regard the
acquisition of foreign languages as a crime, and like the Jews,
identify their civil polity with religion.
They consider it a sin to drink wine, and make smoking a
necessary part of the day's occupation. They never shake
hands with one another, but go through a sort of half embrace.
They treat their slaves like children, and every sultan is a
slave's son. They never suffer their women to be seen, choose
their wives by proxy, and practice polygamy. This prejudice,
with many others, is now rapidly decreasing.
The subjects of the Ottoman Porte are divided into Mussulmans
and Rayahs, the latter name comprehending Jews and
Christians, or all who are not followers of the prophet. A tax,

called kharaj for permission to retain his faith, is demanded
from every rayah, except the Beratlees, a small privileged class
which includes some of the principal merchants and those who
have rendered a service to the state.
Besides the exemption referred to, these are liable only to the
same custom duties as Europeans, and are entitled to wear
yellow slippers. Moreover, they are amenable to no courts but
those at the seat of government, where they have authorized
representatives of their body who defend their rights, and to
whom they refer in all cases of injury or affront.
It is a remarkable fact that in Turkey during four centuries no
amalgamation between the conquerors and the conquered was
affected and no modification attempted of tyranny. The present
sultan resolved to pierce the cloud of Moslim prejudice which
obscured the perceptions of his people, to recognize man as
man apart from the prepossessions of bigotry, and to enthrone
himself in the affections of the more enlightened, that is

theChristian, portion of the population. This, however, was no
easy task. By carrying his wishes into full operation, he would
have forfeited the hold he yet retained on the hearts of his
Mohammedan subjects, and he has therefore been compelled
rather to keep within his desires and to await a happier season.
At the same time, the rayahs are alive to their favorable
position and to the views of their sovereign nor are they
wanting in tendering him a return. Very few are to be found
who are not grateful for the amelioration of their condition.
Their attachment to his person may be regarded as one of the
strongest bonds which now hold together the crumbling
elements of the empire.
Jews in Turkey, like Jews in every other part of Asia, are
objects of pity, whether we regard their physical, moral, or
civil condition. They cherish the disease engendered by dirt,
because they believe it purifies the blood. They cling to
ignorance, because they interpret each effort to instruct into an

attempt to Christianize them, and they submit, because without
resource, to a double portion of every indignity which a
capricious government is pleased to inflict on its helpless
dissenting dependents.
They are trampled on even by the persecuted Greeks and are
actually obliged, during the week preceding Easter, to confine
themselves to their houses, lest they should suffer violence
from those whose feelings are more than ordinarily exasperated
against the murderers of their Lord, at the time when they
commemorate his crucifixion.
They are addicted to gain because the aristocracy of wealth is
the one to which alone they can aspire, and yet poor because
the indulgence of their passion enriches only their persecuting
lords.

Inoffensive and quiet, yet despised and hated, they are
compelled to carry about with them a badge of degradation and
a lure to insult in the purple color of their slippers and in a
peculiar head dress of figured cloth twined round a circular
black hat. Thus, while the patois they speak, corrupted from
the languages of Italy and Spain, points to the latter of those
countries as giving them a claim to be regarded as Europeans,
they exhibit a condition scarcely to be rivalled by that of
themost debased Asiatics.
Of the four great classes of Christians only three are known
among Turkish rayahs, as the Protestants resident in the
empire are all foreigners, enjoying the protection of the
respective European governments to which they are subject.
Many of the Roman Catholics are similarly circumstanced. Of
those who are not, so a few are converts from the Greeks, while
some are Armenians and some Syrians by birth. All the other
rayahs, constituting the great mass, belong to the Greek and
Armenian churches, if we except an inconsiderable number

attached to minor sects, inhabiting chiefly Egypt and Syria, as
the Copts and Abyssinians.
About two hundred thousand Greeks reside in Constantinople
and the neighbouring villages. The principal families have
acquired the name of Fanariotes from the quarter they occupy,
called the Fanar, which was originally consigned to their
ancestors by Mohammed II when he conquered the last of their
emperors, and which has been retained ever since as the
residence of their patriarch and of the old Greek nobles, some
of whom still live in great splendor.
Both sexes are handsome. The young men particularly so and
the women have bright, dark eyes and regular features. The
usual robe of the higher classes flows from the neck to the feet,
and is buttoned above and girt with a ceinture. Over this is
another similar one, or a jacket, the material of which may be
cloth, cotton, or silk, according to the weather and the finances
of the wearer.

When it is of cloth, the edges are often trimmed with fur. For
these two garments, the lower orders substitute a coarse tight
jacket. All use the petticoat trowsers of the Turks, while their
legs, if not bare, are covered either with stockings orwith some
of the superabundant folds of the anomalous trowsers.
The poor wear Frank shoes, the rich, black slippers. The turban
is formed by a long strip of cotton cloth, rolled round and
round a scarlet cap, or fez. It differs from the Moslim headdress in being very low on the crown, like the slippers
restricted by law to a dark color, and tightly twisted, while the
Turkish turban, formed of larger folds and raised much higher,
exhibits a fuller surface and handsomer appearance.
The priests wear a black cloth hat without a brimand with a
flat projecting crown. The mass of the Greek women dress in a
tight bodice and full petticoat, but the ladies are gradually

losing the nationality of their costume, assimilating it to that of
western Europe, except the head dress. This consists either of
a scarlet clothcap, covering the crown and decorated with a
silk tassel and a piece of black velvet richly worked in gilt
wire, or of a preposterously large toque, shaped like the
expanded wings of a butterfly.
The Greeks, for upwards of four centuries, groaning under a
galling yoke, exhibit in their character all the qualities which
servitude engenders. Avaricious, intriguing, treacherous, timid,
servile, and immoral, they appear to adapt themselves to every
change of circumstances, while vanity prevents them from
deviating a single point from their ancient self. In business
proverbially dishonest, a Greek's word is ever at discount.
His one object is to grasp all he can reach, and it is said that to
give a merchant the price he first asks is to render him
miserable for, having obtained it so readily, he is vexed that he
did not demand a larger sum. But more serious charges are

brought against them. Scarcely a single Greek family is free
from the stain of some disgraceful imputation.
The conversation of the ladies, even in the presence of the
other sex, is said to be indecorous in the extreme and so
common is it for unmarried females to retire for a few weeks
into the country under circumstances the least creditable, that
girls of unimpeachable character have been known to deny
themselves the gratification of a temporary absence from home,
lest reports unfavorable to them should be circulated.
The civil degradation of this people has already been hinted at.
Justice itself can be obtained only by bribes. Their vanity is
woundedby a prohibition against the use of any bright color
either on their houses or in their apparel, and against carrying
weapons, which form a component part of the dress of the
meanest Turk.
They cannot even worship God according to the religion of
their fathers without purchasing permission, and every now

and then their blood is made to boil by some special act of
cruelty or oppression.
The following occurrence fell under our own observation. A
young Greek, while walking in the streets of Smyrna, was
seized by order of the governor and hurried to the altar, where,
malgre lui, he was united to a girl, whose parents, desiring the
match, had bribed the bey to take forcible possession of him.
The bishop happened to be in attendance at the church and, not
daring to refuse obedience to the mandate of the Moslim, was
compelled to perform the ceremony without heeding the
remonstrances of the unfortunate bridegroom. A few days after
the transaction, the father of the youth calling on one of our
acquaintance, bitterly lamented this cruel act of injustice, but
concluded his invective against Turkish cruelty with a
desponding exclamation,
"Yet, what can we do?"

Still, notwithstanding their character and circumstances, the
Greeks enjoy some consideration. Religion unites them by a
common bond, and this union ensures to them a greater degree
of influence and respect than is conceded to either of the other
classes of rayahs. At the same time, peculiar causes have
tended to raise them from the abyss of degradation in which
they were originally sunk under their present masters.
The natural indolence of the Turks prompts them to disengage
themselves, as much as possible, from all cares, even those of
government and in their Greek subjects they found men at once
able and willing to relieve them of the duties which involve
labor, either in execution or previous qualification,
accordingly, the office of dragoman was, at an early period of
their history, entirely resigned to Greeks, who consequently
assumed the management of all diplomatic negotiations.

The Turks thus became more and more dependent on their
interpreters who acquired increased influence, which they
never failed to exert for the exaltation of themselves and their
nation until, by degrees, the Greeks were relieved from the
most irksome of the restraints with which they were shackled.
The demand of every fifth child to be made a soldier and a Turk
was suspended and the governmentof the two large
principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia was set apart as a prize
for the most deserving or the most powerful among them. But
this boon has lately been taken out of their hands to be
restored to those of native boiars, and their influence has
proportionately suffered. Great, however, as is this loss of
political power, it may be more than repaired, if the nation
itself shall awake to the destinies that seem to be opening upon
her, and to those principles from which alone permanent honor
and excellence can emanate.

In this case, the Greeks will not be suffered to constitute an
ignoble exception to the advance that every nation of Europe is
making in education and intelligence. The spirit of the ancient
men of Athens, which has for many centuries slumbered in the
grave of a nation's liberty, is already re-exhibiting signs of
animation, rousing itself to throw off the incumbent weight
ofdespotism and ignorance, and preparing to infuse a new
principle of vitality into elements long mouldering in decay.
The descendants of Plato and Solon, endowed as they are with
remarkable acuteness and intelligence, are now putting forth
their native talents, and the time is probably approaching when
the name of Greek will cease to be associated with a state of
moral and intellectual degradation, such as has hitherto
debased the slaves of Turkey.
Is it altogether visionary to indulge a hope that at some future
period this name will attain to a glory exceeding that with
which it was invested in ancient days, when the pure light of
Christianity shall shed its hallowed radiance over the successful
efforts of genius and learning? The Greeks hold many tenets at

variance with the creed of the Roman Catholics. The Bible and
the first seven general councils are the standard of their faith.
They maintain that the Holy Ghost proceeds not from the Father
and the Son, a doctrine they regard as blasphemy, but from the
Father only.
They admit no previous dispensation for the omission of any
religious duty, but yield full absolution after the commission of
sin, and reject the doctrine of purgatory. They deny the pope's
infallibility, and refuse to admit images into their churches and
houses, though they advocate the legitimacy of picture
worship.
They baptize by immersion, and use leavened bread and wine
unmixed with water in the sacrament of the eucharist, which
they administer in both kinds to the laity by dipping the bread
in the wine, but from which a restored apostate is entirely
excluded, exceptin the hour of dissolution. They require their
priests to be ceremonially clean when administering mass, and

prohibit women from participating in it until forty days after
the birth of a child.
They fast, not on Friday and Saturday, but on Wednesday and
Friday, urging that it was on a Wednesday that Christ foretold
that he should be betrayed, and on a Friday that he was
betrayed. Like the Latins, they acknowledge the corporeal
presence, encourage confession, venerate saints, and pray to
the Virgin, whom they designate Uuvayiu, (Panagia) or Most
Holy, maintaining zealously her perpetual virginity.
The Greeks have three daily masses, namely at 4AM and 7AM,
and at sunset, all performed in the ancient language,
unintelligible to the people and the priests are further required
to repeat forty Kyrie eleesons thrice every day, and the book of
Psalms once a week. Some of their offices are very solemn,
particularly that for the dead.

The corpse, preceded by a number of the clergy, is carried
through the streets on an open bier, dressed in the ordinary
costume of life and covered with flowers, with a hat or turban
on the head and the face exposed to view. After a service in the
church, from which the following is an extract, the friends and
acquaintance assemble round the deceased and kiss his
forehead. They then follow the body to the grave, in which it is
deposited in a common wooden coffin.
"Come, Brethren, and let us give the last embrace to the
deceased, thanking God! He hath left his kindred. He is borne
to the grave, no longer heeding the things of vanity and of the
burdensome flesh. Where now are kindred and friends? Now
we are separated! Whom let us pray the Lord to take to his
rest.
What a separation, O brethren! What woe, what wailing, in the
present change! Come, then, let us embrace him who a little
while ago was with us. He is consigned to the grave. He is

covered with a stone. His abode is with darkness, he is buried
with the dead!
Now we are separated ! Whom let us pray the Lord to take to
his rest. Now all the evil and vain festivity of life are
dissolved, for the spirit hath left its tabernacle, the clay hath
become black. The vessel is broken, speechless, void of
feeling, dead, motionless!
Whom consigning to the grave, let us pray the Lord to give him
rest forever. Truly, like a flower, and as a vapor, and as
morning dew, is our life. Come then, let us look down narrowly
into the grave! Where is the comeliness of the body, and where
is youth? Where are the eyes and the beauty of the flesh?
All are withered like grass, all are vanished. Come then, let us
fall before Christ in tears! Come hither, ye descendants of
Adam! Let us behold committed to the earth, one who was of
our likeness.

All his comeliness castaway, dissolved in the grave, food for
worms. In darkness, covered with earth! Now we are
separated! Whom let us pray the Lord to take to his rest!"
The head of the Greek church is the patriarch who resides at
Constantinople, being chosen by twelve archbishops and
bishops, and approved by the sultan. He retires after a certain
time from the duties of his high station, and lives upon what he
may have accumulated, always retaining the title of expatriarch. Besides the metropolitan there are three other
patriarchs in Turkey, and about a hundred and twenty bishops
and archbishops. The clergy are divided into two classes,
monastic and secular.

The former reserve to themselves all the high ecclesiastical
offices by enforcing the law which requires every parish priest
to marry, and precludes him, when married or a widower, from
rising to any superior dignity in the church but though, when

bereaved of his partner, he be thus debarred from promotion,
yet he is not suffered to unite himself to a second wife, for the
Greek church forbids its disciples to marry more than three
times, and applies the rule to the holy order with this curious
construction.
Their first marriage is to Christ in their ordination as deacons
Their second to Him in their ordinationas priests, their third to
their wives and, as no one may marry four times, if they lose
their wives they must remain widowers till death. To convey
an adequate idea of the degradation of the clergy and of their
ignorance would be difficult.
They are generally very illiterate and taken from the dregs of
the people thus, our cook was a candidate for the ministry and
each is compelled to act for some time in the capacity of
servant to a clerical superior, performing the most menial
offices, before he is eligible to the order of priesthood. In this
state he is called a deacon, is boarded by his master, and

receives from the community a suit of clothes and three or
fourpounds a year. Many are deacons all their lives and few,
when entering into holy orders, venture to aspire to the high
office of a preacher.
Avarice appears to be the besetting sin of the Greek clergy and
even when due allowance has been made for their inadequate
provision and the struggle they have to maintain with poverty,
they still appear grasping and mercenary in the extreme. Money
is the god at whose shrine they sacrifice and the essentials of
religion may be said to be unknown to men whose minds are
diverted from its spiritual requirements by the ceremonies,
processions, and fasts enjoined by their ritual. Every sacred
service is made a matter of barter, and in their churches we
have seen two large desks, at which during divine worship,
approaching marriages, funerals, and even sacraments are
estimated and paid for.

How would such traffic have been regarded by Him who
scourged the money changers out of the temple? Nor,
unhappily, is the love of gold confined to the inferior clergy. It
governs the proceedings of the ecclesiastical department, from
the highest to the lowest, and gives rise to a system of intrigue
which pervades the whole hierarchy and enters into every
transaction between themselves and their rulers.
Would a priest be invested with a mitre? He must fee his
immediate superiors.
Would a bishop secure the office of patriarch ? He must present
a handsome sum to the principal Turkish ministers, and
distribute his favors among the influential of his own party.
Would a patriarch retain his seat on the patriarchal throne with
his title of Ayturraros, or Most Holy?

His protectors must be continually bribed, and the envy of his
episcopal brethren similarly warded off. To answer these
demands he must rob the church and while so doing, he must
secure something for himself against the probably approaching
day of deposition or exile. But even among the most depraved,
the voice of conscience will sometimes be heard.
The owner of an English merchantman trading between
Trebizond and Smyrna told us that two of his passengers were
a bishop and archbishop of the Russo-Greek church. The vessel
encountered a severe gale and was nearly wrecked. The two
prelates manifested the greatest terror, and began to confess
their sins to one another.
They then implored our informant to put back and, consciencestricken, declared, like Jonah, that the storm was sent in token
of divine wrath against their impiety. Shortly after, the captain
succeeded in making a port, when they left the ship and
pursued their journey by land. The number of Armenians now

residing in Constantinople and its environs is about three
hundred thousand, of whom about thirty thousand owe
allegiance to the see of Rome.
These, as well as their brethren acknowledging the pope in all
parts of Turkey, consider themselves more as Franks than as
Asiatics.
They court the society of Europeans, and dislike their own
countrymen, yielding to the efforts of Roman Catholic
emissaries, whose object is to substitute attachment to Rome
and her people for national prepossessions. Only six years ago
an order was issued, on a suspicion that the Papal Armenians
sided with the Russians, requiring them all to quit the
metropolis within a few days. It was the depth of winter and
snowlay deep on the ground consequently, very many died, and
many more would have perished had it not been for the
humanity of the Turks living at Scutari, who received them into
their houses.

With the exception of this comparatively small number, all the
Armenians, much more than the Greeks, assimilate with their
rulers in habits and manners. Being originally Asiatic, and
having no connection with Europe, there is only the one point
of religion which forms a necessary distinction between them
and theTurks.
They are consequently contented and loyal. Engrossed in
mercantile concerns and occupying the chief posts as bankers,
they notonly have their all at stake in the country, but by
means of their wealth they exercise overits administration an
influence of a most extensive and peculiar character. In fact,
they may be regarded as the secret machinery which regulates
the internal movements of the government.
By giving security to the sultan for the payment of the whole
annual revenue of each province, of which they are every year
required to advance a portion on behalf of the native governor

before it is collected, they hold all the pashas as their debtors,
and can ensure a compliance with the most unreasonable
demands under a threat of insisting on an immediate payment
of their bonds.
Thus they become the virtual viceroys of the provinces, in
which their sway is almost unrestricted, and no pasha is in a
position to object to any impost which his banker may choose
to levy onthe people, when reminded by the man of money that
the tribute he has advanced, with the interest it bears, an
interest limited only by the means of extortion, is yet unpaid.
Nor is the power of the Armenians confined to oppressive
exactions in the interior of the country. In the capital, their
collective body possesses so great an influence that they can
generally obtain the deposition of any pasha who refuses to
submit to the conventional laws they have established for the
regulation of a system which involves their wealth and
aggrandizement.

As individuals, the Armenians are mild, peaceable, and diligent,
but proud, vindictive, dishonest, and immoral. In person, the
men are good looking. The women are pretty, but destitute of
expression, to obtain which they anoint their eyelids with
antimony and their cheeks with rouge.

The costume of the men resembles in its main points that of the
Greeks, but it is distinguished by some peculiarities, the most
striking of which is the kalpack, a head dress resembling a
balloon put out of shape by a square frame of wire fitted into it,
so as to form four angles. This kalpack is either white, brown,
green, or half black and half scarlet. The outer and inner robes
are always long, reaching from the neck to the feet.

The one closed in front by means of a girdle, the other open.
The women can scarcely be distinguished from the Turkish,
except that, like their countrymen, they are forbidden to wear
yellow slippers, and make use of red. Armenian females are in
a state of degradation equal to that exhibited under the
influence of Mohammedanism, and their education is wholly
neglected, since they are regarded in no other light than as
appendages to the other sex. Marriages are effected without
the consent ofthe parties, who are often betrothed as early
asthree or four years of age, and wedded, the girls at ten, the
boys at fourteen.
A man's mother generally rules his house, while his wife is a
mere cipher in it, and obliged, on every occasion, to submit her
will to that of her mother-in-law. She is not permitted to sit
while her husband is in the room, nor to speak unlessspoken
to, until she bears a child. She takes no share in the
entertainment of her husband's guests, unless it be that of a
servant, in which case she appears with her face concealed, and

it is considered indelicate for a young woman to raise her voice
above a whisper before a stranger.
A husband and wife may be separated by mutual consent, or on
account of the last excesses of immorality on the part of the
latter, but neither is at liberty to contract a new marriage and
divorce is not sanctioned by the law nor the church. The
Armenians have a tradition that their ancestors were taught
astronomy and husbandry by Noah. They believe their language
to be of greater antiquity than the Hebrew, the first medium in
fact, of communication in the garden of Eden and they argue
that, as the ark rested on Ararat, the descendants of those who
settled in its neighborhood were the most likely to retain the
original tongue.
Their conversion to the Christian faith is referred by them to
the time of our Lord himself. Their king Abgarus, having heard
of his miracles, despatched two messengers with a prayer that
he would heal him of a severe disease, sending at the same

time, some valuable presents, in eluding the "sacred and
mysterious coat without seam,” for which the soldiers
subsequently cast lots.
In the letter transmitted by these deputies he addressed Christ
by his own titles as sovereign of Armenia and Assyria, offering
him those kingdoms, and stating his own readiness and that of
his people to submit themselves entirely to him. Our Lord,
being about to suffer, replied that he must fulfil the Holy
Scriptures, and could not therefore, accede to the king's
request to visit him in person but that he would shortly send
an apostle to restore him to health.
Accordingly, St. Thaddeus afterwards went to Edessa where
preaching the gospel to Abgarus, he healed and baptized him.
The baptism of their sovereign was followed by the adoption of
Christianity as the religion of his subjects, who have held as
they consider the faith of Jesus, undefiled from thatday to the
present.

Tradition adds that one of these deputies was a painter, and
wished to takethe Saviour's portrait on a cloth prepared for
that purpose but, as his face was illuminated by so bright a
halo of glory that the artist could not succeed, Christ, willing to
gratify his laudable desire, caused his likeness to be
miraculously impressed on the cloth, which he directed to be
given to the king with a written reply to his letter.
The genuineness of the first of the two letters referred to has
been a subject of much dispute among the learned. It was
maintained by St. Augustine, who says that our Lord promised
Abgarus that his city of Edessa should be impregnable and
Addison on the same subject observes,
"Had we such an evidence for any fact in pagan history an
author would be thought very unreasonable who should reject
it."

The Armenians separated from the Christian church 84 years
after the council of Chalcedon. The secession was perfected in
sixteen years and in the year 551, in the patriarchate of Moses
the first, they commenced an era of their own, which has ever
since been substituted by them for the Christian. Their
patriarchs are five in number, who reside respectively at Cis
near Tarsus, Constantinople, Aghtamar on the great lake Van,
Jerusalem, and the monastery of Etchmiazinnear Erivan. The
last mentioned is the head of the church, and is called
Catholicos. He is the only person who has power to ordain
bishops and to consecrate the meiron, or holy Addison on the
Christian religion.
The patriarchs of Cisand Aghtamar have the powers and
privileges of a catholicos within their own narrow limits but,
with these small exceptions, the authority of the prelate of
Etchmiazin has been admitted by the whole Armenian nation
ever since the year 1441, when Armenia proper seceded from
the jurisdiction of Cis.

A few years ago, however, Etchmiazin fell into the hands of
Russia since which period the Porte has striven to sever the
link which unites the Armenians of Turkey to their spiritual
head by directing their allegiance to the patriarch of Cis, who is
still a Turkish subject.

While the catholicos of Etchmiazin is the spiritual superior, the
patriarch of Constantinople is the avowed secular head of the
Armenian church. He is elected by 24 lay primates, chosen to
fill that office on account of superior wealth, talents, or
influence and is then confirmed by the sultan. In ecclesiastical
matters he does not rank above any other bishop but with the
Turkish government, he is the only acknowledged
representative of the Armenian rayahs. Through him all
applications are transmitted, and all orders issued, and he
receives an annual tribute from every bishop, which was paid
even by his spiritual superior of Etchmiazin, until the latter
became a Russian subject.

From these tributes he satisfies the one impost levied by
Turkey on the Armeniansas a body, except that collected by the
patriarchof Jerusalem, who pays direct to the Porte, and is
independent of his brother at Constantinople. He is, moreover,
vested with a certain judicial authority over his own people, in
virtue of which he presides over a court of premiere instance.

He takes note of births, deaths,and marriages and supplies the
certificate, without which no Armenian can obtain a passport.
Formerly the prelate resident at the capital had no powers
beyond those of any other bishop but after his elevation to a
patriarchate, the catholicos of Etchmiazin resigned to him the
appointment of suffragans to their dioceses within the limits of
his jurisdiction.

The number of prelates is not limited by the number of sees
and any convent that presents a petition in favor of an
individual whom it desires as its president may ensure his
consecration by a handsome present. In the Armenian, as in
the Greek, church, every secular priest must be married, but
this is not enough. He must be a father before he can
undertake the charge of a parish. If he become a widower, he
must enter a convent and remain such, but unlike the Greek
priest similarly circumstanced, he is eligible to the highest
ecclesiastical honors.

No qualification is required of a candidate for holy orders but
that he should be able to read. Many cannot write and few by
comparison are familiar with the old and dead language of
Armenia, in which all their theological works are written, and
which differs as much from that now spoken, as ancient Greek
from Romaic. They do not generally maintain a high moral
character but on the contrary, are as careless, indolent, and self
indulgent, as they are illiterate.

Pastors are never nominated to parishes by the bishop, but
selected by the congregation. The diocesan, however, has the
power of deposition. The parish priest very seldom preaches,
this duty being performed by a vartabed, or preacher,
appointed for the purpose while the former confines himself to
the daily routine of church services of confessing, baptizing,
marrying, and burying.

As the sons of Aaron were required to be ceremonially clean
when offering sacrifices, so is the Armenian priest when
celebrating the mass, which is a supposed renewal of the
sacrifice of Christ and with this view, he is called upon to
separate himself from his family and to devote himself entirely
to religious services, passing his nights as well as his days in
the temple for a month and a half. This period is divided into
three, during the first and last of which he is occupied in
baptizing, administering extremeunction, celebrating

marriages, and making wafers for the use of the church, and
only during the middle period of fifteen days is he permitted to
celebrate the mass.
A similar seclusion and appropriation of himself to religious
duties is required for fifteen days before and after every
repetition of that sacrament.The Armenians entertain a
profound respect for the Bible, copying it on their knees, and
covering it with a binding enchased with silver. The laity are
obliged to solicit a special permission to read it, which they do
with thehead uncovered.
For a hundred and twenty years after their conversion to
Christianity, they made use of the Greek language in their
public services but no sooner had they formed for themselves
an alphabet, than the Bible was translated from the Greek in
410 AD, into their vulgar tongue. This translation is still used.
It is the oldest Armenian book, and one of the oldest
manuscripts of the Sacred Scriptures, now extant and as such it

would be invaluable, was it not for the alterations effected in
the 13th century by the false zeal of Hethem, King of Armenia,
who became a Franciscan friar, and introduced into it from the
vulgate several corruptions favorable to the papists.
The Armenians are exceedingly rigid in their fasts. Besides the
whole season of Lent, they have ten others of five days each,
and one of eight, together with every Wednesday and Friday,
making in all two hundred and two days in a year. During these
periods they abstain from flesh, fish, butter, oil, milk, and wine
and in addition, their priests observe two other fasts of fifty
days each, one before Christmas, the other before the
anniversary of the transfiguration. During these two seasons
they indulge in eggs, butter, and milk and on Saturday and
Sunday they drink wine.
One of their modes of dispensing charity is very peculiar. They
say that when, after a long defection, a portion of their nation
reembraced Christianity at the preaching of St.Gregory
Loosavoritch, the priests who used to be supported by the

heathen sacrifices, requested him to provide for their
sustenance.
He accordingly directed that they should have the produce of
the land, and that the people, now relieved from the burden of
sacrifices to other gods, should dedicate them to Jehovah in the
name of the dead, "as a charity to the hungry." On the strength
of this traditionthey occasionally devote as an offering for their
deceased friends an ox or a sheep, taking it first to the door of
the church, placing salt before the altar, reading the Scriptures,
praying for the departed, and finally giving the salt to the
animal to be eaten.
The victim is then slain and shared between the priest, the
poor, and the friends of the deceased while, with Levitical
scrupulosity, they guard against any portion remaining until
the following day. Similar sacrifices are offered at Easter and
on the great festivals of the saints but always in the name of

thedead, and as an eleemosynary gift, never as a propitiatory
oblation.

Though they profess to deny the existence of a state of
purgatory, yet occasionally, and on certain days, they say
masses for the dead, in memory of whom they keep lamps
burning all night. The stated seasons are the day of the funeral,
and the seventh, fifteenth, fortieth, and three hundred and
sixty-fifth day after it.

Besides praying for their deceased friends, they burn incense
over their graves, especially on Saturday evening, and give
alms on their behalf, believing that this will redound to their
merit. For a whole year after the loss of a near relation, women
never quit their houses, even to attend divine service. Every
person bequeaths to the church a silver cross bearing his name,
which varies in size with the means of the testator.

They hold the original cross in high veneration, regarding it as
an effective intercessor with the Father for the sins of the
world, as is proved by the following words in their prayerbook:
"Through the supplications of the holycross, the silent
intercessor, O merciful God, have compassion upon the spirits
of the dead, and again Let us supplicate from the Lord the great
and mighty power of the holy cross for the benefit of our
souls."

Imitations of this sacred object in wood and metal are much in
vogue with them but these, prior to use, must be dipped in
water and wine to worship them before this immersion is a
breach of the second commandment to worship them after, is
consistent, they say, with Scripture, for in the ceremony Christ
has united himself to the cross, making it his throne, his

chariot, his weapon and the spiritual eye sees not the material
substance, but Him who is united to it.

It is this veneration of the cross which confers on its sign such
a virtue. One of the chief Christian duties, in the estimation of
an Armenian, is to cross himself frequently, and above all, in
the due canonical form, placing the thumb and three fingers
together, then touching, in succession the forehead, the bottom
of the chest, the left breast, and the right breast, saying with
this action the following words, to synchronize exactly with the
quadruple movement of the arms,
"In the nameof the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost."
The Armenians and Papists perform this ceremony alike the
Greeks, besides touching the right before the left breast, an
unpardonable sin, use but two fingers and the thumb,

intending thereby to symbolize the Holy Trinity while the
Jacobites, Copts, and Abyssinians manifest their monophysitism
by employing only one finger. The Armenians reason curiously
regarding the merit of making the sacred sign. By it they
profess to signify, First, a belief in the Trinity, since the three
persons are named and secondly, in the mediatorial work of
Christ since the act of carrying the hand from the forehead to
the chest represents his descent from heaven to earth, and its
motion from the left to the right breast intimates that he
delivered the saints that were in hades, and made them worthy
of heaven.
They make this mystical sign as often as they kneel, rise from
prayer, retire to rest, get up, dress, wash, eat, drink, or enter
upon any important business.
They believe it will render their prayers acceptable and
facilitate their work, guard them from evil spirits, and
strengthenthem against sin. The leading feature in the

Armenian creed is the error of Eutyches, who maintained that
there was but one nature in Christ, the human being wholly
absorbed in the divine.

Though they rejected the council of Chalcedon, and though an
assembly of bishops who med anathematized Eutyches, yet in a
council, held under the patriarch Nerses the Second at Thevin,
the monophysite doctrine was avowedly espoused, and the
words "who wast crucified for us" were inserted in the
trisagion, thus making God the Father the passible victim of his
own justice.

This was the consummation of the heresy for which, upwards
of twenty years before, the rest of the Christian church had
denounced the Armenians and their separation became from
that time inevitable and permanent. On this doctrine, however,
it is extremely difficult to ascertain accurately their opinion.

Their own statement is, that they hold but one nature in Christ,
not denying the human as did Apollinaris, nor confounding the
two as did Eutyches, nor dividing them as did Nestorius, but
believing that the divine and human natures were so united as
to form but one, in the same way that the soul and body
constitute but one person.

An ecclesiastic in Armenia informed an American missionary of
our acquaintance that his church maintains the existence of
only one will, as well as only one nature, in Christ thus
representing it as tainted no less with the monothelite, than
with the monophysite, heresy. The creed, which the Armenians
repeat daily, is peculiar to themselves, and involves among
much that is scriptural, some doctrines in which they differ
from Papists, Greeks, and Protestants. The following is the
translation of a portion of it.

The priest, standing with his face to the west, says:
We renounce the devil and all his arts and wiles, his counsel,
his ways, his evil angels, his evil ministers, the evil executors
of his will and all his evil power renouncing, we renounce.
Then turning towards the east, he says, "We confess and
believe, with the whole heart, in Godthe Father, uncreated,
unbegotten, and without beginning, both begetter of the Son,
and sender of literally from whom proceeds, the Holy Ghost.
We believe in God the Word, uncreated, begotten and begun of
the Father before all eternity.
We believe in God the Holy Ghost, uncreated, unbegotten, but
proceeding from the Father, partaking of the Father's essence,
and of the Son's glory. We believe in the Holy Trinity, one
substance, one divinity, not three Gods but one God, one will,
one kingdom, one dominion, creator of all things visible and

invisible. We believe in the forgiveness of sins, in the Holy
Church, with the communion of saints. We believe that one of
the three persons, God the Word, was before all eternity
begotten of the Father, and perfect God became man, with
spirit, soul, and body, one person, one attribute, and one
united nature.
God became man without change, and without variation. As
there is no beginning of his divinity, so there is no end of his
humanity, for Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today, and
for ever.
Not posterior nor younger, but as long as the Father is Father,
the Sonnow in the Levant, were among the first, if they be not
still the only, Protestants who have explored Armenia, with the
express object of collecting information regarding the religion
and habits of the people. To the journal and conversation of
these gentlemen, under whose hospitable roof he was
entertained at the foot of mount Lebanon, the author is
indebted for this creed and the following form of confession, as

also for nearly all the little information he has gleaned
respecting the habits and doctrines of the Armenians.
Regarding their statements as peculiarly authentic, he has been
induced to dilate on a subject at once so new and so interesting
to many readers, in doing which he has entered into some
details that perhaps more strictly apply to the Armenians of
Armenia Proper than to their brethren at Constantinople, who
may have lost some little (though less than might be expected)
of their peculiarities as a nation and a church.
After this creed a form of confession is used for the whole
congregation, which, at the conclusion the service, is repeated
by each individual who wishes to be absolved when the priest
sits on the ground in a corner of the church, and the penitent
kneels by his side with his, or her, head in his lap.

The form is in all cases the same. With a few expressions
omitted and the indelicacy of others corrected, it is as follows:
I have sinned against the most holy Trinity, the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Ghost, and I confess before God, the holy
mother of God, and before thee, holy Father, all the sins I have
committed. For I have sinned in thought, in word, and in deed,
voluntarily and involuntarily, knowingly and ignorantly, I
have sinned against God.
I have sinned with my spirit and its faculties, with my mind
and its acts, with my body and its senses. I have sinned with
the faculties of my spirit, by cunning and by folly, by audacity
and by cowardice, by prodigality and by avarice, by
dissipation and by injustice, by love of evil, by desperation,
and by mistrust, I have sinned against God.
I have sinned with the evil devices of my mind, by artifice, by
malice, by vindictiveness, by envy, by jealousy, by
dissoluteness, by unchaste propensities. I have sinned against

God. I have sinned with the lusts of my body, by sensuality, by
sloth, by the yawning of sleep, by the acts of the body and by
the commission of divers kinds of impurity, by the hearing of
my ears, by the shamelessness of my eyes, by incontinence, by
gluttony, and by drunkenness, I have sinned against God.
I have sinnedwith the evil speaking of my tongue, by lying, by
false swearing, by perjury, by contentiousness, by disputing,
by defamation, by flattery, by tale bearing, by idleness, by
mockery, by vain conversation, by talking heresy, by cursing,
complaining, backbiting, and blaspheming.
I have sinned against God. I have sinned with every joint of my
frame and every member of my body, with my seven senses
and my six operations, I have sinned against God. I have also
sinned by committing the seven transgressions, the mortal
sins, by pride and its varieties, by envy and its varieties, by
anger and its varieties, by sloth and its varieties, by

covetousness and its varieties, by gluttony and its varieties, by
lasciviousness and its varieties.
I have also sinned against all the commands of God, both the
positive and the negative, for I have neither done what is
commanded, nor abstained from what is forbidden. I have
received the law, and come short of it. I have been invited to
the rites of Christianity, and by my conduct have been found
unworthy. Knowing the evil, I have voluntarily debased
myself, and of myself have departed from good works.
Ah me! Ah me! Ah me! Which shall I tell? Or which shall I
confess?
For mytransgressions cannot be numbered, my iniquities
cannot be told, my pains are irremissible, my wounds are
incurable! I have sinned against God! Holy father, I have thee
for an intercessor and a mediator of reconciliation with the
only begotten Son of God.

That by the power given unto thee thou wouldest loose me
from the bands of my sins, thee I supplicate!
This form has the merit of being so general that no one
repeating it can stand acquitted at the bar of conscience. At the
same time, it is open to the charge of being so minute that
fewwill acknowledge themselves guilty in every point adverted
to. The simple and beautiful confession which our church puts
into the mouth of her children is entirely free from this fault,
and strikingly exhibits that excellence for each clause is equally
adapted to, and equally convicts, every individual.
The sinner overwhelmed with a sense of guilt could not
saymore, while the saint on the point of entering into glory
would not express less, than is included in its comprehensive
and deeply penitential strains. It is worthy of remark that the
Armenians themselves are so conscious of the impossibility of
particularizing every possible species of transgression, an
attempt to do which constitutes the main defect of their form,

when cleansed of its indelicacies, that previous to absolution,
another confession is generally called for of the peculiar sins,
not specified in the canonical summary, which the penitent
may feel to weigh heavily on his conscience.

In several respects the Armenian church is chargeable with
errors similar to those of the Roman Catholic. Saints and angels
are so exalted that the "One mediator between God and man"
is almost lost sight of.
Prayers and supplications are offered "through the intercession
of the holy mother of God, and of John the Baptist, and of St.
Stephen the protomartyr, and of St. Gregory Loosavoritch,
through the memory and prayer of the saints, and for the sake
of the holy cross" and even when they are addressed directly to
the second person in the Trinity, they are urged with some
such plea as this:

"O gracious Lord, for the sake of thy holy, immaculate,and
virgin mother, and of the precious cross, accept our prayer and
make us live."

The virgin is over estimated quite as much by the one church
as by the other. The German missionaries at Shoosha heard an
emissary of the catholicos of Etchmiazin preach a sermon in
which he made use of these words:
"As Adam could not live without the woman, neither can Christ
be mediator without Mary. She is the queen mentioned in the
45th Psalm. The most beautiful of women whose charms are
celebrated in the Song of Solomon, and as Christ did all that
she required at the marriage in Cana, so will he now always
regard her intercessions."

On another occasion the same divine is said to have asserted,
not only that Christ could not be mediator without Mary, but
even that he would take upon himself to affirm that she is
equal to either of the persons in the holy Trinity!"
Though the Armenians do not hold her freedom from original
guilt, so strongly advocated by Greeks and Papists, yet they
assert that she ceased to be susceptible of sin from the moment
that the incarnate Word was conceived in her, and they believe
in the miraculous assumption of her body into heaven.
Like the Romanists also, they hold seven sacraments. Namely,
baptism, confirmation, the eucharist, penance, ordination,
marriage, and extreme unction, and in the celebration of the
Lord's supper they use unleavened bread.
With the Papists, too, they maintain the corporeal presence of
Christ in the consecratedelements, declaring that the human

soul and the divinity of our Lord, as well as his body, are
present in the bread and wine, therefore they pray.
“May these (the bread and wine) be for justification,
propitiation, and remission of sins, to all of us who draw
near!"
In the administration of baptism and the eucharist the
Armenians follow the Greeks, except in a few trifling
particulars. Like them, they baptize by immersion, first
sprinkling water thrice over the face in the name of the Holy
Trinity, and then immersing the body as often to intimate that
Christ remained three days in the grave.
This sacrament, which can under no circumstances be
administered out of a church, is generally celebrated on the
eighth day and, strange as it may appear, the child is confirmed
at the same time by anointing with the meir on the forehead,
and the organs of the five senses. That is the eyes, ears, nose,

mouth, and hands and feet. The infant is made a partaker of
the communion immediately after, by rubbing his lips with the
sacred elements and, lest he should, at the moment of death, be
so circumstanced as not to be able then to receive extreme
unction from the hand of a priest, that sacrament also is
administered with the other three to a babe eight days old!

Again, like the Greeks, in opposition to the Papists, the
Armenians use wine unmixed with water in the sacrament of
the Lord's supper, of which they allow the laity to partake in
both kinds by dipping the consecrated wafer in the wine. On
the exhibition of the host, the priest exhorts the congregation
to salute one another with a holy kiss, in token of
congratulation for Christ's presence among them and the
exhortation is complied with either in fact, or in form.

In some respects the Armenians Judaize. For instance, they
offer up sacrifices of animals on the festival of the virgin,
besides those referred to for the souls of deceased friends.
They abstain from unclean meats, as pork and hare and enjoin
on females and priests ceremonial cleanness, as above noticed.
As the differences between the Greek and Armenian churches
relate to very minute points, and are yet maintained with a
violence which engenders mutual hatred exceeding that borne
by either party to any other class of religionists, it may be
interesting to exhibit those discrepancies in juxtaposition as
accurately as a limited acquaintance with the subject will
allow.
The Armenians use unleavened bread in the sacrament of the
eucharist.
They do not maintain the virgin's freedom from original sin.

They touch the left breast before the right, in making the sign
of the cross.
They offer sacrifices.
They abstain from unclean meats.6.
They never admit females as baptismal sponsors, nor suffer a
layman to baptize.
They allow ecclesiastics, who have been married and have lost
their wives, to attain higher grades in the church.
Their sacred festivals differ both in the time of celebration and
in number, the Armenians not having increased their's since
the date of their separation from the universal church.
But the principal difference consists in the fact that the
Armenians celebrate our Lord's nativity fourteen days after the
Greeks and, as they believe that on the thirtieth anniversary of

that event he was baptized, thenativity and baptism are
commemorated on the same day.
Like the Greeks, they adhere to the old style. The attachment
of the Armenians to the monophysite heresy, which teaches
that the human nature of Christ was absorbed in the divine, and
therefore, that God suffered. Considerable efforts have been
made by English and American missionaries to instruct the
rayahs in Constantinople, as well as in other parts of the
Ottoman empire, especially in Smyrna. Several schools have
been established, in which, after learning to read and write, the
children are taught the doctrines of Scripture without any
direct reference to the heterodoxies of their own creed.
The inculcation of truth is found to be the surest
safeguardagainst error and though, in after years, some may
love darkness rather than light, yet there is ground to hope
that many will continue to hold the essentials of Christianity
learned in childhood, without yielding to the heresies

promulgated by their mother church. But the anticipations of
those who expect much to be effected in a very short time by
mere human agency are not likely to be realized. A rapid
transition from a state of extreme debasement to moral
excellence is ananomaly in the history of man and here, the
peculiar character of the people opposes more than ordinary
barriers to the introduction of truth.
The object of every one is to conceal his transactions, his plans,
and his feelings, to be political, and to steer between extremes.
To keep well with all parties and this spirit infects the converts
to Protestantism in common with all their countrymen. Such as
are convinced of the errors of their church and wish well to the
missionary cause are long, very long, before they will express
boldly their opinions or commit themselves by any overtact of
participation and even when they have once done so, their
continued adherence is by no means certain.

Thus, the missionary's difficulties are increased, his patience
tried, and his harvest deferred. Still, the work is progressing,
the seed is being sown, and here and there a plant, springing
up in the ungenial soil, bears fruit.
Of all the rayahs the Armenians are in the most hopeful state.
Among them a spirit of enquiry on religious subjects has been
excited. Many are dissatisfied with their own teachers and, like
Pilate, enquiring "What is truth?"
Some young men were pointed out to us who always carry their
Bibles in their bosoms, and a peculiarly interesting and
encouraging circumstance lately occurred here. An Armenian,
of good family and unusual talent, was led to see the anti
scriptural nature of many of the doctrines in which he had been
educated, and yielded his unqualified assent to the simple
truths of the word of God, as set before him by Protestant
ministers.

After much deliberation, he decided that he would not
voluntarily leave his own church, as by so doing he should
diminish his sphere of usefulness, hetherefore abstained from
any formal act of separation, but continued to associate
intimately with the American missionaries, and even to teach in
their schools. The keen and jealous eye of his ecclesiastical
superiors did not long overlook this advance of truth against
error. The convert was accused by a priest of holding
heterodox opinions, and was summoned to answer the charge
before a council appointed by the patriarch to enquire into the
matter. In his defence he referred exclusively to the Sacred
Scriptures. Such evidence could not begain said by men
professing themselves Christians, and after an examination,
extended through several days, he was declared perfectly
orthodox, while his accuser was denounced as an infidel.
The Armenian convert, havingidentified himself with the Biblemen (as the missionaries are designated) his cause was theirs.
With his, theirs would have fallen, and with his it was

confirmed and establishedto the great dismay of the hostile
party, who, in full assurance of victory, had prepared a list of
eight hundred persons to be arraigned on the same account, as
soon as their first victim should be condemned.
His acquittal, however, resulted in their confusion, which was
rendered the more complete by the episcopal president patting
the accused on the shoulder and saying,
"I wish there were more of your way of thinking."
This occurrence interestingly exhibits the superiority of the
Armenian priesthood to their Greek and Romish rivals as
regards their veneration for the word of God, a feature in their
character which alone can account for the acquittal of the
young convert, and which at the same time holds out a hopeful
promise of self renovation to the church. Of the Greeks, not
less than seven hundred were, until lately, receiving education,
through the agency of the English Church Missionary Society, in

Smyrna and the neighboring towns and the schools were a
source of light and instruction to the children, while the
parents joyfully acknowledged the benefit they received.

We witnessed their operations with exceeding interest and
heard both boys and girls read the Scriptures in their mother
tongue and answer the questions proposed to them with an
accuracy which reflected honor on the native teachers and on
the Rev. Mr. Jetter, their unwearied superintendent. But this
was not to last. The priests had long watched the missionaries
with envy, and at length resolved to put a stop to their
proceedings.
They first demanded the dismissal of one of the masters, on the
plea that he was a convert to Protestantism who had shown
himself very zealous for the reformed religion, and must
therefore necessarily be anxious to shake the faith of the
children in the dogmas of the Greek church.

Failing in this effort, they circulated a report that the English
and Americans had sent missionaries to convert the Greeks to
Protestantism, they fabricated the vilest calumnies againstthem,
and at length they obtained from the patriarch of
Constantinople an order, which was read in all the churches of
Asia Minor, denouncing every parent who should continue to
send his children to be instructed under their superintendence.

From that time the schools have been deserted and an ignorant
and superstitious clergy have succeeded in robbing their
fellow-countrymen of the key of truth and knowledge. The fact
is, that their own influence over the minds of the people can be
preserved only by a systematic effort to shut out all intellectual
and spiritual light.

But the conflict between light and darkness is begun, and it
remains to be seen how long the latter will prevail. The people
are at this very time bitterly lamenting the loss they have
sustained in the schools, and it is not improbable that the
missionaries may be requested to reopen them. But while the
condition of the Christian rayahs is one which leaves the mind
to fluctuate between hope and despair, that of the Jews is still
less favorable. Among them a persecuting spirit prevails, and
many who desire to be taught are afraid to hold intercourse
with the missionaries.
Not long since, a Hebrew, anxious to enquire into the truth of
Christianity, was seen going to one of their houses. On leaving
it, he was seized, imprisoned, and bastinadoed. Another
married couple sought instruction there and was ejected from
the city. The woman was poisoned, and their three children
were violently taken from the father and brought up in
Judaism.

A third Israelite was converted under the ministry of an
enlightened Roman Catholic, who continued for a short time to
preach the gospel faithfully, but was soon compelled to desist
and his proselyte was driven out of Constantinople. While
directing their attention principally to the rayahs, the
indefatigable missionaries have not neglected their
Mohammedan fellow subjects.

A school was established some years ago for Turkish youth
which continued in a florishing condition until the jealousy of
the imams was excited. They impeached the native master
before the governor, and he was committed to prison. The
boys were forbiddento attend under a heavy penalty, the books
were destroyed, and the room was stripped of forms and tables.

Since that occurrence, the attempt to instruct the Turks has not
been renewed. Each year, however is making inroads on their
superstition and exclusiveness. Every obstacle that is thrown
in the way of introducing the truth to the rayahs tends to
stimulate the efforts of the missionaries to place it before their
rulers. They still refuse to trust their children in the hands of
the giaours are very willing to receive schoolbooks and maps,
while some will even accept and read with interest copies of
our sacred Scriptures.

CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS

Such is the state of morals and religion in the great metropolis
of Turkey and such the picture, which the whole empire
presents. All or very nearly all is darkness, and the few and

feeble rays which pierce the gloom serve only to make the
darkness visible and to discover sights of woe.
The faith of the Saracen impostor, itself holding forth no
inducement to moral or spiritual excellence not only operates
as a debasing principle upon its own disciples but with an up
as influence blights every germ of virtue in those subjected to
its control or example.
Nevertheless in spite of it all, the Christian is encouraged by the
word of God to hope against hope for the dawn of a day when
Islam shall be superseded by the religion of the Christ and
when that religion itself now exhibited in this country under
forms so vitiated that it can hardly be recognized as
Christianity, shall burst the veil which superstition and idolatry
have thrown over it, and shall attest by its fruits the efficacy of
divine truth on the heart of man.

